


RELIABILI-
TOTAL CAPABILITY IN 

PRECISION RESISTANCE 

One watt at 70 makes Dale 210 0 Series 
highest- rated commercial wirewound T-pot 

Check the case dimensions of Dale's new 2100 Series— 
it's a direct, and competitively-priced replacement for 
several frequently specified wirewounds with lower 
power ratings. In both construction and performance, 
the 2100 is Dale-designed to be the commercial counter-
part of RT-11, MIL-R-27208A. Normally an unsealed 
unit, it can be sealed for just a few cents more — giving 
you a humidity-proof trimmer equal to the Mil-Spec in 
all areas except temperature. Right now, you can 
simplify your design, standards and inventory problems 

by putting the 2100 Series to work on jobs which you 
may now be assigning to as many as three different 
trimmers. The price is right— and the delivery is fast. 

Write for Catalog B 

SERIES 2100 SPECIFICATIONS 

Case Dimensions: .31 high .28 wide 1.25 long 

Standard Models: 2187— Printed Circuit Pins, 21 AWG 
Gold Plated 

2188— Stranded Vinyl Leads 
2189— Solder Lug, Gold Plated 

Power Rating: 1 watt at 70'C, derating to Oat 125°C 

Oper. Temp. Range: .65C to 125C 

Adjustment Turns: 25t2 

Standard Tolerance: ±- 10% standard 
(lower tolerances available) 

 ......., DALE ELECTRONICS, INC. ,--
DALE 1304 28th Avenue, Columbus, Nebraska 

A subsidiary of THE LIONEL CORPORATION 
Also Sold by Dale Electronics Canada, Ltd.. Toronto, Ontario. Canada 
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EDITORIAL: 
mum u 

The STATE-OF-THE-ART Magazine 
for Electronic Engineers 

THE NEED FOR BETTER MEASUREMENTS 

IN THIS ISSUE, ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES introduces a 

new section—"Measurement and Test." It is worth 

taking a few moments to explain why. 

The concern of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES edi-

torially is with the State-of-the-Art in the many 

and varied areas of electronic technology. Specifically, 

we aim to point out the significant problems and 

what is being done, or can be done, to solve them. 

In looking around this industry it soon becomes 

apparent that in many areas the most important prob-

lem is the lack of adequate measuring equipment. The 

most obvious example is the upper microwave regions, 

but almost universally there is a demand for more 

accurate measurements under varying conditions. 

Strangely, this is a subject which is sorely neglected 

in the education of electronic engineers. Engineers 

are graduating from college with only a passing 

acquaintance with the basic measuring techniques; 

hardly sufficient to alert them to the pitfalls that can 

lead to erroneous data. 

In corning issues ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES will 

publish articles on proven measurement and test 

techniques. Some will deal with fundamental meas-

urements; others will cover specialized instrumenta-
tion. We shall also include pertinent information on 

standards and specifications issued by the various 

government agencies. 

One of the editorial goals will be to spell out the 

limitations of presently available test equipment. It 

is our oxperience that too often measurements of 

circuit p.trameters are being called for which are im-

possible at the level of today's State-of-the-Art in 

measurenients. Sometimes it is a matter of the ac-

curacies Gemanded, other times the conditions under 

which the rieasurements are to be made. These prob-

lems, and ways of attacking them, will be discussed 

in this new section. 

Parenthetically, it can be pointed out that many 
military contracts now require not only a statement 

that the equipment meets specifications, but also a 

tracing of all measurements, particularly close-toler-
ance, to approved and certified standards. This type 
of contract forces designers to guarantee their meas-

uring techniques. 

The area of standards needs some clarification, too. 

Frequently a defense contractor has inadequate stand-

ards equipment to meet contract specifications. En-

gineers then must turn to outside standards labora-

tories. ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Will be publishing 

information on approved laboratory services from 

time-to-time. We invite those companies with cali-

bration and measurement capabilities "for hire" to 

notify us of the specific facilities available. 

The "Measurement and Test" section begins this 
month on page 127. It contains two articles, "Scope 

Adapter for Tunnel Diode Measurements," and 

"Making Accurate Microwave Power Measure-

ments." Another article, on page 80, discusses Mil-

E-6051, on electromagnetic compatibility. 

Our cover this month symbolizes electrical and 

electronic measurement and test. Engineers are con-

stantly "probing" for qualitative and quantitative 

answers to design problems. 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES solicits State-of-the-Art 

contributions to this new measurement and test sec-

tion from its engineering readers. Any information 

you consider pertinent to the solution of problems in 

the measurement and test area, either general or 

specific, will be reviewed for possible publication. All 

published contributions will be paid for. Your sug-

gestions and comments on this section will be wel-

come. 
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Did you know Sprague makes...? 
( 

MAGNETIC 
LOGIC DEVICES 

Core-diode and core transistor 
magnetic shift registers and 
magnetic counters for switch-
ing and storage applications in 
computer and logic circuitry. 

CIRCLE 131 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

( 
MOLDED 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

Miniature Pulse Transformers 
with tough molded cases for 
increased protection against 
physical damage and severe 
atmospheric conditions. 

NANOSECOND 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

IN TO-5 

TRANSISTOR CASES 

Special design offers dis-
tinct advantages: ( 1) Mini-
fied size. ( 2) Welded her-
metic seal. ( 3) Increased 
reliability. (4) Compatibility 
with transistor mounting 
techniques. 

133 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

DYNACOr 
BOBBIN 
CORES 

Series "300" Cores 
with logical flux val-
ues in popular phys-
ical sizes are stocked 
in production quanti-
ties for fast delivery. 
They're value engi-
neered for quality 
with economy! 

CIRCLE 136 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

CIRCLE 132 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

SOMETHING NEW IN 
COUNTING 
TECHNIQUES 

Simple yet 
versatile, 
low-cost 
yet reliable 
counters 
available for predetermined 
(2 to 11) or selectable (5 
through 10) counting cycles. 

CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

I 
HERMETICALLY-SEALED 

TO-5 ENCASED 
SWITCH CORES 

Designed especially for high-speed, 
low-power switching up to 100 kc, 
adaptability with conventional tran-
sistor packaging techniques, and 
performance under MIL-S-21038 
environmental conditions. 

CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD 

s\ 
ELECTRONIC MODULES TO 
CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS 

Custom packaging 
is no novelty at 
Sprague's Special 
Products Division, 

where "specials" are continually being 
developed and produced with countless 
variations in electrical characteristics and 
mechanical configurations. 

For application engineering as-
sistance ( without obligation, of 
course) on any of the above prod-
ucts, write or call the Special 
Products Division, Sprague Electric 
Company, 233 Union Street, North 
Adams, Massachusetts. 
<33P-131-63 R3 

iLF 137 C. P -- LEP SERVICE CARD 

SPRAGUE® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

'Sprague' and 'C)' are rego;tered trademark; of the Sprague Eiectac Co 

New Bridge Design 
For Safe, Accurate, 
Easy Measurement 
of 'Lytic Capacitors 

The Sprague Model 1W2A Capaci-
tance Bridge introduces new, im-
proved technical refinements as well 
as restyling for added attractiveness 
and ease of operation. Built by ca-
pacitor engineersfor capacitor users, 
it incorporates the best features of 
bridges used for many years in 
Sprague laboratories and produc-
tion facilities. 

Precision Measurements over Entire 
Range from 0 to 120,000 i.LF 

The internal generator of the 1W2A 
Bridge is a line-driven frequency con-
verter, and detection is obtained from 
an internal tuned transistor amplifier-
null detector, whose sensitivity 
increases as the balance point is 
approached. It has provision for 
2-terminal, 3-terminal, and 4-termi-
nal capacitance measurements, which 
are essential for accurate measure-
ment . . . + 1% of reading 101.Le 
... of medium, low, and high capac-
itance values, respectively. 

No Damage to Capacitors 
The model 1W2A Capacitance Bridge 
will not cause degradation or failure 
in electrolytic or low-voltage ceramic 
capacitors during test, as ir the case 
in many conventional bridges and 
test circuits. The 120 cycle A-C volt-
age, applied to capacitors under test 
from a built-in source, never exceeds 
0.5 volt! It is usually unr ecessary to 
apply d-c polarizing voltige to elec-
trolytic capacitors beca use of this 
safe, low voltage. 

Complete Specifications Available 
For complete technical data on this 
precision instrument, write for Engi-
neering Bulletin 90,010A to Technical 
Literature Service, Sprague Electric 
Company, 233 Marshall Street, 
North Adams, Massachusetts. 
453,111..3 
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COVER 

In this issue, we introduce a 
new section, " Measurement 
and Test." The probe on our 
cover, which finds use with so 
many different types of elec-
tronic -test equipment, illus-
trates the wide range of meas-
uring techniques that will be 
lescribed in forthcoming is-
1 es . 
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area of electronic technology 
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New from Sprague! 

E-X-T-E-N-D-E-D T-E-M-P-E-R-A-T-U-R-E R-A-N-G-E 

  Reeliç gl()  

TYPE 6 O  * ALUMINUM 
600D EXTRA-LYTICELECTUROILNYUTIC CAPACITORS 

VOLTAGE RATINGS TO 150 VDC, unlike other so-called "wide temper-

ature range" aluminum electrolytics with compromise voltage ratings 

only to 60 volts. 

CAPACITANCE STABILITY over entire temperature range. Even at — 55 C, 

capacitance drop is very small. 

OPERATING AND SHELF LIFE comparable to or better than that of foil 

tantalum capacitors. 

LESS EXPENSIVE than foil tantalum capacitors, yet in many cases meet the 

electrical requirements of MIL-C-3965 for tantalum capacitors. 

SMALLER AND LIGHTER than tantalum capacitors in equivalent capaci-

tance values and voltage ratings. 

• • • 

For complete technical data, write for Engineering Bulletin 3420 to 

Technical Literature Service, Sprague Electric Company, 233 Marshall Street, 

North Adams, Massachusetts. 

*TRADEMARK 

SPRAGUE COMPONENTS 

CAPACITORS 

TRANSISTORS 

RESISTORS 

MICROCIRCUITS 

INTERFERENCE FILTERS 

43[1 55.43 

PULSE TRANSFORMERS 

PIEZOELECTRIC CERAMICS 

PULSE- FORMING NETWORKS 

TOROIDAL INDUCTORS 

ELECTRIC WAVE FILTERS 

CERAMIC- BASE PRINTED NETWORKS 

PACKAGED COMPONENT ASSEMBLIES 

BOBBIN and TAPE WOUND MAGNETIC CORES 

SILICON RECTIFIER GATE CONTROLS 

FUNCTIONAL DIGITAL CIRCUITS 

SPRA E® 
THE MARK OF RELIABILITY 

'Sprague and'0' are registered trademarks or the Sprague ElectrIc Co. 
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ELECTRONIC 
INDUSTRIES 171 

THE GOVERNMENT ELECTRONICS MARKET 38 

What are the problems involved in obtaining electronic de-
velopment contracts from the government? What is the proper 
method of approaching the various Government techni-
cal agencies? How are proposal funds obtained? These and 
other important questions are answered for the engineer. 

CONVERTINÏ DIGITAL DATA TO VOICE 84 
The advent of the dry reed relay greatly advanced the 
state - of - the - art in switching design. Reed relay logic 
modules are being successfully used in systems not adaptable 
to semiconductor or tube logic. The conversion of digital 
information to voice described here, is a good example. 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN MICROCIRCUIT 

PACKAGING 56 

The significant progress being made is largely confined 
to four major types of packaging— Micromodule, Dot, Hy-
brid, and integrated Systems. The wide range of varia-
tions poses problems in choosing which one to use. A pos-
sible clue lies in the different construction techniques. 

MAKING ACCURATE MICROWAVE POWER MEASUREMENTS 126 

A combination of available calibration services and modern equip-
ment have made possible microwave power measurements with accuracies 
within 11/2% under favorable conditions, and around 3% in worst cases. 
These services, equipment and the methods used are discussed here. 

WHERE ARE ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 
GOING? 142 

Going back to school is a growing ' must.' A 
corner of the employees' training division is 
often a post-graduate classroom. Many electron-
ic engineers are stepping over into management. 
Others are giving civil service a try. Current 
job outlook may not be promising. The long-
range future may hold a different story. 
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HIGH VOLTAGE 
VICTOREEN 

rivc 

High-Ohmic, High-Voltage, Varnished Carbon, Radial Lug or Axial Lead 

Types. Voltages to 40KV, wattages to 10 W; resistance to 25,000 Meg.; 
lenes as small as 1", diameters 1/4 ". 

HIGH POWER 

Varnished-Carbon, Radial-Band Types. Voltages to 125kV; wattages to 

100 W; resistances to 100,000 Meg.; dimensions as small as 41/4 x 3/4" dia. 

HIGH FREQUENCY 
VICTOREEN 

F F 

Varnished-Carbon, Radial- Lug or -Band, or Axial-Lead Types. Wattages 

to 90 W; voltages to 8.5kV; resistances to 100 Meg.; lengths as small as 
1", diameters 1/4 ". 

HIGH RESISTANCE 
Carbon-Coated Glass-Encapsulated Types. Resistances to 100,000,000 Meg.; 
voltages to 1000 V; dimensions 17/8 max. x . 198" max. dia. 

Full details, specifications, applications data, and literature 
on request to Applications Engineering Department. 

VICTOREEN VICTOREEN 

THE VICTOREEN INSTRUMENT COMPANY 
5806 HOUGH AVENUE • CLEVELAND 3, OHIO, U.S.A. 

1318-A Victoreen European Offices: P.O. Box 654, The Hague 
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World's first all-solid-state 
10 KC to 15 MC Wave Analyzer 

Up to now you had to iook outside the U.S.A. for a 

wave analyzer lo fit this billing. Except you'd never 

find an all- solid-state model. Because there weren't 

any until Sierra's new Model 128A Extended Range 

Wave Analyzer came along. Now you'd be seeing 

more and more Sierra Wave Analyzers 

at work in carrier communications 

terminals, in microwave repeater sta-

SIERRA ELEC IRONIC DIV. 
F 

PH I LCO 
A Sul] SI DIARY OF 4.-A;;;;Cilletói"(6:«ne>eiiiy, 

Sierra Electronic Division / 3875 Bohannon Drive / Menlo 

tions, and in R&D labs. That's because Model 128A's 

specs, taken as a view of total performance, exceed 

those of any other wave analyzer made in the world 

today. You'll find the specs in a newly published 

product bulletin, available now from Sierra. Or, a word 

to your Sierra sales representative 

could produce both the bulletin and 

a date for a product demonstration. 

Park, California 
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Specify SOLID TANTALUM 
widest choice of types, sizes, 

(ALL CAPACITORS SHOWN ARE ACTUAL SIZE.) 

CASE SIZES 
(Left to Right) A, B, E, F, G, H, J, K, L A, B,C, D AA, BB, CC. DD 

CAPACITANCE RANGE 
(Standard E.I.A. Values) 

0.33 to 330 microfarads 
(-±-5%, =10%, =20% tolerance) 

.0047 to 330 microfarads 
(±5%, =10%, ±-20% tolerance) 

WORKING 
VOLTAGES 

6, 10,15,20, 35,45,50 
(Voltages up to 100 also available 

on request) 

6, 10, 15, 20,35, 50, 
60,75,100 

.0024 to 160 microfarads 
=20% tolerance) 

6, 10, 1 5, 20, 3 5, 50, 60,75, 100 

OPERATING 
TEMPERATURES 

Continuous from —80°C to +125°C 
(No derating required at 85°C) 

Continuous from —80°C to +125°C 
(No derating required at +85PC) 

Continuous from —80°C to +125°C 
(No derating required at +85°C) 

DC LEAKAGE 
CURRENT 

Typically 0.01 micro-
amperes per microfarad velt 

Typica;ly lLO.O1 micro-
amperes per microfarad volt 

Typically 11.." 0.01 micro-
amperes per microfarad volt 

DESIGN 
FEATURES 

Hermetically sealed in nine corrosion-re-
sistant, seamless metal cases with solder-
able or weldable leads. Meet or exceed 
MIL-C-26655/1B, Styles CS 14 and CS 15. 

Dry, sintered anode encapsulated 
in ultra-small solder-coated brass 
case with glass-to-metal end seal. 
Conform to MIL-C-26655/2C, Styles 
CS 12 and CS 13. 

Each unit consists of two polar 1-Series capacitors 
electrically and mechanicalty connected back-to. 
back and supported by an outer corrosion-resistant 
metal sleeve. 

PRINCIPAL 
APPLICATIONS 

Wide variety of commercial and military 
uses where dependable performance is a 
prime requisite, such as: transistor ampli-
fiers, WC timing circuits, analog computers, 
triggering circuits, and power supplies. 

KEMET 
SPECIFICATION 
GR 1 1 5 1 3520 

UNION 
CARBIDE 

Miniaturized circuitry; especially 
suited for power supplies, transis-
tor amplifiers, and R-C timing cir-
cuits. Top performance at extreme 
temperatures and under severe me-
chanical stresses. 

Servo systems, phasing of AC motors, tuning low. 
frequency circuits, and other applications where 
reversal of polarity is a consideration. 

A newly-released 3raded Reliability Specification established to provide premium capacitors with known failure 
rates. This new principle of Graded Reliability may be applied to any polar solid tantalum capacitor except I 

ELECTRONICS 

This comprehensive reference table is designed to help you 
quickly select the right KEMET Solid Tantalum Capacitor to 
fill your specific requirements, commercial or military. You 
are always assured of highest reliability, because tight control 
is exercised over the processing of the capacitor, starting with 
tantalum powder, the capacitor's "heart," and at each step up 
to assembly and packaging.Your KEMET distributor is stocked 
in depth with types to fit your needs. Contact him today. 

8 
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capacitors...specify KEMET 
shapes, and parameters (6 to 100V.) 

Al, Bi, Cl, DI A,B, C, D,K, L X,Y,Z 

.015 to 330 microfarads 
(±-6%, ±-10%, -±-20% tolerance) 

.10 to 220 microfarads 
(C:5%, ±-20% tolerance) 

.10 to 330 microfarads 
(-±5%, ±-20% tolerance) 

6,10,15,20,35,50 
6, 10, 15, 25, 35, 50 

(Voltages up to 75 also available on request) 

6,10, 15,20,35,50,75 
(Voltages up to 100 also available on request) 

Continuous from —88°C to +125°C 
(No derating required at +85°C) 

Continuous from —55°C to +85°C 
(Without voltage derating) 

Continuous from —55°C to +85°C 
(Without voltage derating) 

Typically IL7.2.0.001 micro-
amperes per microfarad volt 

Typically 0.01 micro-
amperes per microfarad volt 

Typically lLO.Ol micro-
amperes per rnicrofarad volt 

New concept in solid tantalum capacitor manufac-
ture for better reliability— built-in by voltage de-
rating technique. 

Compact rectangular-shaped anodes, epoxy-
molded. Excellent moisture resistance and 
dielectric properties. Molded- in polarity 
symbol. Recessed slots permit easy re-
moval of soldering flux at solder joint. 

Economically- priced, epoxy-molded shape adaptable to 
welded module construction or conventional point-to-point 
wiring, also automatic insertion equipment. Save up to 
88% in capacitor space as compared with aluminum elec-
trolytics of equivalent electrical value. 

Circuitry requiring high reliability— far exceeding 
requirements of MIL-C-26655/A. Approximately 10 
to 50 times more rel iable than the next best available. 

Printed circuits and other applications 
where space-saving is a necessity. Provide 
maximum capacitance per unit of chassis 
area. Usable with automatic insertion 
equipment. 

Better-grade entertainment devices, ship-to-shore and other 
2-way radio communications, computers, or similar top-
quality uses. Outperform aluminum electrolytics in many 
compact circuits. 

N Series. Demonstrated ultra-high reliability is built in during manufacture, followed by exclusive post-production testing including 

100% life test and x-ray. For more information, contact Kemet Department at address below. 

"Kemal" and Union Carbide" are fegistered 

trade- marks of Limon Carbide Coporit'on 

Send for FREE 
Resistance! Reactance 

Calculator— 

FILL OUT AND ATTACH TO BUSINESS LETTERHEAD ••••—•. i 

Kernel Department E1.4 

Union Carbide Corporation. Linde Division 
II 11901 Madison Avenue, Cleveland 1, Ohio 

Without obligation, please send me a REMET Resistance/ 
Reactance Calculator. 

Have a representative call me. 

NAME  

TITLE  

PHONE: (AREA)  (NUMBER) EXT.  
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ELECTRONIC 
INDUSTRIES 

Analyzing current developments and trends 

affecting the State- of- the-Art of technol-

ogies throughout the electronic industries 

FOR LOW ENERGY ELECTRON DIFFRACTION 

First commercial instrument for low energy electron diffraction 
studies of the surfaces of solids as °resented by Varian Associates. 
Heart of instrument is high vacuum chamber, which includes electron 
source, holder to position study material, and fluorescent screen. 
The Varian system can maintain pressures as low as 5 x 10 " torr. 

MICROWAVE AND LASER TECHNIQUES 

are not yet practical for flight vehicle power subsystems, 

Air Force researchers state. The Air Force has just 

completed a study and has issued a report on the feasi-

bility of using microwave methods and lasers for trans-

mitting flight vehicle power between two points in 

space. The overall efficiency of lasers must be improved 

by about two orders of magnitude. Cooling require-

ments must be drastically reduced before lasers are at-

tractive as a flight power subsystem, researchers say. 

COLD TUNNEL CATHODES for microwave tubes 
have been made by engineers at Stanford Research In-

stitute. Developed for the Air Force, engineers report 

that the cathodes have longer life and lower noise than 

any other. Called metal-insulator-metal ( M-I-M) 

capacitor cold cathodes, tests showed no fundamental 

limit on noise reduction. According to SRI engineers, 

limits on efficiency and current density are believed to 

be well understood. M-I-M cathodes should have in-

definite life once problems of materials.are solved. 

NEW PARAMETRIC AMPLIFIER for use on 

VHF and UHF bands may extend working range of 

VHF and improve quality of TV from the new 4 and 

5-band stations. Developed by Production Engineering 

Research Association of Great Britain ( PERA) the 

amplifier uses a computer diode as a parametric device 

and a new type of transistor as a pump source. Instead 

of a distributed circuit, the unit employs a special 

lumped circuit. PERA engineers report "excellent re-

sults operating in non-degenerative mode at 145 mc. 

Internal noise factor did not exceed one decibel over 

a two-mc band width. Gain factor-17 decibels. 

POLAR DISPLAY TECHNIQUE can be made 

more simple and less costly by using Hall effect multi-

pliers, reports engineer Glen H. Smerage, Sylvania 

Electronic Systems. It could improve reliability of 

nearly any polar display, including those used in sonar, 

direction-finding and in plan-position indicators for 

radar. In standard electro-mechanical systems, a signal 

must go through lengthly circuits and processing be-
fore it appears on the screen. Mr. Smerage said use 

of Hall effect multipliers will reduce middle-man cir-

cuitry. It will permit simpler, all-electronic display 
systems with high accuracy. 

REAL-TIME TELEMETRY DATA has been dis-

played with success at Marshall Space Flight Center, 

according to engineers of Dynatronics, Inc., Orlando, 

Fla. Time lapse between transmission from Saturn I 

and appearance of data on Huntsville X-Y plotters was 

put at 15 seconds. The entire system at Marshall is 

made up of combined outputs from receiver equipment 

built by other firms for NASA plus a Dynatronics PCM 

receiver station. Combined data was channeled through 

an on-line real-time display system designed by the 
Orlando firm for NASA. 

SATELLITE COMMUNICATIONS was the 

most significant development of 1963 in the field of 

communications, according to E. William Henry, Chair-

man of the FCC. Member nations of the International 

Telecommunication Union saw benefits that could re-

sult. They set aside frequencies needed for the success 

of the program. Comsat, to own and work the Ameri-

can part of the system, is working out technical needs 

and international arrangements. Further tests with Tel-

star, Relay and Syncom show promise toward reliable 

and economic communications. Mr. Henry noted 

stepped-up educational TV; more than 80 stations were 

working by year's end. In non-broadcast radio, the FCC 

now lists nearly 1.3 million licensees who operate more 
than 4 million transmitters. 
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PRECISION TUNING TECHNIQUE has allowed 

Bell Telephone Laboratories to reach a frequency ac-

curacy of 2/100 of 1% for a tantalum thin film "notch" 

filter. The filter is a twin-T network of passive com-

ponents that nearly rejects all of a particular frequency 

when it is properly tuned. Circuit is made from re-

sistors, capacitors, and interconnections formed by 

photoetching a tantalum film sputtered onto a glass 

substrate. Film is anodized to produce capacitor dielec-

trics and resistor values. Capacitor counterelectrodes 

are made from evaporated gold. Tuning is done by a 

series of measurements and precise adjustment of re 

sistance values by anodizing. 

REMOTE RADIOMETRY IN METEOROL 

OGY to improve weather forecasting here and to 

aid planet probes, has been disclosed by Geophysics 

Corp. of America. Dr. J. I. F. King, physics research 

head at GCA, said the principle is a mathematical study 

of imbedded atmospheric heat sources detected by IR 

sensors aboard spacecraft. With this state-of-the-art 

upgrading, meteorological inferences can be taken of 

atmospheric aspects once hard or impossible to get. 

Some of these are: concentration of water vapor, carbon 

dioxide and ozone. Another is, zone of atmospheric 

instability; also listed is pressure at the surface or top, 

of clouds. Through use of the principle in MARINER 

II, we know many things about Venus. 

PLASMA-MICROWAVE INTERACTION 

Basic research on plasma and interaction with microwave energy is 
being done at Westinghouse Defense and Space Center. Here argon 
plasma at 500 it. pressure is maintained by a pulsed discharge 
between end electrodes of glowing tube. Energy from klystron 
operating at 35 CC and 20 mw is transmitted through ionized gas. 

TECHNIQUE REDUCES STATIC 

Dr. Jacob M. Hamme, RCA Laboratories, inserts standard traveling-
wave tube, used to amplify microwaves, into magnetic solenoid in new 
technique that reduces static and noise in such components to the 
lowest leveis ever repo-ted. Development may lead to much improved 
radar. radic astroncmy, communications and counter-measure devices. 

FILTER MODULATOR FOR LASERS, variable 

and compact, has been disclosed by Sylvania Electric 

Products, Inc. Hold-in-the-hand size, the unit needs less 

than one watt of power; or 1/250th the power needed 

for present modulators used in high data rate systems. 

The broadband device was designed for the Air Force, 

according to Wilson Boothroyd, Associate Director, 

Sylvania Laboratories in Buffalo, N. Y. 

TWO MICROWAVE DIODES, with high sensi-

tivity, are being tested by the Army's Harry Diamond 

Laboratories. Intended as electromagnetic radiation de-

tectors, one diode, 1N830, is designed for high level 

use near 100 mc. The other, 1N833, is classed as a low 

level X-band detector. Tests were done to determine 

static characteristic, and measurement of RF impedance 

at low power levels from 250 mc to 4000 mc. Tests 

also were conducted to determine tangential signal 

sensitivity over the same frequency range. Test 

results, contained in a report supplied by the Depart-

ment of Commerce, will be used to develop a similar 

series of detectors. 

ENGINEERING AND SCIENTIFIC STAFFS 

should be retained by Congress as well as by other parts 

of the government, according to Paul H. Robbins, 

Executive Director of National Society of Professional 

Engineers. House Administration Committee is look-

ing for ways to keep Congress better informed on vari-

ous states-of-the-art in science and technology. Mr. 

Robbins suggests a Joint Congressional Committee on 

Engineering and Science. The group would include 
chairmen of Congressional groups concerned with Fed-

eral R&D. Its technical staff would be headed by one 

of high repute in science or engineering-
(More RADARSCOPE on Page 13) 
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The Most Precise Capacitance Bridge You Can Buy 

0.01% 

Direct-

Reading 

Accuracy 
TYPE 1615-A 

Precision 

Capacitance Bridge 

Price. $1475 in U.S.A. 

Type 1615-P1 

Range Extension 

Capacitor, 

$35. 

GENERATOR 

e n,effl 
GND 

004 

+0.1•0 

seGA me. 

—OCA 
G... 

G MAX 

CAPACITANCE BRODE 
GAG, ee 

DISSIPATION FACTOR—CONDUCTANCE 

DETECTOR 

This Bridge Alone Has All These Important Features 

1. Wide Measuring Range . . . Capacitance; 10 µpf to 1 µf; to 10 id with plug-in Type 1615-P1 
Range Extension Capacitor. Dissipation Factor, 0.000001 to 1 at 1 kc; Conductance, 10-6 1.ernho to 100 µmho. 

2. Excellent Resolution ... Six significant figures, seven significant figures with external standards; 
at least ten times better than any other capacitance bridge. 

3. Wide Frequency Range... From 50cps to 10 kc. 

4. Excellent Stability . . . Better than 50 ppm per year. Fixed standards made from low-temperature 
coefficient Invar alloy are hermetically sealed in dry nitrogen. Temperature coefficient less than 5 ppm/°C. 

5. Easy to Use ... Lever balancing controls, digital readout, automatic decimal point location, and units indication. 
Both coaxial and binding-post terminals with switching for either two- or three-terminal 
measurements of a variety of capacitors. 

6. Ideal for Intercomparison Measurements ... Fast, one-step intercomparisons of three-terminal capacitors 
differing in value by as much as 10,000 to I can easily be made. 

EXT SIANDARD 

° 

0 

PICOEARADS 

CAPACITANCE 

UNKNOWN 

3 
TERMINAL 

UNKNOWN 

C MAX 

ENO agbi 

0 41, 

1000 re , 

100 tot t 

to 

ki CS) 

NEW 1000-pf THREE-TERMINAL 
REFERENCE STANDARD CAPACITOR 

Same Invar-alloy construction as in the 
1615-A Bridge. Sealed in dry nitrogen to elimi-
nate effects of altitude and humidity. Ad-
justed to ± 5 ppm of nominal value at 23°C 
and 1000 cps to NBS calibrated standards. 
Temperature coefficient is 2 ± 2 ppm/°C 
from — 10° to 60°C. D is less than 1 x 10-5. 

Type 1404-A, $225 

IN CANADA: Toronto 217-2:7L Montreal On Royal) 737-3613 
IN EUROPE: General Radio Overseas, Zurich, Switzerland 

Co mplete 

CAPACITANCE MEASURING ASSEMBLY. 

Type 1620-A . .. includes the Type 1615-A Bridge; Type 1232-A 
Tuned Amplifier and Null Detector, a low-noise high-gain in-
strument with a 20-c to 20-kc range and a full scale sensitivity 
of lie; and the new Type 1311-A Bridge Oscillator, with 11 
fixed frequencies from 50c to 10 kc. Price for the complete 
assembly is $2065. 

GENERAL RADIO COMPANY 
WEST CONCORD, MASSACHUSETTS 

NEW YORK, N. Y., 964-2722 CHICAGO PHILADELPHIA, 424-7419 WASHINGTON, D.C. SYRACUSE DALLAS 
(RIdgefleld, N. J.) 943-3140 (Oak Park) 848-9400 (Al:mutton) 887-8486 (Rockville, Md.) 946-1600 454-9323 FL 7-4031 

SAN FRANCISCO LOS ANGELES ORLANDO, FLA. CLEVELAND 
(Los Altos) 948-8233 469-6201 425-4671 886-0150 
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HIGH SPEED PRINTING 

SYSTEM, using seven million tiny 

light pipes in a fiber optics faceplate, 

now makes rocket test data ready 

in seconds that once took many 

hours. Designed jointly by General 

Dynamics and Jet Propulsion Lab-

oratory for the Air Force, the sys-

tem can put out more than 10,000 

words per second, or as much as 

71,000 figures per second. Fiber 

optics faceplate is embedded in the 

screen of a special CHARACTRON 

CRT. Beams pass through tube's 

64 apertures and take on shape of 

figures or symbols. 

NEW HELIUM - XENON 

LASER that will penetrate atmos-

pheric absorption and optical inter-

ferences adds to laser state-of-the-

art. Evolved by Raytheon Co., the 

gas laser works at 3.51 microns, near 

middle of IR region. The laser, with 

power supply, weighs less than 10 

lbs. It is powered by 117 rms @ 60 

cps. With modulator circuit, voice 

contacts are possible. Output power 

is about 0.25 mw. Diverting of beam 

is only 20 minutes of arc, uncolli-

mated. Bandwidth is 110 mc. 

NEW ELECTRON MICRO-

SCOPE TECHNIQUE shown at 

Britain's Institute of Physics and 

Physical Society exhibition. Tech-

nique includes first Stereosean Elec-

tron Microscope prototype made by 

Cambridge Instrument Co., Ltd., 

London. The microscope is said to 

be suited to examining rough sur-

faces. It provides consistent resolu-

tion of better than 500 A. Adjust-

ments are reproducible for any 

object up to 1 cm. across and several 

mm. thick. Primary electron beam 

from heated tungsten filament is 

focused finely on specimen. Beam is 

made to scan surface by special coils 

and circuits. A scintillation counter 

collects electrons from the sample. 

International Rectifier 
SEMICONDUCTOR DESIGN DATA 

How to Shrink Power Equipment Size and Cost—Boost Reliability 

With IR 1500 Volt/235 Amp. SCR's...Learn the Secret to "Instant" 

Controllable Power Supplies, Using Hybrid SCR Stacks by IR 

Monstrous power conversion equipment 
can now be shrunk to reasonable size 
and cost, with utter circuit simplicity 
and unheard of reliability, thanks to 
IR's latest silicon controlled rectifiers. 
IR 235 ampere SCR's with bulk ava-

lanche capabilities up to 1500 volts 
make it possible to eliminate complex 
firing and voltage division circuitry 
associated with the use of low voltage 
devices in series. These epitaxial SCR's 
have raised the rated voltage for 235 
amp ( rms) units from the industry high 
of 800 volts to a new high of 1300 volts 
per unit, making it practical to replace 
bulky motor generator sets, rotating fre-
quency changers, induction voltage reg-
ulators, ac or dc motor drives and high 
ac load power controls with compact, 
more efficient equipment. It's worth 
your time to send for complete specs on 
this and the 110 amp (rms) 1500 volt 
series that will give you the edge in 
power equipment design. If you just 
can't wait, order evaluation samples 
today. They'll be shipped from stock! 

Bulk Avalanche! 
Actual scope trace pictures the 
forward and reverse character-
istics of a typical IR epitaxial 
controlled rectifier. Extremely 
sharp knees and clearly defined 
avalanche regions indicate junc-
tion uniformity and freedom 
from contamination...two vital 
factors in maximum reliability! 

How to Succeed in Power Supply 

Design Without Really Trying 
There may be other ways, but we know 
for sure that one way to cut your design 
time and reduce the costs of power sup-
plies for dc motor drives, inverters, bat-
tery chargers, etc., is to leave the biggest 
part of the job up to IR design engi-
neers! IR hybrid configuration silicon 
controlled rectifier stacks complete with 
compatible silicon power rectifiers, gate 
excitation circuits, built-in surge protec-
tion and variable voltage controls will 
deliver up to 87.5 KW, with a de current 
range from 12 to 308 amps and PRV 
ranging from 75 to 1000 volts. 

Stacks make use of single phase and 

three phase bridge circuits of the hybrid 
type where half of the rectifying devices 
are rectifier diodes and the other half 
are controlled rectifiers, as well as 
SCR's in "pairs", in inverse parallel for 
ac power control. Delivered ready for 
instant installation, these custom stacks 
offer you optimum design and construc-
tion with a minimum of sweat and tears. 
Your first step towards success is to 
write for Bulletin SR-380. 

Still rather do it yourself? 
Applications engineer Will Parrish has 
written an enlightening article on ther-
mal considerations in the applications 
of rectifiers and SCR's to heat exchang-
ers that you can get by writing to: 
International Rectifier Corporation, 
Product Information Dept., El Segundo, 

California. We'll send it, but we'd 
rather do the work for you. 

INTERNATIONAL RECTIFIER CORPORATION EXECUTIVE OFFICES: 233 Kansas Street, El Segundo, California 
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Multiple frequency markers allow frequency calibration with 3 markers 

during broadband sweep and 2 during symmetrical sweep. 

LEVEL 

RE OUTPUT 

4 

I 3 

17 

RF OUTPUT 
.0WER LEVEL 

UNLEVELED 
U 

MANION° 

LÍIt SWEEP OSCILLATOR 

14 

MODULATIO 

EX1111NAL SQUAlt 
o 

1M 

Five single frequency settings simplify and speed 

component evaluation. Choose stable, clean CW 

or modulated single frequencies at F,, F2, FO, Mi, 
and M2. Sweep for qualitative analysis and meas-

ure precisely at end frequencies ( F,, F2) and 3 

intermediate frequencies (F0, M,, M2). 

17 

FREQUENCY 

OFF SW EP 
fo 81 

NM 

MOM 

UN! 

MANUAL 

HIGH VOCAOf 
ON ROO 

FREQUENCY E2 

Complete sweep flexibility. F,— F2 sweep for broad-
band evaluation. F, -± AF symmetrical sweep for 

expanded display. 

Separate Fo control independent of Fi --* F2 allows 
switching from broadband sweep to symmetrical 
sweep without "disadjusting controls." 

New Sweep Oscillator, 1 to 40 Gc 
This is the face of the new Alfred 1 to 40 Gc sweep oscil-
lator. Alfred 640 Series Sweepers offer the cost-conscious 
engineer the best price-performance ratio. 
Features include: internal or external leveling with wide 
control range, retrace blanking at all sweep speeds for scope 
or recorder operation, accurate manual sweep, solid state 
design, 50 to 400 cps operation, ruggedized construction. 
Ask your Alfred representative for a demonstration. 

Leveled 
Frequency Power Power Residual 
Range Output Variation FM Price 

641 1 - 2 
641K 1 - 2 
642 2 - 4 
642K 2 - 4 
643 4 - 8 
643K 4 - 8 
645 8 - 12.4 
645K 8.2 - 14.4 
647 12.4 - 18 
648 18 - 26 
649 26 - 40 

100 mw 
70 mw 
70 mw 
50 mw 
20 mw 
20 mw 
20 mw 
10 mw 
10 mw 
5 mw 
5 mw 

-±- 0.5 db 
• 

± 0.5 db 
• 

0.5 db 

0.75 db 

25 kc 
50 kc 
25 kc 
50 kc 
50 kc 
75 kc 
75 kc 
100 kc 
100 kc 
300 kc 
350 kc 

$3,050 
$3,290 
$2,850 
$3,090 
$2,850 
$3,190 
$2,990 
$3,390 
$3,350 

on request 
on request 

*Output may be leveled with external Alfred RF Samplers or directional 
coupler and crystal detector. 

Sweeps 

Sweep Time 

Sweep Trigger 

Amplitude 
Modulation 

Single Frequency 
Control 

Frequency Stability 

Frequency Marker 

Broadband, 2% to 100% of full range. 
Symmetrical, 0 to ±5% about center 
frequency Fo. Manual, proportionate 
sweep voltage with Fo, M 1, and M2 pro-
vided 

10 msec to 100 sec 

External; free running; line; manual 
(single sweep) 

Internal 800 to 1200 cps square wave; 
external 

Fo, F1, E.-, M 1, and M2 continuously 
adjustable, panel switch selected 
Better than 0.01 % per degree C 

Three markers M 1, M2, and Fo adjust-
able over entire range. 

flLfilED ELECTI10111CS 
3176 Porter Drive • Stanford Industrial Park • Palo Alto, Calif. 

Phone: (415) 326-6496 
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DELCO RADIO 9§ 
DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS, KOKOMO, INDIANA 
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• Measurement of Parts 
in 10, 

* VLF Receiver 
Frequency Std. 

Frequency 
Error Expander 

Digital Counter 

*AUTOMATICALLY 

CALIBRATED 

FREQUENCY 

STANDARD 

• Measurement of Parts 
in 100 

VLF Receiver 
Phase Comparator 

1010 Frequency Std. 

Frequency 
Error Expander 

Digital Counter 

Strip Chart 
Recorder 

• Measurement of Parts 
in 10' , 

VLF Receiver 
Phase Comparator 

1011 Frequency Std. 

Frequency 
Error Expander 

Digital Counter 

Strip Chart 
Recorder 

• To 
expand 
your 
Standards 
Lab 
anywhere 
in 
the 
plant 
or 
field. 

Portable 
Frequency 
Std. 

NEW.. from Motorola a complete 

FREQUENCY 
STANDARDS 

LAB 
All Solid State MOTOROLA 
PRECISION FREQUENCY 

INSTRUMENTS can be assembled 
to provide a Frequency 

Standards Lab fitted to your 
accuracy requirements. The lab 

contains a high stability oscillator 
corrected to NBS or Navy 

time signals by the VLF receiver. 
These units are coupled to the 

Frequency Error Expander/Counter 
combination to allow calibration 
of your frequency instruments 

to parts in 10' in 1 second 
or parts in 10 10 in 10 seconds 

with direct digital readout. 
The recorder provides a permanent 

phase plot of the oscillator 
vs. the VLF signal to accurately 
set the oscillator on frequency. 

The Motorola frequency 
instruments with guaranteed 

specifications can be assembled 
to the lab of your choice 

as shown in the examples above. 
For complete operating 

specifications on these versatile 
precision instruments, 

contact your Motorola Instrument 
Representative (listed in 

EEM Directory)—or write for 
Full Fact Kit, Dept. AEI 414 

Motorola 1010 Frequency Standard 
lx10-10 Setability • Less than 5x10- 10 Aging 
Per Day and Short Term Stability, 1 Second 
Counts • Proportional controlled double oven 
• Selected, pre-aged precision 3 mc crystal 
• Zener regulation • Silicon transistors 
• Output frequencies: 1 mc and 100 kc at 
1 volt RMS • Digital reading linear fine 
frequency adiust • New smaller size-31/2 " 
high • Spectrally pure 5 mc output and 
10 kc to 1 cps pulse outputs optional • Model 
S1069AR $ 1,950 • Internal battery $285.00 
• Spectral purity $385.00 

Motorola Frequency Error Expander 
This unit offers the unique ability to multiply 
the difference between an input frequency 
and a reference frequency by a factor of 
10,100 and 1000, allowing direct, accurate 
frequency comparisons to be made quickly on 
a digital counter. On a 1 second count, meas-
uring resolution is parts in 10 , on a 10 second 
count, parts in 100. Use for short and long 
term stability measurements, and calibration 
of frequency standards, precision oscillators 
and frequency counters. Model S1061AR 
$1,500. 

Motorola 1011 Frequency Standard 

1x10- 11 Setability. Less than 5x10- 11 Aging 
Per Day and Short Term Stability, 1 Second 
Counts • True proportional control double 
oven construction • Complete oscillator 
circuitry in inner oven • Selected, pre-aged 
2.5 mc 5th overtone crystals • Digital 
reading linear fine frequency adjust • Solid 
state silicon design • Includes 15 hour 
internal battery • Model S1065AR $3,950 
• Model S1066AR with spectrally pure 5 mc 
output $4,335 

Motorola VLF Receiver Frequency Standard 

The first and only complete solid state stand-
ard that automatically corrects its 1x10-9 or 
5x10-19 day local oscillator to VLF stations. 
With transmissions from N BS or the Navy, you 
get long term stability for lab requirements 
that otherwise cannot be provided. Precise 
no- drift standard. Automatic servo phase 
shifter. Model S1055A $5,850 • VLF Re-
ceiver Phase Comparator (to phase plot 1010 
or 1011 Standard) Model S1055C $4,250 

Motorola Portable Frequency Standard 
This versatile Frequency Standard operates 
on battery or AC, serves your instrument 
calibration needs in the field ... in production 
. . and in the lab • Stability of 5x10- to 
(S1054AH) and 1x10-9 per day (S1054AL) 
• 1 mc and 100 kc simultaneous outputs 
• Completely Solid state circuit • Fine 
frequency adjustment parts in 1000 • Model 
S1054AL $ 1,600 • Model S1054AH $ 1.800 
• Model SLN 6076A 24-hour battery kit $300 

M MOTOROLA PRECISION FREQUENCY PRODUCTS 
Motorola Communications & Electronics Inc. 4501 Augusta Boulevard, Chicago, Illinois 60651 • A Subsidiary of Motorola Inc. 
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CUMU IMM70 

APRIL 
Apr. 12-17: 95th Tech. Conf. of Soc. 

of Motion Picture & TV Engineers, 
SMPTE; Ambassador Hotel, Los An-
geles, Calif. 

Apr. 13-15: Annual Mtg. & Expos. of 
Inst. of Environmental Sciences; 
Sheraton Hotel, Phila., Pa. 

Apr. 21-22: Inn Symp. on Rotating and 
Static Precision Components, Bureau 
of Naval Weapons; Washington, D.C. 

April 28-30: 12th Annual Nat'l Relay 
Conf.; Oklahoma State Univ., Still-
water, Okla. 

MAY 
May 4-6: 10th Nat'l Aerospace Instru-

mentation Symp., ISA; Biltmore Ho-
tel, New York, N. Y. 

May 4-6: Annual Mtg. & Tech. Conf., 
Region Ill, IEEE; Jack Tar Harrison 
Hotel, Clearwater, Fla. 

May 5-7: Electronic Components Conf. 
(ECC), IEEE, EIA; Marriott Motor Inn, 
Washington, D. C. 

May 7-8: S.E. Textile Industry Conf., 
IEEE; Atlanta, Ga. 

May 11-13: NAECON (Nat'l Aerospace 
Electronics Conf.), PTG-ANE, Dayton 
Sec., AIAA; Biltmore Hotel, Dayton, 
Ohio. 

'64-'65 Highlights 

WESCON, Western Electronic Show and 
Cony., Aug. 25-28, IEEE WEMA; 
Sports Arena, Los Angeles, Calif. 

Nat'l Electronics Conf., Oct. 19-21, 
IEEE. et al; McCormick Place, Chi-
cago, Ill. 

NEREM, Northeast Research & Eng. 
Mtg., Nov. 4-6, IEEE; Boston, Mass. 

IEEE Intl Cony., Mar. 22-25; Coliseum, 
New York Hilton, New York, N. Y. 

May 11-14: Design Eng. Show & Conf., 
ASME; McCormick Place, Chicago, 

May 18-20: Electronic Parts Distribu-
tors Show; Conrad Hilton Hotel, Chi-
cago, Ill. 

May 19-20: Nat'l Appliance Technical 
Conf., IEEE; Ben Franklin Hotel, 
Phila., Pa. 

May 19-21: Int.' Symp. on Microwave 
Theory and Techniques, PTG-MTT; 
Intl Inn, Intl Airport, Idlewild, N. Y. 

May 20-22: Pulp & Paper Industry 
Conf.. IEEE; Netherland Hotel, Cin-
cinnati, Ohio. 

JUNE 
June 9-11: 6th Nat'l Electromagnetic 

Compatibility Symp., PTG-EMC; Los 
Angeles, Calif. 

June 23-25: 6th Nat'l Symp. on Elec-
tromagnetic Compatibility, PTGEC/ 
IEEE; Los Angeles, Calif. 

ire 10151:417 re2= 
RV ES OF 

CeeMili6e IPOPMPE 

A goon fact to remember! One 60-pound KRS DATA-STACT' DR-2 is equal 
to almost any instrumentation record/reproduce function you could give 
it between DC and 100 kc. And, it's the only Cartridge Instrumentation 
Recorder able to log 11/2 miles of two-channel data without reloading. 

SIX RECORDERS IN ONE It's true! Each DATA-STACT DR-2 Recorder oper-
ates a stack of six KRS STACTape" Cartridges. Each cartridge holds a two-
channe', 1,200-foot continuous-loop roll cf 1/4 -inch tape. Used sequential-
ly, they provide 7,200 feet of two-channel data-logging capacity at any 
one of six selectable tape speeds. Operated simultaneously, they can 
record up to 1,200 feet of 12-channel nata. 

NO MECHANICAL ADJUSTMENTS Extreme simplicity of the DATA-STACT 
DR-2 Recorder eliminates the critical parts that cause adjustment head-
aches. All-solid-state circuitry contributes to its exceptional reliability. 
Complete system price range from $2,500 to $ 10,000. 

For more facts on KRS DATA-STACT DR-2 Cartridge Instrumen-
tation Recorders, write for Instrumentation Div. Bulletin DR-2 I..- ^ • ^ o —  

Dept. E.I., KRS Electronics, 4035 Transport Street, Palo Alto, California 

KRS 

TM Traiernarks of KRS Electronics 
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TI PS (Technical Information & Product Service) 

NINE OF THE LATEST NEW 

New compactron building block technique 
helps designers of electronic equipment 

G.E.'s new concept in the design of electron tubes promises to be 
a boon to large and small electronics manufacturers. Termed the 
"building block concept," it involves the standardizing of basic 
tube sections—diodes, triodes, pentodes—clipping them together 
according to the customers' requirements and sealing them in a 
single envelope. 

The building block concept holds these advantages: 

1. It exploits the economy of mass production for the benefit of 
the small volume user. 

2. It enables G.E. to offer designers a wider variety of space-saving 
multi-function tubes. 

3. Actually speeds circuit design by use of standardized sections 
with which circuit designers are quite familiar. 

4. Thereby, it eases circuit and product evaluation by equipment 
manufacturers. 

5. It contributes to reliability by employing time-proven tube 
designs. 

6.. Retains flexibility so that G.E. may employ modern materials 
and tube construction techniques to make old designs 
even better. 

Thus, with the standardization of basic tube sections, and the re-
sulting manufacturing economies, the circuit designer and the smaller 
manufacturer will be freed from the high cost of less common or 
"odd-ball" tube types. 

18 Circle 11 on Inquiry Card 

ZP-1034 metal-ceramic 
tetrode increases range 

and capability of 
electronically-scanned 

radar 
Because of emphasis on the use of 
negative-grid tubes in broadband 
circuits at L-band, G.E. has devel-
oped the ZP-1034 for use as the 
final output or driver stage of the 
amplifier module of a typical steer-
able array radar. Modern defense 
systems are trending toward the 
use of electronically steerable array 
radar not only to increase range 
but to provide an active radar cap-
ability in a high-density counter-
measures environment. Here are 
some of the features that make the 
ZP-1034 ideally suited for new ap-
plications requiring up to several 
hundred watts (average) or several 
kilowatts (peak) output at high 
duty in bandwidths of 10% in the 
1300 mc region: 

1. A strap resonance of approximately 1500 mc 
allows the use of practical x/4 circuitry in 
the vicinity of 1300 mc with resultant benefits 
in gain, bandwidth and efficiency. 

2. A cathode area about 40% greater than that 
of the only known competitive type improves 
performance and life. 

3. A gain-bandwidth product greater than 4000 
gives optimum performance for bandwidth 
requirements in the order of 10%. 

4. Grid-pulsed amplifier service can be used to 
simplify modulator requirements. 

5. An integral water jacket allows dissipation 
levels to 750 watts average (air-cooled 
version available). 

6. Demonstrated life capability beyond 
10,000 hours enhances system reliability. 

Circle 12 on Inquiry Card 
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DEVELOPMENTS FROM G-E RESEARCH 

Photoconductive cell 

developments offer new 
design opportunities 

SIAM ESE TWIN: 
Center tap photocell 
permits simulta-
neous control of two 

separate electrical circuits. 

PHOTOCELL-
LIGHT 
COMBINATION: 
Lamp and photocell 
sealed together in 

light-tight package. Variations 
of voltage on lamp change re-
sistance on photo-cell. Good cir-
cuit isolation and mechanically 
noiseless potentiometry. 

PLUG-IN BASE: 
Special base eases 
replacement of cell, 
eliminates soldering 

and prevents heat damage dur-
ing installation. Ideal for meter-
ing and control equipment. Now 
available in -inch size. 

NEW 
CONSTRUCTION: 
Sealing ceramic sub-
strate to base con-
ducts heat more 

efficiently ai.d reduces need for 
heat sinks. Tests show over 
100% increase in power dissipa-
tion: 250 to 500 mw max. on 
3/2-inch cell; 30 to 75 mw max. 
on %-inch cell (T0-3 package). 

PLASTIC ENCAP-
SULATED CELL: 
Y-1136, available in 
limited quantities, 

measures -inch dia. x 1/16-
inch thick. Max. ratings: 250v; 
200 mw; 9,000 ohms @ 2 ft-c; 
480 ohms © 100 ft-c, 6100 ang. 
max. response. 

Circle 13 on Inquiry Card 
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New C-band single 
reversal focused 
TWT's outperform 

others twice 
their weight 

Now G.E. offers five low-noise, 
C-band, single reversal focused 
traveling wave tubes—each less 
than half the weight of PM-focused 
tubes. 

This new family of TWT's fea-
tures a unique combination of ad-
vantages. They're not only 
rugged, but give you outstanding 
performance: 

Small 
Fre- Noise Power sig. gain 

gooney (db, Output (db 
Type (Gc) Max.) (mw) min.) 

ZM-3212 4-8 9 
ZM-3235 4-8 8 
ZM-3250 4.4-5.0 6.5 
ZM-3237 5.4-5.9 6 
ZM-3238 5.9-6.5 7 

5 25 
5 25 
5 25 

30 
5 30 
5 

All five tubes are of metal and 
ceramic construction, with the 
same dimensions and weight: 8.2 
pounds; 13" overall length, 4.5" di-
ameter. The whole family has sur-
vived shock of 30 G's for 11 
milli-seconds. They're built to 
withstand severe vibration; alti-
tudes of 100,000 feet; and tem-
peratures ranging from —65°C to 
+71°C. These rugged little light-
weights can improve a lot of 
designs for advanced radar, 
countermeasures, and aerospace 
telemetry. 

Circle 14 on Inquiry Card 

G. E. cuts 'interface' 
resistance of receiving 
tubes—Solves difficult 

design problem 

Critical applications, such as com-
puter and instrument circuits, need 
stability throughout life, a character-
istic that can be upset if unwanted 
interface resistance develops in the 
tubes. But to measure this resistance 
accurately has been a problem—and 
to measure it in a production test to 
values less than 1 ohm has in the 
past been impossible. G.E. solved this 
problem by developing a special test 
set that simultaneously measures 
transconductance at 8 kc and 10 mc. 
The operator then reads interface 
resistance, through a bridge circuit. 

To reduce interface to heretofore im-
possibly low levels, G.E. perfected 
cathode base alloys and coating ma-
terials—and refined each detail of 
tube processing to insure good bond-
ing of the coating to the cathode 
sleeve. G.E. now can consistently 
supply tubes free of interface up to 
at least 2,500 hours of operation— 
whereas five years ago the best any 
manufacturer could achieve was to 
limit the resistance to about 20 ohms 
at 1,000 hours. 

Constant emphasis on improved ma-
terials and new processing techniques 
plus continual refinement— and 
re-refinement—of receiving tube de-
signs permits G.E. to offer customers 
the best value for their dollar. 

»ems:Aar Moe /fly/adapt Ratted 

GENERAL ELECTRIC 

For more information: Write G.E. Tube 
Dept., Technical Information and Product 
Service (TIPS), Room 7002C, Owensboro, 
Kentucky. Please specify product(s). 

Circle 15 on Inquiry Card 
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260 MC. POWER AMPLIFIER 
-e 

Planar SN-526 Epitaxial 
MT-31 Isolated Collector 

DESIGN CHARACTERISTICS 

Pout (VCE = 28v, f = 260mc, Pin = 2w.) 

Efficiency (Class C) 

BVCE0 

5w min. 

40% min. 

65 min. 

HIGHEST GAIN...MOST POWER OUTPUT...FROM 28V SUPPLY 

• Tiny but powerful, NSC's new VHF device delivers 5 watts at 260 megacycles with a 5-db gain 

when operating from a standard 28 volt power supply. R-f power leakage is minimal because 

NSC uses ceramic instead of glass in this device. No forward biasing is required to meet rat-

ings. For complete electrical and mechaniccl specifications, write for Catalog Sheet SN-526. 

Before specifying silicon transistors or integrated circuits in standard or microminiature packages, 

be sure to investigate NSC's wide product line. Ask for 1964 Composite Catalog on all NSC devices. 

IMM/VEff 

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR CORPORATION 
DANBURY, CONN. 
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COST-CUTTING A MUST, MUST, MUST—De-
fense contractors and subcontractors will find that the 

new DOD cost-cutting drive is a "must" factor in all 

contract figuring and dickering. Firms that drop the 

ball on cost savings may find themselves benched. The 

government up to now simply has been ( strongly) 

suggesting cost-cutting to suppliers. Now, it's manda-

tory. The Pentagon has made it clear that "each com-

pany's cost-reduction efforts will be carefully weighed 
in awarding contracts." Audited savings reports are 

now required every six months. 

U. S. FUNDING FOR CONVERSION— Some 

Congressmen believe that the government should fund 

the conversion of military producing capacity to civil 

purposes. Senator George McGovern ( D.-S.D.) is 
pushing a bill to set up a " National Economic Conver-

sion Commission to plan for the orderly transfer of 

resources from defense into non-defFrise production." 

Firms now receiving defense contracts would be given 

studies to analyze their civilian production capabilities. 

INDUSTRY FIGHTS PATENT FEES — The 

hassle over maintenance fees for patents is being fought 
again in Congress. Attempts by the Patent Office to 

add maintenance fees ranging from $50 to $150 to regu-

lar patent payments is strongly opposed by industry 
and patent lawyers. The Senate Subcommittee on 

Patents is pondering a bill to increase filing and is-

suance fees; the bill includes the maintenance fee pro-

posal. Industry leaders do not oppose hikes in regular 

fees. They assert, however, that maintenance fees would 

discourage invention and filing of patents. Maintenance 

fees would be due at the end of the 5th, 9th and 13th 

year of patent life. 

SMALL BUSINESS MYTH—Small Business Ad-

ministrator Eugene P. Foley asserts that now is the 

time to dispel the myth that small business is doomed. 

Addressing the National Newspaper Publishers As-

sociation, Mr. Foley felt that small business is essential 

to the country today and will be just as essential tomor-

row. "We must do everything we can to keep it strong, 

prosperous and growing." He pointed out that the small 

business strength and durability have -already been 

proven. There has been an average net gain of about 

50,000 small businesses each year for the past ten years, 

although many small firms have been discontinued. "I 

would hardly call that the record of a weak, unpro-

gressive, or dying segment of our economy." 

R&D CONTRACTING QUESTIONED—Separate 
contract standards soon may be in effect for industry's 

R&D jobs. The House Select Committee on Govern-

ment Research is thinking about contracting changes. 

In its first report, the Committee notes: "Questions 

have been raised about the wisdom of handling R&D 

under standard procurement rules." The Committee 

says problems in R&D payments to private groups es-

pecially involve "patent and other proprietary rights, 

technical data, and published writings. 

LAWS TO DE-BUG BUGGERS—FCC has pro-

posed rules (laws actually) to stop or otherwise limit 

the use of radio devices that invade privacy and inter-

fere with civil liberties. The FCC feels that "with the 
advent of peanut-sized radio transmitters, use of elec-
tronic devices for eavesdropping has become more wide-

spread." FCC states that "eavesdropping, by any means, 

traditionally has been regarded as contrary to public 

interest." The Commission adds also that "operation of 

radio bugging devices on unauthorized frequencies is a 

potential source of interference to radio service." 

COMSAT STOCK NEARS MARKET—Some $200 

million in Commercial Satellite Corporation stock will 

be on sale shortly. Price will be quite below the $100-

a-share maximum set by Congress. It may even go 

below $50 a share to meet Congressional orders that 

the stock has the "widest possible distribution." Half 

of the stock will go to private communications com-

panies, who had until March 23 to apply to FCC for 

right to purchase shares. More than 150 firms have 

been cleared to buy. Meanwhile, COMSAT is expand-

ing. New equipment, that will carry 240 two-way tele-

phone calls at once, will be put into the system this 

year. It will be operational around-the-clock, rather 

than just during certain hours. 

BUILT-IN WHOLESALE SUPPLY — The De-

fense Electronics Supply Center is developing into 

DOD's own middleman. DESC, nicknamed Dessy, 

expects to increase its stock to about 550,000 electronic 

parts worth about $460 million. The Center took over 

the Air Force stock of parts in March, 1963. DESC 

expects to complete take-over of electronic components 

from the Army and the Navy this month. DESC's 

chief function is to fill requests from the field for re-

placement parts. For Fiscal Year 1964, the Center 

expects to buy about $125 million in electronic parts, 

and sell about $ 115 million worth to the services. 
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Over 3 Million Units Sold 

SPECIFY RCA—THE INDUSTRY'S WIDEST LINE 

OF PHOTOCELLS FOR STREET- LIGHT CONTROLS 

Is there an RCA Photoconductive Cell in 
your greet-light control? It could be an RCA-
SQ2504—a 1"-diameter cadmium-sulfide unit 
that represents the latest improvements in 
photocells. It is characterized by high sensi-
tivity, proved reliability, and long life. 

Field experience shows that RCA Photo-
cells in light-operated control, switching, and 
measurement applications last and last and 
last! This is why RCA Cells are so often 
selected by leading manufacturers of street-
light controls. 
Today, over 3 million RCA Photocells 

have been sold. More than 70% of these are 
used in street lighting. 

The RCA line of Photocells is designed to 
provide a wide choice of electrical ratings, 
cell size, and cell shape. The RCA-SQ2504 
(1"), RCA-C70351 ( 1/2 ") developmental type, 
and RCA-SQ2508 (1/2 ") are good examples. 
They are compact, with the photosensitive 
cadmium sulfide sealed in hermetically. You 
can depend on RCA Photocells to give out-
standing performance in diverse environ-
ments of humidity and temperature. 

So don't take chances with unproven prod-
ucts. Always specify RCA Photocells for 
proved reliability and performance. 

Consult your RCA Representative for your 
requirements. 

Also -available from your authorized RCA Industrial Tube Distributor. 

RCA PHOTOCELLS 
SOLID  IrleS DEVICES 

DATA CIRCUITS CHARACTER'STICS 

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics 
Circle . 7 on Inquiry Card 

e RADIO CORPORATION OF AMERICA 

.r 

bcoalet, 10E-261A, 
contains Technical infor-
mation oil RCA's com-
mercially available line 
of Photoconductive, Pho-
tojunction. and Photo. 
voltaic Cells. For your 
copy, see your author-
ized RCA Industrial Tube 
Dist•ibutor or write: 
Comir ercial Engineerin, 
Section D- 50-Q RCA Elec-
tronic Components and 
Devices, Farrison, N. J. 



1,000,000 ALL-CHANNEL SETS 
LEAD TV SALES RISE IN 1963 

Distributor sales of television receiv-
ers for 1963 totalled 6,828,383, com-
pared to 6,301,340 in 1962, reports 
the Electronic Industries Association 
Marketing Services Department. Sales 
climbed to 759,521 for December, 
1963, from 635,973 in December 
1962. 

Radio sales, not including auto sets, 
were 1,379,021 in December 1963, 
down from 1,587,590 for the same 
month in 1962. Total radio sales 
reached 9,97`,209 units, also down 
from the 1962 total of 11,757,093. 

TV set production ih December 1963 
was 690,043 units, compared to 519,-
799 produced in December 1962. Tele-
vision production total for 1963 was 
7,130,351, compared to 6,471,160 for 
1962. The 1963 total of all-channel TV 
sets was 1,076,282, compared to 598,-
446 in 1962. The all-channel law be-
comes effective May 1. 

Factory sales of television CRTs 
were up slightly in numbers and were 
down in dollar volume for December 
1963. Declines in both unit and dol-
lar volume were reported for both pic-
ture and receiving tubes for 1963, com-
pared to 1962. Total unit sales for pic-
ture tubes for 1963 amounted to 
8,955,434, compared to 9,069,643 in 
1962. CRT dollar volume for 1963 was 
$167,268,620, compared to $ 173,661,-
723 in 1962. 

Unit factory sales of receiving tubes 
for 1963 was 338,365,000, compared 
to 361,154,000 in 1962. In dollar vol-
ume, 1963 year total was $273,670,-
000, as compared to $301,453,000 for 
1962. 

GE EXECUTIVE FORECASTS 
1964 COMPONENT SALES 

Total sales of electron tubes and 
semiconductors for 1964 are predicted 
at about $ 1.2 billion. The predictor is 
L. Berkley Davis, vice president and 
general manager of General Electric's 
Electronic Components Division. 

Behind this forecast are ever- rising 
price pressures from rising foreign 
imports, underlined by slightly cur-
tailed defense spending. 

The biggest percent rise is expected 
in functional circuits, up to as much 
as $35 million in 1964 from 1963's 
anticipated $ 15 million. Mr. Davis also 
sees steady rises in dollar sales of 
power tubes to $350 million, and semi-
conductor rectifiers, to $ 178 million. 

The forecast includes decreasing 
dollar sales in transistors, down to 
about $285 million, signal diodes, 
about $90 million, and electronic re-
ceiving tubes, $240 million. 

ELECTRONIC 
INDUSTRIES XIME11111fl 

ESTIMATES OF U. S. ELECTRONIC EXPORTS 

(In Billions of Dollars) 

"ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES" ESTIMATES 

U. S. Electronic Exports to 
Free Europe and United Kingdom 

U. S. Electronic Exports to 
All Other Nations and Canada 

U. S. Electronic Exports to 
Common Market Nations* / ** 

Total U. S. Electronic Exports   

.66 .87 

.46 .58 

•Belgium, France, West Germany, Italy, Luxemburg, Netherlands 

••Not added to total of Exports 
Sources for basic data: Electronic Industries Association; BDSA—Department of Commerce; 

Stanford Research Institute 

FCC IS CONCERNED OVER VHF-TV 'STOCKPILING' 
The Federal Communications Com-

mission currently is asking TV set man-
ufacturers to explain reports of VHF 
receiver " stockpiling" in view of the 
all-channel receiver deadline of April 
30, 1964. 

FCC reminds industry that after en-
actment of the law, the Commission 
was informed that companies would 
"do everything possible to achieve 
the purposes of the law." From a series 
of discussions the Commission had de-
cided on a "cut-off" date and engi-
neering standards for tuners. 

In a letter addressed to TV set 
makers, spokesmen for the FCC 
pointed out that April 30, 1964, was 
"chosen as the ' cut-off' to allow dis-
tributors and dealers considerable 
amount of time to dispose of 1964 
sets which do not meet the all-channel 
requirements." 

The letter states that the Commis-
sion expected industry to make an all-
out effort to fulfill the law. FCC had 
anticipated industry research on the 
UHF tuner and an increase in produc-
tion of all-channel sets before the "cut-
off" date. Most important, according 

ESTIMATE SOVIET SPACE 
SPENDING AT $ 15 BILLION 

The cost of the current Russian 
space program, primarily military, is 
estimated at 13.9 billion rubles, or 
about $ 15.3 billion at the official ex-
change rate. 

Current and recent U.S. defense/ 
aerospace expenditures for electronic 
equipment and systems average 
around 20% of the total U.S. defense 
budget. If this rate holds true for 
rubles as well as for U.S. dollars, then 
we may estimate that Khruschev is 
spending around $3 billion yearly for 
his electronic equipment. 

to the letter, the Commission stressed 
understanding that there would be an 
orderly changeover. 

"The stockpiling reports are, if true," 
reports the Commission, "entirely in-
consistent with the basic representa-
tions made to the Commission of an 
orderly transition by industry during 
the period of December 1963 through 
April 1964 to the 1965 all-channel 
models. 

Providing the stockpiling reports are 
factual, the Commission suggests that 
industry may appreciate the Commis-
sion's concern and its desire to evalu-
ate what action to take. FCC feels that 
the practice conflicts with the public 
interest, with established Congression-
al policy, and with the best interests 
of the set manufacturing industry. 

LESS GOV'T IN R&D WILL RAISE 
R&D OUTPUT, EDUCATOR SAYS 

An educator suggested at the Na-
tional Assoc. of Manufacturers meeting 
in New York that " less government 
concern in R&D might result in more 
R&D output." The opinion came from 
Dr. Yale Brozen, professor of Business 
Economics, Graduate School of Busi-
ness, University of Chicago. 

He outlined some reasons. Taxes to 
support Federal R&D, for instance, re-
duce ready capital for private investing 
in R&D. Then, strong government ac-
tivity in some fields tends to pre-empt 
private activity. 
Too often government choice of proj-

ects results in data, technically sig-
nificant, yet uneconomical and pre-
mature. Dr. Brozen topped it all by 
stating that talent diverted to well-
financed government projects causes 
talent shortage in some areas. This in 
turn causes more fruitful R&D to be 
neglected in these areas. 
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World's largest selection of adjustment potentiometers 

BOURNS 
TRIMPOT® 
POTENTIOMETERS 

More engineers specify Bourns TRIMPOT Potentiometers 
because: 

TRIMPOT Potentiometer line is complete: 
Bourns offers you the largest selection of adjustment poten-
tiometers...33 standard models-4 terminal types-3 
mounting styles. 

TRIMPOT Potentiometers are small: 
Space- saving size and choice of shapes permit the installa-
tion of up to 17 units (and sometimes even more) in one 
square inch of panel area 

TRIMPOT Potentiometers are accurate: 
Screw-driver adjustment gives as much as 90000 of rotation 
...you can make and repeat the finest adjustments. 

TRIMPOT Potentiometers are stable: 
Adjustment shaft is self-locking...settings are virtually im-
mune to acceleration, vibration and shock. 

TRIMPOT Potentiometers are fully tested: 
All units are 100% inspected before shipment and are 
checked by Bourns' exclusive Reliability Assurance Program 
to assure you of reliable performance. 

TRIMPOT Potentiometers are proven: 
They are backed by over 17 years of engineering know-how 
and have been specified and used in more military, indus-
trial or commercial equipment than any other leadscrew 
potentiometer in the world! 

REMEMBER— IF IT'S TRIMPOT, IT'S BOURNS 

Only Bourns TRIMPOT Potentiometers Give You All Of These Outstanding Features 

SPRING— Carriage spring provides positive 
no- slip performance during rotation plus a 
reliable idling feature at mechanical limits 
of travel. 

WIPER — Gold-plated wiper carriage 
and precious- metal wiper for low 
noise. Carriage and wiper are 
welded together. 

SOLDER TERMINALS— Tinned 
terminals are compact, yet 
large enough for easy solder-
ing. Teflon- insulated leads and 
printed circuit pins are also 
available. 

LEADSCREW—Stainless steel 
leadscrew is corrosion-
resistant. 

0-RING— Silicone rubber 0- ring seals poten-
tiometer against humidity, withstands high 
temperature. 

SILVERWELDe TERMINATION—This ex-
clusive Bourns feature is unequalled in 
ruggedness. There is a metal-to- metal 
bond from the terminal to the resist-
ance wire. 

PICK- OFF—Precious- metal, positive- ELEMENT—Special ceramic element card for max. 
contact pick-off assures wiper conti- imum reliability is precision wound with low-
nuity. temperature-coefficient resistance wire. 

;-.•• - 

let 

SHAFT RETAINER— Shaft is 
locked in place for top per-
formance under extreme shock, 
vibration and acceleration. 

SHAFT HEAD— Stainless steel 
with machined slot for screw-
driver adjustment. Meets mili-
tary salt spray requirements. 

SHAFT INSULATOR — High-dielec-
tric- strength, ceramic insulator 
isolates shaft head from internal 
circuits. 

This cutaway of Model 224 shows the typical high quality to be found in all Bourns TRIMPOT potentiometers, although some features may vary from model to model. 
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...longest record of reliability 

TRIMPOTe 
POTENTIOMETERS- UNSEALED 

OnW-Y1Ln% 
General- Purpose Wirewound 
Model 200. Max. temp. 105° C / 
L, S, P terminals / 0.50 watt at 
70°C / 10 ohms to 100K. 

General- Purpose RESISTONe 
Carbon Element Model 215. Max. 
temp. 125°C / L, S. P terminals 
/0.25 watt at 50°C/20K to 1 Meg. 

High-Temperature Wirewound 
Model 260. Max. temp. 175°C / 
L. S, P terminals / 1.0 watt at 
70°C / 10 ohms to 100K. 

TRIMPOT 
POTENTIOMETERS-
HUMIDITY PROOF 

General- Purpose RESISTON 
Carbon Element Model 235. Max. 
temp. 135°C / L, S, P terminals 
/0.25 watt at 50°C/20K to 1 Meg. 

General- Purpose Wirewound 
Model 236. Max. temp. I35°C / 
L, S, P terminals / 0.8 watt at 
70°C / 10 ohms to 100K. 

Micro- Miniature High-Tempera-
ture Wirewound Model 3000. 
Max. temp. 175°C / P terminals 
/ 0.5 watt at 70°C / 50 ohms to 
20K. 

%Mr 
Micro- Miniature High-Tempera-
ture RESISTON Carbon Element 
Model 3001. Max. temp. 150°C / 
P terminals / 0.20 watt at 70°C 
/ 20K to 1 Meg, 

Sub- Miniature High-Tempera-
ture Wirewound Model 220. Max. 
temp. 175°C / L, W terminals / 
1.0 watt at 70°C / 10 ohms to 
30K / Mil-Spec style RTIO and 
meets MIL- R-27208A. 

eeretwa.e... 

High-Temperature Wirewound 
Model 224. Max. temp. I75°C / 
L, S, P terminals / 1.0 watt at 
70°C / 10 ohms to 100K / Mil-
Spec style RT12 and meets MIL• 
R-27208A. 

Ultra- Reliable High-Temperature 
Wirewound Model 224-500. Max. 
temp. 150°C / L. P terminals / 
0.5 watt at 70°C / 100 ohms to 
20K. Performance and reliability 
statistically verified to customer. 

High-Temperature, High- Resist-
ance RESISTON Carbon Element 
Model 3051. Max. temp. I50°C 
/ L. S. P terminals / 0.25 watt 
at 50°C / 20K to 1 Meg / Mil-
Spec style RJ11 and meets MIL-
22097B. 

IBM 
High-Temperature High- Resist-
ance PALIRIUM® Film Element 
Model 3052. Max. temp. 175°C 
/ L. P terminals / 1.0 watt at 
70°C / 10K to 1 Meg. 

MIR 
High-Temperature, Low- Resist-
ance PALIRIUM Element Model 
3053. Max. temp. I75°C / L. P 
terminals / 0.5 watt at 70°C / 2 
ohms to 100 ohms. 

High-Temperature Wirewound 
Model 3010. Max. temp. 175°C 
/ L, P terminals / 1.0 watt at 
70°C / 10 ohms to 100K / Mil. 
Spec style RT11 and meets MIL-
R•27208A. 

MIES 
H igh-Tem peratu re R ES I S TON 
Carbon Element Model 3011. 
Max. temp. I50°C / L, P termi-
nals / 0.25 watt at 50°C / 20K 
to 1 Meg / Mil-Spec style RJI1 
and meets MIL- R-220978. 

High-Temperature High- Resist-
ance PALIRIUM Element Model 
3012. Max. temp. 175°C / L, P 
terminals / 1.0 watt at 70 °C / 
10K to 1 Meg. 

3/,".Square Wirewound Model 
3280. Max. temp. 175°C / L, P, 
W terminals / 1.0 watt at 70°C / 
10 ohms to 50K. 

3/8"- Square RESISTON Carbon 
Element Model 3281. Max. temp. 
I50°C / L. P, W terminals / 0.5 
watt at 50°C / 20K to 1 Meg. 

%"-Square. High-Temperature 
Wirewound Model 3250. Max. 
temp. 175°C / L, P, W terminals 
/ 1.0 watt at 70°C / 10 ohms to 
50K / Mil-Spec style RT22 and 
meets MIL-27208A. 

',4"- Square High-Temperature 
RESISTON Carbon Element 
Model 3251. Max. temp. 150°C / 
L, P, W terminals / 0.50 watt at 
50°C / 20K to 1 Meg / Mil-Spec 
style RJ22 and meets MIL•R• 
22097E4, 

BOURNS' 
SINGLE-TURN 

POTENTIOMETERS 

Bits 
Kr"- Diameter Micro- Miniature 
High-Temperature Humidity-
Proof Wirewound Model 3300. 
Max. temp. 175°C / P, S termi-
nals / 0.5 watt at 70°C / 50 ohms 
to 20K. 

€130 
3f6"- Diameter Micro- Miniature 
High-Temperature Humidity. 
Proof RESISTON Carbon Ele-
ment Model 3301. Max. temp. 
150°C / P, S terminals / 0.25 
watt at 70°C / 10K to 1 Meg. 

Sub-Miniature Wirewound Model 
3367. Max. temp. 105°C / P, S 
terminals / 0.5 watt at 70°C / 10 
ohms to 20K / meets steady-
state humidity. 

Sub- Miniature RESISTON Car-
bon Element Model 3368. Max. 
temp. 105°C / P. S terminals / 
0.25 watt at 50°C / 20K to 1 
Meg / meets steady-state hu-
midity. 

LOW-COST 
COMMERCIAL 

POTENTIOMETERS 

Wirewound TRIMITe Potentiom-
eters Models 271, 273, 275. Max. 
temp. 85°C / L, S, P terminals / 
0.5 watt at 25°C / 50 ohms to 
20K. 

 .7»71,4 

tmieetie 
RESISTALOYe Carbon Element 
TRIM IT Models 272, 274, 276. 
Max. temp. 85°C / L, S, P termi-
nals / 0.2 watt at 25°C / 20K to 
1 Meg. 

Wirewound E-Z-TRIMe Potenti-
ometer Model 3067. Max. temp. 
85°C / S, P terminals / 0.5 watt 
at 25°C / 100 ohms to 20K / 
Priced under $ 1 in production 
quantities. 

Carbon Element E-Z-TRIM Poten-
tiometer Model 3068. Max. temp. 
85°C / S. P terminals / 0.2 watt 
at 25°C / 20K to 1 Meg. 

SPECIAL-PURPOSE 
POTENTIOMETERS 

High-Power (2 watts) High-Tem-
perature Wirewound Model 207. 
Max. temp. 175°C / L terminals 
/ 2 watts at 50°C / 100 ohms to 
100K. As Rheostat Model 208, 
available 100K to 200K. 

1r" 

High-Power (5 watts) Humidity-
Proof Wirewound Model 3020. 
Max. temp. 200°C / L terminals 
/ 5.0 watts at 25°C / 100 ohms 
to 50K. 

101=i1M111// 
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Dual-Element Wirewound TWIN-
POT® Potentiometer Model 209. 
Max. temp. 135°C / L terminals 
/ 0.50 watt (each element) at 
70°C / 10 ohms to 50K. 

15 watts, High-Temperature 
Wirewound Model 3030. Max. 
temp. 265°C / L terminals / 15 
watts at 25°C / 10 ohms to 10K. 

TF'I.TIPOT 

Radiation- Resistant, High-Tem-
perature Wirewound Model 
3040. Max. temp. 350°C / W ter-
minals / 5.0 watts at 70°C / 500 
ohms to 20K. 

PANEL-MOUNTED 
POTENTIOMETERS 

Most models are available with 
panel mounting. Unique design 
permits quick factory assembly 
to "on-the-shelf" units. In addi-
tion, mounting screws, brackets 
and clip brackets are available 
from factory or distributor 
stocks to meet almost any 
mounting requirement. 

KEY TO TERMINAL TYPES 

L=Insulated stranded leads 

S=Solder lugs (includes panel-
mounting bushing on Mod-
els 3367S, 3368S, 3300S and 
3301S only) 

P= Printed-circuit pins 
W=Uninsulated wires (edge-

mounting 3250, 3251, 3280 
and 3281). 

Write TODAY for detailed speci-
fications on any model in the 
large BOURNS e Potentiometer 
and TRIMPOTe Potentiometer 
line AND the name of your local 
stocking distributor. 

Remember-
Don't MIL-SPECulate... 

SPECify Bourns. 

/ OT_T R.1•T 

• • OURNS. INC.. TAIMPOT DIVISION 

! 1200 COLUMBIA AVE.. RIVERSIDE. CALIF. 

I NONE SISA -1,00• TV+, 7.14,82 OSEIS 

CACLE: SIOURNSINC. 

MANUFACTURER. TRIMPOT & PRECISION POTENTIOMETERS, RELAYS; TRANSDUCERS FOR PRESSURE, POSITION, ACCELERATION. PLANTS: RIVERSIDE, CALIFORNIA; AMES, IOWA; TORONTO, CANADA 
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Who put 12 watts at 55°C case temperature 
in that little, bitty can P 

Bendix, that's who. 
The shorter height "low dome" TO-5 
package makes our 3 amp germanium 
power transistors perfect for saving space 
in card and other high density packaging 
applications. You have a choice of two 
other packages (the stud nut heat sink 
or the hexagonal nut heat sink), 48 types 
and all are SOAR (Safe Operating ARea) 
specified for applications like audio ampli-
fiers, pulse amplifiers, relay drivers and 
switching. (SOAR chart .1 and envelope->) 

Type Number VI 
V 

Vz 
V 

2N1038,-1,-2 40 70 
2N1039,- I,-2 50 80 
2141040.-1,-2 60 90 
2141041.-1,-2 70 100 
2141042.-1,-2 40 70 
2N1043,-1,-2 50 80 
2141044,-1,-2 60 90 
2N1045.-1.-2 70 100 
2112552 40 70 
2142553 50 80 
2142554 60 90 
2142555 70 100 
2142556 40 70 
2142557 50 80 
2142558 60 90 
2142559 70 100 
2 N2560 40 70 
2142561 50 80 
2 N2562 60 90 
2142563 70 100 
2142564 40 70 
2142565 50 80 
2142566 60 90 
2142567 70 100 

In addition to withstanding the environ-
mental and mechanical requirements of 
MIL- S-19500, MIL- STD- 750 and 
MIL-STD-202, these Bendix® PNP tran-
sistors (at 25°C) feature: switching time 
(t,„ or to) in microseconds without worry 
of secondary breakdown; high collector-
to-emitter breakdown voltage (reverse 
biased): VcEx to — 100 V; high DC 
current gain: hFE = 33 to 200 with VCE = 
—0.05 V, Ic= —50 mA; low collector 
cutoff current: IcBco = — 125 µA maxi-
mum at one half of rated VcB; low satu-
ration voltage: VcE (s) = —0.25 V maxi-
mum with Ic= —1 A, If; = —0.1 A; low 
thermal resistance. 

MAXIMUM RATINGS 

Type 
Number 

VCEX 
V 

IC 
A 

Pc 
W 

TJ 
' C 

2141038...1,-2 40 3.0 20 +100 
2142552.56 
2141039,-1,-2 60 3.0 20 +100 
2142553.57 
2141040,•1,-2 80 3.0 20 +100 
2142554,58 
2N1011.- I..2 100 3.0 20 +100 
2N2555.59 
2141042.-1,-2 40 3.5 20 +100 
2112560.64 
2N1043.•1, -2 60 3.5 20 +100 
2 N2561.65 
2141044,-1,-2 80 3.5 20 +100 
2142562.66 

— 2N1045.- I .-2 100 3.5 20 +100 
2142563.67 

In case you're involved in military com-
munications, aerospace or underwater 
equipment design (or if you need absolute 
reliability), we have eight military quali-
fied types. They're all capable of 12 watt 
operation at a ease temperature of 55°C. 
For information, contact your nearest 
Bendix sales office or write us. 

MILITARY TRANSISTOR TYPES 

Type Number Case Type Mil Specification 

JAN2NI039 TO-5 MIL.S.19500 / 89C 
JAN2NI041 TO-5 MIL- S-19500 89C 

— USN2N1039 TO-5 MIL- S-19500, 89 
USN2NI041 TO-5 MIL- S-19500 89 

— USA2NI042 MT-6 MIL- S- 19500-137A 
USA2N1043 MT-6 MIL- S-19500, 137A 
USA2NI044 MT-6 MIL- S-19500 137A 
USA2N1045 MT-6 MIL- S-19500 I37A 

Bendix Semiconductor Division 
HOLMDEL NEW JERSEY 

7711;trer,  
CORPORATION 

Baltimore (Towson), Md.—(301) 828-6877; Burbank, Calif.—(213) Victoria 9-3961; Chicago -(3 1 2) 637-6929; Coral Gables, Fla.—(305) Highland 
5-2691; Dallas—(214) 357-1972; Detroit—(313) JOrdan 6-1420; Holmdel, N. L—(201) 747-5400: MInneapolis—(612) 824-7270; Orlando, Fla. 
—(305) 241-5461; San Carlos, Calif.—(415) LYtell 3-7845; Syracuse, N. Y.—(315) 474-7531; Waltham, Mass.—(617) 899-0770; Export—(212) 
973-2121, Cable: " Bendixint," 605 Third Ave., New York, N.Y.; Ottawa, Ont —Computing Devices of Canada, P.O. Box 508—(613) TAlbot 8-2711. 
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TUBE TESTER 
THIS PORTABLE TUBE TESTER, Model 580, is for in-

dustrial and laboratory uses. Some features of the 

unit are: 4p.mho ranges to 60K; leakage meter with 

a 50 megohm sensitivity ; a gas-test circuit which 

detects gas effects to 0.05p.a; pushbutton test of dual-

section tubes; and an illuminated meter and wall 

chart. 

A complete range of test potentials permits setting 

test conditions directly from the tube handbook. Gm 

measurements can be made under a duplication of 

actual or intended operating conditions. 

The tester, manufactured by Hickok Electric In-

strument Co., Cleveland, Ohio, accepts 4, 5, 6, 7-pin, 

octal, and loctal; 7, 9, and 10-pin miniature; 7- and 

8-pin subminiature, Compactron, Novar; and 5- and 

7-pin Nuvistor. 

Ulï 
The changing STATE-OF-THE-ART 

in the Electronic Industries" 

Cathode life test, which is provided by pushbutton 
reduction of heater voltage, evaluates cathode reserve. 

MICRO-TRANSISTORS 
A NEW SERIES OF CERAMIC MICRO-TRANSISTORS, de-

veloped by National Semiconductor Corp. of Dan-

bury, Conn., eliminates difficulties in handling and 

assembling tab transistors. The transistors can be 

used in subminiature assemblies where normal pack-

ages are too large, and as discrete active devices in 

micro-circuits. 

Each micro-package is slightly larger than a tab 

transistor, yet almost as rugged as a TO- 18 which 

is nearly 50 times their size. The micro-transistors 

are expected to cut lead breakage and other produc-

tion losses. They can be picked up with tweezers and 

handled by the same equipment used for bigger 

transistors. Micro-manipulation and special nailhead 

bonding or low-power soldering methods are elimi-

nated. 

The 5-mil gold-plated Kulgrid leads are rugged 

enough to withstand physical handling and can be 

welded or soldered by standard methods. They can 

also be unsoldered and resoldered, an important ad-

vantage. The 1-mil gold leads of tab transistors are 

far more fragile and can easily be damaged or 

destroyed. 

The ceramic substrate for each micro-transistor is 

a tiny block with a center channel or groove. Gold is 

evaporated and deposited onto the raised surfaces on 

each side of the channel and onto the face of the chan-

nel itself. Gold-plated Kulgrid leads of 0.005 in. dia. 

are welded to each of these three surfaces. The tran-

sistor is mounted on the center channel. 

Four micro-transistor packages are available. All 

are silicon-planar transistors of the npn type and are 

used in sophisticated microminiature circuits. Three 

comprise a family of small-signal devices for low-level 

amplification, while the fourth is a transistor designed 

for high-speed switching. 

Micro- package electrical characteristics can be categor-
ized and performance guaranteed like canned transistors. 
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SILICONE ENCAPSULATED TRANSISTORS THE SILECT® SILICONE-PLASTIC encapsulated silicone 

transistors replace both epoxy-encapsulated and more 

conventional types of silicone encapsulated transis-

tors. They are suitable for any application requiring 

amplification from dc to 30mc, or oscillation to 80mc. 

Typical noise figure is 1.9db with 15.7Kc bandwidth. 

The new series, designated TI 415 through 419, 

are a product of Texas Instruments Incorporated, 

Dallas, Tex. They use a glass-like silicone plastic, 

which is a departure from epoxy-encapsulation tech-

niques. The plastic is opaque, thus eliminating prob-

lems of light sensitivity encountered in earlier trans-

parent or translucent plastic packages. 

Of special interest is the heat-resistant quality of 

the silicone package. This package can withstand the 

direct application of a hot soldering iron with no 

effect. Other types of plastic-encapsulated transistors 

deform or blister at this temperature. The transistors 

have a storage temp. of 150°C, as opposed to 125°C 

for the plastic-encapsulated units. 

The glass- like silicone plastic of these devices is a 
departure from expoxy encapsulation techniques. The 
transistors withstand high temperatures with no damage. 

SMALL GEAR MOTORS 
THE M1NA-GEAR"' is a complete line of small gear 

motors with a wide variety of applications. The line 

includes ac, dc, and series gear motors, separate gear 

reducers, clutch gear motors and all-motor gear mo-

tors. The all-motor unit is a complete package which 

contains a separate gear reducer coupled to a resilient 

base motor—all mounted on a common bed plate. 

The right-angle design gear motor uses Spiroide 

face-type gearing. It is available in models ranging 

from 11100 to Y2 hp, with output speeds from 15 to 

350 RPM. The spiroid gear system can be most closely 

compared with the hypoid gears in the rear-axle drive 

of an automobile. The main difference is in the 

pinion, which has complete threads on its circumfer-

ence. These threads are similar to a worm-gear pinion 

except that the pinion's outer diameter is a truncated 

cone rather than a cylinder. The gear is a face-type 

with arc- like teeth cut on the side face of the blank, 

rather than on the outer perimeter as is the case with 

worm-wheel gears. ( This gives the advantage of 

compactness and high-torque capacity.) 

When the pinion rotates, the lead of the thread 

causes the meshing gear teeth to move by a sliding 

action. Power can be transmitted in either direction. 

The relationship of the number of threads on the 

pinion to the number of teeth on the gear determines 

the ratio of the speed reduction. 

The motors were developed by General Electric's 

Gear and Transmission Components Section, Pater-

son, N. J. 

Wide assortment of gear ratios offers flexibility of 
speeds and torques. Reduction ratios from 10:1 to 102:1. 
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h. 
N4I0A Coaxial, direct reading, 

0.1% accuracy, 1-4 Gc 

Series 402A, precision direct 
reading, .015% accuracy, invar 
cavity, hermetically sealed, 

5.85-12.4 Gc 

Series 41013 direct reading, 
auxiliary transmission coup-

ling probe, 3.95-12.4 Gc 

N414A Coaxial, direct reading, 
0.1% accuracy, 3.95-11 Ge 

FXR offers complete coverage 

4'1 
e 

Series 410A. direct reading, 
0.1% accuracy, 12.4-39.5 Gc 

in frequency meters 

(not to mention...) 

...custom design— just in case you don't find the exact 

version you need among our 20 different off-the-shelf 
standards. 

FXR's standard line covers the entire range from one 

to 220 Gc. It's complete. But 15 years of experience 

taught us never to underestimate the needs of a cus-

de% 
Series 410X and 412A, micro-
meter driven, non-contacting 
choketuningplunger,33-220Gc 

tomer. That's why we backstop off-the-shelf standards 
with complete custom design services. 

Call your nearest FXR rep, regional office, or head-
quarters- 25-15 50th St., Woodside 77, New York 

F A D!VISION OF Am e HENOL-BORG 
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TRANSFORMERS 

After you've established the 

parameters: ;a component, don't forget the one on 

which all others depend—the parameter of trustworthiness. 

We feel it is the most important characteristic of our eight 

component lines. Write for Catalog. 

OHMITE MANUFACTURING COMPANY 

3637 HOWARD ST. SKOKIE, ILL.60076•PHONE: .:312) ORc -lard 5-2500 • 

RESISTORS> _ 
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Two Unique Reasons 
Why Hughes Can Offer 

You A Truly 
Rewarding Career 
In Systems Analysis 

1
 Continuing responsibility 

throughout product devel-
opment. The shaping of 
basic concepts is only the 

beginning of your contribution as 
a Hughes systems analysis en-
gineer. It also includes systems 
and subsystems optimization, 
and responsibility for technical 
integrity of the system through 
prototype design and develop-
ment, production design and test-
ing, and operational phases. You 
monitor each stage of the pro-
gram, evaluating all pertinent 
technical information and sug-
gestions for refinement or pos-
sible modification. Your strong 
involvement from start to finish, 
and the responsibility you have 
for a successful outcome, pro-
vide the kind of incentives that 
inspire a man's best efforts. 

2
 "Accenton enlightenment" 
among technical man-
agers. From immediate 
supervision to the policy 

forming level, Hughes managers 

are young, vigorous and techni-
cally oriented. A high percentage 
hold advanced degrees in science 
and engineering — an achieve-
ment encouraged and respected 
at Hughes. Many present tech-
nical managers began their 
careers just a few years ago as 
Fellows in the Howard Hughes 
Masters and Doctoral Fellowship 
programs. The resulting climate 
of rationality assures that your 
work and professional growth 
will be recognized and rewarded. 

These policies have contributed 
measurably to the Hughes posi-
tion of leadership in the systems 
industry. The company has grown 
rapidly from 2,000 employees in 
1950 to over 30,000 in 1963. And 
this growth is continuing. 

Hughes systems analysis is not 
limited to current programs. Much 
is directed toward the conception 
and development of advanced 
systems requiring such tech-
niques as synthetic array radar, 
infrared sensors, LASERS and 

MASERS, ion engines, television 
sensors, millimeter wave devices, 
inertial devices, digital com-
puters, displays and controls. 

If you are a graduate of an ac-
credited engineering university, 
are a U.S. citizen, and have ac-
quired some applicable technical 
experience, we would like to ac-
quaint you with some of our 
hundreds of openings. 

For immediate consideration, 
please airmail your resume to: 

MR. ROBERT A. MARTIN 
Head of Employment 
Hughes Aerospace Divisions 
11940 W. Jefferson Blvd. 
Culver City 40, California 

WE PROMISE YOU A REPLY WITHIN ONE WEEK 
An equal opportunity employer. 

Creating a new world with electronics 
 1 

HUGHES 

HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

AEROSPACE DIVISIONS 
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You Don't Need Aladdin's Lamp 

New Benelex 100A Helps Design Dreams Come True 
Why? Because Benelex 100A is an extremely versatile struc-
tural insulation. High in dielectric strength. Superior in arc 
resistance. Exceptionally dense—hard—moisture resistant. 
Benelex fits easily into a multitude of electrical products be-
cause it can be fabricated as easily as wood—costs much less 
than phenolic laminates. Approved by Underwriters' Lab-
oratories, of course. 
Examine the many advantages of Benelex 100A—send for 

our technical brochure. 

BENELEX100A 
the electrical laminate 

40-b+L 
  MASONITE CORPORATION 

Masonite and Eerelex are registered trademarks of Masonite Corporation 

What's better about Benelex 100A? 

• Self-extinguishing with superior arc resistance compared to 
phenolic laminates 

• Physical and electrical properties are constant and dependable 

• Benelex 100A is eligible for use up to 105 C as sole support of 
current-carrying electrical parts where the suitability of the appli-
cation is determined by Underwriters' Laboratories, Inc. 

• Approximately 50t per lb. In less than carload lots—much less 
than phenolic laminates 

• Lightweight—high density electrical laminate 

• Absolutely grainless, without defects, uniform in hardness 

• Machines with ordinary woodworking equipment 
• Masonite Fabricator Service delivers Benelex 100A components 
made to order in any size, shape or quantity. 

Masonite Corporation, Dept. E!-4, Box 777, Chicago 90, III. 
Please send me brochure on Benelex 100A 

Name  

Firm  

Address 

City  State  
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AN ENGINEER'S VIEW OF 

THE GOVERNMENT 

ELECTRONICS 

MARKET 

What are the problems involved in 

obtaining electronic development contracts 

from the Government? 

What is the proper method of 

approaching the various Government technical agencies? 

How are proposal funds obtained? 

These and other important questions 

are answered for the engineer. 

THIS ARTICLE EXAMINES SOME OF THE PROBLEMS 

involved in obtaining large electronic development 

contracts from the Government. A neat "How-To-

Do-It" treatise on the subject is impossible; but, it 

is possible to set forth a number of helpful facts and 

guidelines. 

There are three facets to the Government electronic 
market—the industry, the customer, and the product. 

On the industry side, there are many highly competi-
tive organizations competing for the Government 

dollar. On the Government side, there is one complex 

customer made up of many individuals who may 
sometimes be out of touch with each other. 

Industry, in this atmosphere, must live by its 

ingenuity. The customers with whom industry repre-

sentatives deal are civilian project managers and sec-

tion chiefs in various Governmental technical agen-
cies. These people are accustomed to listening to the 

often exaggerated claims of their constant stream 

of visitors. These conversations consume so much 

time, that they are often hard put to keep up with 

their paperwork. By and large they are hardwork-

ing, conscientious, and scrupulous about guarding a 

company's proprietary ideas. But, unless the proper 

motivation has been created, they have little enthusi-
asm for going to lunch with a visitor or delving deeply 

into the ideas presented. 

This situation changes dramatically when one is 
dealing with personnel with whom he has a con-

tractual relationship. Now everyone is on the same 

side. All the information that can possibly be made 

available will be supplied. Detailed evaluations of the 

work will be provided and both helpful and critical 

comment will be offered. Both parties to the contract 

want to see that the work results in a useful output 

and that effective team spirit is created. 

Obtaining Internal Support 

In obtaining- program support of company techni-
cal and financial management, the case is strength-

ened if it can be shown that the activity is a natural 

outgrowth of the company's previous and present 

achievements. Engineers feel a closer sense of iden-

tity and financial personnel foresee fewer financing 

difficulties when there is a close tie-in with past activi-

ties. A question which arises is whether the early 

exploratory work should be conducted as a pre-pro-

posal effort or as part of the company's independent 

R&D. This matter is discussed here. 

Proposal funds are a part of overhead costs and can 

be charged against existing Government contracts. 

Thus, these funds are completely recoverable. But, 

normally, a defense-oriented corporation runs a con-

tinuing proposal activity which, if it rises above a 

certain fraction of gross sales, threatens the over-

head structure and hence the company's competitive 

posture. Thus, with limited proposal funds, there is 

keen competition for those which are available. It is 

unwise to use large parts of those resources in pro-
posal efforts unless much prior preparation has been 
involved. 

Independent development funds of a defense 

oriented business are recoverable as contract charges, 

subject to negotiation within the framework of 

ASPR-I5. This quote from ASPR-15 applies: "In 
recognition that cost sharing of the contractor's inde-

pendent research and development program may pro-

vide motivation for more efficient accomplishment of 

such program, it is desirable in some cases that the 

Government bear less than an allocable share of the 
total cost of the program." Thus, it can be expected, 

that in a typical defense corporation a percentage of 
independent R&D costs are recoverable. 

By DR. PETER M. KELLY 
Director, 

Advanced Technology Laboratories, 
Philco Corporation, 

Blue Bell, Pa. 
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If it is decided that the work should be part of the 

independent development program, the engineer and 

the marketing representative should try to show that 

the preliminary development work needed to launch 

a new program can be made to fall within the ASPR 

definition of independent development. The ASPR 

regulations are written quite broadly, Table 1. Hence, 

programs of intrinsic merit can be done within the 

framework of ASPR and the company may recover a 

large part of the costs incurred. 

IRDP programs have the stability and continuity 

notoriously lacking in proposal efforts. As a technical 

man, the writer prefers the IRDP approach at the 

start of a program, since it provides time and re-

sources to obtain technical answers before approach-

ing the customer. As a manager of technical men, the 

writer prefers the pre-proposal approach, for it re-

quires the engineer to check his ideas with the cus-

tomer at an early date. There is an inconsistency 

here, but a pre-proposal effort that gets preliminary 

answers and that serves as a basis for developing the 

IRDP program is often a satisfactory compromise. 

A third method of financing new efforts is through 

. . . to ' Never approach 
the Government agencies 
with empty hands' 
is axiomatic . . . 
It is permissible to say 
"Here are results 
of some of our recent work. 
Let us hear about your 
activities in related areas." 

the use of cost-sharing contracts. Under these con-

tracts the customer, a Government agency, pays part 

of the cost of a development and the contractor agrees 

to pay the rest. These costs incurred by the contractor 

are not recoverable as are proposal and IRDP funds. 

Hence, they must come directly from profits. This is 

one reason that corporate management usually has a 

negative attitude toward cost-sharing arrangements. 

On the other hand, the method has been used suc-
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ELECTRONICS MARKET (Continued) 

cessfully over the competition in a newly developing 

area. There are signs that the Government is in-

creasingly less interested in the cost-sharing relation-

ships because of the favored position created and the 

criticism it has created. 

A second negative factor involved in cost-sharing 

is their uncertain place in a normally competitive 

market. The corporate management has questions 

about the capabilities of his technical people if they 

must offer cost-sharing. He questions the Govern-

ment's actual need for the effort if it isn't willing to 

pay all the costs involved. Further, cost sharing is 

like a protective tariff which erects a wall to protect 

infant enterprises. Corporate management wants 

assurances that the need is legitimate and that the 

protection is only needed temporarily. In spite of all 

the foregoing, the author has used cost-sharing and 

seen it used very successfully. 

Table 2 summarizes some of the methods available 
for internal support of a new program. 

Technical Notes 

It is hard to say what the first approach to the cus-

tomer should be. It is clear what the first approach 

should not be—it should not be a response to a formal 

request for proposal. It should be stressed again that 

the subject here is one involving human institutions 

so that no rules are inviolable. The possibility of 

being required to respond to an unanticipated RFP 

does exist and this problem is discussed later. 

Never approach the Government agencies with 

empty hands is axiomatic. The old approach of "Tell 

us your problems so that we can work on them" is 

outworn and probably useless. It amounts to an 

admission of lack of knowledge of technical trends 

and, further, to a request for unpaid consulting serv-

ices. A straightforward variation of the approach 

does make it possible to make initial contacts on an 

exploratory basis. It is permissible to say "Here are 

results of some of our recent work. Let us hear about 

your activities in related areas." Industry can't ex-

pect the customer to define his problems, for when 

he can clearly define his problems, he is well on the 

road to solving them. Successful contact consists of 

opening of doors and listening to discussions. It is 

up to the industrial representative to listen well and 

to say, at the appropriate time: "You have a problem 

and this is what it is." 

Simplest tools for opening doors into Government 

offices are descriptions, in one form or another, of 

new technical work. The writer has found it useful 

to have engineers prepare short technical notes with 

which their names are identified. These are circulated 

freely both inside the company and in the proper 

Government circles. Copies are also circulated to 

public relations personnel who contact the profes-

sional and trade journals on possible publication. 

Such a system can only work if the original author 

is given clear and generous credit for his work. Ex-

amples are described below: 

A program which involved this Lattice Cube Structure for Microwave Lenses was summarized in a technical note. 
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A speech program which supported the 
communications groups was described in a 
technical note. The equipment shown here 
was used for artificial speech generation. 

A program of several years' 

duration in the study of tunnel 

diode circuitry was brought into 

focus by building a demonstration 

unit. Along with the hardware, 

a technical note was prepared 

which later became the basis of 

an article. It has been submitted 

for publication. 

Advanced and superior technical work had been 
done in establishing the basic design approach to 

sync search receivers for communication systems. The 

work was hard to communicate to customers because 

of its complexity." 2 A simplified, but technically 

valid, note was prepared with a provocative title, 

"The Needle in the Haystack Problem," and a car-

toon for the cover page. The light touch did arouse 

mixed comments, but succeeded in calling attention 

to the work. 

The light touch was also used in preparing a tech-

nical note describing the Philco pinch tube laser. 

The note describing the work was titled "How to 

Pinch a Laser," had a cartoon on the title page. This 

work too led to a professional publication.3 

Another program which was summarized by a tech-

nical note involved lattice cube structure for micro-

wave lens systems. The speech program which sup-

ported the communications groups was also described 

in a technical note. 

By and large, clever titles and cartoons have been 

used very sparingly. This method can backfire. Also, 

the technical work must be of unusual merit if atten-

tion is directed to it in such a positive manner. 

Many individuals must be informed on the sub-

ject before a major new approach is financed. Hence 

the rule in customer contacts is communicate, com-

municate, communicate. Further, the message does 

not really penetrate if it is a complex one or covers 

many subjects. In order to communicate it is es-

sential to concentrate. 

The problem arises as to whether opportunities 

are overlooked by too narrow a concentration upon 

1. C. Gumacos, "Analysis of an Optimum Sync Search Procedure," 
IEEE Transactions on Communications Systems, Vol. CS- I1, March 
1963, pp 89-99. 

2. J. Z. Grayum, "Optimum Decision and Scanning Technique 
for Synchronization," Eighth Natl Communication Symposium, Oct. 
1962. 

3. R. Crompton, J. Hitt, and R. Williams, "Laser Pump Employ-
ing the Plasma Pinch," 1964 Internatl Solid State Circuits Conf., 
Phila., Pa. 

subject matter in talks with the customer. But the 

gain involved usually outweighs the loss. The re-
source that the industrial concern brings to a develop-

ing technology is its team of senior scientific talent. 

The way of dissipating that resource is to assign to it 

a variety of tasks and responsibilities. In this way 

the personnel find it difficult to concentrate long 

enough in one area to develop significant achieve-

ments. The customer tends to realize, too, that if 

technical personnel are performing well in one area, 

they can also do well on other tasks. Thus, concen-

tration on one problem does not usually exclude a 

group from broader consideration. Rather the reverse 

is true, a good analysis well presented is the best 

recommendation. 

Marketing Probes 
The marketing probe consists of a presentation by 

a small team of engineers and a marketing representa-

tive. The group presents the company's recent tech-

This tunnel diode memory demonstration unit brought into focus 
a program of study concerned with tunnel diode circuitry. 
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ELECTRONICS MARKET (cont.) TYPICAL AGENCIES SPONSORING RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 

nical achievements in a particular 

field, along with recommendations 

for future action in that area. 

Purpose of the probe is to learn 

the state of the market, the trends 

in the military thinking, and the 

present and projected condition 

of the customer's budget in the 

technical area of interest. 

The poorest possible probe is 

the well rehearsed one which is 

interesting, dramatic, convincing, 

and leaves no time for questions. 

The writer—to his sorrow—has 

been involved in such exercises. 

It sometimes occurs that the com-

plexity of the system under dis-

cussion leads the technical man 

to stress one or two important 

highlights to communicate his 

message. If those highlights do 
not include the features con-

sidered to be important by the 

immediate audience, then a dis-

astrous misunderstanding may 

occur. The customer may feel 

that the company representative 

does not appreciate the problem. 

The only sure way to avoid such 

fiascos is to insure that a two-way 

communication takes place. 

A not uncommon feature of 

well organized marketing probes 

and presentations is that they may 

literally be too good and handled 

by the wrong people. Quite often 

the key scientific talent in a pro-

gram will have no gift or inclina-

tion toward oral presentations. 

Thus, the company will often de-

cide to use a less gifted or well 

trained technical man, but a bet-

ter public speaker. This course 

can lead to disaster for a number 

of reasons. The Government in 

evaluating a program is always 

asking not one but two questions : 

Does the proposed program 

have merit ? 

Can this company carry out the 

program ? 

AGENCY AND ACTIVITY MISSION AND MAJOR FIELDS OF INTEREST 

Department of Defense 
ARPA— Washington, 
D. C. 

Advanced Ballistic Missile Defense and Basic Re-
search in Materials, toxicology, Advanced Energy Con-
version, and Solid Propellant Chemistry—(radar meth-
ods, decoy discrimination, data processing, guidance 
and control, range instrumentation, Very Early Warn-
ing, nuclear test detection . . .) 

Defense Communication 
Agency—Arlington, Va. 

Responsible for World-Wide communications for all 
services — (Defense Communications System, Com-
munications Satellites, National Military Command 
System, National Communications System) 

Navy 
Office of Naval Research 
—Washington, D. C. 

Broad Research Program in selected fields having im-
portant bearing on Navy problems—(Earth Sciences, 
Materials, Physical Science, Mathematical Sciences, 
Biological Sciences, Psychologial Sciences, Naval Ap-
plications, and Naval analysis) 

Naval Electronics Labo-
ratory—San Diego, Cal. 

Research, Development and Tests authorized by Bu-
reau of Ships in fields of Electronics, Engineering, and 
Science—(radio, radar, sonar, oceanography, Human 
Factors, Weapons effects . . .) 

Bureau of Naval Weap- Plans, Directs, and coordinates research, development, 
ons—Washington, D. C. and production of Weapons and Aircraft for the Navy 

—(ECM, Electromagnetic Search and Detection, Navi-
gation, guidance, Radar, Communications, Fire Con-
trol . . .) 

Army 
Army Electronics Re-
search and Development 
Laboratories—Ft. Mon-
mouth, N. J. 

Conducts continuing Research in all Fields of Physical 
Science leading to the development of new techniques 
of interest to Army—(ECM, Communications, IFF, Ra-
dar and other sensors, automatic data processing, 
solid state devices, electronic tubes and components, 
Frequency Control . . .) 

Army Missile Command 
—Huntsville, Ala. 

Directs Army Missile R&D Activities—( Missile guid-
ance and control, Ground support equipment, tracking 
radar, Electromagnetic studies, anti-tank and anti-air-
craft weapons . . .) 

Army Electronics Com-
mand—Ft. Monmouth, 
N. J. 

Plans, Conducts, and Manages all electronics research, 
development, production and distribution activities 
for the Army—(Avionics, navigation, Electronic War-
fare, Radar, Communications, data processing . . .) 

Air Force 
Air Force Cambridge Re-
search Laboratories — 
Bedford, Mass. 

Conducts Research of interest to the Air Force in Phys-
ical and Environmental Sciences (Mathematic sci-
ences, Microwave Physics, Meteorology, Electronics, 
Space Physics, Terrestrial Sciences, Aerospace Instru-
mentation, Optical Physics . . .) 

Rome Air Development 
Center—Rome, N. Y. 

Plans, formulates, presents, and executes, for Air 
Force System Command, exploratory and Advanced 
development programs in assigned areas (High Power 
Microwave Components, Command and Control, Signal 
Detection and Processing, A-J Techniques, ELINT, 
Communications . . .) 

Aeronautical System Di-
vision—Dayton, Ohio 

Plans, programs, and manages, all Aeronautical Sys-
tems and related equipment. Responsible for develop-
ment and acquisition of all aircraft and non- ballistic 
systems used by Air Force ( Navigation equipment, ra-
dar, infrared, electronic countermeasures, data links 

NASA 
Goddard Space Flight 
Center—Greenbelt, Md. 

Responsible for complete development programs in 
Space Science and Satellite Applications; Tracking and 
data acquisition and reduction (Meteorological and 
Communication Satellites, Planetary and interplane-
tary sciences, ionospheric Physics . . .) 

Langley Research Cen-
ter—Hampton, Va. 

Conducts Research related to problems associated 
with Space Flight and entry from space into planetary 
atmospheres; and problems of advanced aircraft 
(guidance and control, Heat transfer, materials, and 
aerodynamics and structures . . .) 

Manned Spacecraft Cen-
ter—Houston, Texas 

Responsible for carrying out all NASA manned Space 
Flight Programs—(Space guidance and Communica-
tions display, orbital rendezvous, reentry and recovery, 
astronaut training . . .) 
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If the presentation is made by good speakers who, 

however, founder when penetrating questions are 

asked, then the conclusions may be adverse to those 

desired. The customer may decide on the basis of the 

clear and forceful presentation that the proposed pro-

gram is a good one; but that, proprietary rights per-

mitting, it can be carried forward more efficiently by 

another company. 

The Proposal Document 

The proposal document should make it clear that 

the proposal is only a part of a consistent corporate 

campaign. In the majority of today's proposals only 

these three basic statements need to be made and 

proved: 
1. That the industrial concern completely under-

stands the specific Government problem under dis-

cussion. 

2. That the industrial concern has an approach or 

a number of approaches, which have the highest prob-

ability of successfully solving the Government prob-

lem. 
3. That because of the particular resources in 

technical personnel, finances, existing equipment, 

management, and further because of demonstrated 

interested and experience, this industrial concern is 

the best possible choice for the task. 

It is easy to say that the three statements above 

are true. The trick is to convince the customer, know-

ing that a dozen other industrial concerns are making 

conflicting statements. Much of the convincing must 

have already been done before the proposal was pre-

pared. Even so, only a limited number of Govern-

ment representatives will have been reached in per-

sonal contacts. Hence, it is entirely legitimate and 

quite useful to document in the proposal those pre-

proposal contacts and conversations. Thus the mar-
keting effort is described as evidence of the specific 

interest of company management in the project under 

discussion. 
There is a threshold of good organization and legi-

bility that must be achieved in a proposal document. 

Beyond the point of simple clarity of presentation, 

there is little point in attempting to do better. The 

problem of getting the message across in a proposal 

document is an exercise in clear straightforward 

English. The problem of deciding that there is a 

message which should be put across is more nearly 

the basic problem. This question, of course, should 

have been decided long before the request for pro-

posal was received. 

Most Government agencies have a proposal scor-

ing system. Table 3 presents a scoring system which 

has been used at one agency. Generally these same 

The light touch was used :n preparing a technical note describ-
ing the Phiico pinch tube aser ( shown above). This approach 
calls attention to the work, but it must be used with caution. 

items are used in all scoring systems, but the weight-

ings vary. Thus, a small R&D effort would emphasize 

the engineering approach; a large systems manage-

ment task would emphasize general management 

qualifications. Note further that a proposal may lose 

not only for over-all low scores but for an untis-

factory rating on any one critical item. 

National Defense by Contract 

Industry-university-Government is a team that has 

grown to an economic structure that can provide the 

rapid response of the nation's best scientific brains 

Table 1 

IRDP Program Activity Definitions From ASPR 

Basic 
Research: 

is that type of research which is directed to-
ward increase of knowledge in science. In such 
research, the primary aim of the investigators 
is the fuller knowledge or understanding of the 
subject under study, rather than any practical 
application thereof. 

Applied 
Research: 

consists of that type of effort which 

(i normally follows basic research but may 
be severable from the related basic re-
search 
attempts to determine and expand the 
potentialities of new scientific discoveries 
or improvements in technology, materials 
methods. devices, and techniques 

(HP attempts to"advance the state of the art" 

Applied research does not include the above efforts when 
their principal aim is the design, development, or test of 
specific articles or services to be offered for sale, which are 
within the definition of the term development. 

Development: is the systematic use of scientific knowledge 
which is directed toward the production of, or 
improvements in, useful products to meet 
specific performance requirements, but ex-
clusive of manufacturing and production en-
gineering. 
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Table 2 

Techniques for Financing New Efforts 

SOURCE OF 
FUNDS ADVANTAGES DISADVANTAGES 

Proposal (a) 
Funds 

(b) 

100% recoverable 
as charge against 
existing contracts 

Large funds 
available on short 
notice for intensive 
efforts 

Appropriate only for 
short efforts with a 
specific end product 
e.g., proposal or 
presentation 

IRDP Funds (a) Large percentage 
of costs recover-
able as charges 
against existing 
contracts 

(b) IRDP programs 
have built-in 
security 

Funds often more 
limited or more care-
fully controlled than 
proposal funds. (This 
may be an advantage 
or disadvantage to 
the individual con-
cerned.) 

Cost-Sharing 
Contracts 

(a) Useful tool for 
"freezing out" 
competition 

(b) Develops direct 
and close relation-
ship with specific 
customer 

a) Heavy cost sharing 
is more costly 
than IRDP pro-
gram 

b) Surrender of 
management 
prerogatives 

(c) Repels corporate 
management 

(d) Costs come 
directly out of 
profits 

Table 3 

Proposal Evaluation Guide Form 

ITEM Score Weight Rating 

I GENERAL QUALIFICATIONS: 
(a) Demonstrate ability on 

similar projects 
(b) Reputation—for meeting 

schedules 
—for production 

quality 

II FACILITIES: 
(a) Adequacy of basic plant 
(b) Adequacy and availability 

of equipment 

III PERSONNEL: 
(a) Experience in related work 
(b) General qualifications 
(c) Availability for this project 

IV ENGINEERING APPROACH: 
(a) Understanding of the problem 
(b) Soundness of approach 
(e) Simplicity of design 
(d) Completeness of proposal 
(e) Unique ideas 
(f) Ease of maintenance 

Total Rating 

to urgent national problems, without prejudicing the 
democratic form of Government. The system does 

have a rough mechanism of checks and balances. 

Also, in spite of security measures, the system pro-

vides for individual contributions that may or may 

not conform to current group thinking. 

In spite of close governmental supervision, there is 

every intention of retaining and encouraging the free 

enterprise nature of the military electronic industry. 

Profits may well be larger in coming years for firms 

that succeed in this industry. It is still characterized 
as a high-risk situation. There are fewer pay-offs and 

they will generally be large. Further, there is no 

award for second best. One may ask what are the 

boundaries to the actions of the individual in this 
Monte Carlo world? 

It is possible, in this atmosphere, to make short-

range gains by glowing promises and by making com-
mitments known to be impossible to keep. The indus-

try is large and complex enough that by well-timed 

moves an individual can avoid for some time the 

problem of performing on his promises. The dangers 

and long term effects of such an approach should be 
obvious. 

There is a further aspect of the problem, which is 

sometimes a little awkward to discuss. That is the 

matter of patriotism. If, in marketing and in devel-
oping marketing approaches one is trying to antici-

pate the leading edge of the problems of the Govern-

ment, then one is acting as a catalyst to make this 

industry-university-Government perform as it should. 
If the slightly different approach is taken of trying 

to anticipate not the actual needs, but what the cus-

tomer thinks are the actual needs, then the entire 

procedure is cheapened in a way difficult to describe. 
The writer's own experience is that Government per-

sonnel do not appreciate this "second guessing" and 

that the more courageous approach is also more suc-
cessful. 

• A REPRINT of this article is available from 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Reader Service Department 

NOTE: The techniques described in this article are 
considered to be basically sound and useful al-
though it is known that some of the details of Gov-
ernment procurement policy are currently in proc-
ess of change. Among the more significant changes 
are these: 

Cost sharing has been prohibited on R&D con-
tracts unless the contracting officer can prove 
to the head of the procuring agency that sub-
stantial commercial benefit will accrue to the 
company involved. 

Consideration is being given to the practicability 
of lumping development, research, and technical 
bidding costs into a single pool of allowed ex-
pense with an associated ceiling. It would be 
left to the discretion of individual company man-
agement as to the distribution of the effort into 
the three areas. 
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What's a good matrix pinboard really like? 
That's a natural question, if you go sifting through claims. 

But why wade through the echoes of claims? If your repu-
tation rests on the choice of a quality pinboard, the 

best way to judge is through engineering features. 

What has gone into the making of the pinboard? The 
answer to this question tells you what level of pinboard 

performance you can expect. Take a moment and 
check these features againstlhose of any other pinboard 

on the market. Our pinboard offers: 

precision made and fitted solid phenolic blocks 

precision formed busses plated with hard alloy gold 

over nickel 

special "funnel" designed contacts of X-Y coordinates 
assure positive entry cf pins 

shorting, diode and other component carrying pins 
that won't bend, buckle or malfunction, regardless of 

number of insertions and extractions 

interchangeable templates, pre-programmed by 
pencil punch-out, permit storing of hundreds of 
intricate switching combinations 

.250" x .250" grid design which accepts .095" diam-
eter pins 

Somewhere in your design, right at the heart of it, there's 
a need for pinboard programming. Possible applications 
range from vending machines on through digital com-

puters and include such functions as digital memory, 
sequencing and input-output switching. Why short-
change your plans with anything less than the best 

pinboard. 

The best proof is the real board on your desk. But before 
that happens you can write and get alt the sound engi-

neering facts on what makes it the best. Isn't that a good 
way to approach a decision? Try it. Write today. 

trademarb of AMP INCORPORATED 

INCORPORATED 

Harrisburg, Pennsylvania 

INDUSTRIAL 

SALES I 

DIVISION 

A-MP* products and engineering assistance are available through subsidiary companies in: 
Australia • Canada • England • France • Holland • Italy • Japan • Mexico • West Germany 
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Hughes 
Compact 

Storage Tubes 
(only 8" long) 

The Hughes H-1122AP20 (or BP20) provides 
high resolution (to 120 shrinking raster lines/ 
inch); fast 1 millisecond erase; writing speeds 
to 400,000 inches/second." (The BP20 is 
self-collimating). Ask for Brochure T5M-5C. 

The Hughes H-1126AP20 features very high 
resolution; fast writing and erase; brightness 
to 1,650 foot- lamberts." Ask for Data Bro-
chure T5M-6C. 

The Hughes H-1076AP20 offers 2,400 foot. 
lamberts of brightness; up to 3 minutes view-
ing time; writing speeds to 250,000 inches/ 
second." Ask for Data Brochure T5M-4C. 

A family of specialists ... three highly- reliable and versatile 
TONOTRON* storage tubes have been added to the complete 
line of more than 30 Hughes DVSTs. These compact tubes 
—5%" in diameter and only 8" long—are ideally suited for the 
limited space availability and the multiple modes of operation 
required by today's most advanced solid-state display systems. 
Performance characteristics of these compact 
TONOTRON tubes lend themselves to such 
fixed and rotary-wing, airborne applications as: 
Terrain Avoidance, Fire Control, Navigation, 
Guidance — PPI, Sector Scan, B-Scan or com-
binations of radar and TV modes of operation. 

r , , 
1,_ 
HUGHES AIRCRAFT COMPANY 

VACUUM TUBE PRODUCTS 
DIVISION 

For detailed data brochures on these compact TONOTRON 
tubes— and additional information on how they may help 
solve your display problems—call, wire or write today: HUGHES 
Storage Tubes, 2020 Oceanside Boulevard, Oceans id e, Cali-
fornia. Telephone: (714) 722-2101 or HUGHES Storage Tubes, 
1 Bala Avenue, Bala Cynw yd, Pennsylvania. Telephone: (215) 

664-3950. For export, write: Hughes Inter-
national, Culver City, California. 

*Trademark Hughes Aircraft Company HUGHES 
-I 
: 

 j "'Note: Figures quoted are averages based on rated 
electrode voltages and conditions specified in individual 
data brochures for each tube type. 

I 
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ASSURANCE OF 

TOTAL VALUE 
FOR YOUR PURCHASE 

VALUE IN 
SALES ENGINEERING SERVICE 

Sales engineering service available anywhere 
on the globe. 

VALUE IN 
BUYING CONVENIENCE 

Over 56,000 different CANNONS Plugs for every 
environment and application. 

VALUE IN 

LOGISTICS OF SUPPLY 

Eleven factories in seven countries, plus 
hundreds of convenient distributors. 

VALUE IN 

INSTALLATION COST SAVINGS 

CANNON products are designed not merely for 
lowest cost per connector, but to provide lowest 
total cost per connection for customers. 

VALUE IN 
DESIGN 

Value Engineering techniques are used in 
analyzing all aspects of design to ensure reliable 
performance at least total cost to user. 

VALUE IN 
MANUFACTURING 

All ten plants use Value Analysis techniques to 
produce customer savings through joint standard-
ization of design, materials and operations. 

VALUE. IN 
PRODUCT ASSURANCE 

Our product assurance program uses information 
retrieved from all divisions and data processing 
to direct the plants toward built-in reliability. 

VALUE IN 
BASIC RESEARCH 

An R & D Center advances state-of-the-art in 
materials, contacts, finishes, microminiature 
interconnections, etc. 

VALUE IN 

AFTER- SALE SERVICE 

Assurance of world-wide availability of 
renewal parts. 

THE LOWEST TOTAL COST 

TO RELIABLY ACHIEVE 

THE ESSENTIAL FUNCTION 

Cannon provides you with assurance of receiving TOTAL VALUE at less cost. On your 

government-contracted or company-sponsored Value Engineering programs let CANNON 

be your source of assistance. For our booklet "Assurance of Total Value," write to: 

Our 50th Year 

CANNON ELECTRIC INC. CANNON 
3208 Humboldt Street, Los Angeles 31, California a  PLUGS 
A IIKIRRICIIART OP I I  ONU ANO  CORPORATION 

®CANNON" IS A TRADEMARK REGISTERED IN U.S. PAT. OFF, AND FOREIGN COUNTRIES BY ITT CANNON ELECTRIC INC. 01964 ITT CANNON ELECTRIC INC. 
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One of the decisions electronic industry 
managements must face at some time is when 

and how to expand. Often this expansion 
means a new, modern plant at another lo-
cation. The question then is how to move 
a whole company and minimize the down-
time for production machines. Littelfuse 
tells how they tackled the problem. 

EFFECTIVE MANGEMENT usually makes effective de-

cisions. One of the hardest decisions many manage-

ments must face at one time is to expand their manu-

facturing facilities, to build new plants. 

Adding to management woes is another task, once 
the new plant is built—moving men and machines 

from the old plant with minimum production down-

time, the period when machines are idle. Many ques-

tions must be answered before the decisions can be 
made. 

Principal questions are somewhat simple. How do 

we get started ? Where do we build it ? Who can we 

get to build it? Do we have the know-how and the 

manpower to do it ourselves? What plans do we 

llave to make to produce for today, tomorrow and five 

years from now? What real estate is available and 

what about prices ? How can we avoid costly pitfalls ? 

Summarized, the big question management asks 

itself is—"how do we do it ?" The decision to expand 

and build a new factory building is a big task. It is 

one that requires good planning in the first stages in 

an overall program based on many decisions; it must 
have well defined objectives. 

Top management of a large electronics firm in the 
Midwest solved expansion by following basic con-

cepts. It used as the basis for all of its planning 

and follow-through what the firm likes to refer to as 

its 4 C's formula. In its simplest form the formula 

covers coordination, cooperation, communications and 

command; it took decision from conception through 
to reality. 

The company, I,ittelfuse, Inc., of Des Plaines, Ill., 

broke ground on its new 125,000 square-foot plant 

in March, 1963. It began moving into the new $1.75 

million, all - air - conditioned building eight months 

later. The building, located on 14.1 acres of choice 

MOVING . 1k PLANT ii 
cat:J.-si -FOR 
PRECISE PLANNING 

site, is designed for the future with provisions for 

growing to double capacity already built-in. 

11 Working Steps 

Thomas M. Blake, president of Littelfuse, and 

Jack D. Hughes, executive vice president, broke 

down their company's approach to the building and 

moving problem into 11 working steps: 

BUILDING STAGE 

1. Establish the need for a new plant. 

2. Bring in an industrial engineering firm 

select a proper location. 

3. Lay out plot in block diagram. 

4. Lay out plant in block diagram. 

5. Layout plant in detail ( to scale). 

6. Work with architect/contractor on build-
ing design. 

7. Check out details of the architect's draw-

ings and specifications. 

8. Check details of construction during 

building of plant. 
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Thomas M. Blake ( right above), president 
of Littelfuse, studies flexible mylar sheet 
layout of floor plan of new plant in 1/4" 
scale as executive vice president lack D. 
Hughes points out proposed ( before the 
move) production lines for new fuses 
and relays. Detailed layout showed ex-
actly where each machine operator and 
piece of equipment would be placed 
immediately on moving into the new 
plant to reduce down- time. "Since all 
production services such as compressed 
air, electricity, and water were in place 
and functioning before equipment was 
moved, it was possible to connect all 
machinery and have it operating in-
stantly, especially to produce the millions 
of piece parts ( in photo 0 for relays." 

By ARTHUR J. STEELE 
Administrative Engineer 
Littelfuse, Inc. 
Des Plaines, Ill. 

MOVING STAGE 

9. Plan move of machines and men in detail. 

10. Plan for adequate inventory to cover 

clown-time of production equipment. 

11. Supervise moving and installation of 

equipment in new plant. 

Preliminary investigations were carried out by 

Littelfuse 1 y> years before the first shovel of ground 

was turned. :\ lanagement had to decide on what 

objectives it wanted in going to a new plant and who 

would be in charge of this task. 

"It is vital that one man be chosen to make de-

cisions, and that all activities and expenses clear 

through him," stressed Mr. Blake. Littelfuse execu-

tive vice president, Jack D. Hughes, took on this 

job. He and Mr. Blake already had much background 

in planning new buildings ; both had been active in 

building of a hospital and a large YMCA. 

To coordinate functions at all levels, a manufac-

turing engineer was assigned to the job. This latter. 

position must be filled carefully by a man with par-

ticular attributes. According to Mr. Hughes, he 

should be thoroughly familiar with the firm's entire 

operation. This includes manufacturing processes, 

engineering, inspection and quality control and ad-

ministrative organization. 

While know-how is vital, he should have certain 

emotional traits. He must be able to communicate 

with others and have the "patience of an angel" with 

those he works with under adverse conditions. He 

must be capable of making organization out of con-

fusion; he should be able to work well under pres-

sure; he must exhude confidence and make quick 

decisions with assurance. (Continued) 



EXPANSION (Continued) 

Plant Location Vital 

Plant location calls forth many factors during early 

planning. Nearness to markets, sources of materials, 

transportation access are standard factors. Local in-

ducements such as low-taxes, favorable banking, good 

city government with progressive minded adminis-

tration, industrial climate for growth are obvious fac-

tors to be considered. 

Major aspect, of course, is available labor supply 
and type needed—skilled, semi-skilled and unskilled. 

To locate a proper site for Littelfuse, surveys had to 

be made of vacant properties available in areas that 

met required factors. Price is almost always a cri-

terion. A budget should be decided upon; it can be 

based on the values of property available. 

During the planning of the new Littelfuse plant, 

an industrial engineering consulting firm, Eitzen 

Engineering, of Chicago, was brought in to assist the 
manufacturing engineer and management. There 

are two main advantages to this. One, an industrial 
engineer can take an objective look at your present 

operation without bias. Second, he can remain on 

the job as a consistent operation and not be inter-
rupted by regular company routine. 

Job Was to Coordinate 

In early planning, the consulting firm felt its job 
was to coordinate. In any firm, as with Littelfuse, 

there are many management ideas to be coordinated. 

The consulting engineer can direct, suggest and con-

sult with management and department personnel to 

determine their needs for today, tomorrow and be-
yond. Two objectives had to be reached in prelim-
inary planning: 

1. Relieve the congested conditions of today. ( Pro-

duction departments had grown, from increased sales, 

to the point of overflow of personnel, machines and 
space.) 

2. Provide for future expansion ( future growth 
of building including provisions for power, shipping, 

etc.). 

It took about five months for the consulting engi-

neer working with the Littelfuse coordinator to deter-
mine the firm's present situation, what it needed, and 

what its goals were for the next five years ( based 
on % growth per year). Also determined was the 

ultimate goal of the selected property so that pro-

duction, machine and personnel data could be known. 

Future growth projections from Littelfuse man-

agement were added to the old plant layout and from 

these a new plant layout was made. The percentage 

of expansion for each Littelfuse department for the 

next five years was figured with new statistics. A plot 
layout was also made. 

Sought Foremen's Ideas 

Throughout early planning foremen and super-

visors were asked for their cooperation and ideas. 

Each had to forecast his future needs so as to space 

and justify them. A multitude of ideas came from 

middle management groups. This is essential to the 

success of such an undertaking. If a foreman par-

ticipates, usually he will sell it to his employees. He 
has a feeling of responsibility. 

"The success of the move depended on how well 
each foreman planned it," asserts consulting engi-

neer, Vince Eitzen. 

After the growth factor was introduced to each de-

partment's square footage, planners made a block 

diagram to determine basic size of the new plant. The 

building was designed from the inside out. As with 

most plant layouts, its purpose was to bring about 

the best combination of plant and equipment with the 

highest standards of production and the lowest unit 
cost. 

There are many questions to think about at the first 

stages of planning. What type of product do we 

want to assemble or make? What type of organiza-

tion do we want? Are changes necessary to improve 
our efficiency ? 

We found a number of advantages in setting up 

operations so that fabrication and process work on 

piece parts was apart from final assembly areas. We 

set up a pattern so that work would flow from section 
to section with minimum material handling. 

Some departments produce heat in their processes. 
These had to be properly located so that future ex-

pansion could be worked out easily. Expansion in-
chided complete air conditioning. Thought was given 
also to double decking for storage of materials and 

slow-moving items. The physical image of the new 

plant emerged on exact paper block diagrams. Littel-
fuse's approach was a practical one. Department 

details were added in another layout. 

The detailed layout showed exactly where each 

machine operator and piece of equipment would be 
placed. 

Same for Each Department 

The same procedure was followed with each de-
partment until the entire factory had been laid out 

item by item. A similar procedure was followed for 

offices. When this layout was concluded, Littelfuse 

contacted the architect and discussed layout in detail. 
Planners explained needs for factory operation. It 

saved money and time. 

While working with an architect, Littelfuse found 

e A REPRINT of this article is available from 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Reader Service Department 
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Arthur J. Steele ( right above), 
Littelf use administrative engineer, 

with a representative of Eitzen Engineering, 
Chicago industrial engineer firm. 

"There are two advantages to consulting assistance. 
An industrial engineer can look 

at a firm's operation without bias. 
He can be a consistent operation 

and not be interrupted by company routine." 

"Thought was given to double decking for storage of stock. 
materials and slow- moving items 

The Littelfuse approach was a practical one." 
Checking stock are ( from left) Jan Janata, 

Shipping Room Supervisor; 
Walter A. Clements, vice president, distributor sales; 

Andrew Kalata, customer service manager. 

Statistical data provided 
by Littelfuse's new processing 

and storage system 
permits management to chart 

business course and trends. 
From left are: Kurt Schaffert, 

data processing manager; 
lack D Hughes, executive vice president; 

and Thomas M. Blake, 
Littelfuse president. 

it necessary to go over needs in great detail. Discuss 

the scale layout so that it is thoroughly understood 
by mechanical engineers and the architect. The work 

can be divided into two general areas: 
1. The design and construction of the building it-

self, including all of the building services needed to 

make the building function. 
2. The process and production services to make 

the factory operate. 
As architectural drawings and specifications are 

made up it is to the planners' advantage to check 

drawings thoroughly. The architect adjusts the physi-

cal structure of the plant. He adds specifics—boiler 

room, air handling areas, power sources, additional 
structural beams, changes toward esthetic beauty of 
the plant. The consulting engineer works with the 

architect until the final designs are frozen. 

Messrs. Blake and Hughes with architect, Carl 

Teutsch, of Carl Teutsch & Associates, also Chicago, 

finished the designs of the new plant and presented 
them to the Littelfuse Board of Directors. The build-

ing program was assigned to Jack Hughes. 

Other aspects still to be worked out with the archi-

tect included: level of the general factory lighting, 

cutting the amount of noise in production and office 

areas, heating and ventilating, and air conditioning 

for the entire plant. Employee facilities had to be 
weighed such as eating, parking, medical and lava-

tory. All were measured by "present plant volume" 

as well as by anticipated volume at some future point. 

Services Around Perimeter 

The new Littelfuse plant is designed so that service 

departments are around the perimeter of the building; 

assembly areas are centrally located. Shipping and 

receiving are at the rear; as the need arises for ex-

pansion, Littelfuse can expand further to the rear, 

adding production departments so that they com-

pletely surround the two departments. This will 

reduce travel distance for raw material and shipping. 

After all drawings are rechecked and approved, 

construction can begin. Littelfuse found it advisable 

to have one of its building engineers assigned to the 

project. His prime job was to work with the super-

vising construction engineer of the architect's staff, 

seeing that all original details are built into the plant. 
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EXPANSION (Concluded) 

As construction progressed, it was possible to in-

stall process services: electrical power, high pres-

sure air, etc. Because they had been laid out to scale, 

it was now possible to show exactly where each of 
these services was to be located. 

Littelfuse planners suggest that all services and 

equipment for services to operating departments be 

operable and in operation before moving in the first 
piece of equipment. 

Moving to the New Plant 

There is much to consider in planning the move of 

equipment from the old plant to the new. There must 

be complete coordination of all production and ad-

ministrative departments. Littelfuse found that break-
ing the moving into several phases helped a lot. If 

all of one function within the factory is moved at one 
time as a first phase, it is advisable to have a period 

of time between this moving activity and the second 

phase. This may be classed as a digestion period. It 

is a period when the equipment that has been moved 
can be set up and put into operation in the new plant 

before the next plant function or second phase of 

moving. The next function to be moved becomes the 
third phase, and so on. This always reduces confusion 

at both plants. 

The estimated time to move all of Littelfuse was 

eight weeks. Down-time was estimated at one day 
per machine. Competitive bids were asked by Littel-

fuse from professional movers. Each bidder was 

Jack D. Hughes, center, exec. vice president, at trial run 
shortly after "plug-in" at new plant. " It was necessary to sched-
ule production cut-offs and parts build-up to reduce down- time." 

shown the machinery, how far it had to be moved, 

type of anchoring, etc. Bids were realistic. Other 

movers, for stock, boxed inventory, desks, etc., had 

to provide maximum price estimates and bill on a 

time and materials basis. Savings from this method 

were large. Packing was done by Littelfuse per-

sonnel. Safety was stressed and liability insurance 
was taken out to cover accidents. 

Since all services were in place and functioning 

before the move, it was possible to connect all ma-
chinery and equipment and have it running right 

away. This operation was greatly assisted by the 

marking of the machine's number on the floor exactly 
where it would be located. 

Timetable Necessary 

In early planning it was necessary to set up a 
timetable for cutting off production, building up ade-

quate piece part reserves to reduce down-time, estab-
lish good housekeeping methods and eliminate as 

much old material as possible before the move. 

Above all, department heads had to be advised of 
all planned moves, so their departments could move 

out one at a time to avoid mixup. Department super-

visors acted as coordinators with the superintendent 

in charge of the moving. The success or failure of the 

moving depended on how well each department head 
organized his work. 

Before moving, machine repair or maintenance 

might be done during a machine's down-time. Littel-

fuse set aside a staging area for all equipment and 
machinery. Each unit was thoroughly cleaned and 

spray-painted. After the move, employees were not 

only in a new factory, they were, in effect, using 
modernized equipment. 

To facilitate moving, a color code is a good idea. 

Littelfuse assigned a color to each department; tags 

or sticker labels were issued in this color. If more 

than one department at a time is moved, materials 

from each can be identified merely by color designa-
tion. 

When material or equipment arrives at a depart-

ment, location is then by number which also appears 
on the colored tag. Equipment can be positioned in 
its proper place without any secondary moving and 
loss of time. 

By moving in this fashion, it is possible to move a 
large factory over a several-week period. However, 

Littelfuse suggests no more than one day down-time 

for any piece of equipment. The aim for minimum 

down-time is the main reason for basic planning be-
fore the move begins. 

The building, the moving, when reduced to com-
mon denominator, is people in action. How they 

plan, coordinate, communicate, cooperate and com-

mand is the secret to any successful undertaking. 



Only Sigma relays have sapphire rollers 
Result: Unequalled performance 

Sapphire rollers to actuate relay con-
tact springs are exclusive with Sigma 
Series 32 and 33 relays. For you, this 
means better relay performance. 
Here's why: 

Greater Sensitivity—These hard sap-
phire rollers can be shaped and pol-
ished with such precision that friction 
virtually disappears. Result: Fast, posi-
tive reaction, even to a 50 mw signal. 

Extra Ruggedness—Sapphire rollers 
can withstand 30 g's vibration to 
5,000 cycles and shock of 100 g's.Typ-

ical result: Sigma 32's and 33's went 
to Venus with Mariner II and per-
formed flawlessly. 

Superior Vibration Immunity—Sigma 
sapphire rollers always bear on relay 
contact springs at a point near the 
contacts. Result: The spring's resonant 
frequency is increased to a point well 
beyond the rated frequency range. 

High Stability and Durability—Virtually 
no wear and friction by-products with 
sapphire rollers. Result: Assured long, 
trouble- free performance. 

Better Isolation—Sapphire has a high 
dielectric strength. Result: Assured iso-
lation between motor and switch. 
If superior relay performance is impor-
tant to you, send for Sigma Design 
Bulletins on Series 32 and 33. Write to 
Box No. 54. 
Or call your Sigma Applications Engi-
neer. He will help you select the best 
switching control for your particular 
need—from more than 100,000 differ-
ent standard Sigma relays—both latch-
ing and non-latching, electromagnetic 
and solid state. 

SIGMA DIVISION e SIGMA INSTRUMENTS INC 
Assured Reliability With Advanced Design/Braintree 85, Mass. 

How do Relays Operate? 

You might be surprised at what goes on in a sensitive 
relay between input and output. If you are interested 
n a compete description of the step-by-step operating 
sequence, we'd like to send you our new booklet on the 
..ubject. Write to Box 54A. 
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"YOUR ORDER'S ON THE WAY!" 
Imagine what your business would be like if 
manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers alike 
throughout this great United States of America 
had to depend on transportation such as that 
pictured above! 

Fortunately, we've come a long way in a rela-
tively short time. Today, more than 12,000,000 
motor trucks of every size, shape and specifica-
tion provide fast, flexible, door-to-door trans-
portation for every industry—over the finest 
intra- and inter-state highway system in the 
world. 

In our present-day economy, motor trans-
port moves more than three times the tonnage 
moved by all other forms of transportation 
combined. In today's business world, motor 
transport has become almost like breathing— 
you don't realize how important it is until 
something interrupts it. That's how vital it is 
to you and every other businessman . . . Since 
1911, when truck transport was in its infancy, 
Commercial Car Journal has been privileged to 
serve the interests of all who make, sell, service, 
or operate trucks. 

COMMERCIAL CAR JOURNAL 
Cnestnut & Fifty-Sixth Streets • Philadelphia 39, Pa. • A Chilton Publication 

Member oF 

American Trucking Industry 
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Military performance at industrial prices 

No other trimmer gives you the superior performance of Spec-
trol's new model 84 at any price. Check these unique construction 
features which assure military reliability at industrial prices. 

O Silicone rubber lined cover is crimped to the base completely 
sealing the unit against dust and moisture. No adhesives 
are used in any of the assembly operations. 

O  Largest resistance element available in any 1/2 inch trimmer 
is made possible by placing the element against the silicone-
rubber lined metal cover. No thick-walled plastic cases 
or insulators are necessary. Larger element means larger 
wire and better resolution as well as higher maximum 
resistance value. 

O Silicone rubber lined cover provides a true voltage break-
down barrier. 

O Packing gland sealing of the shaft is provided by the unique 
molded rubber-lining permitting full potting or immersion. 

•  Metal case provides greater heat dissipation, avoids hot spots 
and allows high power rating of 11/2  watts at 50°C. For 
printed circuit applications, plastic base contacts PC board. 

SPECTROL 

ACTUAL 

SIZE 
84-3-8 84-3-10 84-5-6 

Slotted Head Knob Bushing 

Available in three versions as shown. 

SPECIFICATIONS 

Standard Resistance Range .   

Standard Resistance Tolerance 

Power Rating   

Operating temperature Range 

Rotation   

Case Dimensions-inches . . . . 

Unit Prices (84-3-8) 
1-9   

MODEL 84 

5011 to 100K 

4- 5% 

Watts at 50°C. 

—65 to + 175°C. 

320° Fixed stops 
(continuous available) 

% 2 Hx4 Dia. 

$3.95 

500  $2.60 

Call your nearest Spectrol distributor for 
immediate off-the-shelf delivery at factory 
prices. Samples of the model 84-3-8 available 
for industrial and military users. For your 
sample write on your company letterhead 
direct to Spectrol, San Gabriel. 

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 

1704 South Del Mar Avenue 

San Gabriel, California 

Adams Court P. O. Box 130 

Plainview, L. I., New York Brampton, Ontario 
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The significant progress being made is 
largely confined to four major types of 
packaging— Micromodule, Dot, Hybrid, 
and Integrated Systems. The wide range 
of variations poses problems in choosing 
which one to use. A possible clue lies 
in the different construction techniques. 

THERE HAVE BEEN MANY STEPS in the evolution of 

microcircuit packaging; notably, "Tinkertoy," "Cord-

wood," and the simultaneous microminiaturization 

of discrete components. 

In shrinking the package, various connecting meth-

ods have been used. The most popular has been 

soldering; though welding has aroused much interest 

among packaging experts. However, if welding offers 

any superiority over soldering, it is still to be proven. 

From a cost standpoint alone, using similar methods, 

soldering can be 30% less expensive. One reason 

is that welding is slow when compared to the num-

ber of connections that one solder dip can make. 

Packaging methods now receiving the most atten-

tion are the Micromodule, Dot, hybrid, and inte-

grated systems. 

Dot System 

In the Dot system,' all elements are pellet shaped, 

Fig. 2. Available elements include resistors, diodes, 

transistors, and capacitors. The diameter of these 

—llets or discs, ranges from 0.050 in. to 0.250 in.; 

thicknesses are 0.062 in. and 0.030 in. 

To assemble, pellet - diameter - sized holes are 

punched or drilled in an insulating board which is 

as thick as the element being used. The pellets are 

placed in holes and held there by force fit or adhesive. 

A conductive pattern is screened onto the boards and 

elements to form the completed circuit. 

Another method mounts the elements on flat wire 

matrices which are punched to provide the desired 

interconnection system.2 The element is then soldered 

to one of the wire patterns. Next the second pattern 

is affixed to the partial assembly. Encapsulation com-

pletes the fabrication. 

Advantages of the Dot system are that it permits 

automation; replacement of individual elements, at 

least in board-pellet form; and, selection of sub-

Fig. 1: This enlarged view shows an assembled hybrid circuit 
comprised of discrete components prior to being enclosed. 

NEW DEVELOPMENTS 

IN MICROCIRCUIT 

PACKAGING 

trates to provide maximum heat conduction for high 

heat dissipating elements. Disadvantages are the 

present limited source of element suppliers, plus the 

cost of these components. 

Micromodule 

One system that has strived for automatic produc-

tion, coupled with reliability, is the Signal Corps' 

Micromodule, Fig. 3. The basic elements in the as-

sembly—wafers--contain one or more of a specific 

component, i.e., only resistors would be on one 

wafer; capacitors, on another; etc. These wafers are 

tested and the suppliers approved prior to use. 

To assemble, the wafers needed to form the desired 

circuit function are stacked in a prescribed order. 

Spacers between the wafer control the separation. 

Connection between wafers and to external sources 

is provided by riser wires, placed in contact with the 

conductive pad areas on the wafer edges. Soldering 

completes the interconnection. The circuit is com-

plete when specific risers are cut to eliminate shorts 

caused by soldering the risers to all available con-

ductor pads. 

Possibilities for automating this system are good. 

The wafer types for a variety of circuits can be re-

duced to standard groupings for reduction of direct 

labor costs. Assembly operations have decreased as a 

result of fixturing and testing. 

Two variations have undergone testing: electron 

beam welded joints in place of soldered connections; 

and, Dot components mounted in the wafers. 

(Continued on following page) 

By DAVID E. McELROY 
Project Manager, 

International Resistance Co. 

401 N. Broad St. 

Philadelphia, Pa. 19108 
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Fig. 2: In the Dot system the various pellet-sized 
components are inserted into ai' insulated board. 
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Hybrid Circuits 

Hybrid circuits contain film and discrete elements. 

The film components are resistors and, sometimes, 

capacitors while the diodes and transistors are dis-

crete. The substrate upon which the filin elements 

are applied is usually glass or ceramic. The conduc-

tor pattern, like the resistors, is applied to the sub-

strate as a film. 

The unit in Fig. 1 was designed mainly for mount-

ing in a TO-5 can. It uses stacked wafers, each wafer 

containing a portion of the circuit. Diodes, transis-

tors and capacitors are discrete chips; resistors and 

conductors are fired, glaze films. The chips are 

bonded to the conductive patterns with a high tem-

perature gold alloy solder. 

The other contacts from the chips to the wafer are 

gold wires bonded by thermal compression. The 

bond is effected by forcing the gold wire onto the 

item to be bonded at a temperature above 300°C, but 

below the gold-silicon eutectic temperature of 370°C. 

Two basic types of bonds are made, one is called 

a ball, or nail head, bond; the other, a wedge or 

stitch bond. For ball bonding, the gold wire is fed 

through a capillary tube with a hole diameter slightly 

larger than the wire diameter. The ball is made by 

cutting the wire with a hydrogen flame. The diam-

eter of the ball formed from a 2 mil wire would be 

between 4 and 5 mils. The ball, held at the end of 

the capillary tube, is positioned over the bonding 

pad; then pressed firmly onto the metallized pad. 

The ball should be deformed about 50%. 

Fig. 4 shows two ball bonds and the metallized pads 

to which they are adhered. Ball bonds provide a com-

paratively large area of bond. Therefore, they have 

Fig. 5: Microphotograph shows a gold wire 
wedge bonded to one plate of a capacitor. 

a higher absolute adhesion strength than the wedge 

bond. 

In wedge bonding, the wire itself is placed against 

the bonding pad, then compressed with a "wedge" 

tool to form the bond. This method is often called 

stitch bonding because two such bonds are usually 

formed. The result resembles a stitch, Fig. 5. 

This bond offers two advantages. First, because 

two or more bonds can be made in series, a number 

of elements can be interconnected with one length 

of wire. Second, the bonding area is small; thus con-

nections of small metallized widths—as often occur 

in the base connections of high speed transistors— 

are possible. 

The magnified view of a 12-hole alumina wafer, 
Fig. 6, shows a conductive pattern, one resistor ( the 

large black area), and one capacitor chip. The plates 

of the capacitor are electrically connected by high 
temperature solder bonding one surface and wedge 

bonding a gold wire to the other surface. 

In assembly, the required wafers are mounted on 

a TO-5 header having 8, 10 or 12 leads. Spacers are 

used between wafers. All wafers are then soldered to 

the header leads. If necessary, after soldering, cer-

tain leads are cut to prevent shorting. After clean-

ing, the unit is sealed. This system provides a rugged, 

reliable, low-cost unit. 

The circuits that can be produced are quite varied 

because there are relatively few limitations on the 

elements used. Element selection is based on data 

obtained by testing individual elements under a va-

riety of conditions. Final approval is based on the 

individual data, plus performance in specific test 
circuits. 

(Continued on following page) 

Fig. 6: Gold wire wedge bonded to capacitor and 
conductive pattern. Big black area is resistor. 
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MICROCIRCUIT PACKAGING (Concluded) 

Integrated Circuits 

Physically, the smallest circuits available today are 

integrated circuits. These are single blocks of sili-

con material, each of which provides complete cir-

cuit functions. 

Potentially, integrated are the most reliable cir-

cuits—if we assume that reliability is inversely pro,-

portional to the number of connections. Eventually. 

they will probably be lower in cost than comparable 

devices. 

Their disadvantages are circuitry restrictions, lack 

of passive element close tolerance control, difficulty of 

testing individual components, and high tooling costs. 

This circuit form first appeared in 1959. One of 

the earliest problems, especially since packing density 

has been a criterion of progress for many years, was 

how to package to protect elements but not substan-

tially increase the overall component volume. 

The ultimate in size would be the device plus leads; 

next best, leads plus a conformal coating of, perhaps, 

glass; third, the flat-type package now used by some 

producers; and last, the existing basic transistor 

package—but with more leads. 

Fig. 7 shows a 12-pin TO-5 header with an inte-

grated circuit attached. The circuit measures 0.050 

in. x 0.050 in. Header pins located on a 0.200 in. 

diameter circle, have a center - to - center distance 

slightly greater than 0.050 in. An eight-pin header 

would have 0.078 in. between pins. The gold wires 

are nail head bonded to the termination pads and 

wedge bonded to the header pins. 

This package satisfies the requirements of ( 1) 

Fig. 7: Chip in the center of this TO-5 header 
is an integrated circuit. Note connections used— 

ball bond on chip and stitch bond on header pins. 

chemical inertness, ( 2) imperviousness to gases, 

fluids, etc., ( 3) low cost and ready availability, ( 4) 

adaptability to production process, and ( 5) inter-

connectability with other similar packages. 

The package being used most widely today is the 

flat package, Fig. 8. It normally consists of an in-

sulated glass, or ceramic, body bonded to a kovar 

frame. The cover is also kovar. The cover can be 

sealed to the frame by soldering, brazing, or resist-

ance welding. Packages made by Corning Glass are 

all-glass construction, sealed with a Pyroceram ce-

ment. 

This glass package offers the most space reduction 

and provides the same degree of protection as other 

semi-conductor cases; but, the cost is quite high. 

Package lateral dimensions are usually in incre-

ments of 38 in. They range from /4 xX x .035 in. 

to r8  x x 0.040 in. The leads, located on 0.050 in. 
centers, are flat kovar ribbons 0.010-0.015 in. wide, 

0.033-0.055 in. thick. 

The integrated component is mounted and con-

nected like other types of semiconductors. If the 

mounting base is solderable, a gold alloy bonds the 

integrated element to the substrate. If the base is an 

insulator, then a high temperature adhesive, such as 

Pyroceram cement, is used. Gold wire, thermal com-

pression bonded to the component conductor pads, 

provides connection to the external leads where it is 

usually stitch bonded. The latter bond, especially in 

the case of TO-5 leads, may be a weld. 

1. Bender, B. G., and Dreyer, R. W., "Swiss Cheese Method of 
Circuit Packaging" presented at Electronic Packaging Symposium, 
Boulder, Colorado, August, 1962. 

2. Huetten, C., and Sweany, L. P., "Electronic Networks from 
Pellets" presented at Third International Electronic Symposium, 
Boulder, Colorado, August, 1962. 

Fig. 8: Samples of various flat packages being 
used to house integrated circuits. Dark unit is 
glass, others are glass or ceramic bonded to kovar. 
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•  

COMPONENTS ENGINEERED FOR SPECIFIC RELIABILITY REQUIREMENTS 

ge±-" 4- been eikteld 
hermaphroditic 

printed circuit connectors 
Interchangeable with Elco's Products • Sold under Elco's Trademark " VAR/CON" 

- 

with your choice of terminals • including crimp-on snap-in style 

!ppyMpoopplpu 
Meet the exacting connector requirements of sophis-
ticated equipment incorporating printed circuitry! Cinch 
offers a full line of these outstandingly reliable hermaph-
roditic connectors. The wide number of possible varia-
tions assures the availability of a unit suited to your 
specific requirements. 

In terminals, for example, Cinch offers a wide range 

*Manufactured under license agreement 
with Elco Corporation 

of wire-wrap, taper pin and solder types, as well as a 
crimp-on snap-in style. Crimp-type terminals are avail-
able singly or in strip form. 

Complete data on these Printed Circuit Board Con-
nectors is given in our Bulletins PBM-3 and PBM-22— 
available from your local Cinch representative or by 
writing us directly. 

CINCH MANUFACTURING COMPANY 
1026 South Homan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60624 

Plants located in Chicago, Illinois; Shelbyville, Indiana; 
City of Industry, California; and St. Louis, Missouri 

C M.6404 

Circle 30 on Inquiry Card 

A DIVISION OF UNITED-CARR FASTENER 

CORPORATION, BOSTON, MASSACHUSETTS 



new 
compact 
Tektronix 

oscilloscope 

Here's a high-
® performance 
oscilloscope featuring 

operational simplicity and 
versatility through a new 
series of plug-in units. 
Presently, you can select 
from 12 amplifier units and 
5 time- base units. 

Knowing your application 
area, you select those 
units that fit your needs. 
Some of the general-purpose 
plug-in unit combinations 
available include those for 
low-level applications, 
differential applications, 
multi-trace applications, 
wide-band applications, 
sweep-delay applications, 
among other presentations. 
A special-purpose plug-in 
combination equips the 
oscilloscope for sampling 
applications, in which the 
instrument becomes a 
low-drift sampling system 
as easy to operate as a 
conventional oscilloscope, 
but with sensitivity and 
bandwidth possible only 
through sampling. 

With any combination of 
plug-in units in the 
oscilloscope—including 
the same type amplifier 
units in both channels for 
X-Y displays—this new 
value package provides 
you with " no- parallax" 
displays and sharp trace 
photography. 

For more information on either 

model of this new Oscilloscope 

and any combination of 

Plug-in Units, please call your 

Tektronix Field Engineer. 

easily adapted to 
particular needs 

The 2A61/21367 Plug-In Unit combination— illustrated 
with Type 561A—equips the oscilloscope 

for low-level differential applications. 

e 
rePE 21,6, wrnmern.... gem, Into, 

r  features 1  
NEW CRT . with an internal 
graticule .and controllable edge 
lighting . regulated power 
supplies . . . regulated dc 
heater supply . Z-axis input 
. . . 3.5-kv accelerating poten-
tial... amplitude calibrator .... 
and operation from 105v to 125v 
or 210v to 250v. (The Type 561A 
operates from 50-400 cps and 
the Type RM561A operates 
from 50-60 cps.) 

Type 561A (shown in low level 
application)   $470 

Type RM561A (shown in 
sweep delay application) 525 

Oscilloscope prices without 
plug-in units. 

Plug-In Units: 
Prices as low as $105 for ver-
tical amplifier and $175 for 
time-base generator. 

U.S. Sales Prices, f.o.b. Beaverton. Oregon j 

The 3A1/363 Plug-In Unit combination—Illustrated with the rack-mount model, 
Type RM561A—equips the oscilloscope for high-sensitivity, wide-band, dual-trace 

operation and sweep-delay applications. 

The rack-mount model occupies only 7 inches of standard rack height. 

P.O. BOX 500 • BEAVERTON, OREGON 97005 • Phone: (Area Code 503) Mitchell 4-0161 • Telex: 036-691 

Tektronix, Inc. TWX: 503-291-6805 • Cable: TEKTRONIX • OVERSEAS DISTRIBUTORS IN 25 COUNTRIES 
TEKTRONIX FIELD OFFICES in principal cities in United States. Consult Telephone Directory 

Tektronix Australia Pty., Ltd., Melbourne; Sydney • Tektronix Canada Ltd., Montreal; Toronto 

Tektronix International A.G., Zug, Switzerland • Tektronix Ltd., Guernsey, C. I. • Tektronix U. K. Ltd., Harpenden, Hens 
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Universal in Application... 

Universal in Reliability... 

:,. 

Modular Headers Multi•lead Headers 

,..ir,, 
4, fe, , _‘.14(4 ....„, 
Threaded Seals 

. 
is lieb 

Diode Closum-s 

— 

— 

\ 

Condenser End Seals 

/ 

Clear Glass Windows 

.. .r.i..   6 t7ea 
Individual Terminals 

/- 
Transistor Closures 

SEMI - CONDUCTOR SEALS  

INDIVIDUAL TERMINALS 

MULTIPLE- LEAD HEADERS 

CONDENSER END SEALS  

COLOR CODED TERMINALS 

THREADED END SEALS   

CUSTOM SEALING SERVICE 

Standardized Production 
E-I offers designers and engineers the complete flexibility and 
economy of standardized production on all types of seals from 
individual terminals to sub-miniature closures. For proven relia-
bility, specify the seals employed by leading manufacturers in 
both commercial equipment and space age projects. 

Nation-wide Field Service 
Write today for complete information on standard E-I seals or 
custom sealing of terminal assemblies of your own manufacture. 
E-I field engineers will gladly make recommendations on your 
specific requirements on receipt of your application data. 

ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES 
MURRAY HILL, NEW JERSEY 

A Division of Philips Electronics & Pharmaceutical Industries Corp. 

—.041 E lotri/ 
Patented In the U.S.A., No. 3,035,372; 
In Canada, No. 523,390; 
And in the United Kingdom, No. 734,583, 
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Advancing electronic technology has 

created a need for precision display 
systems of many kinds. An important 
component of these systems is the 

high resolution CRT. The systems de-
signer must have a knowledge of the 

state-of-the-art and also an under-
standing of design theory. This arti-

cle will supply him with both of these. 

"STANDARD" STATE-OF-THE-ART is a spot diameter of 

about 1 mil, at up to 5 1.8.a beam current, at 10-20 kv. 

Dynamic focussing is needed to maintain this focus 

quality over a 4 x 4 in. raster. Ultimate state-of-the-

art represents about a 0.3 mil spot diameter at 2-3 p.a 

and at 20 kv. Three separate but time-synchronized, 

dynamic, correcting waveforms are needed to main-
tain this spot size. And, utmost care must be taken 

in all aspects of tube environment. Useful and sub-

stantial further advances seem unlikely. 

In Fig. 1 the space between P and S of length Pz 

is generally an equipotential region. Here the elec-

tron volt-velocity is V. 

The conical electron beam in Fig. 1 is generated 

and focussed by an "electron gun" ( to the left of P). 

Electron gun theory is an intricate subject. But, it 

can be largely ignored here, since by whatever details 

of gun design the beam is produced, quantities I, V, 

r,, Pz are still connected by certain physical laws 
which define overall performance. 

Before discussing these we must note that the beam 

in Fig. 1 cannot be usefully divorced from the deflec-

tion system. Gun and deflection device are intimately 
linked by the need that in deflection through a defined 

angle )1/4 corresponding to an absolute deflection x, the 

spot must not be excessively deformed. We cannot 

obtain high overall resolutions by simply achieving 

a low value of r, at the screen center only. Thus 

intuitively we see that all else being constant the 

"best" pencil of rays from the gun must be as nar-

row as possible. Unfortunately this process collides 

head-on with the physical limitations referred to. 

All the art of tube design is involved with the 

resultant compromises. We will now outline the 
problem. 

By HILARY MOSS 
Advisory Engineer 

Westinghouse Electronic Tube Div. 

Box 284 

Elmira, N. Y. 

HIGH RESOLUTION 
CRT'S FOR 
PRECISION 
DISPLAY SYSTEMS 

Limiting Resolution Program 

The ultmate limit of resolution—as in all optical 

devices—is set by diffraction. But, because of the 

short De Broglie wavelength associated with the 

electron flow, it is easy to show that this limit lies 

in the region of r, = 10-4 mil. It is thus far below 

the present achievements which are therefore set by 

other considerations.' It's easy to show that in high 

resolution CRT's the spot size limit due to the space 

charge in the beam is much less than the limit due to 

thermal ejection energy of the beam-forming elec-

trons at the cathode.2 Physically this arises since high 

spot densities can be achieved with only relatively 
small total beam currents, and it is the total beam 

current which primarily determines the space charge 

forces. Hence we may usefully consider only the 

limit due to electron emission velocity. 

Analysis of the mechanism of deflection defocus-

sine shows that the increase in spot size can be 
expressed roughly as 

(r.) X2z 0 (1) 

Langmuir's analysis4 on the consequence of ther-

mal disturbances in electron beams gives 
eV 

Pc £12 Pc 1—c-F 02 

eV 
provided O is small and — > > 1 (conditions which are 

kT 

always met in our context) 

po is the maximum possible peak spot density. Pc is 

(2) 

Fig. 1: The conical electron beam is generated and focussed 
by an "electron gun" located to the left of P. The beam 
cannot be usefully divorced from the deflection system. 

2/3ri 

P to 
p2 

p •-•"% 1.2 S 

2 

f-
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the average cathode ejection density for the used 

electrons. T is the cathode temperature (e and k are 

electronic charge and Boltzmann constant respec-

tively) 

From the simple geometry shown in Fig. 2 
ri 

0 — 

— 

(3) 

(4) 

Furthermore, since the spot density is closely of 

Gaussian shape, if we define r8 as the spot radius at 

the c-1 ordinate, it follows2 that 

— Po (5) 
71. 

Finally, recognizing that writing speed is propor-

tional to the quotient of beam current and spot size 

we may write 

(6) 
re 

A sensible definition of resolution, and the one 

used here is: 

Resolution (R) — 
screen area 

average spot area 

16x2 
(7) 

ir [2r. ± ô (r,)]2 

Substituting from Eqs. 1 to 6 in Eq. 7 gives 
16x2  

R — (8) r 2K kT z rr x2 

I— Po eV \ rI z2 

Eq. 8 has the form 
.1 

X2 

LA ± B x2I2 (8a) 

which is sketched in Fig. 3 for o < x < AB which 

is the only region having physical significance in our 

analysis. 

For small values of x we see that the resolution 

rises nearly as x2. This is to be expected as here the 

Bx2 terni, representing defocussing, is negligible. 

But as x increases, the defocussing causes an in-

crease in mean spot size and resolution increase is 

less marked. Finally, for still larger values of x, 

defocussing predominates and we reach a limiting 

resolution. 

Fig. 2: The spot density is close to Catesian shape. 

CENTER OF 
DEFLECTION 

For any value of x we see the essential necessity 

for compromise in design. For in Eq. 8a an increase 

in ri will reduce A but will increase B. This is the 

math of the well known juggling of central and edge 

focus needs. Eq. 8 shows that an indefinite increase 

in resolution can, in principle, be obtained if simul-

taneously ri —> 0 and also pc —> 00 or K —> 0. The 

operation K —> 0, by virtue of Eq. 6 leads to no useful 

result but the alternative of increasing pc is practica-

ble. To a large extent this is the essential method 

used in practice. But it has definite limits. These 

are now being reached due to the practical impossi-

bility of raising p„ beyond some 5-10 a/cm2 for CW 

loading) and also, more fundamentally, by the neglect 

of space charge limitations in the simple analysis 

given here.2 A fuller treatment, in which space charge 

is fully allowed for, has been made by the author.3 

It shows that the space charge problem can be avoided 

only by suitably raising V and Pc. Aberration limits 

are eliminated by reduction of beam angle. If V and 

Pc can be arbitrarily high then the ultimate resolution 

limit is set only by diffraction. But, long before 

attainment of diffraction limits, insuperable mechani-

cal difficulties arise. Also arising are problems such 

as light scattering in the recording medium, screen 

graininess, etc. We shall return later to this matter 

of "ultimate" resolution. 

Need for Dynamic Focussing 

This can be shown by consideration of Eq. 8. En-

tering typical values for a high resolution tube; V = 

20 kv, (kT/e) = 0.1, z =- 7 in., ri = 0.05 in. 

I = 5 µa, r„ = 0.0005, a: = 2 in. shows that the reso-

lution is 

64 X 108 
  — 368,000 
(3.9 -I- 128)2 

This is low—hardly better than a normal TV 

tube.* Clearly the reason is the very large defocus-

sing term, Bx2 = 128, in the denominator. If there 

were no defocussing, then the resolution would be 

(Continued on following page) 

*This figure--given to show the importance of deflection defocussing 
—can be raised above 10e, without dynamic focussing, by using the 
method of adjusting focus for best mean value between edge and 
renter.  

Fig. 3: Sketch of Eq. 8 
for the region which 
has physical signifi-
cance in this analy-
sis. 
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CATHODE RAY TUBES (Concluded) 

4.15 X 108. This shows how the deflection problem 
dominates high resolution tube design. 

Eq. 1 is based on simple geometric considerations° 

that can hardly be refuted. Thus, the only way to 

reduce this error involves the use of dynamic focus-

sing. A full analysis of this process is not yet availa-

blé. But, observation shows that it can reduce d ( r,), 

defined by Eq. 1, by about an order of magnitude, 

even without using cylindrical field corrections. 

Hence 
64 X 102 

(3.9 -I- 12.8)2 

23 X 102 

which is typical of good present day performance. 

What is Available 

Catalog Items 

Specification methods for high resolution tubes lack 

uniformity among manufacturers. And, there is an 

element of vagueness in definition of some param-

eters. 

Usually the maker specifies the spot size, or reso-

lution in lines/in., which in the absence of any spe-

cific statement to the contrary is the optimum value 

at the screen center. Even this statement lacks uni-
formity of basis. Sometimes it is measured by the 

shrinking raster method and sometimes by scanning 

an optical image of the spot over a fine slit or set of 

slits in association with a photocell.° It is occasionally 
measured by sine wave response methods. 

Statements on the degree of defocussing are always 
vague but it must be recognized that this is indeed a 

difficult quantity to define. On deflection in a double 

axis system, a circular spot is deformed in an irregu-

lar manner at the edges so that the resolution becomes 
"direction-dependent." 

Finally, it is not always absolutely clear at what 

beam current the spot size is measured. But the fol-

lowing statement is broadly true. 

Tubes are readily available with center spot diam-

eters down to about 1 mil at beam voltages in the 

order of 10-20 kv and at corresponding beam cur-

rents of 5-10 p.a. Normally these have nominal 5 in. 

dia. screens of which about a 4 in. dia. circle is the 

useable area. Deflection is invariably magnetic; 

focussing may be either magnetic or electrostatic. 

Overall length will be about 16-18 in. With dy-

namic focus adjustment° the increase in spot area 

at the edges of the 4 in. dia. circle can be expected 

to be about 30%. Overall resolution reaches up to 

about 20 x 100. Various screens are available but 

the choice is restricted by the need for very smooth, 

thin, texture. Usually a high actinic screen of the 

pli type is specified as the recording is almost always 

photographic. 

Experimental Tubes 

To special customers tubes are available in limited 

quantities with spot diameters ranging down to about 

0.3 mil. Typical beam currents are in the order of 

1-4 p.a at beam voltages around 15-20 kv. Such tubes 

will not yield a corresponding edge focus without 

elaborate dynamic focussing. This must correct the 

main rotationally symmetric focussing lens. It must 

also provide two axes of cylindrical field corrections 

(anti astimatism). Ultimate resolution reaches about 

108 picture points. The overall method is elaborate 

and the correction systems will occupy much more 

space than the tube itself. G.E. has described a tube 

of this type and has been active in other complex 

methods such as aperture imaging and spiral optical 

devices.t 8 Such development demands great in-

genuity but the cure may be worse than the disease. 

And, it is early to say what impact such methods 

will have on the overall problem. 

Ultimate limits 

With no restrictions on operating voltage, the ulti-

mate resolution is limited only by diffraction. It 

theoretically reaches staggering figures of the order 

of 1014 picture points. But to get within even two 

or three decades of this value would involve im-

mense difficulty and expense. Problem areas would 

be those of achieving enough electrical drive stability 

and otherwise near-perfect "environment." 

It is also worth remembering that the scanning 

time is equal to the number of displayed picture points 

divided by the modulator bandwidth. At resolutions 

of 1014 the minimum scan time would be in the order 

of 106 sec. 

Before even dreaming about achieving anything 

along these lines it is important to be critical about 

the real need for such performances. It is no use 

recording information if the ultimate analyzer ( the 

human being) cannot extract the relevant data with-

in a reasonable time. Much more fruitful approaches 

involve the concept of machine controlled data analy-

sis followed by selective display only of what is 

needed. Huge rejections of irrelevant information 

can usually be thus effected and only modest resolu-

tions may well be called for in the final display device. 
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MINCOM LAYS IT ON THE LINE WITH TICOR II 

  ituitiRtoNTRot 

ON-LINE DATA REDUCTION ... IN THE LABORATORY 

TICOR II 

,e4 

Mincom's TICOR II 1.5-mc Recorder/Reproducer expands your existing data reduction capability to 
standards previously considered impossible. Radar recording, single sideband, serial PCM and 
other time-base-sensitive systems are now handled easily and dependably by TICOR II — fixed-
head longitudinal recording of as many as fourteen channels. Flutter components below 200 
cps are essentially removed. Time base correlation between events is held below ± 0.5 psec any-
where on the tape. TICOR II's installation in your data reduction center enhances the value of 
all your current field and lab recording systems. Rapidly convertible from 1/2-inch to 1-inch tape 
operation. All solid state, one equipment rack, completely RFI-shielded. Write for specifications. 

Miriam Division 
2049 South Barrington Avenue, Los Angeles, Cal • ,2,) .1r1 Francisco, California • 529 Pennsylvania Building, 425 13th 
Street, NW., Washington, D.C. • 135 West 50th Street, New York, New York • Post Office Box 272, Fairborn, Ohio • 1230 Orange Avenue, 
Winter Park, Florida • 2121 Santa Anna Avenue, Dallas, Texas • Eltron Engineering Sales, Inc., 246 Walnut Street, Newtonville, Massachusetts 
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Be a hero! 

Rediscover simple, reliable, economical COUNTING 

For example, in decimal 
counting, Units counts are 
accumulated on the Units 
Switch, and when 10 pulses 
have been received, a count 
of one pulse is passed to 
the Tens Switch, and the 
Units count continues. De-
tails on this and other 
counting circuits are con-
tained in the " How To Use" 
book offered below. 

TO TENS 

UNITS 
SWITCH 

o 

o 

o 

o 

10. 

SWITCH CIRCUIT 

In the current flurry over rapidly changing electronic 
techniques, it is possible to overlook the most economic, 
simplest and most reliable way to count, control, select, 
indicate, monitor, time, program or test. 

You can, very likely, be a hero by consider-
ing stepping switches to accomplish these cir-
cuit functions. For stepping switches switch 
visually, positively and sequentially. (You can 
see where the switch is positioned, hence what 
circuits are being closed and which are open, 
and the switching is positively that of opening 
or closing a circuit, not just changing its re-
sistance.) In the event of power failure, switches 
"remember" where they are, and keep on doing 
what they were doing. They are relatively im-

mune to line transients, radiation, and extreme 

temperatures. Reliable? The minimum service life aver-
ages ten million sweeps of the wipers across the bank. 

Some have logged in excess of 50,000,000 operations. 
What can rotary stepping switches do for your design? 

Probably save you time, money and space. lni-

HOW TO 
USE 

ROTARY 
STEPPING 
SWITCHES 

Hero's Handbook 

tial cost is low, and much of your circuit will 
be right there in the package. These devices 
can do so much in so little space, and are so 

simply controlled, that size and weight are 
often less than with other techniques. 

To help you, Automatic Electric's latest book: 
"How To Use Rotary Stepping Switches." Ask 

for your complimentary copy, and be on your 

way to bigger and better things! Write the 
Director, Control Equipment Sales, Automatic 
Electric, Northlake, Illinois 60164. 

AUTOMATIC ELECTRIC 
Subsidiary 01 

GENERAL TELEPHONE &ELECTRO/V/CS 
777 
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Type J 
with encapsulation 

new 

TYPE JJV VERNIER CONTROL 

Shown Twice Actual Size 

Allen-Bradley Type JJV Hot Molded 
Variable Resistors with "built-in" vernier 

TURN IN EITHER 

DIRECTION FOR THE 

APPROXIMATE 

DESIRED SETTING 

REVERSE DIRECTION 

FOR VERNIER 

ADJUSTMENT 

TURN ONE KNOB—you obtain both the approximate 
setting and the fine resistance adjustments . . . in the panel 
space of only one control. A unique coupling arrangement 
allows the approximate setting to " idle" when the oper-
ator is making the vernier adjustment. More than 12% 
of total rotation is available for the independent vernier 
adjustment, thus providing up to 20 times better resolu-
tion than is obtainable with a single element control. 

VERSATILE—All standard tapers and resistances are 
available to satisfy virtually any control requirement. 
Can be used as a rheostat or as a modified potentiometer 
in a three or four terminal circuit. A triple control, 
having two units locked together with the third unit 

providing the vernier adjustment, is available where true 
potentiometer circuitry is required. 

FAMOUS TYPE J PERFORMANCE —The exclusive 
hot molded resistance element with its built-in stability 
is a guarantee of long operating life and having a low 
initial noise level, which is further improved with use. 
The control is always smooth and during adjustment is 
completely free of sudden changes or "steps." 
Try this new Type JJV control— surprise yourself with 

the vernier resistance adjustment that is obtainable over 
a wide range. Allen-Bradley Co., 222 W. Greenfield Ave., 
Milwaukee, Wis. 53204. In Canada: Allen-Bradley 
Canada Ltd., Galt. Ont. 

ALLEN- BRADLEY TYPE J HOT MOLDED VARIA3LE RESISTORS 

Type JS 
with line switch 

479 eelfeil..;eeel 

Type Ji 
standard dual unit 

Type JJJ 
standard triple unit 

29.1,3•E IALLEN - BRADLEY 
QUALITY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 



Burroughs Corporation uses Allen-Bradley hot molded resistors in 

their Beam-X* counter modules because... time and experience 

have eliminated all questions about their reliability 

• Burroughs* simplified counter modules feature greatly 
increased reliability. Where individual component relia-
bility is paramount— as in this application—Allen-Bradley 
hot molded resistors are a "natural" choice . . . and for 
the best of reasons. 

Allen-Bradley's exclusive hot molding process results in 
such amazingly uniform properties from resistor to re-
sistor — and from year to year — that they have become the 
only "choice" in critical circuits, where strictly commer-
cial resistors can be used. The billions of A-B resistors 
produced over the years have proven that in the com-
bination of conservative ratings and consistently stable 

characteristics, these resistors have no equal. It also makes 
possible the accurate prediction of the resistor performance 
in apparatus in which the A-B resistors are used. It is also 
well to remember that there is no instance on record where 
an A-B hot molded resistor has failed catastrophically. 

So far as resistors are concerned, only by specifying 
Allen-Bradley hot molded resistors can you be certain 
you're building the full measure of reliability into your 
electronic equipment. For complete resistor data, please 
send for Technical Bulletin 5050: Allen-Bradley Co., 222 
W. Greenfield Ave., Milwaukee 4, Wis. In Canada: 
Allen-Bradley Canada Ltd., Galt, Ont. 

*Trademark of Burroughs Corporation 

22.C3- E 

ALLEN-BRADLEY HOT MOLDED FIXED RESISTORS are avail-
able in all standard EIA and MIL- R-11 resistance 
values and tolerances. 

TY PE TR 1/10 W ATT MIL TYPE RC 06 

TYPE CB 1/4 W ATT MIL TYP E RC 07 

TYPE EB 1/2 WATT MIL TYPE RC 20 

TYPE GB 1 WATT 

MaisMIZMIN=!! 

TYPE MB 2 W ATTS 

Burroughs Corporation's Model DC- 114 transis-
torized decade counter with Nixie* tube readout, show-
ing use of Allen-Bradley hot molded resistors. 

MIL TYPE RC 32 

MIL TYPE RC 42 

ALLEN- BRADLEY 
QUALITY ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS 



FROM THE PUBLISHER . . . 

fUltelT1M 
iJJni 

The STATE-OF-THE-ART Magazine 
for Electronic Engineers 

WHO NEEDS TO KNOW THE STATE-OF-THE-ART? 
PROFESSIONAL RECRUITERS ARE SAYING that there 

are only two kinds of engineers—those who keep 

abreast of the State-of-the-Art and those who be-
come "obsolete." This concept will affect the career 

of every engineer in our dynamic industry. 
What is State-of-the-Art? It deals with what is 

practical and available today. The State-of-the-Art 

may be described in terms of products, circuit design 

techniques, testing procedures, standards of measure-

ment, even the processing of materials. 

Our editors tell you how new technical develop-

ments relate to increased capability in each field, so 

that you will always be able to work with the latest 

concepts. 
They use two approaches to the State-of-the-Art. 
The first is a complete description of the State-of-

the-Art. The article "The Laser Field . . . Where 

We Stand Today" (Feb. 1964) by Dr. Theodore 

Maiman, who developed the first laser, is an example 

of this approach. He evaluates the various types of 

lasers, their properties, problems and indicates pres-

ent and future uses. A companion article, in the 

same issue, "Modulator Crystals for Lasers" deals 

with the latest methods of modulation. 
A second approach to State-of-the-Art is to con-

centrate on a single problem which may limit the 

advance in a field. An example of this type of article 

is "Field Effect Transistors Under Nuclear Radia-

tion" ( Mar. 1964). This article reveals for the first 

time a new parameter of field effect transistors which 

designers need to know about. 

Sometimes materials limit progress. Tunnel diodes 

failed to measure up to early estimates because of 
gallium arsenide impurities and lack of processing 

knowledge. Our editors did a staff report, "Gallium 

Arsenide: What is its Status?" ( Feb. 1963) which 

reported the State-of-the-Art on both tunnel diodes 

and the material from which they are made. 
In today's world of engineering it is not enough 

to see the problem alone; the engineer must be aware 

of the total fabric of which his problem is a part. 

It may be necessary to bring in the economic factor. 
When silicon controlled rectifiers cost more than 

$150.00 each, a designer could not consider them for 

his equipment. Today they are used widely, because 

they are much cheaper. So we can say that while the 

"State-of-the-Art" is essentially a technical level of 

development, it may also be affected by costs, availa-

bility, production, or reliability. 

Industry, government and professional recruiters 

all agree that you must keep abreast of the entire field 

or face the possibility of becoming obsolete. Knowl-

edge of the State-of-the-Art means greater security 

on your present job and enlarged opportunities when 

you are in the job market. 

The editors of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 
bring you an overview of the entire electronic field. 

They sift out the important from the mass of informa-

tion that is available in order to save your reading 

time. 
You'll be better informed on the State-of-the-Art 

when you read ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 

regularly. 
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An important key to design of transis-
tor devices is a clear understanding 
of semiconductor noise behavior. This 
article covers the various types of 
noise and their origin. It then shows 
how minimum noise figure can be 
secured for transistor circuit design. 

W E KNOW THAT TRANSISTORS offer advantages in 

certain low-noise circuits. Apart from the obvious 

advantages of freedom from "hum" and "micro-

phonics" of vacuum tubes, now some transistors have 

better noise performances than tubes, especially in 

low-impedance uses. 

Transistors have begun to compete effectively with 
and to replace vacuum tubes. Their advance had 

been held back by two unfavorable characteristics; 

their high noise in comparison with vacuum tubes, 

and their unfortunate noise spectrum which showed a 

drastic increase of noise amplitude with decreasing 

By EDWIN G. FONDA 
Member of Technical Staff 

NASA' 

Ames Research Center 

Moffett Field, Calif. 

frequency. But, much progress is now being made 

in this area. For instance, devices such as tunnel 

diodes and field-effect units show great promise. 

Tubes remain better at high source z levels but the 

point of crossover is roughly a source impedance 

of 10k. 

It is thus our intent to briefly show the different 

types of noise, and their origin, and then show how 

minimum noise figure can be secured for transistor 

circuit design. 

The usefulness of any system that handles very 

small signal inputs is limited at some point by the 

Guassian, white, thermal, random or Johnson noise. 

Now, whenever the noise level is fixed by operat-

ing conditions and thus if the signal input is small, 

it follows that the S/N ratio will also be small. Noise 

phenomena in semiconductor devices has received 

*Article was prepared while the author was at Philco's Western 
Development Laboratory, Palo Alto, Calif. 

NOISE BEHAVIOR 

IN SEMICONDUCTOR 
DEVICES 

much attention in the past, but it is still much of a 

state-of-the-art study. A good example of the mini-

mum S/N ratio is the snowy picture of a TV set in a 

fringe area. 

Before going into noise details, let's briefly review 

transistor conduction. We can show this device as 

two diodes connected ( in a sense) back-to-back, 
Fig. 1. 

For dc conditions DI is biased in the forward di-

rection (low R) and D2 is reverse-biased by Vco. The 

transistor transforms the low signal current from the 

low-resistance junction to the high-resistance junc-

  Ç 
0-1 P IN H — o 

Fig. 1: Analysis of pnp junction Q ( grounded base). 

tion, causing a power gain, supposedly without any 

loss of signal through the solid-state device. 

Later we will attempt to analyze how a zero or low 

reversed-bias potential across the collector-base junc-

tion establishes a special low noise "hushed transistor 

operation." ( see appendix) 

A phenomenon not yet fully explained is the in-

crease of noise with operating time. This has been 

absorbed in many "noisy" junction transistors, and 

in a small percentage of low-noise units, as observed. 

It has also been observed that the greatest change 

in RMS noise level occurs within the first few hours of 

operation after which the level remains fairly con-

stant.2 

Tunnel diodes show great promise as low-noise 

devices due in part to their high-impurity concen-
trations (5 x 10'9 cm3 for Si). Also, they are less 

insensitive to surface changes; minority carriers pro-

duced by ionizing radiation, and the resistivity dop-
ing is constant and easily controlled. 
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Noise in Conductors 

Basic concepts disclose that every conductor pro-

duces an irregular varying voltage across its termi-

nals as a result of random motion of free electrons 

in the conductor caused by thermal agitation.2 This 

effect is referred to by such names as shot, thermal 

resistance, and/or Johnson noise, among others.4 The 

magnitude of this means squafed noise voltage asso-

ciated with the resistance becomes: 

f f2 

e,.2 = 4 KT Raf (expressed as an integration) ( 1) 

fi 
Assuming R (of the total Z) is constant over the 

frequency range of interest, this reduces to the more 

familiar special case. 

e„,2 = 4 KTR (f2 = fi) = 4 KTR BW (2) 
where 

e,. = AVG noise voltage in volts (peak values are about 

8 times higher). 

K = Boltzman's constant (1.38 X 10-23 joules/°K). 

T = absolute temperature, °K. 

R = resistance across which thermal effects occur. 

BW = effective bandwidth of system. 

Fig. 2: Basic configuration for tunnel diode audio amplifier. 

Note that Eq. 1 shows that the mean squared noise 

voltage em is proportional to the BW. Also, in prac-

tice, one is confronted with noise distributed in fre-
quency in accord with the response characteristic 

produced either by the amplifier response, or by the 

curve of the equipment used in obtaining the reading, 

whichever is the factor limiting the B W. 

Hence we have found that cathode emission noise 

in vacuum tubes can be substantial. Common re-

sistors even develop contact noise at solder joints. 

Those devices are rated from poor to good in the 

following order: 

TYPE NOISE LEVEL 

Composition 
Deposited carbon 
Metal film 
Wire wound (non-inductive) 

50pv/v 
0.5pv/v 
0.2pv/v 
0.02pv/v 

(attach noise 
resistor 
pictures here) 

Equivalent Transistor Circuit 

It is interesting to note that the mechanisms for 

noise generation in junction transistors are described 

using similar terms as those acting in tubes, viz., 

"thermal," "shot" and "partition noise." 

Noise figure is about the same for all three con-

figurations. Thus we will show only the common 

base "Tee" equivalent circuit using the R parameters 

and include noise generators. 
The more important sources of transistor noise po-

tentials are summarized as follows4: These provide 

clues for manufacturers to develop clean units. 

Thermal noise emf, 

v2,h. =- 4K T rb df (3) 

contributed basically by base resistance internally. 

Shot noise emf, 

v2.h. . = 2e1.df 

Associated with the base-emitter junction. 

Shot noise emf, 

(4) 

= 2e df (5) 

Associated with the "leakage flow" across the base-

collector junction. 

Partition noise current, 

i2par = 2e a I. (1 — 13) df (6) 

Contributed by the random distribution of hole cur-

re 
vsho, 

VALID CIRCUIT 

BELOW fa 

vsc 

Fig. 3: Common base "Tee' equivalent circuit. 

1mi e 

rent between acceptors through the collector and base 

region. 
Semiconductor noise emf, 

v2„ = K. V " R.8 f — 7 (7) 

This equation provides a clue to the frequency-de-

pendent factor of the material. The bracket or bar in 

the equation indicates an average or mean value. 

Noise Figure as a Function of Frequency 

Some of the important properties of transistor 

noise can be shown by its frequency spectrum, Fig. 3. 

Here the NF behavior is quite different in differ-
ent frequency ranges. In the low range F < fi, the 

NF increases at about 3db/octave slope as the fre-

quency decreases according to a 1/f relationship. 

This is also referred to as the semiconductor or 1/F 

noise phenomenon. It is composed mainly of surface 

and leakage effects of the semiconductor material 

itself. 
Experimental results2 disclose that F1 varies from 
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NOISE BEHAVIOR (Continued) 

50xc to 1 }cc for many junction transistors. Most 

low-noise transistors have a "turning point" near the 

lxc point or lower. 

In the mid-frequency region, F1 < F < F2, the 

NF remains about constant. It is known as the white 

or thermal noise level over the frequency spectrum. 

In the h-f range F > Fo, the NF increases at 

about 6db/octave slope. Experimental data indicates 

that f2 varies from 100xc to 500xc for many junc-

tion transistors. Here as was discussed before, alpha 

cutoff frequency Fa assumes importance. 

In most transistors "excess" noise is lower above 

1 xc. In this center frequency region, the NF de-

creases .to a minimum around 3-10db. It is essen-

tially constant in this region ( unless the excess noise 

is so large that the curve becomes V-shaped). Finally, 

at higher frequencies ( h-f) the NF increases because 

as the frequency is increased the accompanying de-

crease in alpha causes the collector noise voltage to 

rise. At extreme h-f alpha approaches zero and the 

collector noise equation approaches the expression for 

full shot noise. 

Definition of Noise Figure 

One test necessary to classify transistors properly 

NF ( db) 

SEMI - 
CONDUCTOR 

NOISE 

« 1/F" 

r 3 db / OCTAVE 6 db / OCTAVE 
i 

WHITE N - - THERMAL LEVEL 

F LOG FREO. F 
2 

Fig. 4: Some of the im - ortant properties of transistor noise 
can be illustrated by the frequency spectrum of the transistor. 

and to find the effects of different materials ( Ge-Si) ; 

doping methods, and various manufacturing processes 
(grown, alloy, drift, mesa, field effect, etc.) is the 

measurement of the noise figure. 

This is a good reliability check as the excess oc-

currence of "erratic" "popping" or "batting" noises 

in either P.C. or junction transistors is an indication 

of an abnormal unit. Very high noise makes the unit 

questionable. Such units have often been found to be 

short-lived°. A current noise measurement as a fail-

ure analysis tool for film resistors reveals a similar 

axiom in that a discrete noise level divides maverick 
performers from normal resistor units°. 

S/N ratio, while implying what is desirable sys-
tem-wise, is not much help in finding ways to im-

prove sensitivity. A more useful term is noise factor, 

which is defined as the factor by which the S/N 

power ratio is degraded when the signal passes 

through a network. Or, expressed in another man-

ner, noise factor is the ratio of S/N at the input of 

the network to the S/N at output of network. 

Si S. 
F = v7 / N. (8) 

This is normally given as a power ratio. This term 

F can be used to describe any 4-terminal network 

regardless of whether it amplifies by tubes or transis-

tors, or whether it is passive. 

Noise factor can be expressed in db's as noise figure. 

F (db) = 10 logio F (8) 

Here we see if it were possible to have a perfect 

network having no internal noise, the S/N would 

be the same at input and output; hence noise factor 

F would be unity and NF = O db, where e2 would 

equal 4KTR, BW = 1. 

Consider Fig. 4. 

Here we have a 4-terminal network with an addi-

tional generator to represent the external noise source 

for the source resistance (12,). Since the mean 

squared noise voltage inherent in any resistance is 

E.2 = 4K TR„BlV (10) 
we can calculate the S/N at the input of the black 

box of Fig. 4; the available input signal power is: 

Si = E„2/4 R. while the available input noise power is ( 11) 

N, = EN2/ 4 R. (12) 

4 TERM. 

NETWORK 

Fig. 5: Symbolic 4 - terminal net with an additional generator 
ta represent external nore source for source resistance I 

but EN2 = 4K TR.BW hence (13) 

4 K T R. BW  
N, —  — K T BW (14) 

4 R. 

to 

woBteth.a:iovi:e_power available from I?, is independ-
ent of the R's magnitude but directly proportional 

S/N power ratio at the input to the network is: 
EQ2/4 R. 
  E„2/4 K T R„ BW (15) 
KT B1V 

Since Eq. 8 defines, 

F = 
Si / S. 
Ni / N„ 

and combining Eqs. 15 and 8 yields, 
Eg2  S. 

F =   (16) 
4 K T R. BW / /  N. 

Output S/N ratio So/N„ is a power ratio, but 

for convenience, it can also be expressed as voltage 

ratio, 
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S. E,,2 (s)//? thus (17) 
N„ (n)IR E,N2 

E„2 E,,2 
F —   (18) 

4K T R„ BW E,N2 

Eq. 18 shows that for a given fixed generator voltage 

equation, the noise factor F is inversely proportional 
to the square of the S/N voltage ratio obtained. 

Eqs. 16 and 18 are the basis for many methods of 

finding NF. Hence the NF is best defined as the 

ratio of the total noise power in the output to that 
portion of the output noise resulting from thermal 

agitation in the source resistance (R,) 6. 
Representative values for NF, measured at a fre-

quency of 1000 CPS and R, = 1 K are 40-60db for 
point-contact and 5-25db for junction transistors. 

Transistor NF Specs per Data Sheets 

Many manufacturers determine their low noise 

transistors by referring the effective input noise to 

an arbitrary reference level. If the level is high, the 
NF given would be low and in one case is specified 

in negative db's. 
The IRE standard on electron devices7 for meas-

uring noise refers the effective input noise to the 

thermal (Johnson) noise generated by the source 

resistance. 
Let us examine this in detail, i.e.: 

•  
TEST 

TRAN• 
SISTCR 
JIG   

----• 

Noise Diode 

FILTER AMIel 
RMS 0 METER 

(BALL320) 
  (MV- 45M 

Fig. 6: Noise- diode method is fundamental. It permits simplifi-
cation and rapid reading but needs a calibrated noise source. 

One maker specifies NF = —2db with R, = 

1000 CI. 

However, this is referenced to a 1p.v level with a 

noise BW = 2800 CPS. 

By comparing reference voltages we can show the 

Johnson reference RMS voltage to be: 
EN2 -= 4 K T R,, BW 

EN = V (1.656 X 10-2°) (2800) (103) 

EN = 21.5 X 10-8v at 17°C 

Hence the ratio of these reference voltages is: 

EN =  21.5 X 10-8  
21.5 X 10-2 

lmv 10-6 

db-wise 
10 log 21.5 X 10-2 = — 13.4 db 

In conclusion, this 1p.v level is actually 11.4db 

above the accepted equivalent IRE Standard for NF. 
Hence designers must evaluate the conditions used 

to find the NF given when selecting low-noise units. 

Also, an integrated BW value for NF is much bet-

ter than a spot or single frequency reading because 
of the semiconductor 1/F law and surface leakage 

effects over the spectrum. 

This NF can range from 12db down to 3db de-

pending on the transistor selected and on the posi-

tion in the spectrum of the frequency intervall°. 

Many manufacturers now use a narrow or spot 

BW which only enhances their product, and only 

indicates a relative NF for comparing transistors in 

their family series. 

NF Measurement 

Basically two methods are available, using a noise 

diode or generator source or a sinusoidal signal gen-

erator. 

The noise-diode method is quite basic, permits simpli-
fication and rapid reading, and is in general more 

accurate. But, it needs a calibrated noise source, 

Fig. 5. 

Here the noise generator is connected in series 

with R, to the input of the transistor under test. With 

the generator off, the noise power at output is meas-

ured. Then with diode turned on, its voltage level 

is adjusted so that the power at the output of the 

R9 RMS 

Fig. 7: This procedure involves the use of a wave analyzer. 
The analyzer will confine frequency response to a desired BW. 

transistor is doubled. From the corresponding RMS 

voltage of the noise generator (ego) the NF can then 

be calculated as: 
F = eg,„2/ 4 K T R, BW 

The second test procedure involves the use of a 

signal generator. Here the voltage amplification 

AV = Vo/V, 
of the transistor stage is measured. Then with the 

generator turned off, the RMS value of the noise 

voltage across the load at a given frequency is re-

corded, Fig. 6. Use of a wave analyzer will confine 

the frequency response to a desired BW. 

If the mean-square value of the noise voltage across 

RL is vNc2, then total noise power in output is: 

= VAIc2/RL 
Thermal noise in rg may be represented by a noise 

voltage in series with R,: 
e,,2 = 4KTR„BW 
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NOISE BEHAVIOR (Continued) 

Noise power in output due to this thermal noise in 
R, is: 

— 

Hence the NF is: 

4 K T R, B1V 
X A 

F = l'No/PN,' = 
4 K TR„ B1 V A 

Proper test instrumentation and facilities are 

needed for accurate measurements. Solid ground 

connections will provide truer noise readings. 

Some possible problems include: ( 1) hum pick-up 

by test gear through the line-operated units in im-

mediate vicinity, (2) operating scope coupling a 

signal from CRT screen through personnel into test 

fixture, ( 3) power lines near test bench, major source 

for noise pickup, ( 4) modulation problems caused 
from paging system i.e., "vibra call." 

Also, calibration discrepancies can and will be 
found between VTVM's which measure full wave 

average signals, and those which measure half-wave 
averages, half-wave peak and/or RMS. 

Conditions for Minimum NF 

Amplifier NF can be minimized by suitably chosen 

transistor parameters and operating conditions. Ob-

viously, use of a low-noise device is essential. In the 

absence of "excess" or semiconductor noise, the NF 

as a function of frequency for the three configura-
tions is constant up to 

Ra 

VNC2 

"V 1 — a. F. 

Here ao is the low frequency alpha and F, the alpha 

cutoff frequency. Above this limit, the NF increases 

with an asymptote of 6db/octave. 

Calculations show that for minimum NF, the base 

resistance and emitter current should be small; ao 

should be close to one; Fa should be large; and if 

possible, a driving source resistance with an optimum 

values should be selected. It is interesting to note 

that these requirements on ao, Fa and rb, for mini-
mum NF are also desirable for wideband amplifiers. 

The curves of NF as a function of source resist-

ance show that the minimum NF is obtained when 
a R, between 400-1000 Û is used at low dc operat-

ing conditions. 

For "noisy" transistors, operation at as low a Tie 

as possible is recommended ( less than 4v). Also, 

the IE should be kept at as low a value as permissible. 

NF is constant at about 0.5ma. Below this, the NF 

increases slightly. This is caused by the decrease in 

alpha at low currents and the importance of reverse 

saturation currents, surface and leakage. 

Here the dc leakage must be held to a few tenths 

of a p.a. Select transistors having low Is,, and high 

Beta ratings, as transistor NF's greatest change with 

temperature occurs if high-leakage noise is prominent. 

The accepted method for measuring NF of a tuned 

amplifier using a noise diode source calls for the 

matching of the noise source's output impedance to 

the input impedance of the amplifier under test 
(R, = Ri„). 

In measuring the NF, it is sometimes necessary 

to operate transistors under unmatched conditions. 

This case requires modifications to the equations 

used per the commonly known matched condition. 

We don't have space here to fully explore this, 

but the author directs your attention to the March 

1958 issue of the Proceedings of the IRE, Page 619 
for a more detailed review. 

Conclusions 

Semiconductor excess noise, transistor noise is 

assumed to arise from diffusion and recombination 

fluctuations across the base region and from thermal 
noise in the base resistance. 

This noise is represented by noise generators con-

nected in the legs of a "Tee" equivalent circuit. 

Emitter and base noise sources are assumed inde-
pendent of frequency, but the noise represented by 

the collector generator increases with frequency. This 

causes the transistor NF to increase at the slope of 

about 6db/octave for frequencies above the "break 
point" y  — a. F.. 
NF for the three transistor configurations is about 

the sanie, except above the alpha cutoff frequency. 
Here the C.E. and C.B. NF's continue to increase 

with increasing frequency, but the C.C. noise figure 

theoretically becomes constant. 

For all configurations at low frequencies ( 1-f), the 

R, giving the minimum NF is about the same as 

that which gives maximum C.E. gain. This makes 

the C.E. setup optimum for maximum gain and 

minimum noise at 1-f. 

For a source resistance close to the optimum, the 

NF varies slowly. It will not be degraded by more 

than 0.5db by a source resistance that is a factor of 

two away from the optimum, nor more than 2.5db 
for a factor 5 away. 

In any event, the quality of a low-noise transistor 

unit is its ability to withstand increases of Ve and à 

temperature without showing a large increase in the 
NF. These are also the devices having: ( 1) < 1000 

CPS NF below 3db; (2) same integrated NF over 

the band as at a spot NF, say recorded at licc; (3) 

ability to tolerate wide input—mismatch without large 
increases in NF. 
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Appendix 

Hushed Transistor Operation 10, 11, 12 

Transistor noise, according to the authors, W. K. 

Volkers and N. Pedersen, is mainly a matter of volt-

age and voltage distribution rather than current and 

current distribution. 
Noise in their concept, is caused by a chain reac-

tion. In this reaction, carriers liberated by their own 

thermal energy and by an external electrostatic field, 

are lumped together after a first carrier, and having 

been liberated cause a field disturbance. They then 

induce other carriers to rapidly become liberated. 
This hushed circuitry provides less than 0.5v 

RMS noise output over a 60Kc passband. Other specs 

include: 
gain—db 10-80 (10db steps) 
Bandwidth—cps 2 cps-180 itc (adjustable) 
Input impedance 10k, 100k 0 
Max. output (volts) 0.5v. 

Transistor amplifiers have low input Z. Hushed 

transistors are no exception. But, according to the 

designer, by taking advantage of another property, 

that is, their high transconductance (H.,), it be-

came possible to design an unhushed emitter follower 

input which would provide an input impedance in 

the order of 100k. 

Fig. 8: Preamplifier 
for the MV-45A, ac 
VTVM using hushed 
transistor operation. 
It is one of two am-
plifier units used. 

• A REPRINT of 
this article is avail-

able from ELEC-
TRONIC INDUS-
TRIES Reader Ser-
vice Department 
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BIAS CONTROL SET " 

Circuit Description 

Fig. 8 shows a portion of the complete circuit for 

the Millivac Instruments MV-45A VTVM. 
It has two cascaded 5-stage amplifier units, one 

being the preamplifier and the other the main ampli-

fier. These units are interconnected by a 5-step out-

put divider for the preamplifier. 

Basically, four transistors in the preamplifier (Q2, 
Q3, Q4, Q5) are directly coupled, which according to 

the designer is particularly advantageous in a hushed 

transistor circuitry because then the voltage drop 

across the collector junctions operating in hushed 

condition, are essentially zero. 
In this dc arrangement it is thus not necessary to 

provide the customary "dc pedestals" for each emit-

ter to make per said direct coupling possible. 
But, it will be noted that in each "quadruplet" the 

first three emitters are directly interconnected while 

the fourth emitter has the customary resistor in the 
emitter circuit to provide the usual dc pedestal 

needed in normal direct-coupling. The reason given 

for this is that the first two transistors operate in 

hushed condition which means that the base and 

collector of Q2 and the base and collector of Q3 all 

have about the same potential to ground. This is in 

R50 

1250,ut 

Also, due to this high conductance ratio in 

the emitter follower stage, the output signal voltage 

can range between 98% and 99% of the input base 

voltage. Of course, by having a comparatively large 

collector junction voltage (about — 5v.) this emitter 

follower develops a large amount of noise in its emit-

ter junction area. 
However, the 30-40db internal negative feed-

back which the emitter follower develops due to its 

high transconductance, "de-amplifies" nearly all of 

this noise. 
Of course this output impedance of the emitter 

follower is low so that it can be easily coupled to 
the next stage of the actual preamplifier. 

-2.5 vde 

R49 
611 

100 it 

100.0 

k I. 
25,if 

le II 

05 
0003 àt306 

'If 

—Bvde AT 
10mo 

Ca 

 o 
E 
OUT 

Trimmer 

Q!, 03, 04, Q5, - 2 N189 

375 02, - 2N414 
C5, C6, - Arco Type 

the general order of — 180mv. Q4 has a much higher 

collector voltage, in the order of —800inv while Q5 

is even less hushed, having a collector voltage in the 

order of —2.5v. This is adjusted by the 500k pot 
bias control located between the first and second 

stage. 
While the preamplifier is directly coupled within 

itself, it is in reality an ac amplifier having capaci-

tive input and output coupling while being equipped 

with a dc feedback loop consisting of R50 and Re. 

This dc feedback is taken from the emitter of the 

output stage (Q5) and is fed into the base of the 

second transistor ( Q2). Since signals are in phase-
opposition at these two points, a vigorous dc self-
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biasing action is produced which counteracts effec-

tively bias-drifts liable to occur due to room 

temperature changes. 

Also, this dc feedback path has a bypass condenser 

(C4) which absorbs the ac components of the output 

signal thereby preventing negative feedback of the 

ac output signal into the base of the second stage 

(Q2). 
Additional temperature drift correction is provided 

by a 10k thermistor in parallel with the input of Q2. 

A second feedback loop, handling both ac and dc 

signals and serving a dual purpose of gain stabiliza-

tion and bandpass extension, is provided by the com-

mon emitter resistor (R49) for the Q2, Q3 and Q4 
stages. 

Due to phase-inversion between later stages, this 

common emitter resistor has a slight regenerative 

effective between neighbor-transistors, i.e., between 

Q2 = Q and Q3 = Q. But, it has an overruling 
degenerative effect upon the first three stages to-
gether. 

The local regenerative effect described raises local 

stage gain and thus indirectly increases the overall 

degeneration since the latter is directly proportional 

to local stage gain. Gain of the fifth stage (Q5) is 

current stabilized by a large unbypassed resistor in 

its emitter lead. 

The preamplifier is designed with frequency-re-

sponse compensating networks. They prevent an un-

desirable gain peak near the upper cut-off point of 

the bandwidth due to phase shifting. Trimmer C5 

and R51 in the third stage provides both an amplitude 

reduction and phase correction in the BW region in 

which such an undesirable rise would otherwise 

occur. Arco type trimmer C6 and fixed condenser 
Cg serve a similar purpose. 

The 500k bias control functions as a dc Centering 

adjustment through feeding an adjustable bias cur-

rent into the base of the second transistor and should 

be set for —2.5vdc at the collector of the Q5 output 

stage. Proper setting of this voltage is important to 

avoid overloading or clipping. 
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M'U u 
SWITCHING INTERMITTENT LOAD 
LOADS DRAWING INTERMITTENT CURRENTS from the 
power supply cannot be latched "On" by low power 

triggering an SCR switch unless holding current for 

the SCR is shunted around the load. This loss of 
battery power is frequently unacceptable. 

A solution is to employ the SCR in combination 

with a latching relay. Energy to operate the relay 

is stored in a capacitor. The capacitor is charged 

from the load power supply through a resistor. The 

resistor must be large enough to hold the capacitor 

charging current below the minimum holding cur-

rent of the SCR. 

The SL11DC relay shown in the diagram has a 

sensitivity of 230 mw. at 25°C. If the sensitivity is 

assumed to be 500 mw, as a safety factor, the energy 

required is 0.0025 joule. For a 50 p.f capacitor, using 

a 20 volt source, W, = Y2(50)10-6 (20) = 0.010 
joule. 

Reliable operation is obtained with the capacitor 

at 14 volts. 

These relays have two windings, so that a similar 

circuit can be employed using the second winding to 
switch the load off. One precaution though, the 

windings are inductively coupled. When the coil 

connections are such that positive pulses are applied 

for turn "On" and turn "Off" a positive pulse ap-
plied to one input results in a negative pulse at the 

input terminal of the second winding. If this wind-

ing is connected to an SCR cathode the SCR may 

switch "On." This is prevented by connecting a 

germanium diode across the winding to clip the 
negative pulse. 
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THE ENETRON 
A NEW LIGHT SOURCE 
The high- peak power, pulse- modulated source 
makes practical many of the proposed uses 

in which the laser failed. 
Applications encompass missile guidance 

to stop- motion studies. 

IN THE FEBRUARY ISSUE of ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 

(pages 73-74), we previewed a new non-coherent 

light energy source called the Enetron®. This device 
is a source of radiation for the ultraviolet, visible, 

and infrared regions. Now that patent problems have 

been cleared up, we can present a detailed description 

of how the Enetron works. 

Background 

To help understand the operation of this device, 

we shall analyze a conventional photoflash tube and 

firing circuit. In this circuit, energy is stored in a 

capacitor to a value less than the tube's holdoff volt-

age. If ionization of the tube's gas can be induced at 

a potential below the holdoff voltage, an arc dis-

charge occurs because the electrical resistance of the 

gas is reduced. To induce this ionization, a fine wire 

is wrapped around the periphery of the tube and con-

nected to a high-voltage pulse. When the pulse is 

applied to the wire, an electrostatic field is created 

around the tube and gas ionizes. The reduced gas 

resistance starts an arc discharge with an accompany-

ing drain on the storage capacitor. The optical energy 

output rises to peak value in a few p.sec. and then 

drops off like an R-C time constant. If more energy 

is needed, more must be stored for discharge. How-

ever, this does not produce all the desired results, par-

ticularly if short pulse operation is desired. 

High-Energy Pulses 

The Enetron was designed to produce magnetron-

like pulses. To do this, the stored electrons had to be 

of higher levels than conventional holdoff voltage. 

The higher the electron's energy level as they enter 

the gas, the more efficient the optical energy at dis-

charge. The holdoff voltage is raised by raising the 

gas pressure. However, the increased gas intensity 

tends to slow the electrons entering the gas and 

reduces the effective energy level. 

While the high-energy electron is desirable, it pre-

sents a problem in control of the discharge arc. The 

Enetron overcomes this. As shown by the illustra-

tion, the Enetron consists of two tubes in one. Sec-

tion A is a conventional positive discharge tube con-

taining the gas which radiates in the desired spectral 

region. The holdoff characteristic is low, while the 

stored energy is comparatively high. Section B is 

gas filled and similar to a thyratron. The choke coil 

placed across section A establishes, the same voltage 

at the plate-cathode and the anode by presenting a 

dc path for the potential between these electrodes. 

Applying a small trigger pulse to the grid of section 

B produces conduction through the gas and the plate 

becomes grounded. With this, the choke becomes 

inductive and impresses the entire voltage drop across 

section A where an arc discharge occurs. The modu-

lating circuit is improved by replacing the common 

storage capacitor with a pulse-forming network. As 

a resultant, the radiant-energy output becomes a 

square pulse of enormous peak power. 

Segment A generates the energy; segment B is used for con-
trol. The output is a square pulse of enormous power. 

POWER 

• A REPRINT of this article is available from 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Reader Service Department 
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For electromagnetic compatibility 
tests to be realistic, certain test-

ing techniques must be used. Test pro-
cedures and monitoring equipment 
must allow a system to be operated 
as an integrated system. How this 

is accomplished is discussed here. 

Tins ARTICLE DISCUSSES MIL-E-6051 electromag-

netic compatibility ( EMC) testing concepts and the 

instrumentation methods necessary for the tests. For 

compatibility tests to be realistic, test procedures and 

instrumentation must be designed to complement 

and be compatible with both the test specimen sys-

tem and test program data needs. Procedures and 

monitoring equipment must permit the system to be 

operated as an integrated system through a sequence 

that reflects the intended tactical operation as far as 

is practicable. AGE and other use site facilities 

capable of contributing to the total EMI environment 

must be considered a part of the system under test. 

Fig. 1: Prototype integrated EMI instrumentation console. 

ELECTROMAGNETIC 
COMPATIBILITY 

TESTING TECHNIQUES 

Specification Mil-E-6051 establishes the compati-

bility needs for a weapon system, based mainly on 

unacceptable response, no malfunction, and margin 

of safety criteria. Unlike other Mil specs dealing 

with control of EM interferences, the test procedures 

and instrumentation needed to conduct realistic EMC 

tests are not defined by the spec. They are instead 

the system contractor's responsibility. There are 

three basic approaches that may be followed in setting 

up compatibility demonstration tests. These ap-
proaches, which may be used singularly or collective-

ly, are: 

1. Injecting interference at critical system points 

at a level 6db higher than predetermined system 
levels. Appropriate system points are then monitored 

for malfunction. 

2. Sensitizing the system to raise its susceptibility 

(level) to interference by 6db while monitoring for 

malfunctions. 

3. Measuring the susceptibility of key subsystem 

and system circuits for comparison to existing inter-

ference levels to determine if a 6db margin exists. 

Concepts and Techniques 

EMC needs of Mil-E-6051 are essentially that all 

elements of a weapon system operate properly, indi-

vidually, and collectively, with a ( S/N) ratio of 

2 to 1 in the EMI environment resulting from the 

operation of the total system. S/N ratio is herein 

defined as the ratio of the desired signal level needed 

to produce a desired action to the level resulting from 

the summation of all extraneous undesired EM 
effects. 

Any and all elements of the system must operate 

as designed with twice the noise level that actually 

exists within the system. This must be done regard-

less of the system's frequency, duration, modulation, 

By V/AYNE A. TAYLOR 
Engineering Specialist, 

Northrop Nortronics, 
Hawthorne, Calif. 



Fig. 2: Integrated system compatibility test console. 

waveform, repetition rate, duty cycle, sequence, time, 

or amplitude, or any other characteristic that may 
be used to define noise. Primary concern is how it 

affects system operation. It is reasonable to- expect 

a given element of a complex system to see (be 

affected by) a burst of noise differently than would 

a voltmeter, a noise meter, etc. It is also reasonable 

to presume that susceptibility characteristics ( sensi-

tivity, bandwidth, etc.) would change as a function 

of time, signal level, or other programmed change so 

that the effect of noise would not be constant. These 
effects may or may not have a synchronous relation ; 

transients may, or may not coincide with clock pulses. 

Random transients would thus find random coinci-

dence with periodic ON gates for example. 

Many cases could be cited to show the differences 

between the value placed upon any given type of noise 

by measurement devices and by elements, circuits, 

or subsystems within a weapon system. Thus. EMC 

instrumentation should be able to evaluate existing 

noise levels in terms of how the system under test 

would see the noise. This can often be done by meas-

uring the effect of noise upon functional elements and 

loops within the system. 

Total system noise level is a summation of all the 

EM effects created by the system. This level and the 

system's detailed sensitivity to this noise both vary 

as a function of time. They also vary as a function of 

the operational profile of the weapon in its use en-

vironment. Thus, to find by test whether or not the 

system can operate as designed with the needed safety 

margin will require test methods and instrumentation 

that will permit close and accurate time and event 

correlation of all the quantities measured. Other 

equally important test methods and procedures are : 

1. Instrumentation must include the capability to 
measure the effects of noise on critical elements and 

subsystems. 
2. It must be possible to analyze all data on a time 

and event basis. 

3. Test procedures must include system support 

equipment where the support equipment is capable 

of contributing to the EM environment. Many items 

of AGE have this capability and must be tested along 

with the primary system. 

4. Test procedures must encompass the total opera-

tional profile of the weapon system and ensure that 

all loops and subsystems are exercised through their 

total dynamic range. 
(Continued on following page) 
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COMPATIBILITY TESTING (Continued) 

Due consideration of these basic needs has led to 

the formulation of the following guidelines. These 

have been found to be useful in writing compatibility 

test procedures and instrumentation specs: 

1. All elements of the system under test must be 

on and operating in a manner approximating normal 

tactical usage to the extent possible. 

2. The use of AGE as items of test instrumentation 

is to be avoided, instead AGE is regarded as an ele-

ment of the test specimen. 

3. Test instrumentation should be capable of moni-

toring all critical circuits simultaneously, and of ac-

cepting event and time correlation inputs as needed 

to properly identify and correlate the resulting test 

data. 

4. Because of the importance of noise transients 

in systems using digital devices, all data channels 

must be full time. Time sharing to reduce test equip-

ment complexity is not permitted. 

5. Monitor those equipments and circuits capable 

of showing the effects of system noise, thereby, in 
effect, using elements of the system as noise measur-

ing devices. 

Oscillograph Recorders 

Due consideration of the above guidelines dictates 

the use of multi-channel oscillograph recorders as the 

Fig. 3 Signal conditioning units , 400 cps signal , . 

basic element of the test setup. Various recorders are 

available; but, the types using light beam galvanom-

eters provide the widest range of galvanometer selec-

tion and provide widest range of record speed and 
run time capability. 

Biggest problem found in using the recording 

oscillograph is the upper frequency limit of the gal-

vanometer. Response of the highest frequency galva-

nometer is about 5KC at the upper 5% down point. 

This limit would seem, at least initially, to limit the 

usefulness of the recording oscillograph in modern 

system testing. This is especially true when one con-

siders the fact that the useful direct writing frequency 

is further limited by resolution of the recorded line. 

High record velocity is needed to fully use the 5KC 

galvanometer's capability. For example, a record 

velocity of 100 in./sec. is needed to resolve a 5KC 

sine wave; as can be seen, slower record speeds are 

desirable, and indeed are necessary to make the re-
cording approach practical. 

But, when considered as a voltmeter that auto-

matically and continuously records its reading, rather 

than as a cathode ray oscilloscope to display wave-

forms, the range of use of the recording oscillograph 

becomes greatly enlarged. In most uses the galva-

nometer need not be capable of directly recording a 

high frequency ac or r-f signal. Instead, it need only 

follow the rate of change of the information conveyed 

by the ac signal. Using this method, the relatively low 

frequency galvanometer can be used to advantage. 

The problem then becomes one of providing the 
proper signal conditioning. 

Signal Conditioning Devices 

The signal conditioning devices needed to make 

the oscillograph galvanometer compatible with the 

wide variety and frequency range of the signal 

sources found in weapon system instrumentation, 

have been developed to cover a wide range of signal 

types. The following table lists 9 types that may be 

considered as typical, but by no means a complete 
listing. 

1. Convert r-f to a dc analog. 

2. Convert ac voltage and current to a dc analog. 

3. Convert ac of complex waveform to a dc analog 
of the true RMS value. 

4. Convert mechanical position to a dc analog. 

5. Convert temperature levels to a dc analog. 

6. Convert light intensity to dc analog. 

7. Subtract a predetermined voltage from the total 

signal voltage so that the remainder is recorded in an 
expanded scale type of presentation. 

• A REPRINT of this article is available from 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Reader Service Department 
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8. Provide for line to line voltage recording where 

both lines are above ground. 
9. Enable separated signal recording where the 

desired quantity is: 
a. Noise component on a dc voltage. 

b. Noise and harmonics on ac power lines. 

Signal conditioning units are self contained and 

miniaturized to facilitate mounting at the signal 

source. Mounting the signal conditioning unit at the 

source allows short signal input leads thereby elimi-

nating much of the signal transfer problem. The long 

cable run, signal conditioning unit to recorder, carries 

the dc analog voltage only, and thus is not critical. 

In practice the cable may vary from 10 to 100 ft. in 

length without needing recalibration of the channel 

involved. 
A relatively wide frequency range is practical 

through use of the method of placing the signal con-

ditioning circuit at the point of signal origin as noted 
above, and by using passive detection circuits which 

avoid the use of amplifiers and their attendant drift, 

noise and bandwidth problems. The high sensitivity 

of the light beam galvanometer combined with high 

efficiency detection circuits makes possible usable 

deflections with as litle as 25mv of signal using com-
pletely passive circuitry. Response up to 400m c has 

been obtained through the use of high speed diodes 

and optimized layout geometry. 

COMPUTER MASS MEMORY SYSTEM 
A COMPUTER MASS MEMORY SYSTEM with a data 

capacity of 5.4 billion characters has been announced 

by RCA. 
Called RACE (Random Access Computer Equip-

ment), the system can electronically retrieve a num-

ber, letter or other data character in a fraction of a 

second. 

Its rental price is about seven cents a month for 

10,000 characters of capacity, generally lower than 
magnetic tape. It permits random or "direct" access 

to specific data without searching serially through a 

file. 
RACE can handle a full range of daily data proc-

essing tasks, update files on a real-time basis and 

answer priority inquiries in a fraction of a second— 

all concurrently. 
The system operates under the command of the 

RCA 3301 Realcom computer or the smaller RCA 

301. It handles a two-way flow of data by means of 

electric typewriters, printers, punched cards or tape, 

CRT's and other visual display units. It can com-

municate with remote inquiry and input stations via 

telephone or telegraph lines. 

The memory consists of a bank of removable 

magazines each holding 256 flexible magnetic cards 

on which information is recorded. A single card 

contains 166,000 characters of data on a flat magnetic 

surface 16 in. long and 4.5 in. wide. 

The card has 128 recording channels, separated 

into addressable blocks. Specific records are called 

for by a computer-command specifying the appro-

priate magazine, card, channel and block. Each card 

is edge-notched for purposes of selection. 

When signaled by the computer, a card is re-

moved from its magazine, entered into a raceway 

and onto a spinning drum, where it is electronically 

sensed by a battery of "read-write" heads, in thou-

sandths of a second. 
There are from one to 16 interchangeable maga-

zines per read-write stations, and from one to eight 

RACE units per total system. 

This makes RACE expandable from 340 million 

to 5.4 billion characters. 

Transport of the cards from the dust-free maga-
zines to the read-write station and return is com-

pletely automatic. 

RACE memory consists of a bank of removable magazines each 

holding 256 flexible magnetic cards on which data is stored. 
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The advent of the dry reed relay greatly 
advanced the state-of-the-art in switch-
ing design. Reed relay logic modules are 
being successfully used in systems not 
adaptable to semiconductor or tube logic. 
The conversion of digital information to 
voice, described here, is a good example. 

A VERSATILE DIGITAL-TO-VOICE CONVERTER Can be 

built using reed-relay logic modules. 

The advantages of a voice readout to supplement 

existing instruments are numerous. In aircraft, for 

example, the amount of instruments to be monitored 

is increasing to the point where other-than-visual 

readout methods are becoming a necessity. 

Digital logic techniques, although ideally adaptable 

to such a device, cannot be used throughout the unit 

because the actual voice must be transferred, thus 

eliminating the standard two level logic circuits. This 

audio switching also requires a high degree of isola-
tion not found in common logic modules. The reed, 

since it is a mechanical switch, fulfills both switching 

and isolation needs very well. 

The device must scan a digital readout display and 

convert the visual information to voice. ( The display 

will consist of some combination of numerical digits, 

along with descriptive symbols or words such as 10 

miles, 19.6 degrees, 62.3 CPS, etc.) The conversion is 

done with a multi-track audio tape drum and asso-

ciated reed logic circuits. 

Scanning 

The scanning, usually done with a step relay, can 

use a reed relay ring counter, thus making the entire 

units with reeds. 

Here we will describe the operation of such a digi-

tal-to-voice converter, with an example of a specific 

unit programmed for conversion of a digital voltmeter 
readout display to audio. 

The heart of the voice-read-out unit is a multi-

track tape drum that runs continuously at a constant 

speed. Each track contains one word or a group of 

words. The information on the tracks constitute all 

possible aural interpretations of the digital display. 

Every instrument will contain the ten numbers (0 to 

9), one number per track. Other tracks are usually 

needed for descriptive words such as Volts, Cycle 

per Second, Degrees, etc. 

An individual read-head constantly scans each 
track. All read-heads are connected to a common 

audio amplifier through separate AND gates. The 

CONVERTING 
DIGITAL DATA 

TO VOICE 

read-head AND gates receive information from the 
digital display, thus, allowing the correct audio signal 

to reach the amplifier. 

The numerical positions on the digital display must 

be sequentially scanned from left to right. Each 
numerical digit on the display has zero to nine pos-

sible states. Each of these ten possibilities is con-

nected to an AND gate in the voice converter. A 
group or bank of such AND gates will exist for every 

position on the display. The necessary serial sam-

pling action is carried out by applying an enabling 

potential to each bank of AND gates in proper se-

quence. Of the ten possibilities, only one voltage level 

will be present at the output of each gate, allowing 
that particular number to be amplified. 

Ring Counters 

Sequential scanning of the digital display by the 

voice converter is realized by use of a ring counter, 

in conjunction with a sync pulse from the drum. 

Each drum revolution produces a pulse which, when 
applied to the ring counter input, progresses through 

the ring counter with subsequent drum pulses. The 

outputs of the individual ring counter stages supply 

the enabling voltage levels to the banks of AND 

gates corresponding to each display position. As the 

pulse proceeds through the ring counter, the proper 

AND gate bank is sampled in the desired order. 

A stop pulse is generated at the last stage of the 

ring counter. This pulse prevents future drum pulses 

from reaching the ring counter until a start pulse 
from the digital display is received. 

Fig. 1 ( right): Diagram is a digital to voice converter for 
four position digital voltmeter. This can be considered 
a voice converter building block for sophisticated systems. 

By JOHN R. RAVILEY 
Electronic Engineer 

AEEL 

U S Naval Air Den. Center 

Johnsville, Pa. 
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D-V CONVERTER (Concluded) 

Fig. 2 ( left): Reed 
AND gate is simply 
two relays in series. 

Fig. 3 ( right): In 
this flip flop current 
through both coils 
cause opposing mag-
netic fields that can-
cel, thereby reset-
ting. A Set pulse 
applies current to 
one coil only. 

Summarizing, the read-head information is sent to 

the audio amplifier through the read-head-gates which 

operate with information from the digital display 

through banks of AND gates. The AND gate banks 

are sequentially operated by ring counter voltages, 

which in turn originate from drum pulses. 

Figure one is an example of a digital-to-voice con-

verter system for a digital voltmeter having a single 
range of 00.00 to 99.99 volts. Twelve tracks are used 

for the 10 numbers and 2 words (volts and point) 
needed to fully describe the digital display. 

The Read Cycle 

The read cycle begins with a start pulse from the 

display unit. The start pulse sets Flip-Flop A, which 
then places the enabling voltage level on AND gate B. 

Drum pulses can now enter the ring counter. 

The first drum pulse causes ring counter stage 1 
to supply the enabling voltage level to all AND gates 
in the first position or bank. Only one AND gate per 

bank will have an output. The output will corre-

spond to the number in the display. This output level 
is applied to the appropriate read-head-gate. At this 
time, all words on the tape tracks are entering the 

read-heads, consequently, the read-head-gate receiv-

ing the signal from the sampled position will pass the 

correct audio information to the amplifier. 

The second, fourth, and fifth pulses cause this 
sequence of events to be repeated at display positions 
2, 3, and 4 respectively. 

Pulses 3 and 6 cause ring counter outputs of stages 

3 and 6 to send enabling voltage levels directly to 

the read- head-gates associated with the words 

POINT and VOLTS, thus amplifying these words 
at the correct time. 

Ring counter stage number seven generates a stop 

pulse on pulse number seven. This stop pulse resets 

Flip-Flop A, stopping future drum pulses from reach-

ing the ring counter until a new start pulse is received. 
Fig. 1 can be considered a voice converter building 

block, allowing sophistication through the addition of 
tape tracks and extension of the logic. Multi-range 

devices would require additional selective logic ele-

ments along with information concerning decimal 

point position from the display unit. 

Advantages of Reed Relay Logic 

The digital-to-voice converter illustrates two ad-

vantages of reed relay logic circuits. Where conven-

tional semiconductor logic elements are limited in 
information content to two levels or states, the reed 

can transfer intelligible audio and r-f signals. Thus 

the audio signal is transferred through the read-head 

AND gates to the amplifier. The reed relay AND 

unit, being a mechanical switch, has an Off impedance 

of more than several hundred megohms, and a small 

On impedance (milliohms). Switching isolation of 
this magnitude cannot be realized with semiconductor 
devices. 

The pulsed reed relay ring counter was used in 
place of a step relay as a sequential circuit selector. 

The ring counter is lighter, and quieter, requiring 

less power and no moving parts. Also, the controlled 

atmosphere of the reed contacts are less susceptible 
to wear than wafer switch contacts, thereby increas-
ing the reliability. 

Operation time of reed contacts fall in the milli-

second range, limiting the use of reeds to where speed 

is not critical. Some features of the reed are: the 
reed logic circuits are less expensive than their solid 

state counterparts; reeds can be paralleled indefinitely, 

yielding almost unlimited fan out capabilities; tem-

perature variations and extremes are not critical to 

operation; unregulated power supplies will suffice 

for reed logic networks ( this eliminates an expensive 

problem area in solid state logic systems) ; transients 

and noise present no problem to the reed logic ele-
ment. 

Use of reed relay logic circuits permits digital 

techniques to be practically applied to areas such as: 
intercom and public address switching networks; 

elevator control circuits ; electronic door controls and 
combination locks; detection and alarm systems; 
remote control and remote selection devices; feed-

back networks; tape recorder controls; tachometers; 

digital voltmeters; and automotive ignition analyzers. 
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Clareed 
Logic Module 

Which one does this 

If you work with control systems 

which involve counting, selection, or 

logic functions, take a look at Clareed 

Control Modules. 

You'll see a system approach pro-

viding simpler and often more eco-

nomical solutions than those offered 

by solid-state or other techniques. 

You'll find plenty of speed for most 

applications, and reliability of a very 

high order. 

Clareed Control Modules use mag-

netic flux to make decisions. Combi-

nations of flux levels and flux polari-

ties, generated by multiple-wound 

coils, operate glass-encapsulated 

Clareed switches. Among the advan-

tages of Clareed Control Modules are: 

• Multiple-input and multiple-output 
capabilities, making possible logic at 
both input and output. 

• Complete isolation between input 
and output. The output is the con-
tact closure. This contact can handle 
low-level analog signals, other digi-
tal signals, and AC or DC power up 
to 15 va. 

For example, consider the Binary 

Counter shown in the diagram. This 

counter uses a single-input (T) flip-

flop in each of its four stages. The flip-

flop may be constructed with twelve 

isolated terminals. Terminals not used 

for Counter Control are available for 

isolated multiple output, with nor-

mally-open or normally-closed con-

tacts. Each contact is capable of 

handling 15 va. This flip-flop circuit 

is provided by one standard Clareed 

Counting Module. (Which Clareed 

Control Module is used? If you said, 

"Counting," you're right.) 

Standard Clareed Control Modules 

offer useful, uncomplicated ways of 

performing these functions: 

• In counting: Three basic flip-flops 
which provide binary, binary coded-
decimal, decimal, radix', ring 
counters, bi-directional counters and 
shift register applications. 

• In selection: A variety of selection 
systems, using a single-mode matrix, 
a single-mode memory matrix, or a 
two-mode matrix (Mode 1: All cross-

points normally open; Mode 2: All 
crosspoints normally closed). 

• In logic: AND, INCLUSIVE OR, EXCLU-
SIVE OR, NAND, NOR, EXCLUSIVE Non, 

as well as more complex logic in a 
single module. 

Systems using Clareed Control Mod-

ules can be easily serviced with a 

simple multimeter. 

For detailed problem analysis and 

engineering recommendations, write 

Group 4D4, Application Engineering, 

C. P. Clare & Co., 3101 Pratt Boule-

vard, Chicago 45, Illinois. For useful 

manuals, see offers below. 

Take your choice! 
Concise: For a terse, time-saving 
explanation of Clareed Control 

Modtdes in counting, selection, 
and logic, get 8- page Manual 400 

by ci-cling number 54 on Reader 

Service Cord. 

Complete: For detailed information on Clareed 
Control Modules in counting, selection, and logic, 

get Manual 400 plus Application Manuals and Data 

Sheets on all Clareed Control Modules. Circle 
number 55 on Reader Service Card. 



What Won't 

You Think 

Of Next? 

Portable iron for Mom? Window washer with 
wings? Fresh coffee in your boat? Special delivery 
to the top of the run? Or a plate "whisk-er" for 
the Bill Klem stylists. 

Probably impractical. 

Our point is this—your present design problem 
may seem just as impractical, as the drill, shaver, 

mixer and other cordless products did a few years 
ago. But Gould- National research engineers 
developed a package of concentrated power using 
NICAD® Hermetically Sealed Rechargeable Cells 
that helped to make these products a reality. 

Have a design problem that could be solved with 
Nicad portable power? Write us. We may be able 
to help you solve your problem. 

NICAd BATTERY DIVISION 

GOULD-NATIONAL BATTERIES, INC. St. Paul 1, Minnesota 

«We 
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No more checking needed - that "last" glance 

is for satisfaction. A 125V PNP complement did 

the trick - it eliminated one stage .. . reduced 

the size and power just enough. 

TO•46 

Case 

MAXIMUM VOLTAGES 
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• . 
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... • 
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,„,./..-,-1,...-2.,0,___.„....- 
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Max. 

(Volts) 

Typ. 

(MC) 
I3Vc.° 

(Volts) 

(Pic, 

(Volts) 

13V. 

(Volts) 

Min. Max. e lc, 

intA) 

Max. 
(Volts) 

Typ. 
(MC) 

NPN 2N2518 125 80 8 .005 40 100 5 0.5 175 NPN 2N2460 100 60 8 002 70 130 5 0.3 200 

PNP 2N2599 —125 —80 —7 —.025 40 100 —5 —0.5 90 PNP 2N2591 —100 —60 —7 —025 70 135 —5 —04 100 

NPN 2N2519 125 80 8 .005 80 200 5 0.5 200 NPN 2N2461 100 60 8 002 120 1.90 5 0.3 225 

PNP 2N2600 —125 —80 —7 —.025 80 200 —5 —0.5 120 PNP 2N2592 —100 —60 —7 —025 115 200 —5 —04 125 

NPN 2N245S 100 60 8 .002 40 80 5 0.3 175 NPN 2N2462 100 60 8 002 170 230 5 0.3 250 

PNP 2N2590 —100 — — —.025 40 80 —5. —0.4 75 PNP 2N2593 —100 —60 — —.025 160 275 — —0.4 150 

Thorough evaluation leads to a good decision. Many problems involving high voltage comple-
mentary transistors can be answered with the type numbers listed above - they represent the industry's 

largest high voltage line of complementary planar transistors. In fact, Sperry Semiconductor 

produces the industry's first full line of PNP/NPN Complementary Silicon Planar Transistors. Notice 

the close matching characteristics - we make them that way (not just pick a PNP that is close to an 

NPN). This is another example of Sperry's leadership of PNP low level silicon planar transistors. 
Our record of reliability is important - it validates our credentials for the future. Question them, 

inspect them, use them - they can help on your military projects and in your in-

dustrial control work. Whether you need volume production or personal attention 

in custom engineering - contact Sperry Semiconductor. Eastern Regional Office: 

69 Hickory Drive, Waltham, Massachusetts; Midwest Regional Office: 3555 West 

Peterson Avenue, Chicago 45, Illinois; Western Regional Office: 1680 North Vine 51[11FIY 
Street, Hollywood 28, Calif. Sales Representatives: Orbit Electronics, 250 Carroll Street, 

DIVISION OF 
Fort Worth, Texas; Perrott Associates, Incorporated, 2321 East South Street, Orlando, SPERRY RAND 
Fla. El Keep in touch - with SPERRY SEMICONDUCTOR, Norwalk, Connecticut. CORPORATION 

31234 
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Connectors Catalog 

Catalog A-6, 96 pages, presents stand-
ard-size military electrical connectors. 
The catalog contains basic information 
about MS military connectors including 
nomenclature, construction available, shell 
types, inserts and contacts. Special chap-
ters cover "How to Select" and "How 
to Order" MS connectors. Amphenol-
Borg Electronics Corp., 1830 S. 54th 
Ave., Chicago 50, Ill. 

Circle 203 on Inquiry Card 

Commutator Catalog 

This 12-page catalog is devoted to 
precious-metal flush contacts and multi-
ple-fingered wipers in precision assem-
blies. Included in the catalog are stand-
ard single-turn units designed for long 
life, high-speed and ultra-high reliability. 
In addition a number of special units 
developed for specific application are 
given. Computer Instruments Corp., 92 
Madison Ave., Hempstead, L. I. 

Circle 204 on Inquiry Card 

Switches 
Successfully Specifying Snap-Action 

Switches is the title of a pamphlet in-
tended for design engineers, value en-
gineers, purchasing agents and manage-
ment. This article tells how to prepare 
a switch specification that will invite more 
proposals and provide the best quality 
price combination. Cherry Electrical 
Prods. Corp., P. O. Box 439, Highland 
Park, Ill. 

Circle 205 on Inquiry Card 

Modules Catalog 

Catalog 80, 52 pages, contains circuit 
diagrams and operating characteristics 
on a complete line of 12-pin digital-logic 
modules. There are 19 families. 43 mod-
ules. Digital Module Dept., Cambridge 
Thermionic Corp., 445 Concord Ave., 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Circle 206 on Inquiry Card 

Resistor Catalog 

Catalog PR200, 23 pages, describes 7 
complete precision wirewound resistor 
groups. Included are the HR series, SP 
series subminiature resistors, VA series 
high-precision resistors, EP series econ-
omy precision resistors, Mil- R-93C and 
Mil-R-9444A resistors, PC resistors, and 
ceramic bobbin instrument resistors. Com-
plete data for correctly specifying wire-
wound resistors and a new commercial 
order code are also included. Shallcross 
Mfg. Co., Selma, N. C. 

Circle 207 on Inquiry Card 

-u-
st. 

••. . . STATE-OF-THE-ART information on Components and Equipment." 

Glossary of Recording Terms 

This monograph is intended to fulfill 
a need for a glossary of terms used in 
magnetic recording. Its aim is to define 
or explain the more fundamental terms 
common to a wide range of magnetic 
recording applications. Many terms listed 
are defined for the first time. Memorex 
Corp., 1180 Shulman Ave., Santa Clara, 
Calif. 

Circle 208 on Inquiry Card 

Wire Coating 

This data describes a new formulation 
of low-density Tenite polyethylene for 
high-speed wire coating. The formula-
tion, Tenite Polyethylene 1915E, has been 
applied at speeds up to 4,000 ft./minute. 
It may be used for primary insulation and 
for cable jacketing. Classified as Type 
I, Grade 5 material under ASTM D-
1248-60T, the formulation has a nominal 
density of 0.918 and a nominal melt in-
dex of 0.25. Eastman Chemical Products, 
Inc., 260 Madison Ave., New York, N. Y. 

Circle 209 on Inquiry Card 

Potentiometer Chart 
The 1.1 N chart provides a new method 

of selecting linearity and resistance. By 
using this chart the design engineer can 
select a standard resistance value and 
resolution which will enable him to accept 
the standard linearity shown. Fairchild 
Controls, 225 Park Ave., Hicksville, L. I., 
N. Y. 

Circle 210 on Inquiry Card 

Solders & Coatings 

Bulletin No. 7 describes Epoxy silver 
solders and conductive coatings. The bul-
letin is a comprehensive technical treat-
ment of paste and pellet form Epoxy 
solders and liquid form Epoxy conductive 
coatings. Epoxy E-Solder® can be used 
to make a conductive bond at room tem-
perature. E-Kote® silver filled paint has 
a resistivity of 0.001 ohm-cm. It is used 
for painting electrical connections be-
tween components and coating circuit 
modules and ribbon circuits for electric 
shielding. Epoxy Products Inc., Wald-
man, 133 Coit St., Irvington, N. J. 

Circle 211 on Inquiry Cord 

Bolometer 

Data is available on a Ferroelectric 
holometer that measures electromagnetic 
radiation from the visible to the far in-
frared. The detector operates at room 
temperature and has msec response. 
I luggins Laboratories, Inc., 999 E. Argues 
Ave., Sunnyvale, Calif. 

Circle 212 on Inquiry Card 

Computer Catalog 

This illustrated catalog describes a 
complete line of compatible systems build-
ing blocks. It includes general-purpose 
digital computers, all-silicon logic-circuit 
modules, amplifiers, multiplexers, analog-
to-digital and digital-to-analog converters, 
and computer-controlled systems. Design 
features and operating characteristics are 
given for all products. Scientific Data 
Systems, 1649 Seventeenth St., Santa 
Monica, Calif. 

Circle 213 on Inquiry Card 

Gear Manual 

Design manual #3 presents data on 
spiroid and helicon gears. It includes 
chapters on engineering theory, produc-
tion methods, and application techniques. 
Included are designing tables covering 
dimension data, performance ratings, and 
tooth load components for a wide range 
of styles and sizes. Spiroid, Div. Illinois 
Tool Works, Inc., 2501 N. Keeler Ave., 
Chicago, Ill. 

Circle 214 on Inquiry Card 

Connector Catalog 
This 56-page illustrated catalog lists 

terminals, splices, and installation tools. 
It contains illustrations of solderless con-
nectors and dimensional data. Installing 
tools, both hand and production types, 
are keyed to the types of fittings for 
which they are applicable. Military stand-
ards and specs, are referenced where 
pertinent. The catalog also includes sev-
eral useful tables, such as decimal equiv-
alents, wire-size reference charts, stud 
size and clearance hole charts, and others. 
The Thomas & Betts Co., 36 Butler St., 
Elizabeth 1, N. J. 

Circle 215 on Inquiry Card 

Curing Agent Chart 
This chart of proprietary curing agents 

for epoxy resin systems lists some forty-
t wo physical, thermal, chemical, and 
electrical properties. It is provided with 
a selector to facilitate the selection of 
the proper curing agent. Columbia Tech-
nical Corp., Woodside, N. Y. 

Circle 216 on Inquiry Card 

Frequency Standard 

This data sheet contains a photo and 
specs. for the V-4700B rubidium freq. 
standard. The system consists primarily 
of a servo in which a crystal oscillator 
is locked to the electron hyperfine tran-
sition freq. found in the rubidium atom. 
This provides a long-term stability ref-
erence. Output freq.: 100xc, 1 mc, and 
5mc. Unit meets Mil-I-26600. Varian 
Associates, 611 Hansen Way, Palo Alto, 
Calif. 

Circle 217 on Inquiry Card 
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Can Your Scope Get This Picture? 

To determine the effi-
ciency of a powerful new 
ruby laser, the engineers 
had to know the duration 
and shape of the output 
pulse. Until now, only a few 
costly special purpose scopes could 
put such a fast one-shot pulse on film 
for study. But the new Fairchild 
757 can do it. Equipped with 
a Fairchild Scope Camera, it 
recorded the 9 nsec rise 
time of the 20 megawatt 
pulse on 4 cm scan. 
A modified version of 

OU MONT LABORATORIES 

the 765H Series high- frequency 
scope, the 757 employs a new CRT 
developed by Fairchild's Du Mont 
Tube Division. The writing rate of 
this tube-4000 cm/µs—is over three 
times that of conventional scope 
CRTs. For versatility the 757 is 
quickly converted to general pur-
pose work simply by throwing a 
switch. All signal circuitry is con-
tained in the many plug- ins avail-

able for a wide range of precision 
measurements. (For this picture 
a single trace, 50 mc plug-in 
was used.) If you must analyze 

INTENSITY 

SCALE ILIUM 
• f11 9 • 

• 

211 

4 

transients no other scope can capture, 
use the 757. The 765H Series will han-
dle just about anything else. Ask your 
Fairchild field sales engineer for a 
demonstration. And for a new Instru-
ment Catalog write Fairchild Scientific 
Instruments, Dept. 44, 750 Bloomfield 
Ave., Clifton, N. J. 

MAIRCHIL.C1 

DU MONT LABORATORIES 
SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMEN TS DEPARTMENT 
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Speed Production... Lower Costs! 

ICAH LE 
AUTOMATIC PRECISION 

ASSEMBLY MACHINES 
KAHLE service encompasses the complete responsibility for spec-

ial machine projects from design to final testing. KAHLE designs 

and builds high efficiency production machines for manufacturers 

in electronics, glass and general industry. The machines illustrated 

are typical of the thousan of different types now in use. 

Sealing- Exhaust Machine 
No. 2187— Automatic ma-
chine features 16 positions 
for high speed production. 

Assembly Machine No. 
3383—Automatically makes 
the final seal on crystal di-
odes. Capacity 2,200 seals 
per hour. 

Assembly Machine No. 
3711 — Cat-whisker welder 
for crystal diode assembly. 
Automatically welds 3,000 
units per hour. 

KAHLE Engineers have the Experience and 

Facilities to Solve Your Production Problems! 

Call or write KAHLE for recommendations on your specific assem-

bly and production problems. KAHLE automatic high speed, pre-
cision machines are in use by hundreds of leading manufacturers 

where they have earned an industry-wide reputation for high 

efficiency and dependable performance! 

KAHLE 
ENGINEERING COMPANY 

3320 HUDSON AVENUE, UNION CITY, NEW JERSEY 

Telephone: UNion 7-6500 (Area Code 201) 

DESIGNERS & BUILDERS OF AUTOMATIC MACHINES FOR HIGH SPEED, PRECISION PRODUCTION 

MerliEE 

Bridge Rectifier 

The 10B is a ready-to-install, single-
phase rectifier. The new packaged unit 
is rated at a continuous load current of 
10 amp. dc, with voltage ratings from 50 
to 600 PRY. The fully-insulated assembly 
consists of four silicon rectifiers pressed 
into aluminum heat sinks. The 0.250 
quick-disconnect tab terminals are used 
on both the incoming ac and on the dc 
output. Specs, are available from Curtis 
Development & Mfg. Co., 3266 No. 33rd 
St., Milwaukee, Wis. 

Circle 172 on Inquiry Card 

Control Ovens 

Data is available on noise-free temp. 
controls for crystals and components. 
Complete solid-state design features temp. 
stability of -±-0.01°C with fixed amb. con-
ditions. Available for operation with 
either 12vdc or 27vdc power sources. 
Package size is 1-15/32 x 1-29/32 x 4 in. 
high excluding octal base. Barber & Drul-
lard Inc., 633 Delaware Ave., Buffalo, 
N. Y. 

Circle 173 on Inquiry Card 

Product Cata log 

Catalog 1963A contains photos and 
specs, for sweep-signal generators, sweep 
oscillators, pulse generators, microwave 
amplifiers, attenuators, detectors, samples, 
levelers, and power supplies. A micro-
wave amplifier selection chart is also in-
cluded. Alfred Electronics, Stanford In-
dustrial Park, Palo Alto, Calif. 

Circle 174 on Inquiry Card 

Cooling Blower 

The SVA-560-16326 is a high-altitude 
vane axial blower unit that has been de-
veloped for 400 cycle electronic cooling 
service. The high - slip motor mini-
mizes changes in cooling capacity result-
ing from altitude changes. Typical air 
performance is 380 CFM (standard den-
sity) at a static pressure of 2.9 in. of 
water. Tech, data may be obtained from 
The Torrington Mfg. Co., Torrington, 
Conn. 

Circle 175 on Inquiry Card 

Pulse Transformers 

Design and performance details for a 
broad range of precision pulse transform-
ers are described in this brochure. Infor-
mation simplifies design and procurement 
problems, gives a starting point in finding 
the unit necessary for a particular appli-
cation. Schematic diagrams and spec. 
tables show exact circuit performance 
values for a variety of standard coupling 
transformers, vacuum-tube blocking-os-
cillator transformers and miniature tran-
sistor-blocking oscillator transformers. 
Electronics Div., Hamilton Watch Co., 
Lancaster, Pa. 

Circle 176 on Inquiry Card 
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Industrial Relays 
Catalog 64, 20 pages, describes a line 

of electromagnetic relays. Separated into 
illustrated sections, the catalog features 
several new relays. Coil voltages, resist-
ances, time values, contact ratings, ter-
minations, dimensions and other pertinent 
engineering data are listed for each relay. 
Also shown are standard enclosures, 
mountings and Underwriters' Laboratories 
and Canadian Standards Assoc. labeled 
relays. Potter & Brumfield, Princeton, 
I nd. 

Circle 177 on Inquiry Card 

Ultra Small Relay 
"l'hc type 2x relay has a case size of 

0.5 x 0.4 x 0.2 in. The contacts are 
rated for 0.5a at 30vdc. The coil sensi-
tivity at pull- in is 150 mw, which allows a 
coil resistance of 11(11 for a nominal coil 
voltage of 26.5 vdc. The vibration re-
sistance is 20g and the shock rating is 
75g. Complete specs. are contained in 
data sheet 9. Couch Ordnance, Inc., 3 
Arlington St., North Quincy, Mass. 

Circle 178 on Inquiry Card 

Micro Inductors 
These micro inductors meet Mil-T-

27A, Grade 4, Class R. They are pack-
aged in transistor-size cases and offer 
min. Q's ranging from 30 @ 20Kc to 120 
@ 200xc. Additional data available from 
Collins Radio Co., 19700 San Joaquin 
Rd., Newport Beach, Calif. 

Circle 179 on Inquiry Card 

Tape Punch-Reader 
This brochure pro‘ ides complete specs. 

and illustrations of the Series 1010 tape-
writer and tapewriter-reader systems. 
The tapewriter features simultaneous 
printing and punching of numeric or 
alphanumeric data on 5, 6, 7, or 8 level 
tapes. Printed characters appear im-
mediately for quick verification. An illus-
trated bulletin describes the compact, 
compatible tape-reader accessor, which 
permits tape duplication and tape com-
parisons. Navigation Computer Corp., 
Valley Forge Ind. Park, Norristown, Pa. 

Circle 180 on Inquiry Card 

High-Power Triode 
A comprehensive bulletin describing 

the Type 7242 high-power triode, devel-
oped for use as a circuit-simplifying 
passing tube in series regulated power 
supplies, is available. It simplifies con-
trol amplifier circuits in the power supply. 
Included are electrical and mechanical 
data, and a number of outline drawings 
and circuit schematics. Tung-Sol Elec-
tric Inc., One Summer Ave., Newark 4, 
N. J. 

Circle 181 on Inquiry Card 
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VARGLAS Silicone Rubber 

SLEEVING 
Varglas Silicone Rubber Sleeving with its space-saving 

thin wall construction and precision ID, is the answer for 
insulation in the trend toward miniaturization. 

The ultimate in flexibility and dielectric strength, Varglas 
retains its protective properties over a wide temperature 
range, from minus 70° to plus 400°F. Tough and abrasion-
resistant, this supported silicone rubber sleeving resists de-
terioration and "cut through"; will not crack or craze. Di-
electric protection provided up to 8,000 volts and certified 
to meet government specification MIL-I-18057A. 

Available in brilliant, non-fading colors for instant, easy 
color-coding in a complete range of sizes from .010" to 3" 
ID, and obtainable in coils or on spools as well as in in-
dividual 36" lengths. Deliveries made promptly off-the-shelf 
or produced on order within one week. 

Let Varflex engineers work with you in developing special 
types of sleeving and tubing to meet your particular speci-
fications. No obligation. 

• WRITE FOR FREE FOLDER Containing Test Samples 

Makers of Electrical Insulating Tubing and Sleeving 
"See 

Never Satisfied Until You Are 

VARFLEX SALES CO., Inc. • 308 N. Jay St., Rome, N. Y. 
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ELECTRICALLY- TUNED MICROWAVE 
SWEEPING PRESELECTOR CONTROL 

YIG 

Preselector 

2-4G¢ PRESELECTOR CONTROL 

—> to Mixer 

'mum, 

WIDEBAND signal sorting and selection are best accomplished 

by using YIG filters for high image rejection. Now at W-J a 

high performance superheterodyne receiver has been devel-

oped which integrates those essential functions. The WJ-135-7 

is the control unit of this receiver, designed for remote track-

ing of two W1-501-1 YIG filters over the 2-4 Gc band with 

high linearity and stability. 

Specifications WJ - 135-7 

PERFORMANCE 

Output Current 

Current Stability 

Frequency Readout 

Sweep Rate 

Sweep Width 

Input Voltage 

TYPICAL 

500 mA 

0.02 Percent 

+ V = Frequency in Gc 

0.1 to 100 per sec. 

Octave Bands 

115 V 50-420 cps 

drum& 

Information in more detail available from 
representative in your area, or from Applications Engineering 

\A/ATKINS-JOHNSON COMPANY 

3333 HILLVIEW AVENUE 

STANFORD INDUSTRIAL PARK 

PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA 94304 

1CYL iLTn 

Irons and Tips 

A tech, article on considerations in-
volved in the selection of the right solder-
ing iron and tip is available. The article 
discusses heat content, shape, conduc-
tivity and tip materials. It contains cut-
away views of soldering irons showing 
construction features, a table on iron 
classification, and a table on heat charac-
teristics of tip metals. Ask for Bulletin 
PT-863 from Alpha Metals, Inc., 56 
Water St., Jersey City, N. J. 

Circle 182 on Inquiry Card 

Transducer Brochure 

This brochure lists basic specs. and 
performance characteristics on pressure, 
position, and acceleration transducers and 
instrument systems. Bourns, Inc., In-
strument Div., 6135 Magnolia Ave., Riv-
erside, Calif. 

Circle 183 on Inquiry Card 

Wattmeter 

Data is available on a 3-phase watt-
meter for measuring in ac circuits. The 
1% accuracy is maintained over a wide 
f req. range and is unaffected by harmonic 
content or power factor. Extreme load 
unbalance can also be tolerated without 
impairment of accuracy. AM F Instru-
ment Div., American Machine & Foundry 
Co., P.O. Box 929, Alexandria, Va. 

Circle 184 on Inquiry Card 

Mixer Diodes 

D5082D and D5082DR are low-noise, 
high-burnout Ku-band mixer diodes. They 
have a 10 erg spike burnout rating. The 
diodes maintain a max. noise figure of 
7.5 decibels at 16Gc. Additional specs. and 
data available from Sylvania Electric 
Products, Inc., 730 Third Ave., New 
York 17, N. Y. 

Circle 185 on Inquiry Card 

Test Jack 

Data sheet 162 describes a 0.080 in dia. 
test jack. Insulation is molded of nylon 
with brass, nickel-plated nut. Contact 
is heat treated beryllium copper, electro-
tin plated. Voltage breakdown is 6kv 
mis min. Augat Inc., 33 Perry Ave., 
Attleboro, Mass. 

Circle 186 on Inquiry Cord 

Pressure Transducers 

Data is available on a group of Tele-
dyne® low-pressure transducers. Avail-
able in pressure ranges from 0-10 through 
0.50 psia, the units offer fast response to 
transient pressures and are built to with-
stand pressure overloads up to 500 psia 
on all ranges without damage or re-
calibration. Tabor Instrument Corp., 107 
Goundry St., N. Tonawanda, N. Y. 

Circle 187 on Inquiry Card 
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Exclusive Babcocl. Design Feature Provides 
Lower Contact Resistance & Longer Relay Life 

Contact contamination from vaporization is 
one of the major causes of erratic perform-
ance and eventual failure of hermetically 
sealed relays. After extensive investigation 
Babcock Relays, in conjunction with Corning 
Glass Works, has developed an activated get-
ter from Corning's Vycor brand porous glass. 
During operation, the activated getters pre-
vent relay contacts from being fouled by con-
tarrpnants emittec at elevated temperatures. 

Babcock has subjected relays using Vycor 
getters to hundreds of thousands of opera-
tions at loads varying in excess of 200G's 
for 11 milliseconds and vibration at 35G's, 
3-5,000 cps. It has been determined that up 
to 99°/,, of organic contaminants remaining 
after production degassing are adsorbed by 
the dessicant. Conclusive life testing at 
125 C nas proven that contact erosion and 
contamination accumulation on all vital areas 
within hermeticaliy sealed relays has been 
substantially reduced. Consistently lower con-
tact resistance is also exhibited due to the 
reduction in contamination. 

The end result provides Babcock relays with 
increased performance and efficiency, higher 
temperature application, and longer, more 
reliable life. 

Babcock reliability rated relays featuring 
Vycor getters include: 

BR-5—Transistor- sized dry cir-
cuit to Dne amp 

bign,abcoclic 
ite:Plealcryst 

eR 150B1 - 26V 

("12 

BR•14—Suliminiature 4 PDT 
available in 10, 7.5 and 5 amp 

BR- 13—Microminiature, all. 
welded for dry circuit to 3 amp 

4;•;;1;̀: 

BR•17-4alf-size magnetic 
latching for dry circuit to 2 amp 
operation. Also available as non -
latching model. 

BR-19—Sdbminiature all- welded 
10 amp relay. BR- 20 magnetic 
latching version also available. 

Send for 7.omplete catalog. 

BABCOCK 
RELAYS • 

A DIVISION OF BABCOCK ELECTRONICS CORPORATION 

3501 HARBOR BLVD., COSTA MESA, CALIF. • 546-2711 
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NEW—THERMA-LINK 

RETAINERS for YOUR 

VALUE- ENGINEERED 

REQUIREMENTS... 

Twenty new IERC Therma-Link transistor retainers and heat 

dissipaters are now available. They let you select the lowest-

cost combination of mounting, insulation and degree of 

thermal control you need. There are also five different fin-

ishes for space and other environments to choose from. The 

Therma-Link design provides a wide variety tef ways to 

mount, retain and cool TO- 18, TO-5 and 10-8 transistors 

on heat sinks and printed circuit toards. 

Therma-Link retainers typify the continuous additions 

and improvements to our complete line of heat dissipators— 

assuring you of greatest value at lowest cost. 

std. Therm-Link- 

with Be0 washer-

with stud mount-

screw mount-

IERC 

rivet or solder mount 

for solder mounting 

.w/wo Be0 washer 

use w/wo Be() washer 

LD9'80C(CD[M 

INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONIC RESEARCH CORPORATION 
d ,ibs,diary of Dynamids Corporation of America 

COMPLETE CATALOG and data on 

IERC Therma-Link retainers will 

help you select the best price-to-

performance combination you 

need. Write: IERC Division, 135 

W. Magnolia Blvd., Burbask, Calif. 

Patented and Patent Pending. 

MIEN171BIT Lr8 

When to Specify Thermoelectric 

"mum to Specii> I iicrinoclectric fern-
perature Stabilization" is the subject of 
this booklet from Carter- Princeton, 178 
Alexander St., Princeton, N. J. The book-
let contains data on module and electrical 
characteristics, selecting modules, thermal 
leakage calculation, and thermal leakage 
measurement. It also has a list of ther-
moelectric definitions. Electronics Div., 
Carter Products, Inc., 178 Alexander St., 
Princeton, N. J. 

Circle 188 on Inquiry Card 

Components & Controls 

This 27- page catalog is in the form of 
data sheets. Material includes data on 
photoconductive cells, tape and card pho-
toread heads, opto-electronic relays, photo-
chopper relays, and integrated-circuit 
modules. Each product is shown, and the 
accompanying data includes description, 
application, and specs. Opto-Electronic 
Devices Inc., sub. of Sigma Instruments, 
Inc., Braintree 85. Mass. 

Circle 189 on Inquiry Card 

Instrument Motor 

Data sheet 1063 describes the Syn-
chron instrument motor, a unit that has 
withstood temp. fluctuations of 180°F 
( — 40° to 140°F). Features include high-
temp. magnet wire, burnished pivots, 
reamed pivot holes, solid-brass first gear. 
There are 179 speeds ranging from 360 
RPM to one revolutioniweek. At 1 RPM, 
torque ratings of 8, 20, and 30 inch-
ounces are standard. A 90 inch-ounce 
static torque may be applied to the out-
put shaft without motor damage. Hansen 
Mfg. Co., Princeton, Itid. 

Circle 190 on Inquiry Card 

R-F Transfer Switch 

Data is available on a manual r-f trans-
fer switch, designated type-P, which qual-
ifies for applicable military specs. Typical 
performance with N-type connectors at 
7Gc is: SWR less than 1.15:1; insertion 
loss 0.2db and crosstalk in excess of 50db 
down. Similar performance is attained to 
lice with good broadband characteristics. 
Transco Products, Inc., 4241 Glencoe 
Ave., Venice, Calif. 

Circle 191 on Inquiry Card 

High Temperature Bearings 

Data sheet B-2 describes a ball re-
tainer made of reinforced Teflon com-
pounded with a solid lubricant. This 
allows the bearings to operate at temps. 
from — 325°F. ( — 185°C.) to + 575°F. 
(302°C.) without conventional lubrica-
tion. Developed primarily for aerospace 
applications, the bearing meets the needs 
of high-temp. synchros, fans, motors, 
blowers, pressure switches, tachometer 
generators. etc. The Barden Corp., 200 
Park Ave., Danbury, Conn. 

Circle 192 on Inquiry Card 
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Laminated Plastic 

Grade G-9 is a glass-melamine lami-
nated plastic which qualifies under Mil 
specs. for Type GME. The plastic has 
better physical, mechanical and electrical 
properties than Grade G-5 ( military type 
GMG) glass-melamine laminated plastic. 
It is made with a continuous filament 
woven glass fabric base bonded with an 
improved melamine resin. Specs. avail-
able from Taylor Corp., Valley Forge, 
Pa. 

Circle 193 on Inquiry Card 

Static Inverters 

Bulletin GEA-7644 describes a line of 
static inverters and freq. changers. The 
publication includes a discussion of the 
equipment, spec. charts, pictures of typi-
cal models and application, design and 
features of the new line. General Electric 
Co., Schenectady 5, N. Y. 

Circle 194 on Inquiry Card 

Beacon Encoder 

Model ADC-ALT-4 is a multiple-turn 
15 beacon encoder. It translates shaft 
rotation into the special Gillam code—a 
unit-distance code. It has a guaranteed 
accuracy of ±-10 ft. over the range of 
—1000 to + 127,000 ft. The encoder re-
ports out every 100 ft. of elevation. 
Additional data available from Norden 
Div., United Aircraft Corp., Norwalk, 
Conn. 

Circle 195 on Inquiry Card 

Potentiometers 

Data sheet 63560 introduces 3 new 
single-turn rotary cermet precision po-
tentiometers. They offer reliability and 
environmental stability, essentially infi-
nite resolution, and long rotational life 
with no chance for catastrophic failure. 
These continuous-rotation units have a 
standard resistance tolerance of 1:5%, 
with a min. tolerance of -1-.1% available 
on special request. Helipot Technical 
Information Service, 2500 Harbor Blvd., 
Fullerton, Calif. 

Circle 196 on Inquiry Card 

Contact Tester 

Publication #LI-60 describes a dry-
circuit contact tester which determines 
the reliability of switches and relays in 
making circuit under low voltage, low-
current conditions. The illustrated publi-
cation contains mechanical and electrical 
data. The unit is capable of testing contact 
reliability on both mechanically- and elec-
tromagnetically-operated devices, such as 
switches, relays, pushbutton stations, elec-
trical interlocks, and reed switches. Cut-
ler-Hammer Inc., 436 N. 12th St., Mil-
waukee, Wisc. 

Circle 197 on Inquiry Card 

AND sAVE 
Over the years, Acme Electric has designed and supplied 
DC regulated power supplies in substantial quantities to 
some of the largest electronic equipment builders. 

A number of these Custom Designed units have specifica-
tions and performance features that make them uniquely 
suited for standard industrial and laboratory use. 

If you have an application in which one of these custom 
designed power supplies would be acceptable, the proba-
bility is that you can save money and at the same time 
obtain greater value represented by improved perform-
ance parameters. 

PARTIAL LIST OF STANDARD POWER SUPPLIES 

INPUT: 110-130 Volt, 50/60 cycles 

LINE REGULATION: ± 1% for -± 13% line voltage change 

LOAD REGULATION: +2% for load change between 50% and 100% 

TYPE DC VOLTS DC AMPS PANEL SIZE 

PS-41922 24 2 19 x 31/2  x 7 

PS-41423 24 6 19 x 53/4  x 93/4  

PS-47173 24 25 19 x 7 x 93/4  

PS-41424 48 4 19 x 53/4  x 9V4 

PS-47519 48 10 19 x 7 x 93/4  

PS-41425 125 2 19 x 53/4  x 93/4  

PS-41428 250 1 19 x 53/4  x 73/4  

RIPPLE: 1% RMS MAXIMUM 
For full detai s covering component features, operating performance and 
price, write for Bulletin 175. 

SA/1.3767.3075 

REGULATED POWER SUPPLIES 

Engineers and Builders of... STATIC POWER RECTIFIERS 

894 WATER STREET, CUBA, NEW YORK • VOLTAGE STABILIZERS 

In Canada: Acme Electric Corp. Ltd. VOLTAGE REGULATORS 

50 Northline Rd., Toronto, Ont. 
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FIXED ATTENUATORS 

Available in values of 3db, 
6db, 10db, 15db, or 20dh. 

These attenuators have an accuracy of 
-±0.2db from nominal value and -±-0.3db 
variation with freq. Calibration data is 
furnished with each unit. They operate 
over a freq. band of 30mc to 4Pc. AST 
attenuators weigh 35/2 oz. and measure 3 
x 154 x 1-1/3 in. with 15/2 in. center-to-
center between connectors.. Standard units 
are supplied with type N-male and female 
connectors, but other types including sub-
miniature are available. LEL, Inc., 75 
Akron St., Copiague, N. Y. 

Circle 140 on Inquiry Card 

RECTIFIER 

Combines fast-recovery and con-
trolled avalanche in one device. 

This fast-recovery controlled avalanche 
silicon rectifier has a max. recovery tinn 
of 10Onsec. Some units are available with 
35nsec. recovery. Forward voltage drop 
is 1.2v. 12a., with reverse avalanche 
rating up to tiO0v. Unit is rated at 12a. 
They are available in stud-mounted o; 
micro packages; all uni are rated at 
150°C case under operating conditions. 
In addition to the 12a. series ( TFP.-
1220Z), there are 1, 3, 6, 20 and 30a. 
units available. Transitron Electronic 
Corp., 168 Albion St., Wakefield, Mass. 

Circle 141 on Inquiry Card 

geS U ft 

". . . advancing the STATE-OF-THE-ART in Components & Equipment. 

FUSEHOLDER 

Takes x V% in. fuses. Easily 
converts to 9/32 x 114 in. fuses. 

A compact fuseholder, 15/8 in. long, 
extends 29/32 in. behind front of panel. 
Holder can be made drip-proof from front 
of panel or completely water-proof. Mil-
itary type meets all environmental con-
ditions and requirements of Mil-F-
19207A. The military types use BUSS 
HLB for 5/4 in. fuse and BUSS HCW 
for 9/32 in. fuse. Commercial types 
BUSS HLF for 54 in. fuse and BUSS 

HLC for 9/32 in. fuse. Bussman Mfg. 
Div., McGraw-Edison Co., St. Louis, Mo. 

Circle 142 on Inquiry Card 

OPERATIONS MONITOR 

This 150-channel unit records mul-
tiple events in sequence against time. 

Model 14 3615 00 records on-off, go/ 
no-go, or other 2-state operations in 
order of occurrence, duration, and timc 
relationship. It can record on all 150 
channels simultaneously with time accur-
acies of 1.25msec. Pulse resolutions as 
short as 2.5msec are achieveable. Twelve 
chart speeds ranging from 0.05mm/sec. to 
200mm/sec. are available in 2 ranges. A 
divider switch permits instant switching 
from one speed range to another. Brush 
Instruments, div. of Clevite Corp., 37th & 
Perkins, Cleveland 14, Ohio. 

Circle 143 on Inquiry Card 

RELAY 

The 100a. relay withstands 
a 100% overload for 1 min. 

The Type 2101 is rated at 100a., non-
inductive, at 115v., 60 ces. Contact ar-
rangement is normally open. Operate and 
release time average 0.07 and 0.10 sec. 
This epoxy- molded- head, mercury- dis-
placement relay requires no panels or con-
nectors and can be fastened directly to 
the desired application point. The unit 
occupies less thau 57 cu. in. Typical ap-
plications include electric furnace loads 
and electric motors The Adams & West-
lake Co., Relay Div., Elkhart, Ind. 

Circle 144 on Inquiry Card 

STRIP-CHART RECORDER 

Has 12 selectable chart speeds and 10 
conlinuously variable input ranges. 

Model 7100A has all solid-state cir-
cuitry with dc common-mode rejection of 
120db. Chart speed can be varied as fol-
lows: 1, 2 in./11r.; 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 in./ 
min.; 0.1, 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 in/sec. The 10 
calibrated input ranges on each channel 
are for 5, 10, 100, 500mv, and for I, 5, 
10, 50 and 100v. The input circuits have 
a resistance of 1 megohm at null on all 
fixed calibrated ranges. Accuracy is b,t-
ter than 0.2% full scale with 0.1% full 
scale resettability. F. L. Moseley Co, 
409 N. Fair Oaks Ave., Pasadena, Calif. 

Circle 145 on Inquiry Card 
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STOP SWITCHES 

Operating voltages to 115vdc; 
make or break currents to 2a. 

These adjustable stop switches are for 
all standard switch applications, circuit 
experimentation, laboratory work, bread-
board set-ups, and for circuitry where the 
exact number of switch positions might 
be changed later. A mechanism with knee-
action rotor blades assures positive uni-
form contact pressure. Nominal contact 
resistance is 0.00411 Current capacity to 
10a. These myitches meet the require-
ments of Mil-S-3786. Daven Div., Mc-
Graw-Edison Co., Livingston, N. J. 

Circle 146 on Inquiry Card 

UHF PICK-UP PROBE 

Sensitive range is from 100 to 1000-
Mc. Flat transfer impedance of 10. 

The GCP-5160 umz pick-up/r-f cur-
rent probe measures r-f currents from i0 
to 1Gc. A 10 transfer impedance provides 
max. sensitivity over as broad a freq. 
range as possible, and facilitates corn et-
sion of pa to pv, thus enabling either r-i 
current or voltage measurements. Irte 
probe may be used on power lines carry-
ing up to 250 amps dc or ac. Other fea-
tures include an r-f shielded case and 
termination in a BNC connector. Genis-
tron, Inc., 6320 W. Arizona Circle, Los 
Angeles, Calif. 

Circle 147 on Inquiry Card 

.41i= 
THERE IS A 

JENNINGS VACUUM CAPACITOR 
FOR EVERY HIGH POWER 

RF APPLICATION 
Jennings has been designing and build-
ing vacuum capacitors for 21 years. In 
this time we have designed vacuum ca-
pacitors for hundreds of standard and 
special applications. These designs are 
now production items—over 450 types. 
We can deliver from stock a vacuum ca-
pacitor to solve practically every special-
ized application. 

But if a new design is necessary consider 
these resources ready to work for you at 
Jennings. • 21 years experience design-
ing and building vacuum capacitors. 

• Exclusive processing techniques that 
assure superior performance. • Qualified, 
experienced engineering staff. • The only 
complete if laboratory in existence for 
proper testing of vacuum capacitors in 
high power rf circuits through 100 kw 
that duplicate actual operating conditions. 

Jennings offers a complete line of vacu-
urn capacitors for operating in the high 
frequency range at voltages up to 120 
kv and capacities up to 5000 pf. We will 
be happy to send detailed catalog liter-
ature at your request. 

Z 

6 

%MO 

UXCF 500 MMHC 1000 CVHA 650 

Capacity Range . . 20-500 pf Capacity . . . . 1000 pf Capacity Range . 30-650 pf 

Voltage Rating . . 20 kv pk Voltage Rating . . 45 kv pk Voltage Rating . . 55 kv pic 

RF 0u-rent Rating . 45 amps rms Current Rating . 150 amps rms Current Rating . 150 amps rms 

Length . . . . 97/8 inches Length . . . . 13 inches Length . . . 11'142 inches 
Width . . . . 4% inches Width . . . . 91/4 inches Width   7 inches 

RELIABILITY MEANS VACUUM/ VACUUM MEANS 
111 

1/1/71figed 
JENNINGS RADIO MFG. CORP., 910 MO./MALIN AVE., SAN JOSE 8, CALIF., PHONE CYpress 2.4025 
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SMALL SIZE 
— JUST 7" HIGH 

MILLISECOND 
SWITCHING TIMES 

IN- LINE 
DECIMAL READOUT 

LOCAL - REMOTE 
PROGRAMMING 

COMPLETELY 
TRANSISTORIZED 

INTERNAL 
STANDARD AVAILABLE 

Check features, performance, price... 

you'll find Montronics offers top value in 

FREQUENCY SYNTHESIZERS 
New Model 302 

30 cps to 99.999 kc 

$7,950 

New Model 303 

100 cps to 1.099999 mc 

$8,950 

Montronics Models 302 (illustrated) and 303 are designed for continu-
ous use in the most demanding frequency synthesizer applications, 
including production testing, data reduction, communications and 
laboratory operation. 

Simplified design and increased production have resulted in both 
improved performance and lower price. Both models are currently 
available from shelf stock. 

Modular construction makes the Models 302 and 303 readily 
adaptable to a wide choice of frequency range, size of frequency incre-
ments and number of outputs. Output frequencies have the same 
accuracy and long-term stability as input reference. 

BRIEF SPECIFICATIONS, Basic Models 

Frequency Increments: 1 cps 
Input: 1 megacycle at 1 volt rms nominal 
Output: 1 volt rms zt 3 db into 50 ohm load 
Harmonic Content: Each harmonic of the 

selected frequency is more than 30 db 
below the fundamental 

Spurious Content: All non-harmonically 
related spurious frequencies are at least 
50 db below the level of the fundamen-
tal. (Below —65 db in critical area with-
in -2110 kc of fundamental.) 

Noise: More than 70 db down measured in 
a 4 kc band centered 4 kc from the 
fundamental 

Frequency Selection: By means of five 
front panel decade knobs or from 
remote contact closures in decimal 
notation. Local-remote switch on front 
panel 

Frequency Indication: In- line decimal 
readout 

Size: Standard 19" relay rack mounting, 
7" high. Model 302 is 18" deep; Model 
303, 20" 

Power Requirements: 117/220 VAC, ± 10%, 
60-400 cps, approximately 20 watts 

Available from shelf stock 
Your nearest Fluke-Montronics representative 
will gladly present full technical data and ar-
range for an early demonstration. For complete 
specifications or quotation on special features 
or configurations, write 

¡Ire MONTRONICS INC. 
P.O. BOX 345 BOZEMAN, MONTANA 

Subsidiary of 
John Flake Mfg. Co., Inc., 

Seattle, Wash. 
IFLUK El 

Urg 

MICROWAVE ANTENNAS 

For systems that operate in the 
6Gc range. Available in 2-14 ft. 

These antennas consist of a sectional 
horn feed mounted in a precision-spun 
parabolic reflector. They are used in com-
mon carrier, studio-transmitter links, op-
erational fixed, government, and indus-
trial services. Features include high-ga;n 
pattern characteristics, symmetrical beam-
widths, and low side lobes. The feeds are 
tuned in 3 broad ranges ( over the 5925-
7425mc bandwidth) so that the vswR 
mains below 1.1 : 1. The horn is hermet:-
cally sealed. Ainslie Corp., 531 Pond St. 
Braintree, Mass. 

Circle 148 on Inquiry Card 

SPECTRUM ANALYZER 

General-purpose unit covers 10mc-44Gc 
range. Variable resolution, 1Kc - 80xc. 

Model LA- 18M-1 v, as designed for pro-
duction and systems checkout of radar 
transmitters, command receivers and 
transmitters, telemetry, magnetrons, klys-
trons and other freq. sources, as well at 
for use in the laboratory for design of 
complex filters and antennas. It features 
high sensitivity and built-in X-Y recorder 
facilities. Either crystal or variable cali-
brators can be supplied as standard equip-
ment. An intensifier control provides base 
line extinction for photographing display. 
Fast rise and decay presentations are 
more easily viewed in this mode of .4). 
eration. Lavoie Laboratories, Inc., Mata-
wan-Freehold Rd., Morganville, N. J. 

Circle 149 on Inquiry Card 
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BELDEN 

INSTRUMENTATION 

CABLES KEEP YOUR 

SIGNALS CLEAN... 

even in noisy environments 

Belden electronic wire and cable provide a smooth, 

reliable path essential for your critical instrumen-

tation signals. The complete Belden line includes 

cables designed to meet the various electrical, 
physical, and environmental requirements of your 

specific applications. 

Many Belden cables feature Beldfoilt insulation 

with the exclusive Belden fold (U.S. Pat. 3,032,604). 

The benefits of this type of shield include: 

1. Increased electrical integrity 

2. Reduction of crosstalk to unmeasurable 

levels 

3. Reduced cable weight 

4. Smaller cable diameters 

5. Easier and faster shield terminations 

6. Reduced costs 

The cables below are available from your Belden 

electronics distributor in convenient spool lengths. 

For other cable designs, request Catalog 863, or 

send us your specific problem for evaluation by a 
Belden specialist. 

Trade 
Number Description 

Nom. 
0.0. 

(inch) 

Nom. 
Cap. 

(mmf/ft) 

Nom. 
"Cap. 

(mmf/ft) 

DC 
Resistance 
OHMS Per 
1000' Per 
Conductor 

Tinned copper conductors, polyethylene insulated, 
black and red conductors under a Seldfoil alumi• 

num-Mylartt shield, stranded ground wire. Green High strength copperweld re. 
8434 

and white conductors under overall Beldfoil shield, 
chrome vinyl jacket. AWG & Stranding-25 ( 7,33) 

.179 25 40 45 inforced conductors 100%cov• 

erage Beldfoil shields. 

BELDFOIL e —3 copper, 4 copperweld. 

<1 

Tinned copper, polypropylene insulated, black and 
red conductors, under Beldfoil aluminum-Mylar 

shield. Green and white conductors under a 100% Coverage Beldfoil 8723 

Beldfoil shield, each pair separate,stranded tinned 

copper drain wire, chrome vinyl jacket. AWG & 
'165 

35 62 16 shields 105•C operating tem. 

Perature. 

BELDFOIL 0 Stranding-22 ( 7x30)—copper. 

8404 
Tinned copper, polyethylene insulated, cabled, 
rayon braid, tinned copper braid stveld, chrome 

vinyl jacket. AWG & Stranding-20 ( 26,34). 

.255 25 45 11 
Low DC resistance. Low 

capacitance. 

8424 

Tinned copper, cotton wrap, rubber insulated, 

rayon braid, tinned copper braid shield, cotton 

wrap, black rubber jacket. AWG & 5.1randing-20 
.295 

55 95 11 
Flexible at —urc. Special high 
insulation resistance rubber. 

: 

(26x34). 

Solid tinned copper, polypropylene insulation. cop. Extremely small coaxial cable 

8700 per braid, black vinyl jacket. AWG & Stranding-28 .054 4.8 — 66 105*C operating temperature. 

(solid)—coaxial. May be steam autoclaved for 

medical research. 

-r. Solid copper, Beldsolt (solderable, no stripping Extremely small. Solderable 

r. 

-=,, 

8640 required), Beldfoil aluminum•Mylar stbeld on each .089 80 140 41 without stripping, 100% coy. 
,.= 

BELDFOIL . 
8642 pair, copperweld ground drain wire, white vinyl 

locket. AWG & Stranding-26 ( solid)- 1 pair. 

.140 80 140 41 erage Beldfoil shield. 105*C 

operating temperature. 

BELDFOIL e 8767 40 77 16 
8768 

/22 Tinned copper, vinyl insulated, cabled in pairs, 

each pair and its ground wire under Beldfoil aluni. 

'270 

394 40 77 16 100% Coverage Beldfoil shield. 
8764 

num-Mylar shield, overall chrome vinv• jacket. 300 .425 40 77 16 Maximum operating tempera. 
8765 

Volts suggested working voltage. Stranding—solid. ' 485 40 77 16 turc 80*C. 3 Pairs to 15 pairs. 
8766 .510 40 77 16 

8777 .270 30 55 16 
8778 

/22 Gauge tinned copper, polypropylene insu. •394 30 55 16 Excellent high frequency char-
8774 

bled, cabled in pairs, each pair and its ground '425 30 55 16 acteristics and mechanical 

8775 
wi re under "Z" fold Beldfoil aluminum-Mylar '485 30 55 16 toughness. Maximum oper-

8776 
shield, chrome vinyl jacket. Stranding—(7x30). ' 510 30 55 16 ating temperature 105•C. 3 

8769 .620 30 55 16 Pairs to 27 pairs. 
BELDFOIL 0 8773 .760 30 55 16 

8.8.3 
TBelden Tradernark—Reg. U.S. Pat. Off. 

Be'den Patented Fold—U.S. Pat. 3,032,604 

ilduPont Trademark 

*Capacitance between conductors. 

**Capacitance between 1 conductor and remaining 
conductors ( if any) connected to shield. 

magnet wire • power supply cords • cord sets • portable cordage • control cables • electronic wire 
BELDEN MANUFACTURING COMPANY • 415 South Kilpatrick Street • Chicago, Illinois 60644 
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From shelf to 
you-0.1 oz-in to 100 lb-ft, 

limited angle rotation. Perma-
nently-magnetized rotor, encapsu-
lated stator. No mechanical connec-
tion: frictionless, no commutation, no 
slip rings. Infinite resolution (no slot-
ting en ects),high torque to power and 

weight ratios. Write Dept. RB-65 
for full technical information. 

AEROFLEX LABORATORIES 
INCORPORATED 

South Service Road, Plainview, L. L, New York 
AIEROFLIEX (516) MYrtle 4-6700 

Circle 90 on Inquiry Card 

When you need INTERCHANGEABLE 

thermistors or thermistor probes... 

...Check F.E.I. 

ISO-CURVE Thermistors* 
(the only thermistors with identical characteristics) 

• Standardized resistance/ 
temperature characteristics 

• Completely interchangeable 
no calibration or compensation 

• Direct readout of absolute 
temperature 

• High sensitivity 
• Fast response 
• Broad resistance range 

102 

GET THE FACTS — Send 
for this new brochure which gives 
complete specifications, selection, 
and application 
data on the only 
available line of 
completely in-
terchangeable 
thermistors 
and thermistor 
probes. 
'Made under Pat. 3109221 and others. 
ISO-CURVE is a trademark of F.F.I. 

enwal 
electronic 

FENWAL ELECTRONICS, INC. 
Dept. 8,63 Fountain St., Framingham, Mass. 

Circle 91 on Inquiry Card 

If 
Dielectric or 

Corrosion 
Problems are 

Causing 

Coil 

Trouble... , e> 

PRECISION  can help eliminate them 
Precision specializes in square, rectangular, round 
or special shaped coil forms ... kraft, fish paper, 
acetate, DuPont Mylar, Johns-Manville Quinterra, 
Resinit,e impregnated, other high dielectric mate-
rials or combinations ... to help you solve any 
dielectric or corrosion problem. Forms can be 
made to your exact specifications in all sizes from 
146" square to 8" square with wall thicknesses of 
from .010 to . 125. 

Precision Paper Tubes are available in standard 
or exclusive patented DI-FORMED construction 
for greater crush resistance, high targiile strength 
and extreme dimensional stabilit3 

Write, wire or phone for full information 

PRECISION PAPER TUBE CO. 
1049 S. NOEL AVE., WHEELING, ILL. (Chicago Suburb) 

Plan No. 2. 1 Flower Street, Hartford, Conn. 

Circle 92 on Inquiry Card 

1 ' ' 
LENS 
HEAVY 
DUTY 

DRAKE 
"TITELITES" 
Oilproof . . Waterproof 

Dustproof . 

INDICATOR LIGHTS 
SPECIALLY DESIGNED, RUGGEDLY BUILT "TITELITES" 
thoroughly protect against intrusion of Oil, Water 
or Dust into such equipment as Switch Gears, Motor Con-
trols, Outdoor Control Panels and many other applications. 
Both Heavy Duty and Miniature types may be used with 
either neon or incandescent lamps. The Heavy Duty 
Type is available with either Candelabra Screw or 
Double Contact Candelabra Base, in three glass lens 
styles—Faceted or Plain Beehive for maximum side 
visibility; Flat, generally used with printed heat re-
sistant discs for readout or warning purposes. The 
smaller type with 5/8" lens takes any 
Miniature Bayonet T3-1/4  lamp; may 
be had with a variety of colored 
lenses, plain or fluted. 

Both styles are available for MIL 
applications and are UL Listed. 

* SEND FOR DATA SHEET 6209 

WITH FULL DETAILS AND SPECIFICATICNS 

DRAKE 

LENS 

TURE 

MINIATURE 
LlioNTIN6 

 j SPECIALISTS 
4 626 NORTH OLCOTT AVENUE • CHICAGO 31, ILLINOIS 

Circle 93 on Inquiry Card 
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MAGAZINE 

Records data, processes film, 
and views results in 85 sec. 

Model 3800P is a pulse-advanced Rap-
romatic® magazine for film-processing 
oscilloscope camera systems. Its integrat-
ed design enables the user to convert the 
pulse-type unit to a continuous film sys-
tem by means of gear train conversion 
kit—Model 3804. The unit completely de-
velops and affixes the film. It operates at 
a max. speed of 12 frames/min. Proc-
essed film can be removed at any time. 
Analab Instrument Corp., subs. of The 
Jerrold Corp., 30 Canfield Rd., Cedar 
Grove, N. J. 

Circle 199 on Inquiry Card 

CODED SWITCHES 

Designed for operation in destruc-
tive and/or explosive environments. 

The sealed and lighted Series 41)0, 500, 
and 600 coded switches comply with the 
explosion requirements of Mil-Std-202B, 
Method 109. The seal prevents ignition 
of explosive gases or volatile liquids that 
could be caused by contact arcing. If the 
long-life lamp burns cut, it is replaced 
by lifting a flip toggle tab. This elimi-
nates the need for complete replacement 
of the switch module. Switch modules 
are available with 8, 10, and 12-position 
thumb-wheels, and in assemblies with as 
many units or stations as desired. Engi-
neered Electronics Co., Box 58, Santa 
Ana, Calif. 

Circle 200 on Inquiry Card 

HALF-SIZE CRYSTAL CAN RELAY 

New 5A Relay matches performance of full-size crystal can. 

Micro-miniature, general purpose Style 5A Relays have maximum dimensions 
of .4" by .8" by .4" and occupy less than one-third square inch of printed 
circuit board area. They meet typical requirements of standard full-size crystal 
can relays. Terminals in conformance with popular 0.2" grid pattern permit 
complete interchangeability with many of its full-size counterparts. 

Various terminals and mountings can be provided. 
The 5A Relay meets requirements of MIL-R-5757/9. 

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS 

Contact Arrangement   
Contact Rating  

Shock  
Vibration 
Weight 

DPDT 
2 amps resistive at 
26.5 VDC or 115 VAC 
50 G 

  20 G to 2000 cycles 
  0.3 oz. without mounting 

Call or write for additional information 

PRICE ELECTRIC 
 CORPORATION 
323 Church St. • Frederick, Md. • Phone: 301/663-5141 • TWX 301/553-0462 
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NEW HUBBELL 

HEX 

POINT 

THREAD 

FORMING 

SCREWS 
• START FASTER 
• DRIVE STRAIGHTER 
• HOLD TIGHTER 

New, Hubbell Hex Point Screws 
answer every thread forming re-
quirement. 

1. They start fast; drive straight. 
2. They require minimum driving 

torque. 
3. They form threads cleanly without 

chips. 
4. They maintain close thread tol-

erances. 
5. They seat securely and resist 

loosening. 
6. They can replace machine screws 

for many applications. 
7. They accept machine screw nuts. 

By standardizing on Hubbell Hex 
Point Screws you can simplify 
screw inventories and reduce assem-
bly costs. They are available in 
most head styles and in all stand-
ard finishes. 

HARVEY 

HUBBELL 
INCORPORATED 

MACHINE SCREW DEPARTMENT 

Bridgeport, Connecticut 

Circle 49 on Inquiry Card 

104 

k 1E51 PM UCIre 

AMPLIFIER KLYSTRON 
Produces /oKw C I at C'-hand. Oper-
ates at 4.4 to 5.0nc. Min. gain, 53db. 

arito=r 
Eimac's 5K5OCB is a 5-cavity ampli-

fier. The new tube is ideal for troposcat-
ter communications uses. Improved body 
cooling results in unusual stability char-
acteristics. The cooling system is designed 
to accept ethylene glycol and water to 
provide additional system flexibility. Its 
electron gun has confined glow configura-
tion to minimize focusing adjustment and 
contribute to beam stability. Light cath-
ode loading is used to lengthen tube life. 
Eitel-McCullough, Inc., 301 Industrial 
Way, San Carlos, Calif. 

Circle 150 on Inquiry Card 

CIRCUIT BREAKER 

The switch is entirely within the 
breaker's hermetically-scaled case. 

Series SM subminiature circuit break-
ers are military-type devices. They have 
no case extensions or separately mounted 
terminals. The breakers can be stacked 

top and bottom or side-by-side. On multi-
pole models, switches can be supplied on 
any or all poles. They are available with 
either a fast or slow inverse time delay. 
Non-time-delay models are also available 
where instantaneous response is required 
on overloads of any magnitude. Current 
rating from 0.050 to 20a. Standard max. 
voltage ratings 240vac, 60 or 400 cycles, 
or 50vdc. The Heinemann Electric Co., 
Trenton, N. J. 

Circle 151 on Inquiry Card 

of 

Et3 Symbol 

Superiority 
IN PRECISION WIRE-WOUND 

RESISTORS 
• CLOSER TOLERANCES 

• BETTER STABILITIES 

a LOWER TEMPERATURE 
COEFFICIENTS 

• PROVEN RELIABILITIES 

SUB-MINIATURE RESISTORS 
Series "EP" (Sub-Miniature) — Solves 
many space and weight problems. Typical 
size: . 125" x . 125". Diameters to . 080" 

(l and lengths to . 125" Available in axial or 
combination axial- radial leads. 

STANDARD RESISTORS 
Series " EP" (Standard) — 
Choice of over 40 standard 

sizes — all reflecting the /' 
performance superiority of Kel• 
vin precision wire•wounds. Re. 4 
sistance as low as .01 ohm. 
Resistance tolerances to 
.005%. Temperature coeffic-
ients to 1 PPM. 

., PRINTED CIRCUIT 
RESISTORS 

Series " PC" — For mass pro• 
duction assembly and optimum 
space utilization. Available in spe-
cial " high density" (rectangular) 

. packaging and standard round con-
- figurations. 

HIGH STABILITY RESISTORS 
Series "0" — Used where resistance match-
ing or accurate voltage division is required 
over long periods of time. Heavily utilized in 
A to D converters, analog computers, differ- 
ential voltmeters and guidance computers for 
military applications. Long term resistance 
stability of .003% maximum per year and 
standard TC of 10 PPM. Available in all 
standard physical sizes down to . 187" x 
.375". 

x 

a 

Series ' — in fast 
nanosec onds,iFnAtShTe ra  RISEdepgeen dingTIME switching t Exceptional high 

ti ,cRRiIrcE,,uSiIsS.TOIdReSal 

frequency performance with rise 
mes  100 

ti o nf  I5M0Et o 

style 
and resistance value. 

RESISTOR NETWORKS 
Custom resistor, diode and capacitor combination 
networks. Built to meet special requirements. Used 
as voltage dividers, summing and integrator net-
works, binary resistive networks and other network 
applications. Ratio tolerances to .0005%. TC 
tracking as close as 1 PPM to military requirements. 

OTHER FEATURES OF ALL KELVIN 
RESISTORS 

• Standard leads are both weldable and solderable 

• All welded internal construction 

• Non—inductive windings 

• Vacuum encapsulated with high temperature 

epoxide material 

• Special winding technique for assured stability 

Write for complete new catalog. 

KELVIN 
Avenue, Van Nuys, Calif. 

873-3430 

( 
5919 Noble 

(213) 

Circle 50 on Inquiry Card 
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Hari' 'MuuUr2 

COMPUTER EDGE CONNECTOR 
Optional high density or common con-
tact terminations can be provided. 

The RD series provides density ter-
mination capability of up to 62 contacts 
for dual-sided boards. Or, it provides a 
method of common termination for each 
pair of connector contacts. The connec-
tors are available with contact spacing 
from 0.100 to 0.156 in. Individual removal 
and replacement of damaged contacts is 
simplified. A tool inserted from the front 
of the connector releases the contact lock-
ing fingers and ejects the contact. Meth-
ode Electronics, Inc., Reli-Acon Dept., 
7447 W. Wilson Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Circle 152 on Inquiry Cord 

MEASUREMENT FACILITY 
Combines a 5-dial dc measurement 
facility into 1 portable package. 

The Model 300 Portametric PVB com-
bines the functions of a potentiometric 
voltmeter, a pico-ammeter, a wide-range 
guarded Wheatstone bridge, a 4-terminal 
Kelvin bridge, a resistance comparison 
bridge, a ratiometer and a high-sensitiv-
ity electronic null detector. It provides 
better than 51.‘v dc sensitivity with an 
input impedance of approx. 1 megohm. 
Five voltage ranges are provided with 
full-scale values of 0.5v. with a letv min. 
step to 500v. with a 10mv min. step. 
Accuracy is ±-0.02% of reading. Electro 
Scientific Industries, 13900 N.W. Science 
Park Dr., Portland, Ore. 

Circle 153 on Inquiry Card 

Looking 
for a 

"SPECIAL" 
amplifier? 

CHANCES ARE WE'VE BUILT IT 
Nobody builds more amplifiers, or more types of amplifiers: IF, RF, 

Broadband, High Power, Video, Low Noise, Nuvistor, Transistorized. 

Distributed, VHF, UHF ... you name it. 

It will pay you to check with IFI, headquarters for amplifiers, RF, 

ECM, ECCM, training and automatic checkout systems. 

Ask for latest spec bulletins, or better yet, ' phone our Customer 

Service Engineer: OV 1-7100 (Code 516). 

Li 
INSTRUMENTS 

FOR INDUSTRY 

INSTRUMENTS FOR INDUSTRY, INC. 
101 NEW SOUTH ROAD, 

HICKSVILLE, L.I., N.Y. 
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measure 
true 
rms 
to 
50 
mc 

NEW 

Wideband 

Voltmeter 

MODEL 12, VO 

• 

• 20 cps to 10 megacycles ± 1% 
• 18 cps to 20 megacycles ±3% 
• 15 cps to 50 megacycles ±5% 

• 100 microvolt to 300 volt range 
• crest factor, 6 at full scale 

• crest factor, 60 at tenth scale 
• 1 megohm, 20 pf input impedance 

• ac amplifier output- 100 mv, rms 
• ac amplifier response-6 nsec 
• dc output- 100 millivolts 

Model 121 True rrrs Wideband 
Voltmeter     $870 

Model 1201 Cathode Follower 
Probe   $120 

Send for Engineering Note 
describing the Model 121 

ALSO AVAILABLE 

Model 120 Peak Reading 
Voltmeter-Amplifier   $ 77‘, 

E  I '1" H  1_, E  
I N  'T" IR. U rE S  

12415 Euclid Avenue • Cleveland 6, Ohio 

Circle 52 on Inquiry Card 
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UrC 

R-F CONNECTORS 
Voltage rating is 500v., and the 
voltage drop is 4niv at 1 amp dr. 

These subminiature right-angle chassis 
mounting r-f connectors require a mount-
ing hole only half the size needed for 
other connectors of this type. The unit 
requires a 0.190 in. dia, hole for mount-
ing, as compared with the 0.312 in. dia. 
opening normally used for installing this 
type connector. Matched for use with 5011 
semi-rigid or flexible coaxial cable. Gold 
plated to exceed requirements of a 150 
hr. salt spray test, the units are Teflon 
insulated to withstand — 100°F to 300°F 
temps. Applied Engineering Products Co., 
P. 0. Box 1194, Stamford, Conn. 

Circle 154 on Inquiry Card 

SWEEP MARKER GENERATOR 

Fi z•e ranges: 3..i-Om( 
16-40mc; 32-85mc and 75-216M C. 

G)(DtzeCre0t) 

Model 369 is a sweep and post injec-
tion marker generator. With this unit, 
circuitry response is not affected by mark-
ers and vice versa. Model 369 feeds only 
the required sweep signal to the circuit 
input being aligned or tested. At the out-

put, a demodulator cable picks off the 
signal and feeds it to a mixer stage inside 
the generator where the markers are 
added. This combined signal is fed to 
oscilloscope. This means the circuitry un-
der test is not affected by the marker 
signal and traps in the circuitry will not 
reduce or eliminate the marker. Eico 
Electronic Instrument Co., 33-00 North-
ern Blvd., L. I. City 1, N. Y. 

Circle 155 on Inquiry Card 

SPECIFY'' 
Stromberg-Carlson 
TELEPHONE-TYPE 

RELAYS 

The sound design and lorg, reliable life 
of these Stromberg-Carlson relays have 
been proved by many years of success-
ful use in the exacting field of tele-
communication: 

Type A: general-purpose relay. Up to 20 
Form "A" spring combinations. 

Type B: multi-contact relay. Up to 60 
Form "A" spring combinations. 

Type BB: multi-contact relay. Up to 100 
Form 'A" springs. 

Type C: two relays on one frame; mounts 
in same space as one Type A. 

Type E: general-purpose relay; universal 
mounting; interchangeable with relays of 
other manufacturers. 

All standard spring combinations are 
available in these telephone-quality re-
lays. For complete technical data and 
details on special features, write to In-
dustrial Sales Department. 

SI-MOMS ERG-CARL.SCIN 
• o GENERAL DYNAMICS 
115 CARLSON ROAD • ROCHESTER 3, N. Y 

Circle 53 on Inquiry Card 
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Are You Designing or Building Under Any of These Specs? 

MIL- E- 5400F 
airborne electronic equipment 

MIL- E-8189B 
guided missile electronic equipment 

MIL- E- 16400D 

shipboard electronic equipment 

MIL- P- 11268D 
communication equipment 

MIL-T-21200D 

electronic and fire-control systems test equipment 

If so, these specifications now authorize the use of 
Loctite® Sealant (MIL-S-22473B —Sealing Com-
pounds, Retaining, Single-Component, Anaerobic) for 
staking screws and sealing threads. Insulating var-
nishes are not acceptable for these functions. 

Loctite Sealant prevents loosening from vibration 
and reduces weight by eliminating locknuts and 
lockwashers. 

Write now for catalog and copy of MIL-S-22173B. 

g ernwr 
CORPORATION 

Self-Hardening Resins for Assembling Metal Paris 

187 N. Mountain Rd. Newington, Conn. 06111 

Circle 84 on Inquiry Card 

single 

faced ST. ISOF 

PROTECMI 

PRES-PAK pressure-sensitive adhesive coated board provides a 
simple solution to a thousand problems in production, shipping 
and inter-plant transport. Parts adhere firmly during transport but 
are removed easily for use. Ideal for electronic components, wire-
forms, springs, fragile abrasives, etc. Available in single and double 
faced corrugated and chip board with light, medium and heavy 
adhesive coatings. 

PRES-PAK is available in square panels or die-cut to custom 
shapes and designs. 

Problems are being solved daily with this unique, 
new method. Let us assist you with yours. Send us 
the details for a prompt reply and solution. 

double 
faced 

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED, ALSO! 

PRES-ON PRODUCTS CO. 

Factory Road KI 3-9466 Addison, Ill. 

Circle 99 on Inquiry Card 
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Send for your FREE copy 

of the NEW   

PRECISION 2 GEAR 

CATALOG 

PRECISION 

GEARS 

SPUR GEARS 

ANII.BACKASH GEARS 

SLIP 
GEteRS 

CEAF MOPS 

• A comprehensive listing of the complete me 

of Reeves Precision 2 Instrument Gears, in-

cluding outline dimensions, specifications, and 

pricing informat on. 

• For your free copy of this new catalog, pre-

senting the higiest quality precision gears at 

competitive prices, just fill out and mail this 

coupon -oday. 

FILL IN COUPON . .. ALL LINES PLEASE. ( Please print) 

Name  

Title  

Company  

Address  

Reeves Instrument Company, Garden City, N. Y. 
Division of Dynamics Corporation of America 

Circle 96 on Inquiry Card 
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A TRIP UY 
FOR TWO • 

TO THE 1904 • 9 OF 4 
OLYMPICS i OTHER 
IN TOKYO PRIZES 
Otee WORTH 

$2,000 

WIN ANY OF 
THESE 50 

1 BIG PRIZES 

1st Prize: 
An expense- paid 
two-week vacation 
for two at the 1964 
Olympics in Tokyo, 
Japan including ... a 
round trip by Jet!... 
luxurious twin bed-
room at the Tokyo 
Hilton! . . . Olympic 
tickets for each day, 
including opening 
and closing cere-
monies! ... $450 for 
meals and expenses! 

2nd Prize: 
$500 United States Savings Bond. 

3rd Prize: 
A $300 gift certificate at the 

department store of your choice! 

4th tin" 10th 
Prizes: 

A $100 United States Savings Bond 

for each winner! 

Plus for the top 50 
entries ... a copy of 
the widely-acclaimed 
Motorola Integrated 
Circuit Design 
Course textbook. 



In the 

MOTOROLA PNP/NPN SILICON 
ANNULAR TRANSISTOR 

COMPLEMENTARY CIRCUIT 
DESIGN CONTEST! 

Here's a chance to enter your own transistor circuit design 
and win a luxurious expense-paid trip for two to the 1964 
Olympics in Tokyo, Japan from October 10 through 24. Entries 
must be based upon a circuit design using any of Motorola's 
PNP and NPN silicon annular transistors. 

Circuit design entries may be in any area of application — 
digital (gate, half adder, flip-flop, etc.), amplifier, power sup-
ply, instrumentation, timing circuits, etc. Designs which best 

take advantage of the low leakage, linearity, and broad gain 
range characteristics of Motorola's high-performance annu-
lar-built transistors are especially desired. 

To obtain official entry blank, merely fill out the coupon below 
and mail it to Motorola, or write for an entry form to: Motorola 
Semiconductor Products Inc., Circuit Design Contest, Box 955, 
Phoenix, Arizona 85001. 

HERE ARE THE RULES FOR THE MOTOROLA PNP/NPN TRANSISTOR COMPLEMENTARY CIRCUIT DESIGN CONTEST 
CONTEST RULES: One expense paid trip for two to the Savings Bonds and 50 copies of the Motorola Integrated 
1964 Olympic Games (or $2,500 cash), one $500 U.S. Circuit Design Course textbook will be awarded to win-
Savings Bond, a $300 gift certificate, seven $ 100 U.S. ners under the contest rules. 

1. This competition, where not prohibited by 
local or state law, is open to anyone who re-
sides within the United States of America ex-
cept employees, representatives, or agents of 
Motorola Inc., and its related companies and 
members of their families. 
2. Entries must be based upon a circuit design 
using standard Motorola PNP and NPN silicon 
annular transistors. Circuits using both PNP and 
NPN devices in combination (not exceeding 10 
transistors) will be considered of higher merit. 
3. Each entry submitted must include: 
A. Schematic drawing of circuit 
B. Brief description of purpose and function of 
circuit 
C. The unique features of the circuit 
D. A signed entry blank 
4. Merit•of design will be weighed with respect 
to circuit efficiency, performance, size and 
weight reduction, and the reduction of compo-
nent count made possible by the design. Consid-

eration will also be given to how the circuit 
utilizes the low leakage, linearity, and broad gain 
range characteristics of Motorola annular tran-
sistors. 
5. Judging will also take into account problems 
solved with respect to temperature or power 
supply variations, and elimination of excessively 
tight component tolerance requirements. Above 
all, simplicity and economy of design is preferred. 
6. Circuit design entries may be in all areas of 
application — digital, amplifier, power supply, 
instrumentation, timing circuits, etc. 
7. Joint entries are acceptable under the con-
test rules, however, prize awards will be shared 
jointly by such entries. There will be no limita-
tion on the number of entries any contestant 
may submit. 
8. Awards will also be judged on the following 
points: 
A. Directness of the circuit design. 
Example: The utilization of a minimum number or 

The receipt of a circuit from a contestant does not create or im-
ply a confidential relation between the contestant and Motorola 
Inc. or any of the judges of the contest. The contestant shall re-
tain all patent rights in circuit he submits in this contest, but 

Yours may be the winning 
circuit design — Fill out and 
mail this coupon today for 

official entry blank! 

r* MOTOROLA Semiconductor 

Products Inc. 

BOX 955 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85001 

65E, 

best combination of components to perform a 
circuit function. 
B. The originality of the circuit design — the 
newness of the circuit approach. 
C. Technical feasibility — the ease with which 
the entry can be reduced to practice. 
9. Screening will be performed by Motorola's 
Applications Engineering Department. Final judg-
ing will be performed by leading electronic au-
thorities outside Motorola. The decision of the 
judges will be final. 
10. Winners will be notified by mail prior to 
September 1, 1964. A list of winners may be 
obtained by sending a stamped, self-addressed 
envelope to Motorola Semiconductor Products 
Inc., Box 955, Phoenix, Arizona 85001. 
11. All entries must be postmarked no later 
than July 15, 1964, and in Motorola's hands 
by July 19. Entries should be mailed to Mo-
torola Semiconductor Products Inc., Silicon Cir-
cuit Contest, Box 955, Phoenix, Arizona 85001. 

waives all other rights such as those relating to publication of 
the circuits. Company clearances required for thé submission of 
proprietary circuits submitted by any contestant shall be the re-
sponsibility of the contestant. 

Motorola PNP/NPN Silicon Annular Transistor 
Complementary Circuit Design Contest Entry 

Send me an official Motorola Circuit Design 
Contest Entry Blank 

NAME TITLE  

COMPANY  

DIVISION  

ADDRESS  

CITY STATE ZIP  
61E14 

(I understand that receipt of the entry blank in no way 
L commits me to participate in the circuit design competition.) 



LEAK DETECTION 

CEC's 24-039 Automatic Count-
ing Station now provides a 
new dimension in efficiency 
for users of the Radiflo Leak 
Detector System. The 24-039 
operates virtually unattended, 
yet tests components at ap-
proximately four times the 
speed of manual methods. By 
checking two or three compo-
nents per test, the ACS can 
leak-check 40,000 parts a day— 
more than 10,000,000 a year— at 
a cost of only two mils per part! 

Super counter 

100% testing 
CEC's 24-510A Radiflo Leak 
Detector makes it economically 
feasible to checkout mass-pro-
duced components — such as 
transistors, diodes and relays 
— with 100% reliability. The 
24-510A detects leaks of 
1 x 10-5 to 1x10'1 atm cc/sec, and 
allows checking at rates up to 
2,500 components per hour. 

For full information about 
these two instruments, call 
or write for Bulletins CEC 
24510-X7 and CEC 24039-X2. 

CEC 
Analytical & Control Division 

CONSOLIDATED ELECTRODYNAMICS 
A SUBSIDIARY OF SELL & HOWELL/PASADENA. CALIF. 91109 
INTERNATIONAL SUBSIDIARIES WOKING. SURREY, ENGLAND 

AND FRANKFURT/MAIN, GERMANY 

Circle 57 on Inquiry Card 

iJE :UM 

TERMINAL BLOCKS 

ii,,uuts up to 38 connector terinin-
als/ft. Metal parts are shielded. 

With these terminal blocks, 1-circuit 
and 2-circuit blocks take Y8 in., and 3-
circuit blocks take 1,/4 in. Height is 1-5/16 
in. and width ranges from PA to 1-11/16 
in. for the 2-circuit block. Wire up to #4 

is admitted by single-circuit blocks. The 
other 2 blocks take sizes up to #8 and 
admit 3 # 12 stranded conductors readily. 
The fastening qualities of the mounting 
channel permit blocks to be snapped in 
and out any time without interfering with 
adjoining blocks. Westinghouse Electric 
Corp., Standard Control Div., Beaver, Pa. 

Circle 156 on Inquiry Cord 

DC to DC 
STATIC CONVERTER 
• Any output 5 to 5000 volts 
• 60, 120, and 240 watts standard 
• Small, light-
weight 
and 
regulated 

These tran-
sistorized power 
supplies convert 28 
volts DC to a variety of 
output voltages from 5 to 5000 volts 
DC. Solid state construction pro-
vides a highly reliable compact 
converter for aircraft, missile and 
industrial use. Units are hermetically 
sealed to meet MIL-E-5272C, and 
short circuit protected. 

Prices range from $185 to $375 on 
standard units. 

SMALLEST SIZE-23/4" X 23/4" x 31A" high 
REGULATION — 1/2 % for input 24-30VDC 
DELIVERY— Most units from stock 

Send for cornplete 20-page catalog. 

abbott transistor 

LABORATORIES. INCORPORATED 

3055 Buckingham Rd. • Los Angeles 16 

Direct Dial 213 • REpublic 1-9331 

Circle 58 on Inquiry Card 

develip 
DIGITAL PRINTERS 

higher speed, 
lower cost 

The lowest cost, high-speed 

printer in the world is a 

Franklin Series 1000. It will 

print up to 2,400 lines per 

minute. Models are available 

for less than $2,000. 

Watch Franklin for the next development 

F" Ft A IN I-r LIN 
electronles, In,. 

EAST FOURTH STREET • BRIDGEPORT, PA. 

C;rcle 59 on Inquiry Card 
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MeNin 

FERRITE MATERIAL 
High permeability and 

bric losses increase flexibility. 

Ferramic® 0-5 material has electrical 
characteristics which make it effective 
for high-power, low-loss applications, 
such as adjustable and fixed inductors and 
transformers. Initial permeability is about 
2400 minimum, with a saturation value of 
4700 gauss and a loss factor of approx. 
1.0 x 10 (( i) 100Kc. These values allow 
an increase in operating voltage of induc-

tors and transformers without changing 
core configuration. Input voltage may be 
decreased while maintaining previous coil 
inductance. Indiana General Corp., Elec-
tronics Div./Ferrites, Keasbey, X. J. 

Circle 157 on Inquiry Card 

PC RECEPTACLES 
Units Inue /-' 'si' forged spring con-
tacts. I: i tes welded joints. 

This 1-piece taper leaf spring contact 
has a 0.045 in. sq. wire-wrap terminal. It 
is made of phosphor bronze. The spring-
tempered phosphor bronze has max. re-
tention characteristics and provides con-
sistent performance under severe oper-
ating conditions. The sq. terminal post 
affords the optimum configuration for 
highly reliable electrical connections in 
high-speed wire-wrap production opera-
tions. The uni-constructed contacts are 
available in a selection of standard PC 
connectors. Precision Connectors Div., 
Electronic Fittings Corp., 29 Sugar Hol-
low Rd., Danbury, Conn. 

Circle 158 on Inquiry Card 

SWITCH 
Tu THE 

BEST 

• 20,000 volt peak flashover at 60 cps 

• 40 ampere current carrying capacity 

• Current carrying members 
heavily silver plated 

• Coin silver contact shoes 

MODEL 90 SWITCH 

12101 `011111 t1D11211111 
MARLBORO, NEW JERSEY 
Telephone: HOpkins 2-6100 

• Low loss silicone impregnated 
steatite stators and rotors 

• White glazed steatite spacers 

• Nylon detent wheel 

• Stainless steel detent arm 

• Sleeve bearings 

Circle 60 on Inquiry Card 

INDICATOR LIGHTS for your miniaturization program 
must be of high reliability. To assure this, we offer such 
vital features as: Watertight construction; resistance to 
vibration and corrosion; high-heat plastic, or glass, lenses; 
rugged brass terminals; anti-rotation (locked) construction; 
phenolic insulation of Mil. Spec. grade; 7 lens colors, etc. 

SUB-MINIATURES 

For NEON or INCANDESCENT LAMPS 

/N, The T-2 Neon Lamp is available in two 
types: NE-2D (MS25252) for 105-125 V 
AC-DC; and the High Brightness type 
NE-2.1 (not MS) for 110-125 V AC only. 
In DIALCO units the current-limiting re-

T-2 sistor is built-in (U.S. Pat. No. 2, 421,321). T-1 3'1 
Typical assemblies shown here: No. 137-8836-931 with 
built-in resistor (conforms to MS25237); No. 181-8836-931 
(water-tight) with built-in resistor. 

The T-1 34 Incandescent Lamps are available in voltages 
ranging from 1.3 to 28 V.. Typical assemblies shown 
here: No. 162-8430-931 (conforms to MS25256) .... 
No. 134-3830-375-9 (with rotatable readout lens); and 
No. 174-8430W-131 (water-tight, with dimmer cap). 

Samples on Request- at Once- No Charge 
For complete data. request Catalogs on Sub-Min. Indicator Lights 

Foremost Manufacturer of Pilot tights 

DIALIGH T CORPORATION 
60 Stewart Ave., Brooklyn 37, N.Y. • (212) HYacinth 7-7600 

Units Mount in 15 32" Clearance Hole 

No. 137-8836-931 

No 134-3830-375-9 

No. 162-8430-931 

O f*/ 

No. 181-8836-931 

No. 174-8430W-131 
(Units shown approx. actual size) 
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STANDARD 
AND 

CUSTOM 
ELECTROMAGNETIC 

DELAY 
LINES 

. for your every requirement 

A full range of sizes and de-

lay times allows you to 

select delay lines which 
satisfy your most exacting 
requirements. For more 

sophisticated applications. 
our engineers will custom-
design delay lines to your 

specifications. Fixed or vari-
able, standard or miniature, 
lumped constant or distrib-

uted constant — ESC, the 
world's largest producer of 
electromagnetic delay lines, 
has them all. 

Send for your free 
SHORT FORM CATA-
LOG today! 

Effd 
ELECTRONICS CORP. 

534 BERGEN BOULEVARD 
PALISADES PARK, N. J. 
PHONE WINDSOR 7-0400 

Circle 6o" on Inquiry Card 

UM PM 

PERCENTAGE TIMER 

»Or Ci,1111)1114,11S (Jill J control 

if healers, pumps. ozvirs, de. 

This timer design eliminates engaging 
cams and latches to assure greater ac-
curacy and reliability without snags, 
binds or slowdowns. It is dial adjusted 

for ON time by percentage of total time 
cycle I from 3%. to 97% I, and can he used 
whenever ( )N r OFF control is desired 

as a percentage of the primary fixed total 
cycle time. Available in 12 times cycles 
ranging from 15 sec. to 24 hrs. Zenith 
Electric Co., 148 \V. Walton St., Chicago, 

Circle 159 on Inquiry Card 

For Micro-Miniature Circuits! 

ARE YOU GETTING 
MAXIMUM RESOLUTION . 
On High Resolution Plates 
from Original Art Work 

IF NOT . . . 
YOU NEED THE 
ARISTO TRANS-
LUMINATOR. 

Sizes from 4" x 5" 
to 44" x 44". 
Larger custom 
sizes built to 
specifcation. 

The ARISTO TRANS-LUMINATOR 
may be equipped with either the FYG-54 or 
83642 Lamps. 
Aristo FYG-54—for exposing high resolution plates 
is a narrow band source peaking at 548mu. This 
unit gives greater precision and dimensional sta-
bility in producing microphotographs and is su-
perior to either conventional or improvised sources 
in speed, accuracy, uniformity, coolness, cleanliness 
P, economy. 
Aristo-B-3642—for exposing KPR-KMER peaks at 
365mu and 420mu matching the sensitivity response 
of this material. This new lamp provides faster, 
cooler, cleaner reproductions of printed circuits 
and micro-miniature circuits. It is from 3 to 15 
times faster than conventional sources and consumes 
only a fraction of their power. 

For further information write. 

ARISTO GRID LAMP PRODUCTS INC. 
65 Harbor Rd., Port Washington No., L.I., N.Y. 

Circle 63 on Inquiry Card 

NOW! 
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CHEMICALLY 
ETCHED 

Epoxy/Glass 
Laminates 
Find it hard to believe that 

you can get quality chemically 
etched epoxy/glass laminates 
in production quantities? Not 
hard for us. We've been doing 
it quite a while. But there are 
still some doubters. 

Chem-Aero produces all 
holes, slots and cavity cuts, 
chemically, to any size and 
shape in epoxy/glass lami-
nates. Takes only one manu-
facturing operation. Results 
are clean and burr-free. De-
lamination-free too, because 
there's no mechanical tooling 
Meets exacting tolerances. 

That's what is needed isn't 
it? 

Need proof? Ask us! 

CHEMICAL and 
AEROSPACE 
PRODUCTS 

INC. 
17126 S.Broadway Gardena, California 

Telephone: (213) FA 1-6343 

Circle 64 on Inquiry Card 
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POSITION INDICATOR 

Displays up to 10 independent 

bits of data simultaneously. 

The B-9012 Pixie indicator is a gas-
filled, cold-cathode. indicator tubc. It cob-
tains 10 glow positions or cathodes which 
are located 36° apart and are visible 
through numerical perforations. The 
plate serves as a common anode and func-
tions as an internal h 41 1 be zel w...1 the .11(..-
cated number determined by the position 

of the flow discharge. A 12th electrode 

functions as a keep alive to obtain rapid 
ionization for applications requiring this 
feature. Readable up to 10 ft. in high amb. 
light. Burroughs Corp., Electronic Com-

ponents Div., Plainfield, N. J. 

Circle 201 on Inquiry Card 

STARTING SWITCH 

For single - phase, split phase or 
capacitor motors of 1/6 to 1/3 hp. 

Switch R M 01620 is for 1/6 to 1/5 hp 
and RM 02533 is for to 1/3 hp. These 

units are quickly and easily installed— 
internally, externally or remotely. The 
starting switch is designed to replace the 
conventional centrifugal-type switch. The 
switch starts motors within any standard 
RPM rating, even under the heaviest sta; t-
ing loads. An adjusting screw allows th 
switch to be used on all motors within 

the prescribed hp ratings under all volt-
age conditions. Sorensen Lighted Con-

trols, Inc., 530 Oakwood Ave., W. Hart-

ford, Conn. 

Circle 202 on Inquiry Card 

A WESCON Design 
Award Selection 

8 Poles in a Display Switch? 
500,000 Operations? 

Now you get both of these exclusive features 
in the new Telex Pushbutton Display Switch. 
Standard 8- pole, single-throw, normally open 
contacts provide more control circuits with 
less panel space. Extremely long life-
500,000 operations at 1 amp 30 VDC— 
assured by patented wire bridge design. 
Heat- resistant materials used in construction 

make possible continuous 4- bulb operation. 

For full specifications write for illus-

trated data sheet. 

) TELEX/Acoustic Products 

3054 E ecelslor Blvd.. MInneapolls 16. MInn. 

Circle 65 on Inquiry Card 

THE ONE TIMER 
WITH ALL 

THE FEATURES 

• Portable, Panel or Wall Mounting 

• Scale Divisions from 1/1000 sec. to 1/5 sec. 

• Totalize from .360 sec. to 60 min. 

• Accuracy range from .0002 to .1 sec. 

Since 1932 Standard Electric Time Company has been 
developing and manufacturing units for the precise 

measurement of elapsed time. Accuracy, rugged 
construction and long life are Standard features. 

For full details 
request free 20 
page catalog 
No. 257. 

Scale 
Model Divisions Tolalizes Accuracy 

S-100 1 /5 sec. 6000 sec. ±.1 sec. 
S-60 1/5 sec. 60 min. ±.1 sec. 
SM-60 1/100 min. 60 min. ±.002 min. 
S-10 1/10 sec. 1000 sec. ±.02 sec. 
S-6 1/1000 min. 10 min. ±.0002 min. 
S-1 1/100 sec. 60 sec. ±.01 sec. 
MST- 100 1/1000 sec. 6 sec. ±.001 sec. 
MST-500 1/1000 sec. 30 sec. ±.002 sec. 

THE STANDARD ELECTRIC TIME COMPANY 
89 LOGAN STREET • SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS 
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SUB-MINIATURE 

T NAME 

CAP 

111/11 

THINLINE 
Ce 

MU-CAPS 
olded- citors 

NARROW-CAPS IM-CAPS 
1111Mkaik .060" D. M 

77ae 

MUCON 

Highjapacitance Monolithics 

LEADS and 

CORPORATION 
9 ST. FRANCIS ST., NEWARK, N. J. 07105 

201 — MI 2-1476-7-8 

Circle 67 on Inquiry Card 

Mell 111' ure 
SENSITIVITY RECORDER 
(alibi-arm accuracy ui -± 0.5% full 
scalc on 5004., 1 and 10mr. 

The V.O.M. 7 strip-chart recorder 
combines 500mv full-scale sensitivity and 
accuracy in a compact unit. The sensi-
tivity range makes it ideal for gas chrom-
atography work and many other uses 
where low-level electrical signals are pro-
duced. The recorder directly measures 
and records dc voltage, current, and re-
sistance without external converters. The 
unit has a 5-speed chart transport, built-
in event marker, and 17 different input 
ranges. Bausch & Lomb, Rochester, N. V. 

Circle 198 on Inquiry Card 

It stands 
alone 
Hydrazine-Activated 
Flux* and Core Solder 
offers an exclusive 
combination of 
advantages: 
• High wetting 

properties for 
good " bite." 

• Non-corrosive 
connections. 

• Residues removed 
by heating or 
water rinse. 

• No change on aging. 

No one flux is best for all purposes. TEST 
HYDRAZINE FLUX AND CORE SOL-
DER FOR YOURSELF. The liquid per-
mits pre-fluxing, is useful for soft-soldering 
a wide range of copper and copper-based 
alloys. The core solder flows at an ideal 
rate, leaves a minimum of soldering resi-
dues. Write for samples of either, or tech-
nical literature. 

Available only from Fairmount and its 
sales agents. .U.S. Patent No. 2.612,459 and others 

Fairmount 
CHEMICAL CO., INC. 
136 Liberty St., N. Y. 6, N. Y. 

Circle 68 on Inquiry Card 

STAR 
Instant drafting with symbols and drawing 
details preprinted on tri -acetate sheets 
ready for use. Your own engineering de-
tails can be applied in seconds, rather 
than drawn in hours. 
The STANPAT formula gives permanent 
adhesion without ghosting. Crisp, clean 
reproduction everytime on all types of 
tracing media. Excellent for microfilm 
reproduction . . . non- reflective surface 
receptive to both pencil and ink. 
Write today and find out how STANPAT can 
save you hours of routine drafting time. 
Literature and samples on request, or 
enclose your symbols for quote. 

faithfully serving the engineer 
for over two decades 

STANPAT PRODUCTS INC. 
Whitestone, N.Y. 11357, Dept. C4 

telephone: 212-359-1693 
Circle 69 on Inquiry Card 
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D ure 

DIFFERENTIAL VOLTMETER 
Measures dc within 0.01% with 0.005r» 
stability f r o in 100mv to 500z 

Model 662, a self-contained guarded po-
tentiometer, operates from a 117 or 234v., 
50-60 CPS power source. It has infinite 
input impedance at null over its entire 
range, and offers max. null sensitivity of 
1001.av full scale with 3i.tv resolution. Six-
dial readout gives at least 5-dial resolu-
tion for every voltage setting. It offers 
±-0.0025% repeatability; a reference volt-
age supply stability of ±-0.0025% in-
definitely; a temp. stabilized zener-diode 
reference; and a 25mvdc output. Keithley 
Instruments, Inc., 12415 Euclid Ave., 
Cleveland 6, Ohio. 

Circle 160 on Inquiry Card 

CENTRIFUGAL BLOWERS 
Produce 290CFM of filtered air 
to pressurize electronic rack. 

These blowers provide a compact high-
velocity packaged blower in a minimum 
of panel space. The air is exhausted in 

a vertical position to cool rows of solid-
state component cards. Models 2EB350D 
or 2EB351D bring the air out directly 
under the cards. For general chimney 
effect cooling, Models 2EB350A or 
2EB351A are recommended. These blow-
ers are powered with a permanent split-
capacitor, 115v. 50/60 CPS single-phase 
motor with permanently - lubricated and 
double-shielded ball bearings/Mil-FF-B-
171. McLean Engineering Laboratories, 
P. O. Box 228, Princeton, N. J. 

Circle 161 on Inquiry Card 

N BY I BALLANTINE SENSITIVE DC VOLT/AMMETER 
MODEL 365 

Measures 
1 11,V to 1,000 V dc 
0.001 i4A to 1 A dc 

EXTREMELY WIDE 

VOLTAGE AND 

CURRENT RANGE 

UNMATCHED ACCURACY 

FOR ALL INDICATIONS 

BUILT-IN CALIBRATION 

STANDARD 
Price $650 

Wiens 

8.411ANIINE 1,90.101.1/3.114C 

DC voltages with the extremely wide voltage range of 1 p.V to 1 kV and 
currents from 1 nA to 1 A can now be displayed on an analog indicator 
and measured with unmatched accuracy. The Ballantine Model 365 
Sensitive DC Volt/Ammeter, with a single logarithmic scale and range 
selector, will measure voltages above 1 mV with a constant accuracy of 
1% of indication. Currents above 0.1 /IA are measured with an accuracy 
of 2% of indication. 
The accuracy of the Model 365 is supported by a high order of stability 
gained by both ac and dc feedback techniques and conservative operation 
of all components. For further assurance of accuracy, a simple and reliable 
internal standard is available to check calibration accuracy and panel con-
trols can correct the calibration, if necessary, in seconds. 
Signal-ground isolation allows floating measurements to 500 volts above 
panel ground, and ac rejection is provided to reduce the effects of com-
mon-mode signals. 
The new 365 is available in both portable and rack versions. 

PARTIAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Voltage   1 ,µV — 1 kV Current   1 nA — 1 A 

Accuracy .... 1% of indication above 1 mV Accuracy ..... 2% of indication above 0.1 ILA 

Impedance   1 MD above 1 µV; Impedance   < 10 k0 above 1 nA; 
5 MD above 0.1 mV; 10 MD above 0.1 V < 100 0 above 10 /.4,A; < 1 0 above 10 mA 

Impedance Between Signal and Panel Grounds: R > 100 Mg C 0.1 pf, 500 V Peak Max 
Usable as DC Amplifier: 100 db max gain, 0.1 to 1 V output for each decade input range 

Write for brochures giving many more details 

— Since 1932 _ 
dàr BALLANTINE LABORATORIES I NC. 

Boonton, New Jersey 

CHECK WITH BALLANTINE FIRST FOR LABORATORY VACUUM TUBE VOLTMETERS, REGARDLESS OF YOUR REQUIREMENTS FOR AMPLITUDE, 

FREQUENCY, OR WAVEFORM. WE HAVE A LARGE LINE, WITH ADDITIONS EACH YEAR. ALSO AC/DC LINEAR CONVERTERS, CALIBRATORS, 

WIDE BAND AMPLIFIERS, DIRECT-READING CAPACITANCE METERS, AND A LINE OF LABORATORY VOLTAGE STANDARDS 0 TO 1,000 MC. 
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YOUR BEST SOURCE IS CENTRALAB 

The industry's broadest range of sizes and materials, as well as custom-

design switches for specialized applications—military, industrial and 
commercial. 

For Immediate Delivery, over 250 Centralab switches are available 

from Centralab Industrial Distributors, in quantity, at factory prices. 

Write for our 48 page switch design handbook and catalog. 

THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GLOBE-UNION INC. 

P.O. Box 591, Dept. 380 . Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

In Canada: Centralab Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 400, Max, Ont. 

SERVO REDUCER 

For positioning servos, automation 
actuators, and machine-tool drives. 

Model HDUS-18 is a size 18 mechani-
cal drive weighing 15 oz. It is capable 
of high-positioning accuracy and resolu-
tion at the 2000 in.-oz. operating torque 
level. It is designed for a simple modular 
attachment of electric motor or other 
prime mover. Stall torques of 4000 in.-oz., 
and momentary impact torques of 12,000 
in.-oz. can be withstood. Standard gear 
reduction ratio is 104:1, and input and 

output may be interchanged for speed or 
inertia multiplication applications. Unit 
meets Mil environmental specs. United 

Shoe Machinery Corp., Beverly, Mass. 
Circle 166 on Inquiry Cord 

Circle 73 on Inquiry Card 

POWER TRANSFORMERS 

Primaries: 28v. 380-1xc; second-
aries: 6.3 to 28v., 20ma - 60ma. 

The DO-T400 series of 400 cycle power 
transformers are metal encased, hermeti-
cally sealed, and guaranteed to Mil-T-
27B, Mil Type TF4RX03YY. They pro-
vide max. reliability with small size and 
weight. Designed for transistor or fila - 
ment use, they are ideally suited to 
ground or airborne applications. They are 
both solderable and weldable. Isolation 
transformers are electrostatically shielded. 
Sizè: 5/16 in. dia. x 13/32 in. height; 
weight: 1/10 oz. United Transformer 
Corp., 150 Varick St., New York 13, 
N. Y. 

Circle 167 on Inquiry Card 

EDGE CONNECTORS 

For use with double-sided 0.062 
in. printed - circuit boards. 

The Twin-Con edge connectors have 
crimp-on, snap-in pins. Units meet the 
requirements of military and aerospace 
uses. They combine the reliability of per-
manently assembled bifurcated contacts 
with the convenience and versatility of a 
crimp-on, snap-in connector. The lead 
wire side is designed for crimp-on, snap-
in removable wire pins inserted into twin-
barrel contact receptacles. This permits 2 
wires/contact and 4 wires/connector po-
sition. It meets Mil-C-21097, latest re-
vision. Cinch Mfg. Co., 1026 S. Homan 

Ave., Chicago, Ill. 

Circle 168 on Inquiry Card 
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RESISTANCE LIMIT BRIDGE 

Performs 36,000 G() VO-GO tests/hr. 
Tolerance adjustable from 0 to ±-30%. 

Model 100 is a fully automatic precision 
resistance limit bridge. It provides test 
conditions in conformance with Mil-Specs. 
requirements for carbon composition, lihn 
and wire-wound resistors. It tests over 
a resistance range from Hi to 100meg-
ohms with resolutions as low as OAS?. 
Excitation voltage is contintu)usly vari-
able from (1 to 100vdc. Boonton Electron-
ics Corp., Parsippany, N. J. 

Circle 169 on Inquiry Card 

P[ra ULM 

DIGITAL VOLTMETER 

Provides both freq. and de volt-
age measurements in one instrument. 

The 4 models of Series 990 of digital 
voltmeters make loll use of electronic 
techniques and dispense with electrome-

chanical switching. Measurement ranges 
extend from 0 to 750vdc and from 2 urs. 
to I MC for freq. measurements. Provi-

sions are also included for directly driv-
ing a digital printer. Electro Instru-
ments, Inc.. Will Balboa Ave., San Diego 
12, Calif. 

Circle 170 on Inquiry Card 

RESISTORS 

Temp. coefficient pre c i si o n wire-
wound units. Tolerance: 0.003 to 1%. 

These resistors provide any required 
temp. coefficient from — 10 ppm to + 6000 
ppm/°C. Typical uses include : zener-diode 
compensators; temp. network feedback 
loops; temp. monitoring- and related sys-
tems; thermal relays and stabilization of 
LC oscillators. They may also be used for 
compensation of negative T.C. capacitors 
in RC networks. Kelvin Sales Co., 5919 

Noble Ave., Van Nuy Calif. 

Circle 171 on Inquiry Card 

YOUR BEST SOURCE IS CENTRALAB 
Centralab provides the industry's most complete line of ceramic 
capacitors ... disc, tubular, plate, trimmer, transmitting, feed thru, 
temperature stable, temperature compensating and custom designed 
units ... both low and high voltage, for commercial and military 
applications. 

For Immediate Delivery, over 900 part numbers are available from 
Centralab Industrial Distributors, in quantity, at factory prices. 

Write for engineering catalogs describing over 65 standard lines. 

THE ELECTRONICS DIVISION OF GLOBE-UNION INC• 

P.O. Box 531, Dept. 38D • Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53201 

In Canada: Centralab Canada Ltd., P.O. Box 400, Ajax, Ont. 
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TN R Series 

DISPLAY PUNCTUAPUN LITE DPL Seres. ceo-
vides decirnal point, color or degree symbol. Uses 
neon or incandescent lamps and measures 5/16' 
wide. Fully compatible with TEC-LITE TNR Series 
Readouts. 

2 VOLT BINARY 
CODED INPUT 

SIGNAL 
CONTROLS 
DIGITAL 
READOUT 

Specify this complete readout and simplify your digital display problems. Decimal 
and coded input signals, as small as 2 volts, control the digital display tube's ele-
ments through self-contained circuitry. Supply voltage of 180VDC is confined to 
the readout and panel area— kept out of sensitive logic areas. 

Typical signal voltage: ON, —5 to + 15: OFF, —4 to —6 volts. Other signals cataloged 
or available on special order. Less than lma signal current consumed. All tube 
elements may be turned off when no indication is required. Conservatively rated 
components and ultra-long life neon display tube give reliable performance for 
hundreds of thousands of hours. 

Options include octal readout and memory. Compact unit mounts on 1- inch 
centers and all circuitry is completely enclosed. Decimal point, degree symbol or 
colon is available in DPL Series shown above. 
TEC Reps have complete specifications or write directly. 

• TNR-10 Series designed for decimal input; TNR-30 Series for 8-wire or 4-wire 
1. 2, 4, 8, coded input. Other input codes such as 1, 2, 4, 2; 1, 2, 2, 4; XS-3; 
Gray (cyclic); XS-3 Gray, etc., can be accommodated on special order. 

• Converter supplies for 24 or 28VDC source available. 

• Size: 1" wide x Pe high x 21/2 " long* 
'TNR-10 Series 

• Decimal to decimal as low as $45.25* 
B.C.D. to Digital as low as $48.05* 
'with bezel, glass, polaroid filter & display tube in 10-29 quantities. 

Originator of 

Transistorized 

Indicating Devices 
INDICATING DEVICES 

Transistor Electronics Corporation 
Box 6191 Minneapolis 24, Minnesota Pnone (612) 941-1100 

.3ma CONTROLS 
INCANDESCENT 
INDICATORS le' 4 1 'e',' ;7,•  

TIL Series controls re-
placeable incandescent 
lamp witn small current 
signal. TIB Series adds 
isolated SPST switch. 

3VDC SUPPLY 
LIGHTS NEON 
INDICATOR 

ti 

MIL Series controls 
neon lamp with small 
voltage signal. TBL 
Series combines same 
functions with isolated 
SPST switch. 

LVN Series amplifies low 
voltage supply to fire 
neon. Can also be con-
trolled by small signals. 

2,uSEC PULSE TURNS ON 
INCANDESCENT 
INDICATOR 

TML Series with replace-
able incandescent lamp 
turns ON with small sig-
nal, remains ON when 
signal is removed. 

2 VOLTS 
CONTROL NEON 
INDICATOR 

TEC-LITE Transistorized Indicators are protected by one or more of the following patents: U.S. Pat. Nos. 2,985,874; 
3,041,499. French Pat. No. 1,291,911, Italian Pat. No. 647,414. Belgian Pat. No. 604.246. 

lrEEPP0U1r0 

REFLECTOR ANTENNAS 

Four-ft. parabolic antennas for 

470-890mc. Fealure 17db gain. 

' 

aril:4mm 

Series D- 1338T-72 uses a type F 7512 

coaxial output. Operating freq. front 470 
to 890Ntc. Type D-1338T-300 uses 30012 
air dielectric terminals. It operates at 
translator freqs. front 800-890mc. These 
antennas are high-gain, highly-directional 
units designed for fringe and super-fringe 
reception of UHF stations. Min. gain is 

17db over a tuned reference dipole; f ront-
to-back ratio is 20db min. The 7512 ver-
sion uses a slot-fed dipole and reflector; 
the 30012 type uses a folded dipole feed 
with a multiple bar reflector. Taco, Sher-
burne, N. Y. 

Circle 162 on Inquiry Card 

VARIABLE RESISTOR 
.1;,,,i/abre in bushing or printed-
circuit mounted construction. 

This 3/4; in. dia. transistor size variable 
resistor can be furnished in bushing 
mounting ( Type 660) at no sacrifice in 
size, and in PC mounted construction 
(Type 660 l'C). It uses a cermet ele-
ment. Features include near infinite reso-
lution; exceptional stability and reliabil-
ity under extreme temps, and severe 
environmental conditions; high overload 
capacity; fully sealed construction; re-
sistance range from 10012 to 500K9 and 

power rating of Vov. @ 125°C, derated 
to no load pi. 175°C. Series 660 meets 
or exceeds Mil-R-94B. CTS of Berne, 
Inc., Berne, Ind. 

Circle 163 on Inquiry Card 

• 
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iJ MI 0 Li UFO 

WIDE CHART RECORDER 

Has 100mm chart Iceidth, 4 push-
button- selected chart speeds. 

Model 7701A single-channel, direct-
writing recorder provides increased trace 
resolution. Plug-in signal conditioning 
capabilities for dc low-level carrier, ac 
transducer and other signal inputs are 
given. Four recording speeds from 0.5-
mm/sec. to 50mm/sec. are available. Full-
scale freq. response is dc to 300 CPS with-
in 3db; linearity better than -17%2% of 
full scale. Sensitivity ( with high-gain 
preamp) is lizvichart division. Sanborn 
Co., 175 Wyman St., \ althain 54, Mass. 

Circle 164 on Inquiry Card 

IMPULSE SUMMATOR 
Receives and stores input 
pulses and summarizes them. 

The SC58 summator receives and stoles 
input signals originating from several 
different sources. It then scans the stor-
age device and summarizes the impulss 
on a single counter. A scanning oscillator 
periodically explores these memories and 
discharges them. Input signals may 1).t. 
generated by photo-cell systems, electrical 
impulses or electro-mechanical contacts. 
Output is to high-speed electronic coun-
ter or, with amplification, to an electro-
magnetic counter. It may be specified for 
any number of plug-in circuits from 2 to 
8. Landis & Gyr, Inc., 45 W. 45th St., 
New York 36, N. Y. 

Circle 165 on Inquiry Card 

Gertsch CRB bridges 
measure both in- phase 

and quadrature voltage ratios 
with high accuracy 

Complex Ratio Bridges are ideal for precision voltage and phase 
comparisons between signal and reference vectors. Instruments 
are designed for testing transformers, tach-generators, rate 
gyros, all types of transducers, AC amplifiers, AC networks, and 
AC systems. All CRB instruments feature self-contained, phase-
sensitive null indicators. 

Model CRB-8 — a new broad-band bridge providing continuous 
frequency coverage from 350-5100 cps—with no plug-ins. Instru-
ment measures angles as small as .001°, and is accurate to .001% 
(lOppm). 6-digit readouts are provided for both in-phase and 
quadrature ratios. Loading on the device under test is virtually 
eliminated by extremely high signal input impedance — better 
than 20,000 megohms at null. 

A wide variety of CRB instruments is available in both cabinet and 
rack mounted designs. Compact all-transistorized units feature 
accuracies to .005%. A militarized model is certified per 
MIL-T-21200 . . . meets stringent environmental requirements. 
Gertsch also manufactures an automatic complex ratio bridge 
which displays both in-phase and quadrature ratios on 5-place 
Nixie readouts. 

Write for complete literature on the CRB line. 

Aitsd 
GERTSCH PRODUCTS, INC. 

3211 S. La Cienega Blvd., Los Angeles 16, Calif. • UPton 0-2761 • VErmont 9-2201 
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ELECTRONICS 
AUTO ai 

INTERNATIONAL 

EXHIBITION 
OLYMPIA LONDON ENGLAND 25-30 MAY 1964 

The fifth International I E A Exhibition opens on Monday 25th 

May, occupying all the halls of Olympia. Nearly 700 British and 

foreign manufacturers of electronic equipment, scientific instru-

ments and industrial controls are showing their newest products 

and developments in the 1964 I E A—the largest exhibition of 

its kind in the world. 

Plan your visit to London and the lEA NOW! 

For your Official Invitation Card and further details contact 

co) INDUSTRIAL EXHIBITIONS LTD 9 ARGYLL STREET LONDON W I ENGLAND 

LENS DESIGN TIME has been cut 
from months to days, and soon hours, 
thanks to computers. Optical designs 
are being produced through EDP with 

quality that exceeds those computed 
by head and pencil. Donald P. Feder, 
optical designer with Eastman Kodak 

Company, said that there are now com-
puter programs with thousands of ma-

chine commands that can handle 75% 
of design process without any bother 
from the lens designer. 

RADAR has determined the mean dis-
tance to the sun to better than one 
part in a million. This is 2,000 times 

more accurate than optical measure. 
Future radar systems may have ac-
curacies 100 times greater than this. 

A RUGGEDIZED, SOLID-STATE 
oscilloscope survived a shattering 
plane crash. The scope, a Tektronix 

647, had been in a compact car stowed 
aboard for a flight to England. The 
plane crashed at takeoff from Guernsey, 
Channel Islands. The car trunk, with 
the scope, was ripped off and the roof 
crushed in, as the plane smashed 
through a runway fence. It skidded 
through two fields. The instrument 
was intact. Tektronix Engineer John 
Thompson, aboard but unhurt, said all 
circuits worked perfectly. 

AN UP-ENDED LASER may have 
many potential uses. University of 

Michigan engineers say the laser is 
more stable. Up-ending reduces strain 
and eliminates the slight curve along 

its length from gravity. Its continu-
ous beam can detect movement by as 
little as a single wave-length of the 

light, about one-thousandths of a milli-
meter. It is being considered for use 
in underground nuclear tests. 

FOR SALES ENGINEERS working 
15 cities. using shortest routes and 
taking least amount of time, then 
returning to starting city, there are 
about 1,307,674,368,000 possible routes. 
IBM mathematicians, seeking solu-
tions to classic problems. have come 

up with a computer program for com-
plex scheduling jobs. Called "Travel-
ing Salesman Program," it can give 
cost-saving data on routing cable, pip-
ing or electrical wiring. It can sched-

ule printing of a regional edition of 
a national publication. By the way— 
for 20 cities, there are 2,432,902,008,-
176.640,000 possible routes. 
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TRANSISTORS... IN (low-profile) PACKAGE 

for CONSERVATION OF SPACE 
... Motorola's Multiple Device Line 

Using high-voltage PNP silicon transistors made by 
the revolutionary new annular° process, Motorola now 
offers virtually any combination of high-speed, high-
voltage PNP as well as NPN transistors — in either the 
low-current, small geometry or the popular higher-
current STAR t transistor configuration ... in the new 
low-profile TO-5 package! 

Silicon PNP or NPN Dual Transistors 
Dual Transistors for high-speed and ultra-

high-speed switching circuits, and DC to UHF 
amplifier applications. 
PNP: Types MD982 (similar to 2N2904), MD984 

(small geometry), MD990 (similar to 2N1132) 
NPN: Types MD981 (similar to 2N2218), MD1126 

(similar to 2N708), MD1127 (similar to 2N914), 
MD1128 (similar to 2N834) 

Silicon PNP or NPN Darlington Amplifiers 

Motorola's capability in the area of Darlington 
amplifiers is virtually unlimited. Due to the variety of 
applications, these devices are supplied as "specials" to 
customer requirements. Also available in the 
TO-18 package. 

Silicon PNP or NPN Differential Amplifiers 
Dual transistors matched for differential amplifier 

and other applications. 

• Beta specified at up to four current levels 
• Current gain matched as close as 10% at up to two 

current levels 
• A (VBEI — VBE2) = 10 PV/°C 
• VBE1 VBE2 as low as 5 mVdc 

PNP: types MD1123, MD1124, MD1125 
NPN: types MD1120, MD1121, MD1122 

Silicon PNP / NPN Complementary Pairs 

Dual transistors for high-speed switching circuits 
and DC to UHF amplifier applications. Available with 
PNP and NPN STAR transistors ( MD985), or PNP 
and NPN low-current, small-geometry transistors 
(MD986). Beta specified at up to four current levels 
with extreme care given to assure reasonable matching. 

"Patents Pending — The annular process provides true silicon 
oxide surface passivation and eliminates uncontrolled "channel-
ing" and leakage to the edges of the transistor die. 

}Trademark of Motorola Inc. 

Standard types of multiple devices immediately available from your local 

Motorola semiconductor distributor. Dual transistors in almost unlimited variety 
available from your nearest Motoro,a representative. For additional information, 

write to: Department TIC- 144E14, Box 955, Phoenix, Arizona 85001 

(v8) MOTOROLA Serniconciuctor Products Inc. 
A SUBSID•ARY OF MOTOROLA INC. 

140E19 
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ADVANCED TIME CODE GENERATORS FOR 

YOUR TIMING SYSTEMS APPLICATIONS 

Astrodata's advanced time code generators 
give you state-of-the-art design for a wide 
range of timing requirements. 

You can select the basic generator most 
suited to your system. When desired, standard 
circuit cards can be installed for special 

requirements or for updating your present 
system. 

All presently used codes can be furnished, 
or special codes can be devised to provide 
the timing most compatible with your 
instrumentation data. 

bi 
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Model 6190 provides up to 10 dc shift and carrier modulated 
codes simultaneously...drift rate less than 5 parts in 109 per 
day.., more than 30 options available...code matrix cards 
easily replaced to meet changing requirements. 

Model 6120 provides up to 8 serial time codes simultaneously 
... standard pulse rates ... decimal display .... stability to 5 
parts in 109 per day... front access to circuit cards. 

Model 6140 provides up to 3 specified code formats simulta-
neously...drift rate less than 1 part in 109 per day...standard 
pulse rates...decimal display. 

Model 6100 provides up to 3 specified code formats simulta-

neously...drift rate less than 1 part in 109 per day...standard 
pulse rates...binary-coded display. 

Write for your copy of the 20-
page brochure "Capabilities and 
Experience of Astrodata in Timing 
Instrumentation and Systems." 

.IXAS 3Et. C) _Lell'rX•A X 1%7" - 

240 East Palais Road • Anaheim, California 
Phone (714) 772-1000 • TWX 714-776-3760 
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INDUSTRIES 

WHY COMPONENTS FAIL 

31/ 

This servo- controlled testing machine determines when 
and why a product fails. The machine, Model TM6, helps 
study practically any material. It tests for strain, fatigue, 
hysteresis, etc. The unit is a product of MB Electronics. 

The National Reference Group of standard cells main-
tained by the N BS serves as the physical standard for the 

volt in the U. S. The emf of cells within the group have 
varied less than 7 ppm in 50 years. These cells provide the 

basis on which the Bureau determines emfs of other cells 
to be used as standards. 

Mil. Standard 826 entitled, " Electromagnetic Interference 

Test Requirements and Test Methods" establishes test 
methods for testing equipment, systems and sub-systems t: 0 
determine their electromagnetic interference and suscepti-
bility characteristics. It gives instrumentation and test 
circuits to be used. 

A device using h-f sound waves has been developed by 
Aeroprojects, Inc. to determine the position of a steam-

water layer in a boiling water reactor. The device, except 
for a probe, is located outside the reactor. At the end of 
the probe a sensitive vibrating plate interacts with the 

steam-water layer and transmits data on layer density to 
an external receiver. 

X-ray examinations of small electronic components are 
made by direct TV display at Bendix, Kansas City Div. 
Using the system's very-high resolution TV camera, the 
x-ray image of an object 3/3 X I/2 in. is viewed with 30x 
magnification on a 21 in. TV screen. 

NASA and the DOD have agreed that the instrumentation 
ships needed to support the programs of both agencies 
will be in a pool and operated by the DOD. There are now 
17 instrumentation ships. By the end of 1967 the pool will 
total 20 ships-12 equipped for telemetry and 8 for tele-
metry data acquisition. 

8,71ec-: 

A device that measures rpm without connection to rotating 
parts has been developed by Waters Mfg., Inc., Wayland, 
Mass. The tachometer, Model 338, is portable and comes 
complete with a photoelectric source and pickup. 

An automatic Gimbal actuation checkout console for the 
Apollo service module rocket engine has been developed 
by Interstate Electronics Corp. The system gathers data 
from hundreds of operational conditions. Since the data is 
gathered faster than printout devices can handle, the equip-
ment has data-storage elements. These elements receive 
data and read it out slowly after tests are completed. 

SKIN TEST 
A proximity measurement device, developed by Westinghouse's Aero-
space Div., detects surface movement of Echo/A-12 during static 
inflation tests. Sensor is actuated by the presence of metallic surface 
near the end of a retractable probe. The device detects the laminated 
skin without touching it. 
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Tunnel diodes can be damaged during sol-
dering or from accidental surges in the 
design lab. These possibilities make it 
necessary to have a simple, accurate 
method of testing the diodes. Complete 
details for a test adapter that can be 
used with a standard scope are given. 

IN MANY TUNNEL DIODE APPLICATIONS, circuit de-
signers should have some simple instrument for ac-

curate and quick measurement of tunnel diode param-

eters. Such an instrument is invaluable for rechecking 

tunnel diodes which have been subjected to voltage 

surges or excessive soldering heat. Also, because 

some commercial tunnel diodes have tolerances as 

high as ±-1070 on peak current and ±-20% on peak 

voltage, measurement is sometimes necessary for 

determination of actual static parameters. This arti-

cle describes a simple and inexpensive adapter which 

converts most oscilloscopes into curve tracers. 

The most elementary method of measuring tunnel 

diode static parameters ( I„, Vi,, Iv, Vv, VF, and VR) 
is to use a dc voltmeter and ammeter, and plot a 

point-by-point graph of the tunnel diode characteris-

tic. This is difficult and time consuming. Also, dc 

measurement of peak current requires careful circuit 

design to prevent the diode from switching because 

of random transients when the diode is dc biased at 
the peak point. 

A much simpler and quicker method for the meas-

urement of tunnel diode parameters is to use a com-

mercial curve tracer to display the characteristic 
curve. By this method, all static parameters, as well 

as many intermediate points, can be read at a glance. 

If a commercial curve tracer is not available, a stand-
ard lab scope ( Tektronix 535, 545; HP 130B; etc.) 

can easily be converted into a curve tracer with the 
adapter shown in Fig. 1. The only requirements for 

SCOPE ADAPTER 
FOR TUNNEL DIODE 
MEASUREMENTS 

the oscilloscope are that it have external horizontal 
and vertical inputs, and a horizontal sensitivity of at 

least Iv. full scale. The vertical sensitivity is not 

critical because the current-sampling resistor in the 

adapter can be selected for adequate vertical deflec-

tion. The adapter is designed to operate from 117vac. 

The adapter operates as follows: As the variable 
transformer is moved from zero to full voltage, the 

output of the filament transformer rises from 0 to 

4.5v. peak on each side of the center tap (6.3 ±, 2 x 

1.414 = 4.5). This output is then applied to a full-

wave rectifier. The rectified sine wave is applied to 

the tunnel diode and a current sampling resistor. By 
monitoring the voltage across the tunnel diode and 

the current through the diode, a voltage-current char-

acteristic can be shown on the oscilloscope, similar 
to that in Fig. 2. 

As shown in Fig. 2, the portion of the tunnel diode 
characteristic between the peak and valley points is 

not displayed. But, all static parameters can still be 

measured despite the lack of a trace in the negative 

resistance region. Obtaining a stable trace through 
the negative resistance region requires slightly more 

complicated circuitry and careful design to minimize 
certain lead lengths.' • 2 Such circuits also require 

greater scope vertical sensitivity than the adapter 

described here needs. 

The parts values given for Fig. 1 are not critical. 

Almost any variable transformer (or potentiometer) 

and filament transformer having adequate voltage 

and current ratings can be used ( 5v. or 12.6v. fila-

Fig. 1: Schematic shows the circuitry 
for a diode curve tracer that can be 
used with a standard oscilloscope. 
Parts list appears at the end of article. 

By FREDERICK M. CARLSON 
Radio Corp. of America 
Electronic Components & Devices 
Somerville, N. J. 
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nient transformers are satisfactory). Secondary cur-

rent rating should be at least 0.1a. Although silicon 

rectifiers are specified to minimize reverse leakage, 

germanium diodes would do. Excessive reverse leak-

age results in the scope display going negative at the 

origin. Even a burned out transistor can be used as a 

rectifier, provided that one of the two p-n junctions 

is still good, and it has adequate current-carrying 

capacity. The current requirements are determined 

by the maximum peak current of the tunnel diodes to 

be measured. 

Resistors R1 and R2 are determined by the vertical 

4nsitivity of the oscilloscope available, the number 

of graticule divisions, and the peak current of the 

diodes to be tested. For example, assume that the 

vertical sensitivity is set at 0.1v. per division. A Tek-

tronix 545 oscilloscope has four vertical divisions on 

the graticule. If the diodes to be tested have peak 

currents of 1 ma. or 10ma., then R1 and R. must be 

400 and 40 respectively for full scale deflection. Other 

vertical sensitivities may be obtained by using a 

multi-position wafer switch in place of the toggle 

switch, and by the addition of more current sampling 

resistors, or by variation of the vertical sensitivity 

of the scope. The dissipation rating of the precision 

current sampling resistors must not be exceeded be-

cause the calibration of the entire adapter depends 

solely on these resistors ( if negligible lead and con-

tact resistances are assumed). The oscilloscope, of 

course, must be calibrated before the adapter is con-

nected. 

Fig. 2: Static voltage- current characteristic curve of a 
tunnel diode as it appears on a scope using an adapter. 

The basic circuit in Fig. 1 can be used for tunnel 

diodes having peak currents of about 100 to 200 

amperes (e.g., RCA types 40,070, 40,079), provided 

very heavy duty components were used. Some minor 
wiring changes would also be needed to minimize 

lead and contact resistances. Such unwanted resist-

ances can cause appreciable errors in curve tracers 
for high current tunnel diodes2. 

I. A. M. Goodman, "A Test Set for Displaying the V.] Char-
acteristic of a tunnel Diode," Review .of Scientific Instruments, 
March, 1960. 

2. "Measurement Circuits," RCA Tunnel Diode Manual, May, 
1963. 

Adapter Parts List 

Ti = Variable transformer (Superior No. 10B)* 
T2 = Filament transformer, 117v. pri., 6.3v. sec., CT 

(Stancor P64(5) 
DI = D2 = Silicon rectifiers, RCA type 1N3754 
R1 = 400 ohms ± 1% ( see text) 
R2 = 40 ohms ± 1% (see text) 
Si = SPDT toggle switch 

"The variable transformer could be replaced with resistive voltage 
divider placed on the secondary side of filament transformer. Observe 
power ratings on resistors and transformer. 

A TRANSIENT DETECTOR 

CHARLES K. ADAMS 

McDonnell Aircraft Co. 

St. Louis 66, Mo. 

Transients are a bug-a-boo of test engineers. They 

can cause strange things to happen to a system. 

Here is a transient detector capable of detecting a 

change from the preset voltage of as little as 200 

mv., and very short duration. The circuit is a differ-

ential amplifier which feeds a transistor switch and a 

SCR. The input voltage is applied through a voltage 

divider and then compared against a zener diode. Any 

difference is amplified and the change is shown across 

the collectors of Q1 and Q2. One collector will swing 

positive while the other collector swings negative. The 

base of Q3 is tied to either point A or B, depending 

if an overvoltage or undervoltage is being detected. 

The circuit can be used for voltages from 6 to 12 

volts. To increase the voltage range, use a larger 

potentiometer at R; or insert a resistor between the 

pot and the input terminal. 

The sensitivity can be increased by using a high gain 

transistor such as a 2N1193 for Q. 
A separate battery is used for die bulk because the 

current drain of the bulb is quite high, and the bat-

tery that supplies the transistors should have mini-

mum load. There are several husky 6 volt batteries 
that can be used for this. 

The bulb is placed in a push to test socket, with 

the NC contacts wired into the circuit. Then, to reset 

the unit, just push the lamp socket. 
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A combination of available calibration 

services and modern equipment have made 

possible microwave power measurements 

with accuracies within 11/2% under favor-

able conditions, and around 3% in worst 

cases. These services, equipment and 

the methods used are discussed here. 

MANY OF THE CONSIDERATIONS which appear here 

apply to all microwave power measurements, re-

gardless of measurement instrumentation. But, mod-

ern temperature-compensated bolometric type power 

meters are available to most engineers, and they are 
accurate. So the specifics here will deal with this 

type of power meter. 

A single-bridge microwave power meter with a 

single thermistor in the bolometer mount has a dis-

advantage. It cannot distinguish between changes in 

microwave power and changes in temperature en-

vironment. The modern temperature-compensated 

meter uses two self-balancing bridges and two 

thermistors to separate these effects. Ambient tem-

perature effects become common-mode while micro-

wave power dissipation becomes a differential mode 

signal. This greatly reduces drift caused by thermal 

changes. Use of feedback results in an instrument 

that is accurate and reliable. 

Mismatch Loss 

Maximum power is delivered to a load only when 

the load impedance presents a conjugate match to 

the generator impedance. A special case of this is 

when the generator and load both have the same im-

pedance as the transmission line. When the match 

is not conjugate, maximum power will not be de-

livered to the load. But there is also an ambiguity 

as to how much power is being delivered because 

of the phasing of the load and generator impedances. 

Charts and nomographs are available which give the 

limits of these mismatch losses 1. 2. A tuner may be 

used to achieve a match; but, it will introduce loss. 

As an example, assume that generator reflection 

coefficient ( p) is zero, and that the thermistor mount 

has a p of 0.20 ( which is equal to a standing-wave 

ratio of 1.5). A mismatch loss of (0.20) 2 will result. 
In other words, 4% of the incident power is re-

flected by the mount. This means that a mount 

with SWR of 1.5 will cause a reading which 

is 4% low. Similiarly, and again assuming 

that generator p is zero, a mount with a p of 0.10 

MAKING ACCURATE 

MICROWAVE POWER 

MEASUREMENTS 

(SWR = 1.22) will cause 1% of the power to be 

reflected. Thus, a power meter connected to this 
mount will read 1% low. It is thus apparent that 

to achieve SWR extraordinary effort is justified in 

the design and construction of the mount. The user, 

too, will be justified in spending the time and effort 

needed to verify accurately the SWR of the indi-

vidual mounts in his instrumentation. Fig. 1 shows 

what is being achieved in a modern coaxial mount. 

Note that over most of the instrument range the 

SWR is less than 1.2; and, indeed, over a very large 

range it is less than 1.1. Also, only at the high and 

low frequency ends of the band will much deviation 

be found from this typical curve. This all means 

that it will often be unnecessary to consider the use 

of a tuner with this thermistor mount. 

Typical SWR of a waveguide thermistor mount 

is shown in Fig. 2. Deviation from this typical curve 

by individual mounts may be large, although in all 

cases performance well under the specified maxi-

mum can be expected. Since the exact value of mount 

SWR is likely to be important in determining the 

accuracy of the power measurement, SWR of the 
specific mount should be measured. 

R-F Losses 

R-f losses represent power that enters the thermis-

tor mount but is not dissipated in the thermistors. 

These may be losses in the walls of a waveguide 

mount or the center conductor of a coaxial mount. 
They may be losses in the dielectric or losses in poor 

connections within the mount, radiation, etc. Obvi-

ously a power meter can be sensitive only to the 

power that is delivered to the thermistors. 

Another source of error is the dc-to-microwave 

substitution error. This results because the spatial 

By R. FRED PRAMANN 
Section Manager 

Hewlett-Packard Co. 
1501 Page Mill Road 

Palo Alto, Calif. 
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distributions of current, power, and resistance within 

the thermistor are different for the dc and r-f powers. 

Total effect of these two errors can be measured by 

the National Bureau of Standards and by some com-

mercial standards labs. The results are presented as 

a figure of merit called the Effective Efficiency of a 

mount. This is defined as a substituted dc power in 

the thermistors divided by the microwave power dis-

sipated in the thermistor mount. 

Another calibration available from N BS, and from 

some commercial labs, is the Calibration Factor of a 

thermistor mount. This is defined as the substituted 

dc power in the thermistors divided by the micro-

wave power incident upon the mount. Effective 

mount efficiency and calibration factor are now 

available only at X-band frequencies and at some 

frequencies in the VHF region up to 400 MC. NBS 

measurements in X-hand have a stated accuracy of 

1% and those in the VHF region an accuracy of 2%. 

Fig. 3 shows the effective efficiency of a number 

of units of newer coaxial thermistor mount design, 

compared with units only a few years old. The more 

recent design gives higher efficiency over the whole 

band, especially above 10 oc. And, the differences 

between mean and extremes are smaller. These more 

modern mounts can be useful in measuring power 

up to 12.4 GC because the mount efficiency does not 

hold up. But. SWR becomes high at 12.4 GC, as 

shown in Fig. 1. To make a measurement with good 

accuracy it would, thus, be necessary to use a tuner 

to take care of the mismatch loss, and to take into 

account the tuner loss. 

The break in the curve of the newer mount at 

about 10.9 GC, and that in the curve of the older one 

at 10.1 GC, are the locations of resonances in the 

microwave structure of these mounts. These reson-

ances are very sharp. There may be losses of about 

20%. Since they occur in all such thermistor mounts, 

their presence should be noted and located, to avoid 

gross errors. 

Since calibration service is not available, effective 

efficiency of these mounts is not known accurately 

below X-band. It is believed that it increases as fre-

quency declines and in the UHF region is better than 

99% for the newer design. Units of this setup have 

been compared against all of the waveguide ther-

mistor mounts at frequencies below X-band. No 

indication of inefficiency was found either in the 

coaxial or waveguide mounts. The coaxial thermistor 

mount was also compared against a modern crystal 

mount below 2.6 Gc; again, there was no indication 

of inefficiency. 

Fig. 4 shows the effective mount efficiency calibra-

tion of a number of X-band waveguide thermistor 

mounts. These represent fairly the performance which 

should be expected today in waveguide mounts of con-

(Continued on page 128) 

Fig. 2: 

1.5 

1.4   

Typical SWR of modern coaxial cable 

100 1000 

FREQUENCY MC 

mount. Typical SWR of a modern waveguide thermistor 

SPECIFIED MAXIMUM SWR 

1.0 
8.2GC FREQUENCY I2.4GC 
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MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS 

THE VERNIER IS 

dickItree( )11114:11111"geMilk 

(... we may have Gone Too Far) 

Are we being fair to the Man in the Lab? Will he feel Left Out? 
Unwanted? Will his Life be Empty without the Vernier? With 
AUTOBALANCER, you see, the vernier on our B22IA Universal 
Bridge becomes a useless ornament. 

The principle is simple.* Any bridge unbalance is fed to an oper-

ational amplifier, which furnishes a proportional " re-balance" 
voltage. Two phase-sensitive detectors give readings of the in-phase 

and quadrature components of the rebalance signal, (directly, on 

meters). Add these to the decade settings and you have the resistive 

and reactive answers—without touching the vernier .... electronic, 
automatic, and terribly modern. 

Think of batch-lot- checking to four digits, without touching a 
knob (once the decades are set at the start). Think of automatically 

recording component drift! The question is, is the Game worth the 
Candle? 

Help us! Tell us you care more for efficiency than for tradition! 
Buy the AA22I and write us admiring and forgiving letters. ( If 

you're not all that impulsive, at least ask for the literature.**) 

One last word—if you ever feel sickeningly "over-automated" with 

the AA22I, you can always pull out the adapter cable and "go 
native" with the raw B22IA. 

B221AQ SPECIFICATIONS 
Capacitance: 0.0002 put. to 100,000 ,uF Frequency Range: 1000 or 1592 cps Internal: 

Resistance: 25uohms to 60,000 megohms 20 cps to 20KC External 
Inductance: 5muli to 10'11 Accuracy: -± 0.1% 

Al .TOBALAN( I:: is a registered trademark of Wayne-Kerr 
And patented 

**While yolir.e at it, go all the way, and ask about the B541, a 1:0.25% Capacitance 
Bridge with built-in ALTOBALANCE! 

WAYNE KERR 
CORPORATION 
1633 RACE STREET, PHILADELPHIA 3, PA. LOCUST 11-6820 

INNOVATIONS in INSTRUMENTATION 

Waveguide mount of recent design. 
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Fig. 3: X Band efficiency range of coaxial 
thermistor mounts. Mounts are compared. 
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Fig. 4: Efficiency range of modern X- Band 
waveguide thermistor mounts for tempera-
ture- compensated microwave power meters. 

A REPRINT OF THIS ARTICLE 
CAN BE OBTAINED BY WRITING 

on company letterhead to 
The Editor 

ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES 
Chestnut & 56th Sts., Phila., Pa. 19139 
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temporary design for temperature-compensated 

power meters. 

Dual Element Bolometer Mount Error 

A detailed analysis of this error has been made by 

Engen3. This error does not occur in the waveguide 

thermistor mounts but must be considered in nearly 

all coaxial mounts. 

Fig. 5(a) shows the circuitry of a coaxial mount. 

Rt1 and Rt2 are the thermistors. Fig. 5(b) shows the 

equivalent circuit for dc and 10 KC. The thermistors 

are in series. Thus if the resistance division is un-

equal, the greatest power will be dissipated in the 

thermistor with the largest resistance. But, referring 

to the equivalent circuit for r-f—Fig. 5(c)—the r-f 

power sees the two thermistors in parallel. Here, if 

the resistance division is unequal, the greatest power 

will be dissipated in the thermistor with the least 

resistance. Unfortunately, the situation of micro-

wave frequencies is not this simple; a different power 

split may result due to microwave phenomena such 

as reactance. In any case, Engen has shown that the 

resulting error is equal to 

1=  

\ 72 71 / 

where Ti and 12 are the "ohms per milliwatt" co-
efficients of the thermistors, and Ir is the shift in 

resistance division. 

EVERYTHING IN VACUUM 

KSE-2 

POWER 
METER 

[I ) 2 R +[(I ) 2R 
PBIAS BIAS TI BIAS T2 

POWER METER 

I BIAS 

RTI & RT2 = 

200IL 

p [ERF )21 + [ ERE) T2] 
RF R 

TI 

ER 

RF 
T2 

Fig. 5: Coaxial thermistor mount crcuitry ( top), and equiva-
lent circuits for dc and 10 KC ( at left) and for r-f (at right). 

This error may be as large as 1% in normal 

thermistor mounts of older design, and at 10 mw 

levels. Its presence was one of several reasons why 

attention was focussed anew on thermistor mount 

design after the temperature - compensated power 

meter was developed. As the measured r-f power 

decreases, this error decreases rapidly; it is not a 

constant error, but instead a function of r-f power 

(Continued on page 130) 

Kinney Evaporators offer fast pumping to 10-6 torr with 
ultimate pressures below 5 x 10 -7 torr. Highly efficient 
baffles combine maximum conductance with minimum 
backstream in a straight-thru pumping design. All sys-
tems are enclosed in formica-topped cabinets with con-
trols and gauges grouped for convenient operation. 
Standard Kinney single Evaporators are available in 2, 4, 
and 6 inch models — four and six inch units are also pro-
duced as double evaporators. A variety of feed-through 
and base plate accessories can be provided to meet spe-
cial application demands. 

fi e 
KINNEY VACUUM uri 

DIVISION THE NEW YORK AIR BRAKE COMPANY 
3529 WASHINGTON STREET, BOSTON 30, MASS. 
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New! BUSS SPACE SAVER 
PANEL MOUNTED FUSEHOLDER 

e 
Actual Size 

Only 1% inches long . . 
Extends just 29/32 inch 

behind front of panel 

11331Urei 

Save Assembly Time with 
Quick- Connect Terminals on 
BUSS Fuseholders 

Eliminates soldering. Permits 
use of pre- assembled harness. 
Reduces assembly time. 
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BUSS: 1914-1964 Fifty years of Pioneerin 

measured. Fortunately, the same methods which 

yield improved thermal balance in the thermistor 

mount also are effective in reducing the dual-bolom-

eter error. Initial tests indicate the error in units of 

recent design and current manufacture has been 

brought down to a few tenths of a percent. 

Thermoelectric Effect Error 

This error is found only in power meters where 

nearly the total bias power is supplied by ac. It can 

apparently be explained on the basis of the two 

thermocouples which are formed by the contact of 

one thermistor lead to the thermistor oxides, and the 

contact formed by the other thermistor lead to the 

thermistor oxide material. The bead thermistor used 

Fig. 6: Cross section of a bead thermistor. 

AMBIENT TEMP 
HEAT SINK 

METALIC OXIDES 
SEMICONDUCTOR I r LEAD 

GLASS 
LAYER 

in thermistor mounts operates more than 100°C 

above room temperature. These contacts might not 

be at the sanie temperature; thus a thermocouple will 

result. The ac bias power heats the thermistor. If 

the thermocouples do not cancel completely there will 

be a small dc current flow. Fig. 6 represents a beam 

thermistor attached to an ambient temperature heat 

sink as it is in thermistor mounts. Since much of 

the heat dissipated in the thermistor is conducted 

from the bead through the leads, temperature of the 

lead-thermistor material is an inverse function of lead 

length. Moreover, a temperature gradient may be 

presumed between points a and b of the diagram, 

further complicating the picture. 

But. the error is measurable, and with proper 

manufacturing control will not exceed 0.3 p.w. This 

is significant only on the most sensitive ranges of the 

power meter. It is also important when a dc cali-

bration or dc substitution measurement is to be made. 

Where accurate substitution or calibration is needed 

at low power levels, thermoelectric effect error can 

be essentially eliminated. This can be clone by using 

a battery and appropriate resistors to supply the sub-

stitution or calibration power to the r-f thermistor. 

By use of a battery, the polarity can easily be in-

s • • 

• 
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CALIB. CURRENT 

The power meter calibrator shown here is 

a precision constant- current generator. 

CALIBRATOR 
PM f  

O 

CALIB 
SUBST 
CONNECTIONS 

PWR 

METER 

o 
Rj 

DIFF/DIGITAL VM 

I I 
000 

ed\A.A/—• 
lkfl 

Fig. 7: Power meter dc substitution setup THERM MOUNT 

(left). Route of calibration current ( rightl. 

verted. Now a thermoelectric current which previ-

ously tended to cancel the calibration current will 

add to it, or vice versa. This method uses the mean 

value of the de calibration or substitution current. 

Instrumentation Error 

Specified accuracy of a power meter refers only to 

the meter's ability to measure and interpret ac-

curately the information available at the thermistor. 

At the current state of the art, 3% is a good figure 

for maximum instrumentation error. Since errors 

associated with the thermistors and their mount, 

:777717714nnents in 

es va 
Every Application... 

Single pole, multiple 
pole, small base, full base, 
molded base, bakelite base, 
porcelain base for fuse 
from 1/4 x % inches up to 
x 2 inches. Also signal 

fuse blocks and special 
blocks of all types. 
Send us your require-

ments— we have the block 
you need or can engineer 

¡te for BUSS 
Ulletin SFB. 

MICRO 
SOURCE 

1 21 • dc 

10011 
0.05% 

Idc 4 v m 

2Idc 

RETURN TO CALIBRATOR 

Pdc (Idc 12 Pt 

taken all together, can now be held below this figure, 

a means of calibrating the meter locally is needed. 

Where the meter contains circuitry to make de substi-

tution easy, the use of a dc calibrator can reduce 

instrumentation error to less than 0.5%. 

Fig. 7 shows the calibration method. A substitu-

tion measurement is made in two steps. In the first, 

the calibrator is turned off; the microwave source to 

be accurately measured is on. The voltage across the 

1000 ohm resistor, connected to the recorder jack of 

the power meter, is noted. In the second step, the 

(Continued on page 132) 

ectrica rotection 

If you should have a 

special problem 

in electrical 

protection... 

e welcome your request either to quote 

of1felp in selecting the type of fuse or fuse 

mounting best suited to your particular conditions. 

Submit description or sketch, showing type 

of fuse to be used, number of circuits, type of 

terminal, etc. If your protection problem is still 

in the engineering state, tell us current, voltage, 

load characteristics, etc. Be sure to get the latest 

information BEFORE final design is crystallized. 

At any time our staff of fuse engineers is at 

your service to help solve your problems in elec-

trical protection and save you engineering time. 
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Quick Adjusting. . COMPONENT 
LEADS BENDING BLOCK 

CUTS COMPONENT - 
LOSSES TO A 
MINIMUM 
AND ELIMINATES 
PLIER DAMAGE 

MODEL 700 

Quickly adjustable to any 
component body length 
from 0" to 13/4". Leads can 
be bent within .070 of end 
of component and up to 3" 
centers. Handles any diam-
eter lead up to . 045". 

Dimensions: 1"x3'exe." 

Weight: 10 oz. 

A hand tool for bend-
ing leads on resistors, 
diodes, capacitors, 

etc., to accurately reg-
ister with their holes in 

printed circuit panels. 

Only $ 1 9.80 each 
IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 

MANUFACTURED BY 

BY- BUK COMPANY 
4314 West Pico Boulevard • Los Angeles 19, California 
Phone: 9 3 7-3 5 1 1 • Long Distance Area Code 213 

Circle 81 on Inquiry Card 

FREE BROCHURE for selecting 

BOBBINS/COIL FORMS 

200 STOCK SIZES! 
For Electrical- Electronic Application 

Lowest cost, highest quality bobbins by Thermotech, 
FREE 12 page chart lists type, size and material for 
easy selection. If we don't presently stock the Bobbin 
you need, we'll custom mold to your specifications. 
Materials available: Nylon, Kel-F 81, Teflon, Lexan, 
Alkyd, Phenolic, Silicone, Diallyl Phthalate, Delrin, 
Reinforced Fiberglass. 

Complete compression transfer injection and rein-
forced fiberglass molding facilities. Long or short runs 
to government specifications. Low tooling costs and 
fast delivery. 

Write or call... 

o THERMOTECH INDUSTRIES, inc. Booker & Wallestad Div. • Thermotech Plastics Div. 
Thermo tech Florida Div. • Wilcox Products Co. 

1201 SOUTH FIFTH STREET, HOPKINS, MINNESOTA 
938-7671 Area 612 

Circle 82 on Inquiry Card 

MICROWAVE MEASUREMENTS (Concluded) 
microwave source is turned off and the calibrator 

current is turned on. The calibrator is a precision 

constant current dc generator, which furnishes a 

stable current to the thermistor in the thermistor 

mount. This current is adjusted by the controls on 

the calibrator until the voltage across the resistor is 

the same as it was in the first step. The voltmeter, 

which is connected to the calibrator, measures the 

voltage resulting from twice the dc substitution cur-

rent flowing through either a 100 ohm or a 1000 ohm 

resistor. Value of the dc substituted power is thus 

Ide2 X Rt, where Rt is the thermistor resistance. Rt 

can also be determined with high resolution and ac-

curacy. 

Table 1 

CHART-PAPERSPEED-RESOLUTION-RUNNING TIME* 

Paper Speed 
In. Sec. 

Highest Readable 
Frequency CPS Running Time 

0.10 
0.16 
0.25 
0.40 
0.63 

5.0 
8.0 
12.5 
20.0 
31.5 

15 hr 
9 hr 23 min 
6 hr 
3 hr 45 min 
2 hr 22 min 

1.0 
1.6 
2.5 
4.0 
6.3 

50.0 
80.0 
125.0 
200.0 
315.0 

1 hr 30 min 
56 min 15 sec 
36 min 
22 min 30 sec 
14 min 15 sec 

10.0 
16.0 
25.0 
40.0 
63.0 

500.0 
800.0 
1250.0 
2000.0 
3150.0 

9 min 
5 min 36 sec 
3 min 36 sec 
2 min 12 sec 
1 min 24 sec 

100.0 5000.0 54 sec 

'Based on Line Resolution 0.02 in.-450 ft Rolls of Recording Paper 

Conclusion 

The temperature-compensated microwave power 

meter, taken together with modern thermistor mounts, 

is capable of power measurements whose accuracy is 

about 3% in worst cases, all error sources consid-

ered. Under favorable circumstances, i.e., in the 
middle range of levels and frequencies, with cali-

brated mounts, accuracy can be known to be within 

1.5%. To achieve this level of accuracy, calibration 

should be made of the thermistor mount, and cali-

brator methods should be applied locally to the meter, 

itself. 
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EASILY APPLIED 
Coal- Amp can be applied on the job. The only equipment 
needed is a clean rag, a wire brush and some water. Cool-
Amp contains no cyanide and can be used in underground 
vai,Its, substations and hard to get at places by several 
persons at the some time. 

REDUCES RESISTANCE 
Cool-Amp Powder deposits o genuine coot of silver that 
w.II not peel off. It prevents oxidation, minimizes over-
heating, thereby reducing maintenance. Provides cool 
maximum conductivity for all copper, brass or bronze cur-
rent- carrying connections. 

FREE SAMPLE—Write today for informative folder and free 
sample of Cool-Amp. One pound will silver plate approxi-
mately 6,000 square inches. $ 13.50 per pound—Shipped 
F 0.8. Portland. 

8625 S.W. 17th Avenue, Portland 19, Oregon 

Circle 86 on Inquiry Card 

think neat With LTCO electronic lac-
ing cords and tapes. Write 

today for illustrated handbook of proper cords and 
tapes for your lacing operation. We make them all. 

THE LINEN THy.,Ap.Açbci,.. 
Cm  

A DIVISION OF INDIAN HEAD MILLS, INC. 

4-7«_ 
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TO 
TOP 
OFF A 
GREM 
PRODUCA 

First impressions count ... and the control 
knobs you select shou ld re flect the inher. 

i today's competitive mar ket. 

ent quality of your equ ipment. National 
control knobs enhance the appearance of 

line equipment make them look as "good  
as they perform .. an important consid-
eration n 

control knobs will maintain their function. 

ability and 

Built to exacti ng spec ifi ca tions, National 

. 

beauty even after yea rs of 
rugged use. Choose from hundreds of var-
iations in the th ree basic groups • • pres-
tige Series, Commercial Series, KNtS 
Series, 'CI t ,ki meet MS 91528C. All are ava il' 
abl e, to top off your great product, from 
National Radio electronic distributors. 

a
; Write today for National's new catalogs describing Prestige, K MS, 

and commercial knobs, or call your National Radio representative. 

Dept. El 164 

NATIONAL RADIO COMPANY, INC. 
37 Washington Street, Melrose, Massachusetts 02176 
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Do you know why 
I deliver 30% more 
capacitance and 25% 
higher Q than you? 

Beats 
me 

Because I'm made 
with the new JFD 

JF0 ELECTRONICS  CORPORATION 
THE AMERICA KNOWS BEST! 

New JFD offers 300/o more 
capacitance and 25°/o higher Q than regular 
similar-sized JFD piston trimmer piston 
capacitors. Result: new JFD trimmers of 
120 pf. capacitance, and more, where re-
quired for lower frequency applications. 
Ranges of over 250 pf. are also available. 

because of its higher di-
electric constant, makes possible heavier 
wall thickness, with no change in o.d. Result: 

higher Q plus for greater resistance to 
shock and vibration than conventional trim-
mers which must use extremely thin walls to 
achieve high delta C. The 0483 green color 
screens out effects of oxidation due to light 
exposure, infra- red and ultra-violet radia-
tion. 

JFD standard, and miniature panel mount 
and printed circuit, Pintrim, Sealcap, Max-C, 
Super Max-C, split-stator, and differential 
trimmers are now made with 

For more information write for Bulle-
tin N-63—or call your JFD components 
distributor. 

• Model NMC603 with 183 green glass 

1-36 pf. actual size, shown on the left. 

• Model MC603 1-28 pf. actual size, 
shown on the right. 

Components Division 
170 ELECTRONICS CORPORATION. 15th Ave. at 62nd St.. Brooklyn. N. Y. 11219 • DEvrey 14000 • TWO, 212.833-7001 • Cable JEFDEE New York 
1F1) NORTHEASTERN, Ruth Drive, P. 0. Box 228. Marlboro, Mass. 07152 • HUntley 5.7311 
110 NEW YORK.NORTHERN, Darniano Pl., P.0 Box 96. New Hartford, N. Y. 13503 • 315-732.3507 
1FEI MID-ATLANTIC, 313 E. Broad St., Palmyra. N. J. 08065 • 609-665.0788 
110 MID-ATLANTIC-MARYLAND. P. O. Box 7676, Baltimore. Maryland 21207 • 301.944.5644 
111) MIDWESTERN. 6330 W Herrnione St.. Chicago, Illinois 60646 • 312.775-5424, 5425 • TWO. 312.265-1449 
170 MIDWESTERN•OH10, P.O. Box 8086. Cincinnati. Ohio 45208 • 513-421.1166 
lED WESTERN, 9 Morten Place, Arcadia, California 91006 • 213-HI 6.0312 • TWO, 213-573.1410 
110 CANADA LTD., 51 McCormack Street. Toronto, Ontario, Canada • 416-ROger 2-7571 • TWO, 610.491-1531 
STANDARD TELEPHONE & CABLES LTD., Components Group, Capacitor Sales Dept.. Footscray, Sidcup, Kent, England 
LCC STEAFIX. 128 Rue de Paris. Bode Postale 51, Montreuil-sousaois, Seine, France 
111) ISRAEL LTD., Industrial Area B. Bldg. 23, Azur. Israel 
DUCON CONDENSER PTY., LTD., Christina Road, Villawood, N.S.W., Australia 

Variable Trimmer Piston Capacitors a Metalized Inductors u LC Tuners u Fined Capacitors u Fined and Variable Distributed and Lumped Constant Delay Lines • Pulse Forming Networkt 
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Spring Joint Computer Conference 

Washington, D.C., April 21-23 
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Now! Duplicating the MTWFt and Overwhelming Preference 
for Our Printed Circuit Connectors ... 

Industry Evaluates ELCO VEIN* Miniature Rack-and-Panel 
Connector "Family" Best 
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tMaximum Time Without Failure tests in 
laboratory and application have proved still 

another ELCO connector "family" superior... 
our new Series 8016, 8017's. These new 
high- density, rack-and- panel connectors 
combine the advantages of the ELCO VARILOK* 
contact with crimp-and- insert tail terminations 
and the unsurpassed reliability of the 

ELCO VARICON* contact nose ... and depending 
upon Series and your requirements, are 
available in 38 to 140 contacts; with actuating 
screw, pin- and-socket, hold-down device; with 

side or top cable entry and cable clamp; with 
or without covers. And ... each is the most 
economical of its type on the market! This 
"family" is also available with ELCO VARICON* 
contacts with taper tab, wire hole or wire 
wrap tail terminations. For complete details, 
request Bulletins 8016, 8017 at once! 

if it's new ... if it's news ... it's from 

CORPORATION 

Main Plant and Offices: Willow Grove, Pa., 19090 
215-659-7000; TWX 510-665-5573. Also Representatives, 
Subsidiaries, Licensees and Importers 
Throughout the World 

'TRADE-MARK 
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a man 
likes to 
know his 
responsibility 
can grow 

Like most of us, you've probably 

asked yourself at least once in your 

career, "Where do I go from here?" 

And quite possibly you changed jobs to 

answer that question only to come up 

against blind alleys or blocked avenues 

of advancement. Collins offers you an 
opportunity to go just as far as your 

ability, your initiative, your willingness 

to handle responsibility can carry you. 

Collins is a growth company. The 

scope of our work in such diverse fields 

as Space Communication, Data Proc-

essing, Avionics, Microwave, Antenna 

Systems and HF, VHF and UHF Com-

munication, to mention a few, attests to 

that fact. The continuing growth of our 

engineering and scientific staff is fur-

ther proof. The expansion of our Cedar 

Rapids, Dallas and Newport Beach fa-

cilities offers still more. With company 
growth, expansion of product lines, 

with development of new products 

comes the opportunity for your own 

growth into areas of ever increasing 

responsibility, as well as financial and 

material rewards. 

If you are a man who knows that 

growth and responsibility come from 

individual effort, if you are a man who 

puts all his creativity, talent and initi-

ative into a project, if you like to know 

that your efforts will be rewarded with 

ever increasing responsibility, we'd like 

to talk with you. Write in confidence to 

our manager of professional employment. 

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY 
Cedar Rapids, Iowa • Dallas, Texas 

Newport Beach, California 

COLLINS 

An ugu.11 opportunity employer 
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PI2U122001M11. ÊUll 11111.112 
Reporting late developments affecting the 
employment picture in the Electronic Industries 

ENGINEERS' DATA NEEDS NOT BEING FILLED, SAYER SAYS 

Present - day information services 
are not serving the needs of engineers, 
according to John S. Sayer, vice pres-
ident of Auerbach Corp. 
"The first thing we must do to im-

prove the service is remove the fallacy 
that the engineer is outside the sys-
tem," Mr. Sayer said. "We must begin 
designing technical and scientific in-
formation systems for and around 
technical men, not for and around 
some particular concept or hardware." 
Mr. Sayer said that the problem 

could be solved only by beginning 
work on "information systems that op-

erate in the dynamic mode, anticipat-
ing needs, and providing concise pack-
ages of correlated and updated data." 
He said that we must now develop a 

means to deliver, almost automatically, 
properly packaged educational, meth-

odological, and specific problem-solu-
tion material to the engineer when he 
needs it. 

Mr. Sayer feels the government 
should: 

e‘. . . reorient sponsored research to 
increase emphasis on defining and 
solving the total systems problems. 

‘`. . . resolve interface and language 

RECENT ESSO STUDY REVEALS 

ENGINEER'S NEEDS, STATUS 

A recent study for Esso Research 
and Engineering Company covers 
"The Engineer Today—The Supply, 
His Development Needs, Status and 
Treatment." Prepared by New Eng-
land Consultants, Inc., for Esso, the 
study surveys articles, social science 
studies, government reports, speeches, 

and other references. Object of the 
study was to analyze and summarize 
what is known about the engineer 
status and supply. 

The report is a summary of the 
highlights of more than 450 feature 
publications. Many are annotated in a 
bibliography with the report. In five 
parts, the study discusses public atti-
tudes, supply and demand, influences 
on career decision making, employer 
and engineer, and status. 

problems among government informa-
tion services. 

‘`... set up programs leading to dy-
namic information services with the 
government." 

Mr. Sayer said technical societies 
should: 

‘`. . . increase utility of Engineering 
Index and Engineering Library by 
orienting them to a more dynamic in-
formation system. 

". . . start a needs determination 
program among technical people. 

". . . re-examine their position on 
technical journal content and reduce 
redundancy, increase availability of 
information." 

Among the things Mr. Sayer called 
on educators to do were: 

. . develop a strong information 
and literature tradition in engineering 
graduates. 

If. . . re-examine the engineering 

curriculum and increase student un-
derstanding that effective engineering 
is largely effective finding, use, and 
reporting of data and information." 

LEHIGH GRAD STUDY AIMED 

AT SOLVING DATA DELUGE 

The Lehigh University graduate 
program for Fall 1964 will include 

courses for information scientists. 
They are aimed at helping to over-
come the science data "explosion." 
The new study was disclosed by Dr. 
Robert D. Stout, dean of the Graduate 
School. 
The interdisciplinary master's de-

gree program is designed to provide 
a broad practical and theoretical base 
in science and technology. 
Emphasis will be on science sub-

jects needed in understanding the be-

havior, organization and accessibility 
of data. 

FOR MORE INFORMATION . . . 
on opportunities described in this sec-
tion fill out the convenient resume 
form, page 144. 

ALLIES STUDY MILITARY EDP 

Officers from Allied Nations learn to use 
computers in tactical operations through ac-
tual programming and operation of a CE 225 
computer at the U.S. Army Signal School, Ft. 
Monmouth, N. J. Left to right are: Capt. 
Keith P. Morel of Australia, First Lt. John 
L. Reber, U.S. Army Signal School, and Major 
Julio Perez, of Chile, at printer. 

PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES 

KEY TO ADVANCEMENT 

Outside professional activity is one 

of the factors that help to point out 
engineers for advancement, according 
to the Western Electric Company. 

Professional activity "indicates a 
measure of professional maturity, 

leadership ability, interest and initia-
tive," in the opinion of Western 

Electric spokesmen. They say these 
measures correspond to qualifications 
needed for assignments of growing 
responsibility. 

DENVER GROUP SEEKS 

SCIENTIFIC COMPLEX 

To speed up founding of a scientific 
complex in Colorado and Wyoming, 

the Denver Research Institute is ex-
ploring the 1107t1 and wiz) of univer-
sity-industry complexes. 
The research is an early step in a 

hoped-for long-term effort designed to 
spark rapid development. The project, 
considered for some time, is a follow-
up to recent DRI research on past, 
current and future expectations for 
Colorado's economy. 
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Going back to school is a growing ' must.' A 
corner of the employees' training division is 
often a post-graduate classroom. Many electron-
ic engineers are stepping over into management.. 
Others are giving civil service a try. Current 
job outlook may not be promising. The long-
range future may hold a different story. 

ONCE AGAIN ENGINEERS AND TECHNOLOGIES are 

being phased out as defense and aerospace contracts 

decline, while cries of engineer shortage change color 

to engineer surplus. 
The engineer strata within electronic-aerospace 

fields have long been thought of as being full of am-

biguities and imbalances. Line technicians sometimes 

are lumped in with graduate engineers in surveys 

and census data, while graduates often do work ordi-
narily left to technicians. With cutbacks in aerospace 

and defense contracts mounting, engineers may find 
themselves in an overcrowded market in one area, 

while other U. S. regions still claim "engineer short-

age." 
Personnel heads observe that technical people are 

busily crossing three "vocational bridges." First. 

some draftsmen and technicians gain enough on-job 

experience and off-job study to qualify as "engineers." 

Second: many graduate engineers move into higher-

'le 

IGOING? WHERE ARE ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS 

paying, higher-level jobs in management and mar-

keting. Third: there is a big surge of engineers and 

scientists going "back to school" for advanced study. 

For these reasons there are about a dozen different 

definitions of engineer which range from technician 

through salesman to scientist. Hence, one engineer-

ing society official complains that National Science 

Foundation statistics about engineers may be only 

56% accurate. 

Many Are Salesmen 

Several thousand engineers now are salesmen for 

electronic companies. Such engineers may be manu-

facturers' representatives, or may work for the com-

panies. Thousands of other engineers hold manage-

By SIDNEY FELDMAN 
As,,ociate Editor 

ELECTRON IC INDUSTRIES 

e 
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ment jobs from president through to purchasing 

director. 

Greater numbers of engineers will continue to join 

marketing and management ranks for higher pay, 

greater prestige, and maybe more job security. Engi-
neers also are becoming consultants, working for 

themselves or for firms, for banks or investment 

houses. 

Most engineers who have decided to stay in engi-

neering are participating in a mass "intellectual re-

tooling" movement. 

"Rehabilitation of engineers with obsolete skills is 

the most serious problem in engineering today," says 

Donald Garr, director of engineering, Raytheon Corp. 

He cites a surplus of engineering technicians in the 

Boston area, but suggests a shortage of engineers 

trained in new defense and aerospace technologies. 

Demand for engineers is changing mainly from nar-

row components and equipment specialists to broad 

systems and interdisciplinary generalists. 

Firms Have In-House Schools 

Many companies conduct in-house classes. Arma 

Division of American Bosch Arma Corp., Garden 

City, N. Y., teaches its engineers about subjects rang-

ing from microelectronics to systems engineering 

theory and application. General Precision Aerospace 

teaches engineers at the firm's plant in Little Falls, 

N. J., and sends engineers to Brooklyn Polytechnic 

Institute, with credits applicable toward advanced 

degrees in systems engineering. These examples are 

only a few among many. 

At Illinois Institute of Technology, Bell Tele-

phone Co. engineers from 14 states and Canada are 

preparing for the satellite communications era. More 

than 1,500 selected trainees, mostly graduate electri-

cal engineers, may be trained in electronic advances 

over several years. There are many other such pro-

grams. 

Underlying this need for re-education are two 

fundamental forces. One is the cumulative effect of 

new technologies, largely sponsored by Federal re-

searches. The other is the need to develop a new 
breed of engineer for our evolving aerospace age. 

NASA now underwrites grant programs in edu-

cational institutions for facilities, training and re-

search, especially at the graduate level. This pro-

gram, started in 1962, now has nearly 900 graduate 

students attending 88 schools. For the academic year 

1964-65, NASA extends grants to nearly 1100 

students working on doctoral degrees in space-related 

fields at 131 colleges and universities in 47 states. The 
National Science Foundation also supports broad 

technical education and re-education programs. 

A Mixed Situation 

At best, electronic engineer employment presents 

a mixed situation; it varies from company to com-

pany sooner than from area to area. On the West 

Coast, more than 500 engineers (who may have 

included technicians) were laid off by Boeing when 

the Dyna-Soar program was canceled. Yet, Boeing 

is completing a $16,000,000 aerospace research cen-

ter. Engineer employment has been high at North 

American Aviation in California. This firm holds 

contracts ranging from disarmament studies to mod-

ules for the Apollo man-to-moon project. 

Lockheed Missiles & Space Co., also in California, 

is phasing-out operations at Van Nuys and trans-

ferring some employees to its main plant at Sunny-

vale while laying off others because "there isn't 

enough aerospace ground equipment business." 

In the East, RCA let go about 750 scientists and 

engineers in the Camden-Moorestown, N. J., area 

(near Philadelphia) during 1962 and 1963. Some 

were re-hired at RCA plants elsewhere. Out on Long 

Island there is a glad and sad story for engineers in 

two towns. At Bethpage, Grumman Aircraft Engi-

neering has been hiring scientists and engineers for 

the Orbiting Astronomical Observatory series, and 

as sub-contractor for Apollo Lunar Excursion 

Modules. 

Next-door at Farmingdale, however, Republic 

Aviation may phase out F-105 aircraft production by 

this Fall. Indicative of this mixed situation, Republic 

has transferred and fired aircraft engineers. It has 
hired still other engineers for its aerospace R&D 

Center and Electronics Products Division. 

Incentive contracts are said to be discouraging 

any artificially inflated demand for stockpiled engi-

neers paid for by cost-plus government contracts. 

As an argument, DOD refers to the "importance of 

the profit motive as incentive to improve performance 

and to lower costs." 

U.S. Funds Back Most Engineers 

About 76% of all engineers and scientists em-
ployed by the electronic industries are supported by 

government funds, based on a 1961 survey by Elec-

tronic Industries Association (EIA) and the Defense 

Department. 

This report cites about 155,000 engineers and 

scientists performing all types of electronic work. Of 

these, 128,000 or 83% work for industry, while 8% 

work for the Federal Government. Another 5% do re-

search for universities and non-profit organizations— 

mainly for government. The remainder includes con-

sultants, engineers and scientists between jobs, and 

those not identifiable by specific activity. 
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Please type or print 

me Professional Profile 
The ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Job Resume Form for Electronic Engineers 

Name   Tel. No   

Street 

Address   Zone   

City   State   

Ei Single E) Married E Citizen 9 Non-Citizen Date of Birth   

Will Relocate E Yes E No. If Yes Another City El Another State 

Salary Desired to Change Jobs in present area  

Salary Desired to Change Jobs and relocate in another area  

Professional Memberships   

College or University M310r Degree Dates 

RECENT WORK EXPERIENCE 

Company Div. or Dept. Title Dates 

SIGNIFICANT EXPERIENCE AND OBJECTIVES 
STATE ANY FACTS ABOUT YOURSELF THAT WILL HELP A PROSPECTIVE EMPLOYER EVALUATE YOUR EXPERIENCE 

AND JOB INTERESTS. INCLUDE SIGNIFICANT ACHIEVEMENTS, PUBLISHED PAPERS, AND CAREER GOALS. 

Mail to: ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES—Professional Profile-56th & Chestnut Sts.—Phila-

delphia, Pa. 19139. This resume is confidential. A copy will be sent only to those Com-

panies advertising for engineering personnel in this issue, whose number you circle below. 

800 801 802 803 804 805 806 807 808 809 810 
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ELECTRONIC ENGINEERS (Concluded) 

DOD says it will brief industry representatives in 

classified advanced long-range development plans on 

electronics, command and control, missiles, nuclear 

products, and research. Apparently, it then remains 

for defense-aerospace contractors to adjust their 

future needs for plant and personnel accordingly. 

Certain trends now indicate where engineers are 

going in the intermediate transition period, and for 

the longer-run. Currently, two types of personnel 

adjustments are being made. 

Contractors first may phase-out production work-

ers. Then cancellations or cutbacks may be used to 

excuse the phasing-out of "unproductive" graduate 

engineers or non-graduate "engineers," either of 

whom may be doing technicians' work. However, 

vital scientists and engineers are kept on "because 

they were hard to get in the first place and because 

keeping a nucleus of key technical personnel gives a 

firm the best gambit for getting new contracts." 

Some Switching to Civil Service 

Some scientists and engineers are switching from 

indirect civil service, with government contractors, to 

work directly through the U. S. Civil Service. Note-

worthy, stricter standards for Federal government 

engineering jobs involving health, safety and welfare, 

will require an engineering degree or professional 
registration after July, 1964. 

By 1970 engineer surplus once again may become 

severe engineer shortage, according to a recent Na-

tional Science Foundation report.* NSF charts about 

250,000 unfilled jobs for scientists and engineers, 

many in electronic fields. 

Total annual increased demand for technical people 
may run about 101,200 by 1970, says NSF, while the 

supply rises only about 76,500. In electrical equip-

ment manufacturing, about 100,000 new scientific 

and engineering jobs will open, including replace-
ments. This report anticipates engineering man-

power "shortages" causing postponed or canceled 

projects and programs, delays, more inefficiency and 

higher costs. 

NSF calls for increased student enrollments and 

further inducements for graduates to remain as engi-

neers. And, like the same old story in the past, em-

ployers again may resort to the "good old days" of 

pirating and mounting wages and salaries for scien-

tists and engineers. 

*"Scientists, Engineers and Technicians in the 1960s—Require-
ments and Supply." 

• A REPRINT of this article is available from 
ELECTRONIC INDUSTRIES Reader Service Department 

New 
Trygon 
Modular 
DC 
Supplies! 

Plug them in anywhere 
then forget them! 

This is literally true. You merely select the proper 
Trygon module and then mount it wherever you like, 
in any position — horizontally or vertically. - All solid 
state components are silicon, and a generous heat sir-tic 
is built-in—which means you can operate in ambients 
up to 71°C with no problems. The built-in current 
limited short circuit protection automatically resets 
when the fault is removed — so again, you don't have 
to worry where you place a Trygon module in a system. 

'Remote sensing? Provision is built-in. Remote pro-
gramming, too. And premium components plus derated 
circuits yield MTBF figures in excess of 30,000 hours. 
(Yet, if service is ever required, alb components are 
readily accessible.) For additional flexibility, input/out-
put connections are available with either terminal 
strips, solder lugs or octal sockets. 

Check the table below for the models you need. For 
prompt delivery, contact your local Trygon rep. Or, write 
for complete catalog, to: Dept. El- 10. 

ELECTRICAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Regulation: 0.02% load, 0.01% line 
Ripple: 0.5 mv RMS rem 
Recovery Time: Less than 25 microseconds 
Remote Programming: Provided on all units over output range 

MODEL VOLTS AMPS PRICE 

PS20-400 0-20 0-0A $140 
PS32-250 0-32 0-0.250 $140 
PS50-150 0-50 0-0.150 $155 
PS3-1.5F 2.5-3.5 0-1.5 $130 
PS6-1F 4-8 04 $120 
PS12-900F 10-14 0-0.9 $115 
PS18-800F 16-20 0-0.8 $120 
PS24-700F 22-26 0-0.7 $120 
PS28-600F 26-30 0-0_6 $120 
PS48-400F 46-50 0-0.4 $130 

NOTE: All models designated "F" are also available with 
reduced curren output at lower prices. 

TRYGON,1E51,t6-PE,„s8a7te TNRWIcics Roosevelt, '116NT 
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CABLE CLAMPS 
NYLON ETHO-LOC BUTYRATE 

(Ethyl Cellulose) 

Complete Range of Sizes 

IN STOCK FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY 
All Weckesser Clamps 

meet applicable Mil. Spec. Requirements 

FREE SAMPLES and prices upon request 

WECKESSER Company, Inc. 
5711 Northwest Highway, Chicago, Illinois 60646 

Circle 87 on Inquiry Card 
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MAKE IT EASY 
TO CIEBUIRR, SMOOTH, CLEAN, POLISH 

...EASY TO 
CHOOSE 

Grit Textures: 
Course, Medium, 
Fine, Extra Fine 
Performance-

proven compositions. 

...EASY TO USE 
Shapes: 
Wheels, Points, 
Blocks and Sticks 
in a practical 
range of sizes. 

Send for idea-
packed free 

8-page catalog 

Put versatile Cratex rubberized abrasives to 
work after dimensional grinding or shaping. 

e 

CRATEX ANUFACTURING CO.. INC 

1600 ROLLINS ROAD • BURLINGAME, CALIFORNIA 
Crates is sold through leading industrial distributors. 

Circle 88 on Inquiry Card 
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SIMPLIFYING RFI MEASUREMENTS 
IN THE PAST, MEASURING RADIO-FREQUENCY INTER-

FERENCE has been limited to manual scanning and 

recording of each spurious-output or spurious-re-

sponse frequency. This time-consuming technique, 

which required field-intensity meters or generators 

and skilled personnel, did not always produce ac-

curate readings due to human error. The Capehart 

Corp., Long Island, N. Y., has developed a method 

that reduces measuring time, eliminates skilled per-

sonnel, and produces a high-degree of accuracy. 

This technique automatizes the measurement proc-

ess to produce data in graphic form. This data may 

then be analyzed by complex computing equipment. 

To accomplish this, Capehart developed a modifica-

tion kit for X-Y recording of r-f. This kit may be 

used with any standard field-intensity meter or signal 

generator. 

The kit consists of two basic units. The first con-

tains a motor-drive unit which mechanically drives 

the noise and field-intensity meter dial and also fur-

nishes X- coordinate data for the recorder. The 

operator selects any one of several drive speeds as 

required by the different tuning drive ratios of the 

noise meters being used. 

The second unit contains peak-detector and weight-
ing circuits. It provides the output to drive the 

recorder's Y- coordinate. Special detector-electronic 
circuits driven by a low-impedance video amplifier 

provides the very fast charge-time and proper dis-
charge time for accurate peak-value readings. This 

circuitry permits an impulse generator to be used for 

continuous amplitude calibration. The operator may 

choose any one of several discharge-time constants 

to suit the noise-meter characteristics and recording 

speed. 

A chart furnished with the kit gives recommended 
values of recording speed and discharge time for the 

various noise meters now in use. No modification 

units, such as video output jacks, are required. This 

unit provides logarithmic records either by oscillo-

scope photographs or on paper by using an X-Y 

recorder. 

COMPUTER PERSONNEL NEEDS 
PROJECTED TO 1970 

A projection for 1970 estimates a need of some 
220,000 computer personnel. Richard H. Brandon, 
of The Diebold Group, Inc., New York management 
consulting firm, estimates some 12,500 computers 
are now in use in the U. S. 

He estimates also that 20,000 computers or 
more will be installed by 1970. 
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SELMER FOR THE 
MINUTIMÍ PROJECT 
More than 6 million U fflenco Dipped Mica 
Capacitors have been used in the Minuteman 
ground support and control equipment. 

After 64,000,000 ACTU 
unit-hours at 85°C with 
the rated DC voltage ap 
failures of any type o 
The accumulated 64 x 106 test unit-hours withou 

be used to calculate many different failure 

upon the confidence level desired. However, we 

meaning of the results at a 90% confidence le 

TEST 
% of 

lied, no 
d. 

res can 

ending 

ore the 

Assuming no acceleration factor for either tern ratrjor volt-

age, we have verified a failure rate of less t n 0.004% per 

1000 hours. (Actually, there is a temperature ect and it has 

been found that, with the DC voltage stress re ining constant, 

the life decreases approximately 50% for every 10°C rise in 

temperature. There is also a voltage effect such that, with the 

temperature stress remaining constant, the life is inversely pro-

portional to the 8th power of the applied DC weltag)---

Assuming no temperature acceleration factor and assuming the 

voltage acceleration exponent is such as to yield an acceleration 

factor as low as 700, we have nevertheless verified a failure rate 

of less than 0.00004% per 1000 hours. 

Assuming no temperature acceleration factor and assuming the 

voltage acceleration factor is on the order of 250 (test results 

are available to confirm this) we have accumulated sufficient 

unit-hours to verify a failure rate of less than 0.000015% 

per 1000 hours! 

All above failure rates are calculated at a 90% confidence level! 

Write for a complete reliability study on your company letterhead. 

DIPPED MICA 
CAPACITORS 

TYPE M2DM 

THE ELECTRO MOTIVE MFG. 
WILLIMANTIC, CONNECTICUT 
Dipped Mica • Molded Mica • Silvered Mica Films • Mica Trimmers & Padders 

Mylar-Paper Dipped • Paper Dipped • IVIylar Dipped • Tubular Paper 

MANUFACTURERS OF 

Efillenco   
Cee/04 

CO., INC. 

ARCO ELECTRONICS, INC., Community Drive, 
Great Neck, L. I., New YOrK 

Exelituire Supplies to Jobbers and Distributors 

in the U. S. and Canada 

II• st .11anu,raeturers Contact: 

COLLINS & HYDE CO., 1020 Corporation Way 
Palo Alto, California 

5380 Whittier Boulevard, Los Angeles, California 
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Time after time 
engineers specify 

Johnson sockets! 
Whatever the choice ... a miniature 7-pin steatite wafer—or a 
low-loss Kel-F socket for high power transmitting tubes . . . 
time and time again design and development engineers specify 
Johnson tube sockets! All sockets have been categorized under 
a socket standardization program, reducing the number of 
variations in each socket type. Standardized specifications and 
immediately available stock shortens delivery cycles — permits 
the selection of a Johnson socket for almost any application! 
Kel-F Series— Molded of low dielectric loss-factor Kel-F 
plastic—designed for use with high power transmitting tubes 
such as the 4X150A, 4X250B, 7032, etc. Available in many 
designs—with or without low inductance screen grid by-pass 
capacitors, mounting saddle, or steatite chimney. 
Bayonet Types— include Medium and Heavy Duty Medium, 
Jumbo and Super Jumbo 4-pin types. 
Steatite Wafer Types— available in 4, 5, 6, 7, and 8 pin 
standard sockets, as well as Super Jumbo 4 pin, Giant 5 and 7 
pin models and VHF Septar Sockets for tubes with E.I.A. 
Base No. E7-20 and E7-2. 
Miniature Types— all steatite, available in Standard Wafer 
Type or Shield Base Type for 7 pin miniatures with E.I. A. 
Base No. E7- l. 
Special Purpose Types— include sockets for tubes such as 
the 204A and 849, the 833 and 833A, 152TL, 304TL, 750TL, 
1500T, 2-2000A, 5D21, 705A and other special purpose tubes. 

E. F. JOHNSON COMPANY 
3020 TENTH AVENUE S.W. • WASECA, MINNESOTA 
B 

DETAILED COMPONENTS CATALOG AVAILABLE 

—Write today on company letterhead! 

•CAPACITORS • TUBE SOCKETS • CONNECTORS • PILOT LIGHTS 
.INSULATORS • KNOBS AND DIALS • INDUCTORS • HARDWARE 

Circle 97 on Inquiry Card 
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CRYOGENIC COOLING FOR SPACE 
A CRYOGENIC COOLING SYSTEM, which cools infrared 

detectors and small components in space, is being 

developed by Aerojet-General Corp., Azusa, Calif. 

Here's how the system works. When a vacuum is 

drawn over the liquid coolant, the coolant solidifies. 

In its solid form, it cools to —440°F ( 10°K) and the 

material is used to cool the components. The solid-

coolant block works in the same way as the block of 

ice in the old-fashioned ice box. 

The solution to the problem of long-term cooling in 

space was found by making use of the most available 

element in space—the high vacuum. By using this 

high vacuum in the system, only one moving part is 

needed. The high vacuum can be used in place of 

other power sources, increasing reliability. The relia-

bility of this system is expected to be extremely high. 

In fact, it should operate for one year unattended. 

Since no power source is used, no heat will be 

generated. This eliminates the need for large, heavy, 

radiators. 

HOW TO USE CATALOG 700 

ca-ta29. #700 
7,î 

ciikepioe 

FOR 

ALL  

IT'S  

WORTH! 

STUDY THE 

HANDY DIGEST 

OF 

CIRCUIT FORMULAE 

4 (PAGE 128) 

Invaluable aid in coil and capacitor selection — concise com-
pilation of common circuit symbols and formulae found in no 
other single reference. Also capacitance curves, coil winding 
data and a related coil form section allow greatest design flexi-
bility. Many other engineering features to help you select from 
more than 15,000guaranteedCAMBION8 electronic components. 
Contact your Authorized CAMBION Distributors for local avail-
ability. Write for particular samples, sales engineering or 
additional free copies of full- line Catalog 700. Cambridge 
Thermionic Corporation, 404 
Concord Ave., Cambridge, 
Massachusetts 02138. 

Standardize on CAMBION—The Guaranteed Electronic Components 

Circle 83 on Inquiry Card 
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NATIONAL RELAY CONFERENCE 
AT OKLAHOMA STATE U. 

The 12th Annual National Relay 

Conference will be held Tuesday, April 
28 through Thursday, April 30, at 

Oklahoma State University, Still-
water. The Conference is co-spon-
sored by NARM and the School of 
Electrical Engineering of OSU. Meet-
ings will be held in the Student Union 
Building and the Engineering School 
Auditorium. 

Featured this year is a Reliability 
Workshop. An entire session will be 
devoted to a workshop on basic re-

liability requirements of relay cus-
tomers, with advanced discussions of 
specifications, test sampling plans, and 
test failure criteria. 

This year's Conference will be di-

vided into five Sessions — each of 
which will have six 30-minute presen-
tation periods. At Session 1 Philip 
Garnick, President of NARM, will 
speak on "The National Association 
of Relay Manufacturers Today." 
Some of the papers to be delivered 

at the six Sessions include: "Funda-
mentals of Dynamic Noise Generation 
in Reed Switch Contacts"; "Some In-
teresting Results of a Study of Mili-
tary Relays"; "The Use of Trade Off 
Parameters for the Application and 

Manufacturing of Relays"; "Missile 
Environments— Their Definitions, 
Measurements, and Test Criteria"; 
"Relay Testing with Modern Tech-
niques"; "How to Design Sealed Reed 
Switches"; " Contact Headaches— 
Why Have Them"; "A Contact 
Bounce Measuring Instrument with 
Digital Readout"; "A Mathematical 

Analysis of the Magnetic Reed 
Switch"; "Circuits and Relays for 
Equipment Reliability"; "Relay Mi-

crominiaturization and Its Effects on 
Reliability"; "Relays—Equipment Ex-
pectation vs. Equipment Perform-
ance." 

Copies of all papers are available 
from Jim Roughan, NARM, P. 0. Box 
7765, Phoenix, Ariz. Price, $5.00. 

EJC ANNOUNCES PUBLICATION 
OF ENGINEERING THESAURUS 

Engineers Joint Council announced 
publication of its Thesaurus of Engi-
neering Terminology for May 1, 1964 
following nearly two years of work. 

Pre-publication rates for advanced or-
ders are available. 
The Thesaurus contains more than 

10,000 terms which represent vocabu-
lary of all engineering disciplines. 

GD/E TUBES WILL BE USED IN AIR TRAFFIC CONTROL 
A new air traffic control radar dis-

play system will be operated by the 
Federal Aviation Agency at its new 
Great Falls Air Route Traffic Control 
Center at Malmstrom Air Force Base, 
Montana. The new FAA center is lo-
cated at the Air Defense Command's 
SAGE ( Semi-Automatic Ground En-
vironment) Direction Center. 
The system will include new CHAR-

ACTRON display tubes produced by 
General Dynamics/Electronics in San 
Diego. The CHARACTRON is an 

improved version of a display tube 
developed for SAGE. 

The use of the Charactron, with an 
anti-reflective implosion shield and 
proper green ambient light, permits 
operation with almost normal room 
light. 

Since controllers must use other 
visual aids such as hand-written flight 
progress strips, the near-normal am-
bient light intensity was a necessity 
for FAA. Normal SAGE operation 
is with blue ambient light. 

NOW-you can be sure BEFORE 
PW BOARD 
Production... 

For complete information, phone the United Office in your area ... 
or write direct to Fastener Division, United Shoe Machinery Corpor-
ation, Shelton, Connecticut. 

with the New 

UNITED Hand Eyeleter 

and Electronic Eyelet 

Selection Kit! 

Best way to be sure you've se-
lected the right eyelets for your 
specific PW Board requirements 
is by prototype — but lack of 
suitable hand-setting tools has 
imposed serious restrictions 
until now! The new Model S-5 
United Hand Setter provides 
what old plier and hand-drive 
tools lacked: adequate reach and 
the ability to set very small eye-
let sizes. Combine this efficient 
new tool with the United Eyelet 
Selection Kit (with its 21 stand-
ard sizes and lengths, which are 
capable of meeting virtually all 
PW Board requirements) and 
you'll be able to produce proto-
type models of practically any 
single- sided or double- sided 
board you're planning for pro-
duction . . . quickly and easily! 

United Eyelets 
FASTENER DIVISION 

United Shoe Machinery Corporation 
1458 River Road, Shelton, Connecticut 

BRANCHES: ATLANTA, GA. • BOSTON, MASS. • CHICAGO, ILL. • CINCINNATI. CLEVELAND. 
OHIO • DALLAS, TEXAS • SUN VALLEY ( LOS ANGELES), CALIF. • LYNCHBURG. VA 
• MILWAUKEE, WISC. • NASHVILLE. TENN. • NEW YORK, N.Y. • ST. LOUIS, MO. 
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Florida... 
LID STATE 
Electronics 

Employment in Florida's 
electronic industry has 

multiplied 14 times in 9 years 
... indicative of solid growth. 

Florida's rapid growth has 
paralleled that of the pace-setting 

electronic industry, which has established 
plants in 81 key Florida cities. 

Expansion into this "Space-Age Market," 
supported by the vast complex of 

Cape Kennedy .... the increasing demand 
for electronic components ... instrumentation 

... and general manufacturing can only 
mean growth for your business. In addition 

to the built-in market, the entire industrial 
explosion of the southeast 

will be at your doorstep. 

Florida provides you with the ideal business climate in which 
your plant will grow best. Unlimited R & D creativity... 

ease of recruitment for engineers and technicians ... lower 
... taxes, with no state, corporate or personal income taxes add 

up to an environment of solid growth for your business. 

A Florida move means more than just a favorable climate 
... Florida means business. 

Move where the electronic growth is ... move down to Florida. 

Florida, 

Mr. Wendell Jarrard 
Chairman-Director 
FLORIDA 
DEVELOPMENT 
COMMISSION 
AN OFFICIAL AGENCY OF 

THE STATE OF FLORIDA 

Box 4335A 
Tallahassee, Fla. 32304 

Please send me brochure, "Yaw Your 
New Plant Should Be Located in Fior-
ds," containing the facts about FLOR-
IDA'S opportunities for New Industry, 
the 12 BILLION DOLLAR CONSUMER 
MARKET, Labor, Climate, Schools, Fav-
orable Tax Structure, Natural Resources. 

Visit FLORIDA INDUSTRIES EXPOSITION 

A 12 
BILLION 
DOLLAR 
MARKET 

FLORIDA'S ASSURANCE POLICY 
"You have my personal assurance of a sunny business climate here 
in Florida. You have positive assurance of every aid and assistance 
possible from our Florida Development Commission and from the 
overwhelming majority of our businessmen, industrialists, and fin-
anciers. We have everything to make your large or small enterprise 
healthy and successful. Write, wire or phone us TODAY. The only 
thing better than a FLORIDA vacation is having your plant here.  

FARRIS BRYANT, Governor 

NAME 

FIRM NAME 

ADDRESS 

CITY 

STATE  ZIP CODE 

at ORLANDO April 14th - 17th 

to the Editor 

More On 

"The Unemployable Engineer" 

Editor, ELECTRON IC INDUSTRIES: 

I have read with great interest three 
articles in the November, 1963 issue 
of "Electronic Industries." I ans 

greatly perturbed by them all, except 
the last sentence of your editorial on 
page 1. l'he editorial points out that 
one firm wanted an engineer who had 
four years of laser design, and that 
lasers have only been in the investiga-
tive stage for the same four years. 

Since there was only one engineer 
with those qualifications, only a moron 
would conclude that there was any 

real competition for this job. Any 
sensible person, engineer or no, would 

realize that the advertiser was shoot-
ing for a chance to rob some particu-
lar firm of the only man thus worth 
his salt in this field, to bleed his 
brains. 

In my 40 years of experience, I have 
twice been approached by firms whose 
obvious intention was to take advan-
tage of nay most recent experience; 
simply because I had done something 
for my employer which the other firm 
wanted to learn about. 
I have noted over the years, in your 

magazine, as well as the various 
others, that most firms advertise for 
men with specialized experience. Now, 
if a man puts in an application for 
employment, how much credit is given 
hint for lais reading so as to broaden 
his capabilities. . . . 

. . . As backup for my argument 
about firms wanting to lure away spe-
cific employees with specific experi-
ence, I offer you three items: Your 
own editorial page, page 1 of the No-
vember El, and two clippings taken 
from the same issue. One company 
wants a man in several fields which 
they refer to as diverse, which is 
malarkey. Each field mentioned is 
narrow and specific. Another company 
wants men experienced in microwave 
receiver design. How does any engi-
neer who accepts one of these offers 
know that he will not be dropped after 
these particular projects and contracts 
have been completed. This engineer 
shortage is created by industry seek-
ing to acquire engineers who have, 

/ 
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right now, the experience that they 
need for a specific contract. . . . 
I have one more gripe. The Master 

of Science in Engineering or Physics 
degree is without exception obtained 

on the basis of a thesis. Can you 
imagine a Master's thesis on a broad 
range of topics? . . . Then why the 
emphasis on the MS? Most engineers 
with five to seven years of useful ex-

perience are better qualified to hold 
the MS degree than many of those 
who come fresh out of college who 

stayed there to get the MS, and who 
have had limited industrial experience 
during their graduate or undergradu-
ate years. The college of hard knocks 
is still one of the best schools. . . . 

Harry A. Summers. 
Cornell University ME *24 
Electronics Engineer 
Instrumentation, US Navy 

1435 Ashland Circle 
Norfolk, Va. 

The Future of "Reps" 

Editor. ELECTRON IC INDUSTRIES: 

Your column "MARKETING" in 
the September issue, entitled " Inde-
pendent Reps Losing Out, Firms Sell-
ing Direct" could very well be miscon-
strued by readers who are not fully 
aware of all of the facts. 

It is true that as some electronic firms 
expand and become large enough and 
financially able to do so, they will 

swing to direct factory salesmen. On 
the other hand, there are always other 

firms entering the market with new 
products that will find it more ex-
pedient and less costly to go to the 
independent representative system. 
The newcomer in the field needs the 

know-how and past experience of these 
independent salesmen. The latter, 

being more familiar with their own 
particular territories, are geared to 
give the instant promotion and mar-

keting knowledge required to introduce 
a new product into a given area with-
out the usual loss of time and promo-
tional expenses. The independent sales 
representative is technically equipped 
to sell the most complex electronic 
equipment or components without ex-
pensive training by the factory. 
Your column states: "Beckman In-

struments began selling directly 
through its offices in 33 U. S. and 

Canadian cities to strengthen customer 
relations." 

Your attention is called to the Sep-

tember issue of the REPRESENTOR 
(Continued on page 152) 

CRYSTAL DETECTOR 
Model 9050 

VELOCITRON» 
Model ZV 1011 

ROTARY ATTENUATOR 
Model 9009 

VELOCITRON» RF SOURCE 
Model CO-1010 

C 5--01'esee 

STATE-OFT HE -ART 
These State-of-the-Art Components have helped to make Polarad the Word Leader in 
Microwave Instrumentation . . . now you can build them into your gear— and get the 
same matchless performance, stability, precision, and reliability . . . at a fraction of 
the cost of developing your own, and months to years sooner— now in fact. 
This list is not a long one, but every corr•ponent on it is the best available in its class: 

Crystal Detector Model 9050 — 1 to 11 GC. (useable to 12.5 GC) 
Frequency response — -±- 0.5db from —4 to —40 dbm over any octave band. 

— -1-.1db from —4 to —40 dbm from 1 to 11 gc. 
Input VSWR — less than 2.2:1 maximum 
Sensitivity— 150mv/mw no load 

For leveling output of microwave generators — peak power measurements — reflectometer 
system measurements — setting initial power levels. 

Rotary Attenuators Model 9009 — 10 to 15 GC, Model 9010 — 15 to 21 GC. 
Widest range at lowest cost commercially available in one package. 

Range — 0 to 100 db Accuracy — 0.2db or -±- 2% 
VSWR — at 0 db 1.4:1 max. at whichever is greater 

min. 10db 1.2:1 max. Insertion Loss — Less than 0.5db 
Easily read direct reading frequency dia — extremely low backlash — frequency insensi• 
Cive over complete range — large range of attenuation. 

Velocitron» RF-Sources Model 

CO-1010 — 1.0 to 2.4 GC (Contains ZV1010) 
CO-1009 — 2.0 to 4.5 GC (Contains ZV1009) 
COC-1011 — 3.8 to 8.2 GC (Contains ZV1011) 
COX-1011 — 7.0 to 11.0 GC (Contains ZV1011) 

Uses the rugged Polarad Velocitron A in a proven Polarad microwave cavity for applica-
tions in microwave signal sources and gererators for CW, FM, and pulse modulation with 
milliwatts output — use in spectrum analyzers for low incidental FM panoramic displays 
— does not require forced air cooling — employs non-contacting plunger, radiation 
shielding, and shock-resistant Polarad Velocitrons®. Special order tube-cavity combinations 
can be provided. 

Velocitrone Reflex Klystrons Model 

IV 1012 — 0.5 to 3.0 GC ZV 1009 — 1.5 to 6.0 GC 
ZV 1010 — 0.7 to 3.0 GC IV 1011 — 3.0 to 11.0 GC 

All-ceramic and metal construction achieves maximum shock and vibration resistance — 
No forced cooling needed — Maximum heat resistance — 250°C seal temperature — non-
microphonic — can be operated CW, Pulsed, FM. 

fee8PAA,V, •é Pick up the phone and call your Polarad Field Engineer 
(he's listed in the Yellow Pages) or write us or use the 
inquiry card number below — we'll send you the com-
plete new PEI Components Catalog. 

• • 

ellge 

STATE-Orelle 
microwave 
crooponeate 

by 
PEI 

IPOLARAD 
ELECTRONIC INSTRUMENTS 
A Division of Polarad Electronics Corporation 

World Leader in Microwave Instrumentation 
34-02 Queens Blvd., Long Island City 1. New York 

POLAHAD 
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Change colors 
of clear 
miniature 
lamp 

It 

with 

57 Q TM 

COLORED FILTERS 

• EASILY SLIPS OVER LAMP 
• ELASTOMERIC, UNBREAKABLE, 

REUSEABLE 

• HIGH UNIFORMITY AND 
STABILITY OF COLOR 

• IMPERVIOUS TO CONTAMINENTS 

Send for further technical information. 

APM-HEXSEAL CORP. 

57aKtf.m.Wf-

DIVISION 

41 Honeck St., Englewood, N. J. 
Tel.: (201) LO 9-5700 

SEAL WITHOUT REDESIGN WITH HEXSEALS* 
SEELSKREWS* SEELBOLTS* SEELRIVITS* 
RUBRGLAS-SEELS* SILIG-0-RINGS 

'Trade 

102 
to the Editor 

(Continued from page 151) 

(copy enclosed) the official publica-
tion of the Electronic Representatives 
Association. In "Letters to the Edi-
tor" you will note a letter from Mr. 
Robert M. Ward, Vice President, Mar-
keting, Beckman Instruments, Inc., to 
BUSINESS WEEK. We have been 
given permission to reproduce this let-
ter, which in part states: "The fact 
is that one of our seven divisions, the 
Scientific and Process Instruments 
Division, switched from laboratory ap-
paratus dealers to direct salesmen on 
part of its product line." Mr. Ward 
goes on to say: "Three important divi-
sions of Beckman Instruments, namely, 
Offner, Helipot, and Berkeley, owe a 
great part of their success to and cur-
rently sell their products through a 

network of competent sales reps . . . 
the alert, progressive manufacturer's 
representative has learned to serve his 
principals in ever more effective fash-
ion, and as a consequence, will be 
an important part of the industry's dis-
tribution system." 
The article also refers to "holding 

companies with a national network of 
regional reps." Actually, representa-
tives who operate within these holding 
groups also continue to operate as 
independent salesmen, marketing prod-
ucts for other manufacturers whom 
they represent. In our opinion this 
type of organization will always be a 
minority group and poses no threat 
to the future of the independent repre-
sentative system. 

In the opinion of ERA there will 
always be the need for independent 

sales representatives in the electronic 
industry. One only needs to consider 
the continuing rate of growth . . . the 
tremendous amount of research and 
development underway . . . and the 
ever widening number of new manu-
facturers entering the field with new 
products, to realize that the (lay when 
it can be claimed that the " independent 
reps are losing out" is in the far (lis-
tant future. 

Allen I. Williams, 
National President 

Electronic Representatives Assoc. 
600 S. Michigan Ave. 
Chicago 5, III. 

Specify 

Resistor Reliability 

and Capability 

with Confidence ... 

c9,eee 

PYROFILM 

PYROMET 1 

Highlight from the 
Pyrofilm Resistor Family 

PMH 55 1/10 Watt 

ULTRA STABLE 
PYROMET ® METAL 

FILM RESISTOR 

The Pyromet series of metal film re-
sistors, developed by Pyrofilm, offers 
RELIABILITY unmatched by any 
other metal film resistor. Pyromet 
Metal film resistors have proven to 
be superior, less costly. 

PYROFILM 
RESISTORS 

SETTING NEW 

STANDARDS IN 

• PyroSeal Precision Carbon 
Film Resistors 

• Pyromet Metal Film Resistors 
• High Voltage Resistors 
• MIL-SPEC Resistors 
• Carbon Film Microwave Resistors 
• Sub-Miniature Resistors 
• Matched Resistor Networks 
• High Resistance Resistors 

Write For File 
Folder... 
with technical 
bulletins on the 
complete Pyrofilm 
line ... plus load 
life test data 

PV.Oridl 
RES $TU 

WPM 

PYROFILM 
RESISTOR 

COMPANY, INC. 
3 SADDLE ROAD • CEDAR KNOLLS, N. J. 

1201) JEfferson 9-7110 
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REGIONAL SALES MANAGERS 

Philadelphia 19139-56th & Chestnut Sts. 
(Area Code 215) SHenvood 8-2000 
JOSEPH DRUCKER 
ROBERT Q. HINCKLE, Jr. 

New York 17-100 East 42nd St. 
(Area Code 212) OXford 7-3400 
GERRY PELISSIER 
HUGH ROBINSON 

W. Hartford, Conn.-62 LaSalle Rd. 
(Area Code 203) 236-4237 
AL KAISER 

Boston ( 10), Mass.-10 High St. 
(Area Code 617) Liberty 2-4460 
ROBERT G. SMITH 

Chicago (11)-540 N. Michigan Ave. 
(Area Code 312) 467-9660 
JOHN W. BERNHARDT 
PHILIP T. CLARK 

Cleveland (15)-601 Rockwell Ave. 
(Area Code 216) SUperior 1-2860 
ROBERT COBURN 

Los Angeles (57)-198 S. Alvarado St. 
(Area Code 213) DUnkirk 7-1271 
GEORGE F. KELLEY 
BURT UNDERWOOD 

San Francisco (3)-1355 Market St. 
(Area Code 415) 861-7107 
DON MAY 

Atlanta (9)-1776 Peachtree St. N.W. 
(Area Code 415) 861-7107 
JOHN W. SANGSTON 

Dallas (6)—Meadows Bldg. 
Expressway at Milton 
(Area Code 214) EMerson 3-6426 
HAROLD E. MOTE 

EUROPEAN SALES OFFICES 

London, S. W. (1)-67/68 Jermyn St. 
St. James 
MAX F. HOLSINGER 

Dusseldorf—Huttenstrasse 17 
Am Emst-Reuter-Platz 
MAX F. HOLSINGER 

FAR EAST SALES OFFICE 

Tokio Marunouchl, Japan 
C. P. 0. Box #1572, Room 814 
Tel.: 211-3506-3509 
Togin Bldg. 
CLARENCE T. SAKAGUCHI 
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TO SEE WHAT AIR CAN DO SEE GARDNER-DENVER 

In the sixties alone we have added hundreds of new and im-
proved products to our lines of compressors. rock drills, air 
tools, drilling rigs. So before you invest in new air equipment, 
find out—from Gardner- Denver—how air can serve you better. 

HOW CAN YOU 
WIRE 121 TERMINALS 
IN 1 SQ. IN.? 
It is possible—and practical. Using 30- or 32-gauge 
wire, Gardner-Denver "Wire-Wrap" 9 tools make 
connections on 1 / 10" grid spacings. Newly designed 
miniaturized bits and sleeves make it possible. These 
attachments fit on present battery-powered or other 
"Wire-Wrap" tools. 
High density packaging requires closely spaced 

terminals to meet industry's demands for smaller 
components in miniaturized equipment. 

Connections made with "Wire-Wrap" tools are 
permanent. Proof: 15 billion solderless wrapped con-
nections without a reported electrical failure. 

For details on "Wire-Wrap" tools, write for Bul-
letin 14-1. 

KEEP UP—TO—DATE W ITH 

GARDNER - DENVER 
Gardner-Denver Company, Quircy, Illino.s 

' EXHIBITS FOR ENGINEERS 
AT NEW YORK WORLD'S FAIR 

Electronic engineers may be inter-

ested in scientific exhibits being pre-
sented by electronic firms and gov-
ernment agencies at the New York 
World's Fair, opening April 26, 1964. 
Some exhibits to be shown are: 

Electronic Instrument Landing Sys-
tem, Airborne Instruments Labora-
tory, for aviation safety, in the Hall 
of Science. 

Radiation of Man, Atomic Energy 
Commission, discusses X-rays, Geiger 
counters, electroscopes, at "Atoms-
ville, U.S.A." 

Apollo Spacecraft and Lunar Ex-
cursion Module, National Aeronautics 
and Space Administration, at the U. S. 
Government Pavilion. 

International Pen Friend Program, 

Parker Pen Co., computer will match 
names and interests of Americans 
with those of foreign persons for mu-

tual correspondence. 

Instant Itineraries, Remington Rand 
Univac, a 490 Real Time computer 
will create itineraries for tours of 
New York City, the United States and 
the World, at the Transportation and 

Travel Pavilion. 

Brightest Show on Earth, combined 
electric power & light companies, 
"Uncle Ben," talking, animated robot 
will guide visitors through exhibits. 

Microwave Horn Antenna, Ameri-

can Telephone & Telegraph Co., will 
be used to demonstrate regular com-
mercial and closed-circuit television 

programs. 
Color TV and Electronic Hardware, 

Radio Corporation of America, sys-
tems and equipment used on land, sea, 

in air and space. 

Audio-Animatronic Robots, General 
Electric and Walt Disney Enterprises, 
programmed on a seven-track tape 
using techniques and components de-
veloped for sequencing Polaris, at the 
General Electric Pavilion. GE also 
will display colors programmed by a 

numerical control system. 

EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS, 

PARTS & COMPONENTS 

.::....•..•..•.•.•.%-m.•-•-%•ffer.%•.•.N. 

% INDUSTRIAL ELECTRON 0 
% TUBES SALESMAN 0 
% 0 
DYNAMIC. WITH BROAD MARKET CONTACTS 0 
AND FOLLOWING. LIBERAL COMMISSION. 

METROPOLITAN SUPPLY CORP. i 
% 443 PARK AVE S., NEW YORK 16, N. Y.  
ea (212) MU 6-2835 ? 
›'.•.e.r.e.,%•.%`..6WI...Wmme..P6`...: 
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Who says all females are alike? 

All females are supposed to be un-

predictable, unreliable, and hard to 
handle. 

Here's one that isn't. It's the " better 

halr of Amphenols new Ultra-Mate* 
connector. 

Want go/no-go reliability? The 

Ultra- Mate connector is more than 
predictable. You can bet your life on 

it — which is exactly what astronauts 
do each time they soar away from the 
launch pad. Ultra-Mate will mate only 

if every pin fits snugly into every socket. 
No mis-connection intermittencies. 

Ultra-Mate gets its go ¡no-go reliabil-

ity from the female halls hard faced, 
closed entry receptacle. Ultra-Mate is 

the only truly environmental space 
age connector that combines a hard 

dielectric with front servicing. Any 

stubby-fingered technician can assem-
ble or disassemble an Ultra-Mate con-
nector in mere seconds. 

Take a close look at the female 
Ultra-Mate. You'll see 55 funnel-shaped 

openings, one for each contact. These 
hard-dielectric entryways guide contact-

pins smoothly into their sockets. 
Now, look a little closer. See those 

tiny slots fanning out of each entry-

•Ultra-Mata is a Tradernark of Amphenol-Borg Electronics Corporation 

way? These are the secret of Ultra-
Mate's front release system. 

Only the standard removal tool will 
fit into these slots. No wrong-size con-

tacts. No oversize test prods. Ultra-
Mate is idiot-proof. And ifs fast. Con-

tact positions are clearly marked in 

front of the dielectric. 

Ultra-Mate availability? You can 

specify Ultra-Mate connectors now in 
all basic sizes referenced in MIL-C-

26500 and MIL-C-38300. Write to: 
Dick Hall, Vice-President, Marketing, 

Amphenol, 1830 South 54th Avenue, 
Chicago 50, Illinois. 

A DIVISION OF AMPHENOL-BORG ELECTRONICS CORPORATION e mphEno> 
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RCA SoReline 
Metal Header Ann,Sable 

sn all 9 types 

New—in RCA's Triple-Diffused Silicon Planar 2N2102 Family 
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RCA-2N2102 typical beta 

characteristics @ 25 C TFA 

00 I c( ma) 

2N2102 TYP S. The transistor that rocked the industry for broad applicati 
three packa ges: 2N2 02 (T0-5) brings you Multipoint beta control from .01 ma to 1 
and 2N2893 (10-46) bring you multipoint be a controi from .01 ma to .5 amp. 

CHECK THESE co PRACTICAL ANSWERS 

now available in 
2N2895 (T0-18) 
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HIGH-VOLTAGE TYPES. If your application involves high- operating or transient voltages, the 
RCA high-v4Itag types 2N2405 (T0-5), 2N2896 (T0-18), and 2N2899 (T0-48), offer mi imum VcEo(sus) 
of 90 volts, end e mi limum VcER(sus) controlled for R E from 9 to 100 kilohms. 

RCA-2N2405—Vcr(sus) 

characteristic 

R CA 
2P-42E3 

TO EVERY DFSIGN PROBLEM 

2N2102 ar 'avai able t attractive prices in 2NJ2270 (T9-5), 2N21897 (T0-18), and 2N290 (T9-46). 
ECON MT V RSIONS. / Many performance benefits and manufacturing cortrols of FiCA's famous 

FROM LOW-LEVEL TO MEDIUM POWER  
These RCA types offer: PD max. up to 5 watts; fT min. up to 
120 Mc.; Solid Metal Header; Triple- Diffused Silicon Planar Con-
struction. Specify the case, and the performance your design 
calls for. For more information, call your nearest RCA Field Office. 
For technical data on specific types, write: Commercial Engi-
neering, RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J. 

AVAILABLE THROUGH YOUR RCA DISTRIBUTOR 

The Most Trusted Name 

e in Electronics 




